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Preface

This book is meant for use with a self-contained course that introduces many of the basic mathematical
principles and techniques needed for modern data analysis. In particular, it was constructed from material
taught mainly in two courses. The first is an early undergraduate course which was designed to prepare
students to succeed in rigorous Machine Learning and Data Mining courses. The second course is that
advanced Data Mining course. It should be useful for any combination of such courses. The book introduces
key conceptual tools which are often absent or brief in undergraduate curriculum, and for most students,
helpful to see multiple times. On top of these, it introduces the generic versions of the most basic techniques
that comprise the backbone of modern data analysis. And then it delves deeper in a few more advanced
topics and techniques – still focusing on clear, intuitive, and lasting ideas, instead of specific details in the
ever-evolving state-of-the-art.

Notation. Consistent, clear, and crisp mathematical notation is essential for intuitive learning. The do-
mains which comprise modern data analysis (e.g., statistics, machine learning, algorithms) have matured
somewhat separately with their own conventions for ways to write the same or similar concepts. Moreover,
it is commonplace for researchers to adapt notation to best highlight ideas within specific papers. As such,
much of the existing literature on the topics covered in this book is all over the place, inconsistent, and as a
whole confusing. This text attempts to establish a common, simple, and consistent notation for these ideas,
yet not veer too far from how concepts are consistently represented in research literature, and as they will
be in more advanced courses. Indeed the most prevalent sources of confusion in earlier uses of this text in
class have arisen around overloaded notation.

Interaction with other courses. Students take a course taught from this book should have calculus, and
especially for the more advanced material, a basic familiarity with programming and algorithms is useful
for fully understanding the computational techniques. Students also benefit from some prior exposure to
probability and linear algebra; but this text also reviews key concepts in these areas, so as to keep the book
more self-contained. It may be appropriate for students to take these classes before or concurrently. If
appropriately planned for, it is the hope that a first course taught from this book could be taken as early as
the undergraduate sophomore level, so that more rigorous and advanced data analysis classes can already be
taken during the junior year.

Although we touch on Bayesian Inference, we do not cover most of classical statistics; neither frequentist
hypothesis testing or the similar Bayesian perspectives. Most universities have well-developed courses
on these topics which while also very useful, provide a complimentary view of data analysis. Classical
statistical modeling approaches are often essential when a practitioner needs to provide some modeling
assumptions to harness maximum power from limited data. But in the era of big data this is not always
necessary. Rather, the topics in this course provide tools for using some of the data to help choose the
model.

Scope and topics. Vital concepts introduced include concentration of measure and PAC bounds, cross-
validation, gradient descent, a variety of distances, principal component analysis, and graphs. These ideas
are essential for modern data analysis, but not often taught in other introductory mathematics classes in a
computer science or math department. Or if these concepts are taught, they are presented in a very different
context.
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We also survey basic techniques in supervised (regression and classification) and unsupervised (principal
component analysis and clustering) learning. We make an effort to keep the presentation and concepts on
these topics simple. We mainly initially stick to those methods which attempt to minimize sum of squared
errors. We lead with classic but magical algorithms like Lloyd’s algorithm for k-means, the power method
for eigenvectors, and perceptron for linear classification. For many students (even those in a computer sci-
ence program), these are the first iterative, non-discrete algorithms they will have encountered. Sometimes
the book ventures beyond these basics into concepts like regularization and lasso, locality sensitive hashing,
multi-dimensional scaling, spectral clustering, neural net basics, and data sketching. These can be sprinkled
in, to allow courses to go deeper and more advanced as is suitable for the level of students.

On data. While this text is mainly focused on a mathematical preparation, what would data analysis be
without data. As such we provide discussion on how to use these tools and techniques on actual data, with
simple examples given in python. We choose python since it has increasingly many powerful libraries often
with efficient backends in low level languages like C or Fortran. So for most data sets, this provides the
proper interface for working with these tools.

But arguably more important than writing the code itself is a discussion on when and when not to use
techniques from the immense toolbox available. This is one of the main ongoing questions a data scientist
must ask. And so, the text attempts to introduce the readers to this ongoing discussion – but resists diving
into an explicit discussion of the actual tools available.

Examples, Geometry, and Ethics. Three themes that this text highlights to try to aid in the understanding
and broader comprehension of these fundamentals are examples, geometry, and ethical connotations. These
are each offset in colored boxes.

Example: with focus on Simplicity

We try to provide numerous simple examples to demonstrate key concepts. We aim to be as simple
as possible, and make data examples small, so they can be fully digested.

Geometry of Data and Proofs

Many of the ideas in this text are inherently geometric, and hence we attempt to provide many
geometric illustrations which can illustrate what is going on. These boxes often go more in depth
into what is going on, and include the most technical proofs.
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Ethical Questions with Data Analysis

As data analysis glides into an abstract, automatic, but nebulous place within decision making every-
where, the surrounding ethical questions are becoming more important. We highlight various ethical
questions which may arise in the course of using the analysis described in this text. We intentionally
do not offer solutions, since there may be no single good answer to some of the dilemmas presented.
Moreover, we believe the most important part of instilling positive ethics is to make sure analysts at
least think about the consequences, which we hope is partially achieved via these highlighting boxes.

Thanks. I would like to thank gracious support from NSF in the form of grants CCF-1350888, IIS-
1251019, ACI-1443046, CNS-1514520, CNS-1564287, and IIS-1816149, which have funded my cumu-
lative research efforts during the writing of this text. I would also like to thank the University of Utah, as
well as the Simons Institute for Theory of Computing, for providing excellent work environments while this
text was written. And thanks to Natalie Cottrill, Yang Gao, Koriann South, and many other students for a
careful reading and feedback.

This version. ... released online in December 2019, includes about 20 additional pages over the previous
version (v5.0), many new figures and examples, and hopefully the eradication of most of the typos. Any
updates, and eventually links to code snippets can be found at http://www.mathfordata.com. This
is likely the final public free online version of the book. A forthcoming formally published version will
hopefully correct any lingering typos, add a few more clarifying examples, and have more exercises.

Jeff M. Phillips
Salt Lake City, December 2019
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1 Probability Review

Probability is a critical tool for modern data analysis. It arises in dealing with uncertainty, in randomized
algorithms, and in Bayesian analysis. To understand any of these concepts correctly, it is paramount to have
a solid and rigorous statistical foundation. Here we review some key definitions.

1.1 Sample Spaces
We define probability through set theory, starting with a sample space Ω. This represents the set of all things
that might happen in the setting we consider. One such potential outcome ω ∈ Ω is a sample outcome, it is
an element of the set Ω. We are usually interested in an event that is a subset A ⊆ Ω of the sample space.

Example: Discrete Sample Space for a 6-sided Die

Consider rolling a single fair, 6-sided die. Then Ω = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. One roll may produce an
outcome ω = 3, rolling a 3. An event might be A = {1, 3, 5}, any odd number.
The probability of rolling an odd number is then Pr(A) = |{1, 3, 5}|/|{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}| = 1/2.

The probability of an event Pr(A) satisfies the following properties:

• 0 ≤ Pr(A) ≤ 1 for any A,
• Pr(Ω) = 1, and
• The probability of the union of disjoint events is equivalent to the sum of their individual probabilities.

Formally, for any sequence A1, A2, . . . where for all i 6= j that Ai ∩Aj = ∅, then

Pr

(⋃

i=1

Ai

)
=
∑

i=1

Pr(Ai).

Example: Probability for a Biased Coin

Now consider flipping a biased coin with two possible events Ω = {H,T} (i.e., heads H = A1 and
tails T = A2). The coin is biased so the probabilities Pr(H) = 0.6 and Pr(T ) = 0.4 of these events
are not equal. However we notice still 0 ≤ Pr(T ),Pr(H) ≤ 1, and that Pr(Ω) = Pr(H ∪ T ) =
Pr(H) + Pr(T ) = 0.6 + 0.4 = 1. That is the sample space Ω is union of these two events, which
cannot both occur (i.e., H ∩ T = ∅) so they are disjoint. Thus Ω’s probability can be written as the
sum of the probability of those two events.

Sample spaces Ω can also be continuous, representing some quantity like water, time, or land mass which
does not have discrete quantities. All of the above definitions hold for this setting.

Example: Continuous Sample Space

Assume you are riding a Swiss train that is always on time, but its departure is only specified to the
minute (specifically, 1:37 pm). The true departure is then in the state space Ω = [1:37:00, 1:38:00).
A continuous event may be A = [1:37:00− 1:37:40), the first 40 seconds of that minute.
Perhaps the train operators are risk averse, so Pr(A) = 0.80. That indicates that 0.8 fraction of trains
depart in the first 2/3 of that minute (less than the 0.666 expected from a uniform distribution).
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A random variable X : Λ→ Ω is a function which maps from one type of sample space Λ to another Ω.
It endows the outcomes in Λ with a value in Ω. In many cases the mapped-to sample space Ω ⊆ R, where R
is the space of real numbers. Usually the randomness refers to a yet-to-be-performed experiment or planned
observation which results in an outcome in the sample space, and then the resulting mapped-to value of the
random variable. The first sample space Λ is often immaterial and ignored.

Example: Random Variables for a Fair Coin

Consider flipping a fair coin with Λ = {H,T}. If it lands as heads H , then I get 1 point, and if it
lands as T , then I get 4 points. Thus the mapped-to sample space is Ω = {1, 4}. This describes the
random variable X , defined X(H) = 1 and X(T ) = 4.

Geometry of Sample Spaces

It may be useful to generically imagine a sample space Ω as a square. Then, as shown in (a), an event
A may be an arbitrary subset of this space.
When the sample space describes the joint sample space over two random variables X and Y , then it
may be convenient to parameterize Ω by its x- and y-coordinates, so that the X value is represented
along one side of the square, and the Y value along the other, as in (b). Then for an event A ⊂ Ω
which only pertains to the x value (e.g., A = {(x, y) ∈ Ω | 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.5}), then event A is
represented as a rectangular strip defined by A’s intersection with x domain.
If there is also an event B that only pertains to y-coordinate (e.g., B = {(x, y) ∈ Ω | 0.1 ≤ 0.6}),
and hence only the random variable Y , then another rectangular strip in the other direction, as drawn
in (c). When these events are independent, then these strips intersect only in another rectangleA∩B.
When random variables X and Y are independent, then all such strips, defined by events A ⊂ X
and B ⊂ Y intersect in a rectangle. If the events are not independent, then the associated picture of
events will not look as clear, like in (a).
Given such independent events A ⊂ X and B ⊂ Y , then observe that A | B can be realized, as in
(d), with the rectangle A ∩ B restricted to the strip defined by B. Furthermore, imagining the area
as being proportional to probability, we can see that Pr(A | B) = Pr(A ∩B)/Pr(B) since the strip
B induces a new restricted sample space ΩB , and an event only occurs in the strip-induced rectangle
defined and further-restricted by A which is precisely A ∩B.

A

X

Y

⌦ ⌦

X

Y

A

⌦

B

X

Y

A

⌦

B

A

A \B A | B

(a) (b) (c) (d)

⌦B

1.2 Conditional Probability and Independence
Now consider two events A and B. The conditional probability of A given B is written Pr(A | B), and
can be interpreted as the probability of A, restricted to the setting where we know B is true. It is defined in
simpler terms as Pr(A | B) = Pr(A∩B)

Pr(B) , that is the probabilityA andB are both true, divided by (normalized
by) the probability B is true.
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Two events A and B are independent of each other if and only if

Pr(A | B) = Pr(A).

Equivalently, by algebraic manipulation, they are independent if and only if Pr(B | A) = Pr(B) and also if
and only if Pr(A∩B) = Pr(A)Pr(B). This implies that knowledge aboutB has no effect on the probability
of A (and vice versa from A to B).

Example: Conditional Probability

Consider two random variables T and C. Variable T is 1 if a test for cancer is positive, and 0
otherwise. Variable C is 1 if a patient has cancer, and 0 otherwise. The joint probability of the events
is captured in the following table:

tests positive for cancer
tests negative for cancer

cancer no cancer
C = 1 C = 0

T = 1 0.1 0.02
T = 0 0.05 0.83

Note that the sum of all cells (the joint sample space Ω) is 1. The conditional probability of having
cancer, given a positive test is Pr(C = 1 | T = 1) = 0.1

0.1+0.02 = 0.8333. The probability of cancer
(ignoring the test) is Pr(C = 1) = 0.1 + 0.05 = 0.15. Since Pr(C = 1 | T = 1) 6= Pr(C = 1),
then events T = 1 and C = 1 are not independent.

Two random variables X and Y are independent if and only if, for all possible events A ⊆ ΩX and
B ⊆ ΩY these events A and B are independent: Pr(A ∩B) = Pr(A)Pr(B).

1.3 Density Functions

Discrete random variables can often be defined through tables (as in the above cancer example). Or we can
define a function fX(k) as the probability that random variableX is equal to k. For continuous random vari-
ables we need to be more careful: we will use calculus. We will next develop probability density functions
(pdfs) and cumulative density functions (cdfs) for continuous random variables; the same constructions are
sometimes useful for discrete random variables as well, which basically just replace a integral with a sum.

We consider a continuous sample space Ω, and a random variable X with outcomes in Ω. The probability
density function of a random variable X is written fX . It is defined with respect to any event A ⊂ Ω so that
Pr(X ∈ A) =

∫
ω∈A fX(ω)dω. The value fX(ω) is not equal to Pr(X = ω) in general, since for continuous

functions Pr(X = ω) = 0 for any single value ω ∈ Ω. Yet, we can interpret fX as a likelihood function; its
value has no units, but they can be compared and outcomes ω with larger fX(ω) values are more likely.

Next we will define the cumulative density function FX(t); it is the probability thatX takes on a value of t
or smaller. Here it is typical to have Ω = R, the set of real numbers. Now define FX(t) =

∫ t
ω=−∞ fX(ω)dω.

We can also define a pdf in terms of a cdf as fX(ω) = dFX(ω)
dω .
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Example: Normal Random Variable

A normal random variable X is a very common distribution to model noise. It has domain Ω = R.
The pdf of the standard normal distribution is defined fX(ω) = 1√

2π
exp(−ω2/2) = 1√

2π
e−ω

2/2,
and its cdf has no closed form solution. We have plotted the cdf and pdf in the range [−3, 3] where
most of the mass lies:

3 2 1 0 1 2 3
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

normal PDF
normal CDF

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from scipy.stats import norm
import numpy as np
import math

mean = 0
variance = 1
sigma = math.sqrt(variance)
x = np.linspace(-3, 3, 201)

plt.plot(x, norm.pdf((x-mean)/sigma),linewidth=2.0, label=’normal PDF’)
plt.plot(x, norm.cdf((x-mean)/sigma),linewidth=2.0, label=’normal CDF’)
plt.legend(bbox_to_anchor=(.35,1))
plt.show()

1.4 Expected Value
The expected value of a random variable X : Λ → Ω is a very important concept, basically a weighted
average of Ω, weighted by the likelihood of X . Recall, usually Ω = R, are just real values. For a discrete
random variable X it is defined as the sum over all outcomes ω in the mapped-to sample space, or their
value ω ∈ Ω times their probability

E[X] =
∑

ω∈Ω

(ω · Pr[X = ω]).

For a continuous random variable X it is defined

E[X] =

∫

ω∈Ω
ω · fX(ω)dω.

Linearity of Expectation: A key property of expectation is that it is a linear operation. That means
for two random variables X and Y we have E[X+Y ] = E[X] + E[Y ]. For a scalar value α, we also
E[αX] = αE[X].
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Example: Expectation

A fair die has a sample space of Ω = {ω1 = 1, ω2 = 2, ω3 = 3, ω4 = 4, ω5 = 5, ω6 = 6}, and the
probability of each outcome wi is Pr[D = wi] = 1/6. The expected value of a random variable D
of the result of a roll of such a die is

E[D] =
∑

ωi∈Ω

ωi · Pr[D = ωi] = 1 · 1

6
+ 2 · 1

6
+ 3 · 1

6
+ 4 · 1

6
+ 5 · 1

6
+ 6 · 1

6
=

21

6
= 3.5

Example: Linearity of Expectation

Let H be the random variable of the height of a man in meters without shoes. Let the pdf fH of H
be a normal distribution with expected value µ = 1.755m and with standard deviation 0.1m. Let S
be the random variable of the height added by wearing a pair of shoes in centimeters (1 meter is 100
centimeters), its pdf is given by the following table:

S = 1 S = 2 S = 3 S = 4

0.1 0.1 0.5 0.3

Then the expected height of someone wearing shoes in centimeters is

E[100·H+S] = 100·E[H]+E[S] = 100·1.755+(0.1·1+0.1·2+0.5·3+0.3·4) = 175.5+3 = 178.5

Note how the linearity of expectation allowed us to decompose the expression 100 ·H + S into its
components, and take the expectation of each one individually. This trick is immensely powerful
when analyzing complex scenarios with many factors.

1.5 Variance
The variance of a random variable X describes how spread out it is, with respect to its mean E[X]. It is
defined

Var[X] = E[(X − E[X])2]

= E[X2]− E[X]2.

The equivalence of those two above common forms above uses that E[X] is a fixed scalar:

E[(X − E[X])2] = E[X2 − 2XE[X] + E[X]2] = E[X2]− 2E[X]E[X] + E[X]2 = E[X2]− E[X]2.

For any scalar α ∈ R, then Var[αX] = α2Var[X].
Note that the variance does not have the same units as the random variable or the expectation, it is that unit

squared. As such, we also often discuss the standard deviation σX =
√

Var[X]. A low value of Var[X] or
σX indicates that most values are close to the mean, while a large value indicates that the data has a higher
probability of being further from the mean.
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Example: Variance

Consider again the random variable S for height added by a shoe:

S = 1 S = 2 S = 3 S = 4

0.1 0.1 0.5 0.3

Its expected value is E[S] = 3 (a fixed scalar), and its variance is

Var[S] = 0.1 · (1− 3)2 + 0.1 · (2− 3)2 + 0.5 · (3− 3)2 + 0.3 · (4− 3)2

= 0.1 · (−2)2 + 0.1 · (−1)2 + 0 + 0.3(1)2 = 0.4 + 0.1 + 0.3 = 0.8.

Then the standard deviation is σS =
√

0.8 ≈ 0.894.

The covariance of two random variables X and Y is defined Cov[X,Y ] = E[(X − E[X])(Y − E[Y ])].
It measures how much these random variables vary in accordance with each other; that is, if both are con-
sistently away from the mean at the same time (in the same direction), then the covariance is high.

1.6 Joint, Marginal, and Conditional Distributions

We now extend some of these concepts to more than one random variable. Consider two random variables
X and Y . Their joint pdf is defined fX,Y : ΩX × ΩY → [0,∞] and for discrete random variables this is
defined by the probability

fX,Y (x, y) = Pr(X = x, Y = y).

In this discrete case, the domain of fX,Y is restricted so fX,Y ∈ [0, 1] and so
∑

x,y∈X×Y fX,Y (x, y) = 1,
e.g., the sum of probabilities over the joint sample space is 1.

The marginal pdf in the discrete case is defined

fX(x) =
∑

y∈ΩY

fX,Y (x, y) =
∑

y∈ΩY

Pr(X = x, Y = y).

Marginalizing removes the effect of a random variable (Y in the above definitions).

In this continuous case, it is more natural to first define the joint and marginal cdf. When ΩX = ΩY =
R, the joint cdf is defined FX,Y (x, y) = Pr(X ≤ x, Y ≤ y). The marginal cdf s of FX,Y are defined
FX(x) = limy→∞ FX,Y (x, y) and FY (y) = limx→∞ FX,Y (x, y). Then for continuous random variables

we can now define fX,Y (x, y) =
d2FX,Y (x,y)

dxdy . And then the marginal pdf of X (when ΩY = R) is defined
fX(x) =

∫∞
y=−∞ fX,Y (x, y)dy.

Now we can say random variables X and Y are independent if and only if fX,Y (x, y) = fX(x) · fY (y)
for all x and y.

Then a conditional distribution of X given Y = y is defined fX|Y (x | y) = fX,Y (x, y)/fY (y) (given
that fY (y) 6= 0).
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Example: Marginal and Conditional Distributions

Consider a student at Data University who randomly chooses his pants and shirt every day (a to-
remain-anonymous friend of the author’s actually did this in college – all clothes were in a pile,
clean or dirty; when the average article of clothing was too smelly, all were washed). Let P be a
random variable for the color of pants, and S a random variable for the color of the shirt. Their joint
probability is described by this table:

S=green S=red S=blue
P=blue 0.3 0.1 0.2
P=white 0.05 0.2 0.15

Adding up along columns, the marginal distribution fS for the color of the shirt is described by the
following table:

S=green S=red S=blue
0.35 0.3 0.35

Isolating and renormalizing the middle “S=red” column, the conditional distribution fP |S(· | S= red)
is described by the following table:

P=blue 0.1
0.3 = 0.3333

P=white 0.2
0.3 = 0.6666

Example: Gaussian Distribution

The Gaussian distribution is a d-variate distribution Gd : Rd → R that generalizes the one-
dimensional normal distribution. The definition of the symmetric version (we will generalize to
non-trivial covariance later on) depends on a mean µ ∈ Rd and a variance σ2. For any vector
v ∈ Rd, it is defined

Gd(v) =
1

σd
√

(2π)d
exp

(
−‖v − µ‖

2

2σ2

)
,

where ‖v − µ‖ is the Euclidian distance between v and µ (see Chapter 4.2). For the 2-dimensional
case where v = (vx, vy) and µ = (µx, µy), then this is defined

G2(v) =
1

2πσ2
exp

(−(vx − µx)2 − (vy − µy)2

2σ2

)
.

A magical property about the Gaussian distribution is that all conditional versions of it are also
Gaussian, of a lower dimension. For instance, in the two dimensional case G2(vx | vy = 1) is a
1-dimensional Gaussian, which is precisely a normal distribution N = G1. There are many other
essential properties of the Gaussian that we will see throughout this text, including that it is invariant
under all basis transformations and that it is the limiting distribution for central limit theorem bounds.
When the dimension d is implicit, but it is useful to write the mean µ and variance σ2 (or standard
deviation σ) in the definition of the pdf explicitly, then we can write Gµ,σ or Nµ,σ.
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Geometry of Kernel Density Estimates

A kernel density estimate is a powerful modeling tool that allows one to take a finite set of points
P ⊂ Rd and a smoothing operator, a kernel K, and transform them into a continuous function
KDEP : Rd → R.
The most common kernel is the Gaussian kernel

K(p, x) =
1

σd
√

(2π)d
exp

(
−‖x− p‖

2

2σ2

)
,

which is precisely the evaluation of the Gaussian distribution Gd(x) with mean p and standard devi-
ation σ evaluated at x. Thus it can be interpreted as taking the “mass” of a point p and spreading it
out according to this probability distribution.
Now, a kernel density estimate is defined at a point x ∈ Rd as

KDEP (x) =
1

|P |
∑

p∈P
K(p, x).

That is, it gives each point p ∈ P a mass of 1
|P | (each weighted uniformly), then spreads each of

these |P | masses out using the Gaussian kernels, and sums them up. While P is discrete in nature,
the kernel density estimate KDEP allows one to interpolate between these points in a smooth natural
way.

1.7 Bayes’ Rule
Bayes’ Rule is the key component in how to build likelihood functions, which when optimized are essential
to evaluating “models” based on data. Bayesian Reasoning is a much broader area that can go well beyond
just finding the single “most optimal” model. This line of work, which this section will only introduce,
reasons about the many possible models and can make predictions with this uncertainty taken into account.

Given two events M and D Bayes’ Rule states

Pr(M | D) =
Pr(D |M) · Pr(M)

Pr(D)
.

Mechanically, this provides an algebraic way to invert the direction of the conditioning of random variables,
from (D given M ) to (M given D). It assumes nothing about the independence of M and D (otherwise it
is pretty uninteresting). To derive this we use

Pr(M ∩D) = Pr(M | D)Pr(D)

and also
Pr(M ∩D) = Pr(D ∩M) = Pr(D |M)Pr(M).
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Combining these we obtain Pr(M | D)Pr(D) = Pr(D | M)Pr(M), from which we can divide by Pr(D)
to solve for Pr(M | D). So Bayes’ Rule is uncontroversially true; any “frequentist vs. Bayesian” debate is
about how to model data and perform analysis, not the specifics or correctness of this rule.

Example: Checking Bayes’ Rule

Consider two events M and D with the following joint probability table:

M = 1 M = 0

D = 1 0.25 0.5
D = 0 0.2 0.05

We can observe that indeed Pr(M | D) = Pr(M ∩D)/Pr(D) = 0.25
0.75 = 1

3 , which is equal to

Pr(D |M)Pr(M)

Pr(D)
=

.25
.2+.25(.2 + .25)

.25 + .5
=
.25

.75
=

1

3
.

But Bayes’ rule is not very interesting in the above example. In that example, it is actually more compli-
cated to calculate the right side of Bayes’ rule than it is the left side.

Example: Cracked Windshield and Bayes’ Rule

Consider you bought a new car and its windshield was cracked, the eventW . If the car was assembled
at one of three factories A, B or C, you would like to know which factory was the most likely point
of origin.
Assume that near Data University 50% of cars are from factory A (that is Pr(A) = 0.5) and 30% are
from factory B (Pr(B) = 0.3), and 20% are from factory C (Pr(C) = 0.2).
Then you look up statistics online, and find the following rates of cracked windshields for each
factory – apparently this is a problem! In factory A, only 1% are cracked, in factory B 10% are
cracked, and in factory C 2% are cracked. That is Pr(W | A) = 0.01, Pr(W | B) = 0.1 and
Pr(W | C) = 0.02.
We can now calculate the probability the car came from each factory:

• Pr(A |W ) = Pr(W | A) · Pr(A)/Pr(W ) = 0.01 · 0.5/Pr(W ) = 0.005/Pr(W ).

• Pr(B |W ) = Pr(W | B) · Pr(B)/Pr(W ) = 0.1 · 0.3/Pr(W ) = 0.03/Pr(W ).

• Pr(C |W ) = Pr(W | C) · Pr(C)/Pr(W ) = 0.02 · 0.2/Pr(W ) = 0.004/Pr(W ).

We did not calculate Pr(W ), but it must be the same for all factory events, so to find the highest
probability factory we can ignore it. The probability Pr(B | W ) = 0.03/Pr(W ) is the largest, and
B is the most likely factory.

1.7.1 Model Given Data

In data analysis, M represents a ‘model’ and D as ’data.’ Then Pr(M | D) is interpreted as the probability
of model M given that we have observed D. A maximum a posteriori (or MAP) estimate is the model
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M ∈ ΩM that maximizes Pr(M | D). That is1

M∗ = argmax
M∈ΩM

Pr(M | D) = argmax
M∈ΩM

Pr(D |M)Pr(M)

Pr(D)
= argmax

M∈ΩM

Pr(D |M)Pr(M).

Thus, by using Bayes’ Rule, we can maximize Pr(M | D) using Pr(M) and Pr(D | M). We do not need
Pr(D) since our data is given to us and fixed for all models.

In some settings we may also ignore Pr(M), as we may assume all possible models are equally likely.
This is not always the case, and we will come back to this. In this setting we just need to calculate Pr(D |
M). This function L(M) = Pr(D |M) is called the likelihood of model M .

So what is a ‘model’ and what is ’data?’ A model is usually a simple pattern from which we think data is
generated, but then observed with some noise. Classic examples, which we will explore in this text, include:

• The model M is a single point in Rd; the data is a set of points in Rd near M .

• linear regression: The model M is a line in R2; the data is a set of points such that for each x-
coordinate, the y-coordinate is the value of the line at that x-coordinate with some added noise in the
y-value.

• clustering: The model M is a small set of points in Rd; the data is a large set of points in Rd, where
each point is near one of the points in M .

• PCA: The model M is a k-dimensional subspace in Rd (for k � d); the data is a set of points in Rd,
where each point is near M .

• linear classification: The modelM is a halfspace in Rd; the data is a set of labeled points (with labels
+ or −), so the + points are mostly in M , and the − points are mainly not in M .

Log-likelihoods. An important trick used in understanding the likelihood, and in finding the MAP model
M∗, is to take the logarithm of the posterior. Since the logarithm operator log(·) is monotonically increasing
on positive values, and all probabilities (and more generally pdf values) are non-negative (treat log(0) as
−∞), then argmaxM∈ΩM Pr(M | D) = argmaxM∈ΩM log(Pr(M | D)). It is commonly applied on only
the likelihood functionL(M), and log(L(M)) is called the log-likelihood. Since log(a·b) = log(a)+log(b),
this is useful in transforming definitions of probabilities, which are often written as products Πk

i=1Pi into
sums log(Πk

i=1Pi) =
∑k

i=1 log(Pi), which are easier to manipulated algebraically.

Moreover, the base of the log is unimportant in model selection using the MAP estimate because logb1(x) =
logb2(x)/ logb2(b1), and so 1/ logb2(b1) is a coefficient that does not affect the choice of M∗. The same is
true for the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE): M∗ = argmaxM∈ΩM L(M).

1Consider a set S, and a function f : S → R. The maxs∈S f(s) returns the value f(s∗) for some element s∗ ∈ S which results
in the largest valued f(s). The argmaxs∈S f(s) returns the element s∗ ∈ S which results in the largest valued f(s); if this is not
unique, it may return any such s∗ ∈ S.
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Example: Gaussian MLE

Let the data D be a set of points in R1 : {1, 3, 12, 5, 9}. Let ΩM be R so that the model is
parametrized by a point M ∈ R. If we assume that each data point is observed with independent
Gaussian noise (with σ = 2, so its pdf is described as NM,2(x) = g(x) = 1√

8π
exp(−1

8(M − x)2).
Then

Pr(D |M) =
∏

x∈D
g(x) =

∏

x∈D

(
1√
8π

exp(−1

8
(M − x)2)

)
.

Recall that we can take the product Πx∈Dg(x) since we assume independence of x ∈ D! To find
M∗ = argmaxM Pr(D |M) is equivalent to argmaxM ln(Pr(D |M)), the log-likelihood which is

ln(Pr(D |M)) = ln

(∏

x∈D

(
1√
8π

exp(−1

8
(M − x)2)

))
=
∑

x∈D

(
−1

8
(M − x)2

)
+|D| ln(

1√
8π

).

We can ignore the last term in the sum since it does not depend on M . The first term is maximized
when

∑
x∈D(M − x)2 is minimized, which occurs precisely as E[D] = 1

|D|
∑

x∈D x, the mean of
the data setD. That is, the maximum likelihood model is exactly the mean of the dataD, and is quite
easy to calculate.

Geometry of Average Minimizing Sum of Squared Errors

Here we will show that sum of squared errors from n values X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} is minimized
at their average. We do so by showing the first derivative is 0 at the average. Consider the sum of
squared errors cost sX(z) at some value z

sX(z) =

n∑

i=1

(xi − z)2 =

n∑

i=1

z2 − 2xiz + x2
i = nz2 − (2

n∑

i=1

xi)z +

n∑

i=1

x2
i

and its derivative, set to 0 as
dsX(z)

dz
= 2nz − 2

n∑

i=1

xi = 0.

Solving for z yields z = 1
n

∑n
i=1 xi. And this is exactly the average X . The second derivative

( d2

dz2
sX(z) = 2n) is positive, so this is a minimum point, not a maximum point.

xi
<latexit sha1_base64="bDfZej6k0soOYEF2pik9OZ4xiAg=">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</latexit>

x1
<latexit sha1_base64="m635F2NnrHFE/rbcG+8uHBGMuEc=">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</latexit>

x2
<latexit sha1_base64="jxTyqsla/xdnJ0C38yA9SrCdypY=">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</latexit>

x3
<latexit sha1_base64="VVztrExzoYp90OPOTMzDY11YZhU=">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</latexit>

A single squared error function si(z) = (xi − z)2 is a parabola. And the sum of squared error
functions is also a parabola, shown in green in the figure. This is because we can expand the sum of
squared errors as single quadratic equation in z, with coefficients determined by the xi values. This
green parabola is exactly minimized at the average of X , the � mark.
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1.8 Bayesian Inference
Bayesian inference focuses on a simplified version of Bayes’s Rule:

Pr(M | D) ∝ Pr(D |M) · Pr(M).

The symbol ∝ means proportional to; that is there is a fixed (but possibly unknown) constant factor c
multiplied on the right (in this case c = 1/Pr(D)) to make them equal: Pr(M | D) = c·Pr(D |M)·Pr(M).

However, we may want to use continuous random variables, so then strictly using probability Pr at a
single point is not always correct. So we can replace each of these with pdfs

p(M | D) ∝ f(D |M) · π(M).
posterior likelihood prior

Each of these terms have common names. As above, the conditional probability or pdf Pr(D | M) ∝
f(D | M) is called the likelihood; it evaluates the effectiveness of the model M using the observed data
D. The probability or pdf of the model Pr(M) ∝ π(M) is called the prior; it is the assumption about
the relative propensity of a model M , before or independent of the observed data. And the left hand side
Pr(M | D) ∝ p(M | D) is called the posterior; it is the combined evaluation of the model that incorporates
how well the observed data fits the model and the independent assumptions about the model.

Again it is common to be in a situation where, given a fixed model M , it is possible to calculate the
likelihood f(D | M). And again, the goal is to be able to compute p(M | D), as this allows us to evaluate
potential models M , given the data we have seen D.

The main difference is a careful analysis of π(M), the prior – which is not necessarily assumed uniform
or “flat”. The prior allows us to encode our assumptions.

Example: Average Height

Lets estimate the height H of a typical Data University student. We can construct a data set D =
{x1, . . . , xn} by measuring the height of everyone in this class in inches. There may be error in the
measurement, and we are an incomplete set, so we don’t entirely trust the data.
So we introduce a prior π(M). Consider we read that the average height of a full grown person is 66
inches, with a standard deviation of σ = 6 inches. So we assume

π(M) = N66,6(M) =
1√
π72

exp(−(µM − 66)2/(2 · 62)),

is normally distributed around 66 inches.
Now, given this knowledge we adjust the MLE example from last subsection using this prior.

• What if our MLE estimate without the prior (e.g. 1
|D|
∑

x∈D x) provides a value of 5.5?
The data is very far from the prior! Usually this means something is wrong. We could find
argmaxM p(M | D) using this information, but that may give us an estimate of say 20 (that
does not seem correct). A more likely explanation is a mistake somewhere: probably we
measured in feet instead of inches!

Weight for Prior. So how important is the prior? In the average height example, it will turn out to be worth
only (1/9)th of one student’s measurement. But we can give it more weight.
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Example: Weighted Prior for Height

Lets continue the example about the height of an average Data University student, and assume (as in
the MLE example) the data is generated independently from a model M with Gaussian noise with
σ = 2. Thus the likelihood of the model, given the data is

f(D |M) =
∏

x∈D
g(x) =

∏

x∈D

(
1√
8π

exp(−1

8
(µM − x)2)

)
.

Now using that the prior of the model is π(M) = 1√
π72

exp(−(µM−66)2/72), the posterior is given
by

p(M | D) ∝ f(D |M) · 1√
π72

exp(−(µM − 66)2/72).

It is again easier to work with the log-posterior which is monotonic with the posterior, using some
unspecified constant C (which can be effectively ignored):

ln(p(M | D)) ∝ ln(f(D |M)) + ln(π(M)) + C

∝
∑

x∈D

(
−1

8
(µM − x)2)

)
− 1

72
(µM − 66)2 + C

∝ −
∑

x∈D
9(µM − x)2 + (µM − 66)2 + C

So the maximum likelihood estimator occurs at the average of 66 and 9 copies of the student data;
that is the value 66 counts as much as 1/9th of one student data point xi in the average. In general
the solution for µM takes the form of a weighted average.

Why is student measurement data worth so much more? We assume the standard deviation of the mea-
surement error is 2, whereas we assumed that the standard deviation of the full population was 6. In other
words, our measurements had variance 22 = 4, and the population had variance 62 = 36 (technically, this
is best to interpret as the variance when adapted to various subpopulations, e.g., Data University students):
that is 9 times as much.

If instead we assumed that the standard deviation of our prior is 0.1, with variance 0.01, then this is 400
times smaller than our class measurement error variance. If we were to redo the above calculations with this
smaller variance, we would find that this assumption weights the prior 400 times the effect of each student
measurement in the MLE.

In fact, a much smaller variance on the prior is probably more realistic since national estimates on height
are probably drawn from a very large sample. And it is important to keep in mind that we are estimating
the average height of a population, not the height of a single person randomly drawn from the population.
In the next chapter we will see how averages of random variables have much smaller variance – are much
more concentrated – than individual random variables.

So what happens with more data? Lets say, this class gets really popular, and next year 1,000 or 10,000
students sign up! Then again the student data is overall worth more than the prior data. So with any prior,
if we get enough data, it no longer becomes important. But with a small amount of data, it can have a large
influence on our model.

Weighted Average. When combining the effects of iid data and a prior, we may need to use a weighted
average. Given a set of n values x1, x2, . . . , xn as well as n corresponding weights w1, w2, . . . , wn, then the
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weighted average is defined

∑n
i=1wixi∑n
i=1wi

.

Note that the denominator W =
∑n

i=1wi is the total weight. Thus, for the special case when all wi = 1, the
this is the same as the regular average since then W = n and each term in the numerator is simply 1xi = xi;
hence the entire quantity is 1

n

∑n
i=1 xi.

Example: Weighted Average

My favorite barbecue spice mix is made from 2 cups salt, 1.5 cups black pepper, and 1 cup cayenne
pepper. At the store salt costs 16¢ per cup, black pepper cost 20¢ per cup, and cayenne pepper costs
25¢ per cup. How much does my barbecue spice mix cost per cup?
This would be a weighted average with weights w1 = 2, w2 = 1.5, and w3 = 1 for salt, black
pepper, and cayenne pepper, respectively. The values being averaged are x1 = 15¢, x2 = 20¢, and
x3 = 25¢ again for salt, black pepper, and cayenne pepper, respectively. The units for the weights
cancel out, so they do not matter (as long as they are the same). But the units for the values do matter.
The resulting cost per cup is

2 · 16¢ + 1.5 · 55¢ + 1 · 175¢
2 + 1.5 + 1

=
32¢ + 110¢ + 175¢

4.5
=

317¢
4.5

≈ 70¢

Power of the Posterior. Another aspect of Bayesian inference is that we not only can calculate the max-
imum likelihood model M∗, but we can also provide a posterior value for any model! This value is not an
absolute probability (it is not normalized, and regardless it may be of measure 0), but it is powerful in other
ways:

• We can say (under our model assumptions, which are now clearly stated) that one model M1 is twice
as likely as another M2, if p(M1 | D)/p(M2 | D) = 2.

• We can now use more than one model for prediction of a value. Given a new data point x′ we may
want to map it onto our model as M(x′), or assign it a score of fit. Instead of doing this for just one
“best” model M∗, we can take a weighted average of all models, weighted by their posterior; that is
marginalizing over models.

• We can define a range of parameter values (with more model assumptions) that likely contains the
true model.
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Example: Using the Posterior

Consider three possible models M1, M2, and M3, that assume data D is observed with normal noise
with standard deviation 2. The difference in the models is the mean of the distribution which is
assumed to be 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0, respectively in these models.
We also are given a prior for each model, in the following table.

π(M1) π(M2) π(M3)

0.4 0.5 0.1

Now given a single data point x = 1.6 in D, the posterior for each model is

p(M1 | D) = C
1

4
√

2π
exp(−(x− 1.0)2/8) · π(M1) = C ′(0.96)(0.4) = C ′ · 0.384

p(M2 | D) = C
1

4
√

2π
exp(−(x− 2.0)2/8) · π(M2) = C ′(0.98)(0.5) = C ′ · 0.49

p(M3 | D) = C
1

4
√

2π
exp(−(x− 3.0)2/8) · π(M3) = C ′(0.78)(0.1) = C ′ · 0.078

where C accounts for the unknown probability of the data, and C ′ folds in other fixed normalizing
constants.
As before, it follows easily that M2 is the maximum posterior estimate – and our single best choice
given the prior and our data. We also know it is about 6 times more likely that model M3, but only
about 1.3 times more likely than model M1.
Say we want to predict the square of the mean of the true model. Instead of just returning the
maximum posterior (i.e., 4 for M2), we can take the weighted average:

1.02 · 0.384C ′ + 2.02 · 0.49C ′ + 3.02 · 0.078C ′

0.384C ′ + 0.49C ′ + 0.078C ′
=

9.364

1.654
= 5.66

Note how the unknown constant C ′ cancels out in the calculation.
If instead we put a prior on all possible mean values, we can provide a range of possible models
which achieve some degree of likelihood. For instance, if it is a “flat” prior so π(Mv) is the same
for all possible mean values v, then the posterior and likelihood are proportional. The models with
likelihood at least 0.05 are those with mean values v satisfying −3.3 ≤ v ≤ 6.5.
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Exercises

Q1.1: Consider the probability table below for the random variablesX and Y . One entry is missing, but you
should be able to derive it. Then calculate the following values.

1. Pr(X = 3 ∩ Y = 2)

2. Pr(Y = 1)

3. Pr(X = 2 ∩ Y = 1)

4. Pr(X = 2 | Y = 1) X = 1 X = 2 X = 3

Y = 1 0.25 0.1 0.15
Y = 2 0.1 0.2 ??

Q1.2: An “adventurous” athlete has the following running routine every morning: He takes a bus to a random
stop, then hitches a ride, and then runs all the way home. The bus, described by a random variable B,
has four stops where the stops are at a distance of 1, 3, 4, and 7 miles from his house – he chooses
each with probability 1/4. Then the random hitchhiking takes him further from his house with a
uniform distribution between−1 and 4 miles; that is it is represented as a random variableH with pdf
described

f(H = x) =

{
1/5 if x ∈ [−1, 4]

0 if x /∈ [−1, 4].

What is the expected distance he runs each morning (all the way home)?

Q1.3: Consider rolling two fair die D1 and D2; each has a probability space of Ω = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} which
each value equally likely. What is the probability that D1 has a larger value than D2? What is the
expected value of the sum of the two die?

Q1.4: Let X be a random variable with a uniform distribution over [0, 2]; its pdf is described

f(X = x) =

{
1/2 if x ∈ [0, 2]

0 if x /∈ [0, 2].

What is the probability f(X = 1)?

Q1.5: Use python to plot the pdf and cdf of the Laplace distribution (f(x) = 1
2 exp(−|x|)) for values of x

in the range [−3, 3]. The function scipy.stats.laplace may be useful.

Q1.6: Consider the random variables X and Y described by the joint probability table.

X = 1 X = 2 X = 3

Y = 1 0.10 0.05 0.10
Y = 2 0.30 0.25 0.20

Derive the following values

1. Pr(X = 1)

2. Pr(X = 2 ∩ Y = 1)

3. Pr(X = 3 | Y = 2)
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Compute the following probability distributions.

4. What is the marginal distribution for X?

5. What is the conditional probability for Y , given that X = 2?

Answer the following question about the joint distribution.

6. Are random variables X and Y independent?

7. Is Pr(X = 1) independent of Pr(Y = 1)?

Q1.7: Consider two models M1 and M2, where from prior knowledge we believe that Pr(M1) = 0.25 and
Pr(M2) = 0.75. We then observe a data set D. Given each model we assess the likelihood of seeing
that data given the model as Pr(D |M1) = 0.5 and Pr(D |M2) = 0.01. Now that we have the data,
which model is has a higher probability of being correct?

Q1.8: Assume I observe 3 data points x1, x2, and x3 drawn independently from an unknown distribution.
Given a model M , I can calculate the likelihood for each data point as Pr(x1 | M) = 0.5, Pr(x2 |
M) = 0.1, and Pr(x3 |M) = 0.2. What is the likelihood of seeing all of these data points, given the
model M : Pr(x1, x2, x3 |M)?

Q1.9: Consider a data set D with 10 data points {−1, 6, 0, 2,−1, 7, 7, 8, 4,−2}. We want to find a model
for M from a restricted sample space Ω = {0, 2, 4}. Assume the data has Laplace noise defined, so
from a modelM a data point’s probability distribution is described f(x) = 1

4 exp(−|M−x|/2). Also
assume we have a prior assumption on the models so that Pr(M = 0) = 0.25, Pr(M = 2) = 0.35,
and Pr(M = 4) = 0.4. Assuming all data points in D are independent, which model is most likely.
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2 Convergence and Sampling

This topic will overview a variety of extremely powerful analysis results that span statistics, estimation
theory, and big data. It provides a framework to think about how to aggregate more and more data to get
better and better estimates. It will cover the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds,
Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) algorithms, as well as analysis of importance sampling techniques
which improve the concentration of random samples.

2.1 Sampling and Estimation
Most data analysis starts with some data set; we will call this data set P . It will be composed of a set of n
data points P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}.

But underlying this data is almost always a very powerful assumption, that this data comes iid from
a fixed, but usually unknown pdf, call this f . Lets unpack this: What does “iid” mean: Identically and
Independently Distributed. The “identically” means each data point was drawn from the same f . The
“independently” means that the first points have no bearing on the value of the next point.

Example: Polling

Consider a poll of n = 1000 likely voters in an upcoming election. If we assume each polled person
is chosen iid, then we can use this to understand something about the underlying distribution f , for
instance the distribution of all likely voters.
More generally, f could represent the outcome of a process, whether that is a randomized algorithm,
a noisy sensing methodology, or the common behavior of a species of animals. In each of these cases,
we essentially “poll” the process (algorithm, measurement, thorough observation) having it provide
a sample, and repeat many times over.

Here we will talk about estimating the mean of f . To discuss this, we will now introduce a random
variable X ∼ f ; a hypothetical new data point. The mean of f is the expected value of X: E[X].

We will estimate the mean of f using the sample mean, defined P̄ = 1
n

∑n
i=1 pi. The following diagram

represents this common process: from a unknown process f , we consider n iid random variables {Xi}
corresponding to a set of n independent observations {pi}, and take their average P̄ = 1

n

∑n
i=1 pi to estimate

the mean of f .

P̄ =
1
n

∑ {pi} ←
realize

{Xi} ∼
iid

f

Central Limit Theorem. The central limit theorem is about how well the sample mean approximates the
true mean. But to discuss the sample mean P̄ (which is a fixed value) we need to discuss random variables
{X1, X2, . . . , Xn}, and their mean X̄ = 1

n

∑n
i=1Xi. Note that again X̄ is a random variable. If we are to

draw a new iid data set P ′ and calculate a new sample mean P̄ ′ it will likely not be exactly the same as P̄ ;
however, the distribution of where this P̄ ′ is likely to be, is precisely X̄ . Arguably, this distribution is more
important than P̄ itself.

There are many formal variants of the central limit theorem, but the basic form is as follows:
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Central Limit Theorem: Consider n iid random variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn, where each Xi ∼ f
for any fixed distribution f with mean µ and bounded variance σ2. Then X̄ = 1

n

∑n
i=1Xi converges

to the normal distribution with mean µ = E[Xi] and variance σ2/n.

Lets highlight some important consequences:

• For any f (that is not too crazy, since σ2 is not infinite), then X̄ looks like a normal distribution.

• The mean of the normal distribution, which is the expected value of X̄ satisfies E[X̄] = µ, the mean
of f (that is, for each i then E[X̄] = E[Xi]). This implies that we can use X̄ (and then also P̄ ) as a
guess for µ.

• As n gets larger (we have more data points) then the variance of X̄ (our estimator) decreases. So
keeping in mind that although X̄ has the right expected value it also has some error, this error is
decreasing as n increases.

# adapted from: https://github.com/mattnedrich/CentralLimitTheoremDemo
import random
import matplotlib as mpl
mpl.use(’PDF’)
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

def plot_distribution(distribution, file, title, bin_min, bin_max, num_bins):
bin_size = (bin_max - bin_min) / num_bins
manual_bins = range(bin_min, bin_max + bin_size, bin_size)
[n, bins, patches] = plt.hist(distribution, bins = manual_bins)
plt.title(title)
plt.xlim(bin_min, bin_max)
plt.ylim(0, max(n) + 2)
plt.ylabel("Frequency")
plt.xlabel("Observation")
plt.savefig(file, bbox_inches=’tight’)
plt.clf()
plt.cla()

minbin = 0
maxbin = 100
numbins = 50
nTrials = 5000

def create_uniform_sample_distribution():
return range(maxbin)

sampleDistribution = create_uniform_sample_distribution()

# Plot the original population distribution
plot_distribution(sampleDistribution, ’output/SampleDistribution.pdf’,

"Population Distribution", minbin, maxbin, numbins)

# Plot a sampling distribution for values of N = 2, 3, 10, and 30
n_vals = [2, 3, 10, 30]
for N in n_vals:

means = []
for j in range(nTrials):
sampleSum = 0;
for i in range(N):
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sampleSum += random.choice(sampleDistribution)
means.append(float(sampleSum)/ float(N))

title = "Sample Mean Distribution with n = %s" % N
file = "output/CLT-demo-%s.pdf" % N
plot_distribution(means, file, title, minbin, maxbin, numbins)

Example: Central Limit Theorem

Consider f as a uniform distribution over [0, 100]. If we create n samples {p1, . . . , pn} and their
mean P̄ , then repeat this 5000 times, we can plot the output in histograms:
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Sample Mean Distribution with n = 2
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Sample Mean Distribution with n = 3
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Sample Mean Distribution with n = 10
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Sample Mean Distribution with n = 30

We see that starting at n = 2, the distributions look vaguely looks normal (in the technical sense
of a normal distribution), and that their standard deviations narrow as n increases.

Remaining Mysteries. There should still be at least a few aspects of this not clear yet: (1) What does
“convergence” mean? (2) How do we formalize or talk about this notion of error? (3) What does this say
about our data P̄ ?

First, convergence refers to what happens as some parameter increases, in this case n. As the number of
data points increase, as n “goes to infinity” then the above statement (X̄ looks like a normal distribution)
becomes more and more true. For small n, the distribution may not quite look like a normal, it may be more
bumpy, maybe even multi-modal. The statistical definitions of convergence are varied, and we will not go
into them here, we will instead replace it with more useful phrasing in explaining aspects (2) and (3).

Second, the error now has two components. We cannot simply say that P̄ is at most some distance ε from
µ. Something crazy might have happened (the sample is random after all). And it is not useful to try to write
the probability that P̄ = µ; for equality in continuous distributions, this probability is indeed 0. But we can
combine these notions. We can say the distance between P̄ and µ is more than ε, with probability at most δ.
This is called “probably approximately correct” or PAC.

Third, we want to generate some sort of PAC bound (which is far more useful than “X̄ looks kind of
like a normal distribution”). Whereas a frequentist may be happy with a confidence interval and a Bayesian
may want a full normal posterior, these two options are not directly available since again, X̄ is not exactly a
normal. So we will discuss some very common concentration of measure tools. These don’t exactly capture
the shape of the normal distribution, but provide upper bounds for its tails, and will allow us to state PAC
bounds.

2.2 Probably Approximately Correct (PAC)
We will introduce shortly the three most common concentration of measure bounds, which provide increas-
ingly strong bounds on the tails of distributions, but require more and more information about the underlying
distribution f . Each provides a PAC bound of the following form:

Pr[|X̄ − E[X̄]| ≥ ε] ≤ δ.

That is, the probability that X̄ (which is some random variable, often a sum of iid random variables) is
further than ε to its expected value (which is µ, the expected value of f where Xi ∼ f ), is at most δ. Note
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we do not try to say this probability is exactly δ, this is often too hard. In practice there are a variety of tools,
and a user may try each one, and see which ones gives the best bound.

It is useful to think of ε as the error tolerance and δ as the probability of failure, i.e., failure meaning that
we exceed the error tolerance. However, often these bounds will allow us to write the required sample size
n in terms of ε and δ. This allows us to trade these two terms off for any fixed known n; we can gaurantee a
smaller error tolerance if we are willing to allow more probability of failure, and vice-versa.

2.3 Concentration of Measure
We will formally describe these bounds, and give some intuition of why they are true (but not full proofs).
But what will be the most important is what they imply. If you just know the distance of the expectation
from the minimal value, you can get a very weak bound. If you know the variance of the data, you can get a
stronger bound. If you know that the distribution f has a small and bounded range, then you can make the
probability of failure (the δ in PAC bounds) very very small.

Markov Inequality. Let X be a random variable such that X ≥ 0, that is it cannot take on negative values.
Then for any parameter α > 0

Pr[X > α] ≤ E[X]

α
.

Note this is a PAC bound with ε = α − E[X] and δ = E[X]/α, or we can rephrase this bound as follows:
Pr[X − E[X] > ε] ≤ δ = E[X]/(ε+ E[X]).

Geometry of the Markov Inequality

Consider balancing the pdf of some random variable X on your finger at E[X], like a waitress
balances a tray. If your finger is not under a value µ so E[X] = µ, then the pdf (and the waitress’s
tray) will tip, and fall in the direction of µ – the “center of mass.”
Now for some amount of probability α, how large can we increase its location so we retain E[X] =
µ. For each part of the pdf we increase, we must decrease some in proportion. However, by the
assumption X ≥ 0, the pdf must not have mass below 0. In the limit of this, we can set Pr[X = 0] =
1− α, and then move the remaining α probability as large as possible, to a location δ so E[X] = µ.
That is

E[X] = 0 · Pr[X = 0] + δ · Pr[X = δ] = 0 · (1− α) + δ · α = δ · α.
Solving for δ we find δ = E[X]/α.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

How large can 
I get without it 

tipping?

E[X] = 2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

E[X] = 2

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Imagine having 10 α-balls each representing α = 1/10th of the probability mass. As in the figure, if
these represent a distribution with E[X] = 2 and this must stay fixed, how far can one ball increase
if all others balls must take a value at least 0? One ball can move to 20.

If we instead know that X ≥ b for some constant b (instead of X ≥ 0), then we state more generally
Pr[X > α] ≤ (E[X]− b)/(α− b).
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Example: Markov Inequality

Consider the pdf f drawn in blue in the following figures, with E[X] for X ∼ f marked as a red dot.
The probability that X is greater than 5 (e.g. Pr[X ≥ 5]) is the shaded area.
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Notice that in both cases that Pr[X ≥ 5] is about 0.1. This is the quantity we want to bound by
above by δ. But since E[X] is much larger in the first case (about 3.25), then the bound δ = E[X]/α
is much larger, about 0.65. In the second case, E[X] is much smaller (about 0.6) so we get a much
better bound of δ = 0.12.

Example: Markov Inequality and Coffee

Let C be a random variable describing the number of liters of coffee the faculty at Data University
will drink in a week. Say we know E[C] = 20.
We use the Markov Inequality to bound the probability that the coffee consumed will be more than
50 liters as

Pr[C ≥ 50] ≤ E[C]

50
=

20

50
= 0.4

Hence, based on the expected value alone, we can bound the with probability less than 0.4, the faculty
at DU will drink more than 50 liters of coffee.

Chebyshev Inequality. Now let X be a random variable where we know Var[X], and E[X]. Then for
any parameter ε > 0

Pr[|X − E[X]| ≥ ε] ≤ Var[X]

ε2
.

Again, this clearly is a PAC bound with δ = Var[X]/ε2. This bound is typically stronger than the Markov
one since δ decreases quadratically in ε instead of linearly.
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Example: Chebyshev Inequality and Coffee

Again let C be a random variable for the liters of coffee that faculty at Data University will drink in
a week with E[C] = 20. If we also know that the variance is not too large, specifically Var[C] = 9
(liters squared), then we can apply the Chebyshev inequality to get an improved bound.

Pr[C ≥ 50] ≤ Pr[|C − E[C]| ≥ 30] ≤ Var[C]

302
=

9

900
= 0.01

That is, by using the expectation (E[C] = 20) and variance (Var[C] = 9) we can reduce the proba-
bility of exceeding 50 liters to at most probability 0.01.
Note that in the first inequality we convert from a one-sided expression C ≥ 50 to a two-sided
expression |C−E[C]| ≥ 30 (that is either C−E[C] ≥ 30 or E[C]−C ≥ 30). This is a bit wasteful,
and stricter one-sided variants of Chebyshev inequality exist; we will not discuss these here in an
effort for simplicity.

Recall that for an average of random variables X̄ = (X1 +X2 + . . .+Xn)/n, where the Xis are iid, and
have variance σ2, then Var[X̄] = σ2/n. Hence

Pr[|X̄ − E[Xi]| ≥ ε] ≤
σ2

nε2
.

Consider now that we have input parameters ε and δ, our desired error tolerance and probability of failure.
If we can draw Xi ∼ f (iid) for an unknown f (with known expected value and variance σ), then we can
solve for how large n needs to be: n = σ2/(ε2δ).

Since E[X̄] = E[Xi] for iid random variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn, there is not a similar meaningfully-
different extension for the Markov inequality which demonstrates improved concentration with increase in
data size n.

Chernoff-Hoeffding Inequality. Following the above extension of the Chebyshev inequality, we can con-
sider a set of n iid random variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn where X̄ = 1

n

∑n
i=1Xi. Now assume we know that

each Xi lies in a bounded domain [b, t], and let ∆ = t− b. Then for any parameter ε > 0

Pr[|X̄ − E[X̄]| > ε] ≤ 2 exp

(−2ε2n

∆2

)
.

Again this is a PAC bound, now with δ = 2 exp(−2ε2n/∆2). For a desired error tolerance ε and failure
probability δ, we can set n = (∆2/(2ε2)) ln(2/δ). Note that this has a similar relationship with ε as the
Chebyshev bound, but the dependence of n on δ is exponentially less for this bound.
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Example: Chernoff-Hoeffding and Dice

Consider rolling a fair die 120 times, and recording how many times a 3 is returned. Let T be the
random variable for the total number of 3s rolled. Each roll is a 3 with probability 1/6, so the expect
number of 3s is E[T ] = 20. We would like to answer what is the probability that more than 40 rolls
return a 3.
To do so, we analyze n = 120 iid random variables T1, T2, . . . , Tn associated with each roll. In
particular Ti = 1 if the ith roll is a 3 and is 0 otherwise. Thus E[Ti] = 1/6 for each roll. Using
T̄ = T/n = 1

n

∑n
i=1 Ti and noting that Pr[T ≥ 40] = Pr[T̄ ≥ 1/3], we can now apply our

Chernoff-Hoeffding bound as

Pr[T ≥ 40] ≤ Pr
[∣∣∣T̄ − E[Ti]

∣∣∣ ≥ 1

6

]
≤ 2 exp

(−2(1/6)2 · 120

12

)
= 2 exp(−20/3) ≤ 0.0026

So we can say that less than 3 out of 1000 times of running these 120 rolls should we see more than
40 returned 3s.

In comparison, we could have also applied a Chebyshev inequality. The variance of a single random
variable Ti is Var[Ti] ≤ 5/36, and hence Var[T ] = n · Var[Ti] = 50/3. Hence we can bound

Pr[T ≥ 40] ≤ Pr[|T − 20| ≥ 20] ≤ (50/3)/202 ≤ 0.042

That is, using the Chebyshev Inequality we were only able to claim that this event should occur at
most 42 times out of 1000 trials.

Finally, we note that in both of these analysis we only seek to bound the probability that the number
of rolls of 3 exceeds some threshold (≥ 40), whereas the inequality we used bounded the absolute
value of the deviation from the mean. That is, our goal was one-way, and the inequality was a
stronger two-way bound. Indeed these results can be improved by roughly a factor of 2 by using
similar one-way inequalities that we do not formally state here.

Relating this all back to the Gaussian distribution in the CLT, the Chebyshev bound only uses the variance
information about the Gaussian, but the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound uses all of the “moments”: this allows
the probability of failure to decay exponentially.

These are the most basic and common PAC concentration of measure bounds, but are by no means ex-
haustive.
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Example: Concentration on Samples from the Uniform Distribution

Consider a random variableX ∼ f where f(x) = {1
2 if x ∈ [0, 2] and 0 otherwise.}, i.e, the uniform

distribution on [0, 2]. We know E[X] = 1 and Var[X] = 1
3 .

• Using the Markov Inequality, we can say Pr[X > 1.5] ≤ 1/(1.5) ≈ 0.6666 and Pr[X > 3] ≤
1/3 ≈ 0.33333.
or Pr[X − µ > 0.5] ≤ 2

3 and Pr[X − µ > 2] ≤ 1
3 .

• Using the Chebyshev Inequality, we can say that Pr[|X−µ| > 0.5] ≤ (1/3)/0.52 = 4
3 (which

is meaningless). But Pr[|X − µ| > 2] ≤ (1/3)/(22) = 1
12 ≈ 0.08333.

Now consider a set of n = 100 random variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn all drawn iid from the same pdf f
as above. Now we can examine the random variable X̄ = 1

n

∑n
i=1Xi. We know that µn = E[X̄] = µ

and that σ2
n = Var[X̄] = σ2/n = 1/(3n) = 1/300.

• Using the Chebyshev Inequality, we can say that Pr[|X̄ − µ| > 0.5] ≤ σ2
n/(0.5)2 = 1

75 ≈
0.01333, and Pr[|X̄ − µ| > 2] ≤ σ2

n/2
2 = 1

1200 ≈ 0.0008333.

• Using the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound, we can say that Pr[|X̄ − µ| > 0.5] ≤
2 exp(−2(0.5)2n/∆2) = 2 exp(−100/8) ≈ 0.0000074533, and Pr[|X̄ − µ| > 2] ≤
2 exp(−2(2)2n/∆2) = 2 exp(−200) ≈ 2.76 · 10−87.

2.3.1 Union Bound and Examples

The union bound is the “Robin” to Chernoff-Hoeffding’s “Batman.” It is a simple helper bound that allows
Chernoff-Hoeffding to be applied to much larger and more complex situations1. It may appear that is a crude
and overly simplistic bound, but it can usually only be significantly improved if fairly special structure is
available for the specific class of problems considered.

Union bound. Consider s possibly dependent random events Z1, . . . , Zs. The probability that all events
occur is at least

1−
s∑

j=1

(1− Pr[Zj ]).

That is, all events are true if no event is not true.

1I suppose these situations are the villains in this analogy, like “Riddler,” “Joker,” and “Poison Ivy.” The union bound can also
aid other concentration inequalities like Chebyshev, which I suppose is like “Catwoman.”
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Example: Union Bound and Dice

Returning to the example of rolling a fair die n = 120 times, and bounding the probability that a
3 was returned more than 40 times. Lets now consider the probability that no number was returned
more than 40 times. Each number corresponds with a random event Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, Z5, Z6, of that
number occurring at most 40 times. These events are not independent, but nonetheless we can apply
the union bound.
Using our Chebyshev Inequality result that Pr[Z3] ≥ 1− 0.042 = 0.958 we can apply this symmet-
rically to all Zj . Then by the union bound, we have that the probability all numbers occur less than
40 times on n = 120 independent rolls is least

1−
6∑

j=1

(1− 0.958) = 0.748

Alternatively, we can use the result from the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound that Pr[Zj ] ≥ 1− 0.0026 =
0.9974 inside the union bound to obtain that all numbers occur no more than 40 times with probability
at least

1−
6∑

j=1

(1− 0.9974) = 0.9844

So this joint event (of all numbers occurring at most 40 times) occurs more than 98% of the time, but
using Chebyshev, we were unable to claim it happened more than 75% of the time.

Quantile Estimation. An important use case of concentration inequalities and the union bound is to es-
timate distributions. For random variable X , let fX describe its pdf and FX its cdf. Suppose now we can
draw iid samples P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} from fX , then we can use these n data points to estimate the cdf
FX . To understand this approximation, recall that FX(t) is the probability that random variable X takes a
value at most t. For any choice of t we can estimate this from P as nrankP (t) = |{pi ∈ P | pi ≤ t}|/n;
i.e., as the fraction of samples with value at most t. The quantity nrankP (t) is the normalized rank of P
at value t, and the value of t for which nrankP (t) ≤ φ < nrankP (t + η), for any η > 0, is known as the
φ-quantile of P . For instance, when nrankP (t) = 0.5, it is the 0.5-quantile and thus the median of the
dataset. And the interval [t1, t2] such that t1 is the 0.25-quantile and t2 is the 0.75-quantile is known as the
interquartile range. We can similarly define the φ-quantile (and hence the median and interquartile range)
for a distribution fX as the value t such that FX(t) = φ.
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Example: CDF and Normalized Rank

The following illustration shows a cdf FX (in blue) and its approximation via normalized rank
nrankP on a sampled point set P (in green). The median of the P and its interquartile range are
marked (in red).
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For a given value t we can quantify how well nrankP (t) approximates FX(t) using a Chernoff-Hoeffding
bound. For a given t, for each sample pi, describe a random variable Yi which is 1 if pi ≤ t and 0 otherwise.
Observe that E[Yi] = FX(t), since it is precisely the probability that a random variableXi ∼ fX (represent-
ing data point pi, not yet realized) is less than t. Moreover, the random variable for nrankP (t) on a future
iid sample P is precisely Ȳ = 1

n

∑n
i=1 Yi. Hence we can provide a PAC bound, on the probability (δ) of

achieving more than ε error for any given t, as

Pr[|Ȳ − FX(t)| ≥ ε] ≤ 2 exp

(−2ε2n

12

)
= δ.

If we have a desired error ε (e.g., ε = 0.05) and probability of failure δ (e.g, δ = 0.01), we can solve for
how many sample are required: these values are satisfied with

n ≥ 1

2ε2
ln

2

δ
.

Approximating all quantiles. However, the above analysis only works for a single value of t. What if we
wanted to show a similar analysis simultaneously for all values of t; that is, with how many samples n, can
we then ensure that with probability at least 1− δ, for all values of t we will have |nrankP (t)−FX(t)| ≤ ε?

We will apply the union bound, but, there is another challenge we face: there are an infinite number of
possible values t for which we want this bound to hold! We address this by splitting the error component
into two pieces ε1 and ε2 so ε = ε1 + ε2; we can set ε1 = ε2 = ε/2. Now we consider 1/ε1 different
quantiles {φ1, φ2, . . . , φ1/ε1} where φj = j · ε1 + ε1/2. This divides up the probability space (i.e., the
interval [0, 1]) into 1/ε1 + 1 parts, so the gap between the boundaries of the parts is ε1.

We will guarantee that each of these φj-quantiles are ε2-approximated. Each φj corresponds with a tj so
tj is the φj-quantile of fX . We do not need to know what the precise values of the tj are; however we do
know that tj ≤ tj+1, so they grow monotonically. In particular, this implies that for any t so tj ≤ t ≤ tj+1,
then it must be that FX(tj) ≤ FX(t) ≤ FX(tj+1); hence if both FX(tj) and FX(tj+1) are within ε2 of their
estimated value, then FX(t) must be within ε2 + ε1 = ε of its estimated value.
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Example: Set of φj-quantiles to approximate

The illustration shows the set {φ1, φ2, . . . , φ8} of quantile points overlayed on the cdf FX . With
ε2 = 1/8, these occur at values φ1 = 1/16, φ2 = 3/16, φ3 = 5/16, . . ., and evenly divide the
y-axis. The corresponding values {t1, t2, . . . , t8} non-uniformly divide the x-axis. But as long as
any consecutive pair tj and tj+1 is approximated, because the cdf FX and nrank are monotonic, then
all intermediate values t ∈ [tj , tj+1] are also approximated.
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So what remains is to show that for all t ∈ T = {t1, . . . , t1/ε1} that a random variable Ȳ (tj) for
nrankP (tj) satisfies Pr[|Ȳ (tj) − FX(tj)| ≤ ε2] ≤ δ. By the above Chernoff-Hoeffding bound, this holds
with probability 1− δ′ = 1− 2 exp(−2(ε2)2n) for each tj . Applying the union bound over these s = 1/ε1

events we find that they all hold with probability

1−
s∑

j=1

2 exp(−2(ε2)2n) = 1− 1

ε1
2 exp(−2(ε2)2n).

Setting, ε1 = ε2 = ε/2 we have that the probability that a sample of size n will provide a nrankP function
so for any t we have |nrankP (t) − FX(t)| ≤ ε, is at least 1 − 4

ε exp(−1
2ε

2n). Setting the probability of
failure 4

ε exp(−ε2n/2) = δ, we can solve for n to see that we get at most ε error with probability at least
1− δ using n = 2

ε2
ln( 4

εδ ) samples.

2.4 Importance Sampling
Many important convergence bounds deal with approximating the mean of a distribution. When the samples
are all uniform from an unknown distribution, then the above bounds (and their generalizations) are the best
way to understand convergence, up to small factors. In particular, this is true when the only access to the
data is a new iid sample.

However, when more control can be made over how the sample is generated, than in some cases simple
changes can dramatically improve the accuracy of the estimates. The key idea is called importance sampling,
and has the following principle: sample larger variance data points more frequently, but in the estimate
weight them inverse to the sampling probability.

Sample average of weights. Consider a discrete and very large set A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} where each
element ai has an associated weight w(ai). Our goal will be to estimate the expected (or average) weight

w̄ = E[w(ai)] =
1

n

∑

ai∈A
w(ai).
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This set may be so large that we do not want to explicitly compute the sum, or perhaps soliciting the weight
is expensive (e.g., like conducting a customer survey). So we want to avoid doing this calculation over all
items. Rather, we sample k items iid {a′1, a′2, . . . , a′k} (each a′j uniformly and independently chosen from A
so some may be taken more than once), solicit the weight w(a′j) of each a′j , and estimate the average weight
as

ŵ =
1

k

k∑

j=1

w(a′j).

How accurately does ŵ approximate w̄? If all of the weights are roughly uniform or well-distributed in
[0, 1], then we can apply a Chernoff-Hoeffding bound so

Pr[|w̄ − ŵ| ≥ ε] ≤ 2 exp(−2ε2k).

So with probability at least 1− δ, we have no more than ε error using k = 1
2ε2

ln 2
δ samples.

However, if we do not have a bound on the weights relative to the estimate, then this provides a poor
approximation. For instance, if w̄ = 0.0001 since most of the weights are very small, then an (ε = 0.01)-
approximation may not be very useful. Or similarly, if most weights are near 1, and so w̄ = 2, but there are
a few outlier weights with value ∆ = 1,000, then the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound only states

Pr[|w̄ − ŵ| ≥ ε] ≤ 2 exp

(−2ε2k

∆2

)
= δ.

So this implies that instead we require k = ∆2

2ε2
ln(2/δ), which is a factor ∆2 = 1,000,000 more samples

than before!

Importance sampling. We slightly recast the problem assuming a bit more information. There is large
set of items A = {a1, a2, . . . , an}, and on sampling an item a′j , its weight w(a′j) is revealed. Our goal
is to estimate w̄ = 1

n

∑
ai∈Aw(ai). We can treat Wi as a random variable for each the w(ai), then w̄ =

1
n

∑n
i=1Wi is also a random variable. In this setting, we also know for each ai (before sampling) some

information about the range of its weight. That is, we have a bounded range [0, ψi] so 0 ≤ w(ai) ≤ ψi
2.

This upper bound serves as an importance ψi for each ai. Let Ψ =
∑n

i=1 ψi be the sum of all importances.
As alluded to, the solution is the following two-step procedure called importance sampling.

Importance Sampling:

1. Sample k items {a′1, a′2, . . . , a′k} independently from A, proportional to their importance ψi.

2. Estimate wI = 1
k

∑k
j=1

(
Ψ
nψj
· w(a′j)

)
; where Ψ =

∑n
i=1 ψi.

We will first show that importance sampling provides an unbiased estimate; that is E[wI ] = w̄. Define
a random variable Zj to be the value Ψ

nψj
w(a′j). By linearity of expectation and the independence of the

samples, E[wI ] = 1
k

∑k
j=1 E[Zj ] = E[Zj ]. Sampling proportional to ψi, means object ai is chosen with

probability ψi/Ψ. Summing over all elements,

E[wI ] = E[Zj ] =
n∑

i=1

Pr[a′j = ai] ·
Ψ

nψi
w(ai) =

n∑

i=1

ψi
Ψ
· Ψ

nψi
w(ai) =

1

n

n∑

i=1

w(ai) = w̄.

2We can more generally allow w(ai) to have any bounded range [Li, Ui]. In this case we set ψi = Ui − Li, add 1
n

∑n
i=1 Li to

the final estimate, and if ai is the jth sample let w(a′j) = w(ai)− Li.
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Note that this worked for any choice of ψi. Indeed, uniform sampling (which implicitly has ψi = 1
for each ai) also is an unbiased estimator. The real power of importance sampling is that it improves the
concentration of the estimates.

Improved concentration. To improve the concentration, the critical step is to analyze the range of each
estimator Ψ

nψj
· w(a′j). Since we have that w(a′j) ∈ [0, ψj ], then as a result

Ψ

nψj
· w(a′j) ∈

Ψ

nψj
· [0, ψj ] = [0,

Ψ

n
].

Now applying a Chernoff-Hoeffding bound, we can upper bound the probability that wI has more than ε
error with respect to w̄.

Pr[|w̄ − ŵ| ≥ ε] ≤ 2 exp

( −2ε2k

(Ψ/n)2

)
= δ

Fixing the allowed error ε and probability of failure δ we can solve for the number of samples required as

k =
(Ψ/n)2

2ε2
ln(2/δ).

Now instead of depending quadratically on the largest possible value ∆ as in the uniform sampling, this
now depends quadratically on the average upper bound on all values Ψ/n. In other words, with importance
sampling, we reduce the sample complexity from depending on the maximum importance maxi ψi to on the
average importance Ψ/n.

Example: Company Salary Estimation

Consider a company with n = 10,000 employees and we want to estimate the average salary. How-
ever the salaries are very imbalanced, the CEO makes way more than the typical employee. Say
we know the CEO makes at most 2 million a year, but the other 9,999 employees make at most 50
thousand a year.

Using just uniform sampling of k = 100 employees we can apply a Chenoff-Hoeffding bound to
estimate the average salary ŵ from the true average salary w̄ with error more than $8,000 with
probability

Pr[|ŵ − w̄| ≥ 8,000] ≤ 2 exp

(−2(8,000)2 · 100

(2 million)2

)
= 2 exp

(−2

625

)
≈ 1.99

This is a useless bound, since the probability is greater than 1. If we increase the error tolerance to
half a million, we still only get a good estimate with probability 0.42. The problem hinges on if we
sample the CEO, our estimate is too high; if we do not, then the estimate is too low.

Now using importance sampling, the CEO gets an importance of 2 million, and the other employees
all get an importance of 50 thousand. The average importance is now Ψ/n = 50,195, and we can
bound the probability the new estimate wI is more than $8,000 from w̄ is at most

Pr[|wI − w̄| ≥ 8,000] ≤ 2 exp

(−2(8,000)2 · 100

(51,950)2

)
≤ 0.017.

So now 98.3% of the time we get an estimate within $8,000. In fact, we get an estimate within $4,000
at least 38% of the time. Basically, this works because we expect to sample the CEO about twice,
but then weight that contribution slightly higher. On the other hand, when we sample a different
employee, we increase the effect of their salary by about 4%.
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Implementation. It is standard for most programming languages to have built in functions to generate
random numbers in a uniform distribution u ∼ unif(0, 1]. This can easily be transformed to select an
element from a large discrete set. If there are k elements in the set, then i = duke (multiply by k and take
the ceiling3) is a uniform selection of an integer from 1 to k, and represents selecting the ith element from
the set.

This idea can easily be generalized to selecting an element proportional to its weight. Let W = nw̄ =∑n
i=1w(ai). Our goal is to sample element ai with probability w(ai)/W . We can also define a probability

tj =
∑j

i=1w(ai)/W , the probability that an object of index j or less should be selected. Once we calculate
tj for each aj , and set t0 = 0, a uniform random value u ∼ unif(0, 1) is all that is needed to select a object
proportional to its weight. We just return the item aj such that tj−1 ≤ u ≤ tj (the correct index j can be
found in time proportional to log n if these tj are stored in a balanced binary tree).

Geometry of Partition of Unity

In this illustration 6 elements with normalized weights w(ai)/W are depicted in a bar chart on the
left. These bars are then stacked end-to-end in a unit interval on the right; the precisely stretch from
0.00 to 1.00. The ti values mark the accumulation of probability that one of the first i values is
chosen. Now when a random value u ∼ unif(0, 1] is chosen at random, it maps into this “partition of
unity” and selects an item. In this case it selects item a4 since u = 0.68 and t3 = 0.58 and t4 = 0.74
for t3 < u ≤ t4.
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2.4.1 Sampling Without Replacement with Priority Sampling

Many examples discussed in this book analyze data assumed to be k elements drawn iid from a distribution.
However, when algorithmically generating samples it can be advantageous to sample k elements without re-
placement from a known distribution. While this can make the analysis slightly more complicated, variants
of Chernoff-Hoeffding bound exists for without-replacement random samples instead of independent ran-
dom variables. Moreover, in practice the concentration and approximation quality is often improved using
without-replacement samples and is especially true when drawing weighted samples.

When sampling data proportional to weights, if elements exist with sufficiently large weights, then it
is best to always sample these high-weight elements. The low-weight ones need to be selected with some
probability, and this should be proportional to their weights, and then re-weighted as in importance sampling.
A technique called priority sampling elegantly combines these properties.

3The ceiling operation dxe returns the smallest integer larger than x. For instance d7.342e = 8.
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Priority Sampling:

1. For item ai ∈ A with weight w(ai) generate ui ∼ unif(0, 1]. Set priority ρi = w(ai)/ui.

2. Let τ = ρ′k+1, the (k + 1)th largest priority.

3. Assign new weights w′(ai) =

{
max(w(ai), τ) if ρi > τ

0 if ρi ≤ τ
.

The new weight function w′ : A → [0,∞) has only k items with non-zero values, only those need to be
retained in the sampleA′. This has many nice properties. Most importantly E[w′(ai)] = w(ai). Thus for any
subset S ⊂ A, we can estimate the sum of weights in that subset

∑
ai∈S w(ai) using only

∑
ai∈S∩A′ w

′(ai)

and this has the correct expected value. Thus for wP = 1
n

∑n
i=1w

′(ai) as an analog to importance sampling
we also have E[wP ] = w̄.

Additionally, the elements with very large weights (those with weight above τ ) are always retained. This
is because ρi ≥ w(ai) for all i (since 1/ui ≥ 1), so if w(ai) > τ then ρi > τ and it is always chosen, and
its new weight is w′(ai) = max(w(ai), τ) = w(ai) is the same as before. Hence, for a fixed τ this item
has no variance in its effect on the estimate. The remaining items have weights assigned as if in importance
sampling, and so the overall estimate has small (and indeed near-optimal) variance.

Example: Priority Sampling

In this example, 10 items are shown with weights fromw(a10) = 0.08 tow(a1) = 1.80. For a clearer
picture, they are sorted in decreasing order. Each is then given a priority by dividing the weight by
a different ui ∼ unif(0, 1] for each element. To sample k = 4 items, the 5th-largest priority value
ρ4 = τ = 1.10 (belonging to a4) is marked by a horizontal dashed line. Then all elements with
priorities above τ are given non-zero weights. The largest weight element a1 retains its original
weight w(a1) = w′(a1) = 1.80 because it is above τ . The other retained elements have weight
below τ so are given new weights w′(a2) = w′(a4) = w′(a5) = τ = 1.10. The other elements are
implicitly given new weights of 0.

Notice that W ′ =
∑10

i=1w
′(ai) = 5.10 is very close to W =

∑10
i=1w(ai) = 5.09.
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Its useful to understand why the new estimate W ′ does not necessarily increase if more elements
are retained. In this case if k = 5 elements are retained instead of k = 4, then τ would be become
ρ7 = 0.69, the 6th largest priority. So then the new weights for several of the elements would
decrease from 1.10 to 0.69.
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Exercises

Q2.1: Consider a pdf f so that a random variable X ∼ f has expected value E[X] = 3 and variance
Var[X] = 10. Now consider n = 10 iid random variables X1, X2, . . . , X10 drawn from f . Let
X̄ = 1

10

∑10
i=1Xi.

1. What is E[X̄]?

2. What is Var[X̄]?

3. What is the standard deviation of X̄?

4. Which is larger Pr[X > 4] or Pr[X̄ > 4]?

5. Which is larger Pr[X > 2] or Pr[X̄ > 2]?

Q2.2: Let X be a random variable that you know is in the range [−1, 2] and you know has expected value of
E[X] = 0. Use the Markov Inequality to upper bound Pr[X > 1.5]?
(Hint: you will need to use a change of variables.)

Q2.3: Consider a pdf f so that a random variable X ∼ f has expected value E[X] = 5 and variance
Var[X] = 100. Now consider n = 16 iid random variables X1, X2, . . . , X16 drawn from f . Let
X̄ = 1

16

∑16
i=1Xi.

1. What is E[X̄]?

2. What is Var[X̄]?
Assume we know that X is never smaller than 0 and never larger than 20.

3. Use the Markov inequality to upper bound Pr[X̄ > 8].

4. Use the Chebyshev inequality to upper bound Pr[X̄ > 8].

5. Use the Chernoff-Hoeffding inequality to upper bound Pr[X̄ > 8].

6. If we increase n to 100, how will the above three bounds be affected.

Q2.4: Consider a (parked) self-driving car that returns n iid estimates to the distance of a tree. We will model
these n estimates as a set of n scalar random variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn taken iid from an unknown
pdf f , which we assume models the true distance plus unbiased noise. (The sensor can take many iid
estimates in rapid fire fashion.) The sensor is programmed to only return values between 0 and 20
feet, and that the variance of the sensing noise is 64 feet squared. Let X̄ = 1

n

∑n
i=1Xi. We want to

understand as a function of n how close X̄ is to µ, which is the true distance to the tree.

1. Use Chebyshev’s Inequality to determine a value n so that Pr[|X̄ − µ| ≥ 1] ≤ 0.5.

2. Use Chebyshev’s Inequality to determine a value n so that Pr[|X̄ − µ| ≥ 0.1] ≤ 0.1.

3. Use the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound to determine a value n so that Pr[|X̄ − µ| ≥ 1] ≤ 0.5.

4. Use the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound to determine a value n so that Pr[|X̄ − µ| ≥ 0.1] ≤ 0.1.

Q2.5: Consider two random variables C and T describing how many coffees and teas I will buy in the com-
ing week; clearly neither can be smaller than 0. Based on personal experience, I know the following
summary statistics about my coffee and tea buying habits: E[C] = 3 and Var[C] = 1 also E[T ] = 2
and Var[T ] = 5.

1. Use Markov’s Inequality to upper bound the probability I buy 4 or more coffees, and the same
for teas: Pr[C ≥ 4] and Pr[T ≥ 4].
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2. Use Chebyshev’s Inequality to upper bound the probability I buy 4 or more coffees, and the
same for teas: Pr[C ≥ 4] and Pr[T ≥ 4].

Q2.6: The average score on a test is 82 with a standard deviation of 4 percentage points. All tests have scores
between 0 and 100.

1. Using Chebyshev’s inequality, at least what percentage of the tests have a grade of at least 70
and at most 94?

2. Using Markov’s inequality, what is the highest percentage of tests which could have score less
than 60?
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3 Linear Algebra Review

For this topic we quickly review many key aspects of linear algebra that will be necessary for the remainder
of the text.

3.1 Vectors and Matrices

For the context of data analysis, the critical part of linear algebra deals with vectors and matrices of real
numbers.

In this context, a vector v = (v1, v2, . . . , vd) is equivalent to a point in Rd. By default a vector will be a
column of d numbers (where d is context specific)

v =




v1

v2
...
vn




but in some cases we will assume the vector is a row

vT = [v1 v2 . . . vd].

From a data structure perspective, these representations can be stored equivalently as an array.

An n× d matrix A is then an ordered set of n row vectors a1, a2, . . . , an

A = [a1; a2; . . . ; an] =




− a1 −
− a2 −

...
− an −


 =




A1,1 A1,2 . . . A1,d

A2,1 A2,2 . . . A2,d
...

...
. . .

...
An,1 An,2 . . . An,d


 ,

where vector ai = [Ai,1, Ai,2, . . . , Ai,d], and Ai,j is the element of the matrix in the ith row and jth column.
We can write A ∈ Rn×d when it is defined on the reals.

45



Geometry of Vectors and Matrices

It will be convenient to image length d vectors v as points in Rd. And subsequently it will be
convenient to think of a n × d matrix A by each of its rows a1, . . . , an as each a point in Rd. The
“vector” is then the “arrow” from the origin 0 = (0, 0, . . . , 0) to that point.

a1 = (�0.5, 1.5)

a2 = (2.5, 0.75)

a3 = (1, 1)

This picture with n = 3 points in d = 2 dimensions is equivalent to the 3× 2 matrix representation

A =



a1

a2

a3


 =



−0.5 1.5
2.5 0.75
1 1


 .

A transpose operation (·)T reverses the roles of the rows and columns, as seen above with vector v. For
a matrix, we can write:

AT =



| | |
a1 a2 . . . an
| | |


 =




A1,1 A2,1 . . . An,1
A1,2 A2,2 . . . An,2

...
...

. . .
...

A1,d A2,d . . . An,d


 .

Example: Linear Equations

A simple place these objects arise is in linear equations. For instance

3x1 −7x2 +2x3 = −2
−1x1 +2x2 −5x3 = 6

is a system of n = 2 linear equations, each with d = 3 variables. We can represent this system in
matrix-vector notation as

Ax = b

where

b =

[
−2
6

]
x =



x1

x2

x3


 and A =

[
3 −7 2
−1 2 −5

]
.
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3.2 Addition and Multiplication
We can add together two vectors or two matrices only if they have the same dimensions. For vectors
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xd) ∈ Rd and y = (y1, y2, . . . , yd) ∈ Rd, then vector

z = x+ y = (x1 + y1, x2 + y2, . . . , xd + yd) ∈ Rd.

Geometry of Vector Addition

Vector addition can be geometrically realized as just chaining two vectors together. It is easy to see
that this operation is commutative. That is x + y = y + x, since it does not matter which order we
chain the vectors, both result in the same summed-to point.

x + y

+x

+y
y

x

Similarly for two matrices A,B ∈ Rn×d, then C = A+B is defined where Ci,j = Ai,j +Bi,j for all i, j.
Multiplication only requires alignment along one dimension. For two matricesA ∈ Rn×d andB ∈ Rd×m

we can obtain a new matrix C = AB ∈ Rn×m where Ci,j , the element in the ith row and jth column of C
is defined

Ci,j =
d∑

k=1

Ai,kBk,j .

To multiply A times B (where A is to the left of B, the order matters!) then we require the row dimension
d of A to match the column dimension d of B. If n 6= m, then we cannot multiply BA. Keep in mind:

• Matrix multiplication is associative (AB)C = A(BC).
• Matrix multiplication is distributive A(B + C) = AB +AC.
• Matrix multiplication is not commutative AB 6= BA.

We can also multiply a matrix A by a scalar α. In this setting αA = Aα and is defined by a new matrix
B where Bi,j = αAi,j .

Vector-vector products. There are two types of vector-vector products, and their definitions follow di-
rectly from that of matrix-matrix multiplication (since a vector is a matrix where one of the dimensions is
1). But it is worth highlighting these.

Given two column vectors x, y ∈ Rd, the inner product or dot product is written

xT y = x · y = 〈x, y〉 = [x1 x2 . . . xd]




y1

y2
...
yd


 =

d∑

i=1

xiyi,
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where xi is the ith element of x and similar for yi. This text will prefer the last notation 〈x, y〉 since the same
can be used for row vectors, and there is no confusion with scalar multiplication in using x · y. Whether
a vector is a row or a column is often arbitrary, in a computer they are typically stored the same way in
memory.

Note that this dot product operation produces a single scalar value. And it is a linear operator. So this
means for any scalar value α and three vectors x, y, z ∈ Rd we have

〈αx, y + z〉 = α〈x, y + z〉 = α (〈x, y〉+ 〈x, z〉) .

This operation is associative, distributive, and commutative.

Geometry of the Dot Product

A dot product is one of my favorite mathematical operations! It encodes a lot of geometry. Consider
two vectors u = (3

5 ,
4
5) and v = (2, 1), with an angle θ between them. Then it holds

〈u, v〉 = length(u) · length(v) · cos(θ).

Here length(·) measures the distance from the origin. We’ll see how to measure length with a “norm”
‖ · ‖ soon.

u = (
3

5
,
4

5
)

v = (2, 1)

⇡u(v)

✓

Moreover, since ‖u‖ = length(u) = 1, then we can also interpret 〈u, v〉 as the length of v projected
onto the line through u. That is, let πu(v) be the closest point to v on the line through u (the line
through u and the line segment from v to πu(v) make a right angle). Then

〈u, v〉 = length(πu(v)) = ‖πu(v)‖.

For two column vectors x ∈ Rn and y ∈ Rd, the outer product is written

xyT =




x1

x2
...
xn


 [y1 y2 . . . yd] =




x1y1 x1y2 . . . x1yd
x2y1 x2y2 . . . x2yd

...
...

. . .
...

xny1 xny2 . . . xnyd


 ∈ Rn×d.

Note that the result here is a matrix, not a scalar. The dimensions are not required to match.
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Matrix-vector products. Another important and common operation is a matrix-vector product. Given a
matrix A ∈ Rn×d and a vector x ∈ Rd, their product y = Ax ∈ Rn.

When A is composed of row vectors [a1; a2; . . . ; an], then it is useful to imagine this as transposing x
(which should be a column vector here, so a row vector after transposing), and taking the dot product with
each row of A. I like to think of this as xT sliding down the rows of A, and for each row ai outputting a
scalar value 〈ai, x〉 into the corresponding output vector.

y = Ax =




− a1 −
− a2 −

...
− an −


x =




〈a1, x〉
〈a2, x〉

...
〈an, x〉


 .

3.3 Norms
The standard Euclidean norm (think “length”) of a vector v = (v1, v2, . . . , vd) ∈ Rd is defined

‖v‖ =

√√√√
d∑

i=1

v2
i =
√
v1v1 + v2v2 + . . .+ vdvd =

√
〈v, v〉.

This measures the “straight-line” distance from the origin to the point at v. A vector v with norm ‖v‖ = 1
is said to be a unit vector; sometimes a vector x with ‖x‖ = 1 is said to be normalized.

However, a “norm” is a more general concept. A class called Lp norms are well-defined for any parameter
p ∈ [1,∞) as

‖v‖p =

(
d∑

i=1

|vi|p
)1/p

.

Thus, when no p is specified, it is assumed to be p = 2. It is also common to denote ‖v‖∞ = maxdi=1 |vi|,
which is also a norm. Indeed this is the result of taking the limit of p to∞.

We can also define norms for matrices A. These take on slightly different notational conventions. The
two most common are the spectral norm ‖A‖ = ‖A‖2 and the Frobenius norm ‖A‖F . The Frobenius norm
is the most natural extension of the p = 2 norm for vectors, but uses a subscript F instead. It is defined for
matrix A ∈ Rn×d as

‖A‖F =

√√√√
n∑

i=1

d∑

j=1

A2
i,j =

√√√√
n∑

i=1

‖ai‖2,

where Ai,j is the element in the ith row and jth column of A, and where ai is the ith row vector of A. The
spectral norm is defined for a matrix A ∈ Rn×d as

‖A‖ = ‖A‖2 = max
x∈Rd
‖x‖6=0

‖Ax‖/‖x‖ = max
y∈Rn
‖y‖6=0

‖yA‖/‖y‖.

Its useful to think of these x and y vectors as being unit vectors, then the denominator can be ignored (as
they are 1). Then we see that x and y only contain “directional” information, and the arg max vector (e.g.,
the x which maximizes ‖Ax‖/‖x‖) point in the directions that maximize the norm.
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3.4 Linear Independence
Consider a set of k vectors x1, x2, . . . , xk ∈ Rd, and a set of k scalars α1, α2, . . . , αk ∈ R. Then because of
linearity of vectors, we can write a new vector in Rd as

z =
k∑

i=1

αixi.

For a set of vectors X = {x1, x2, . . . , xk}, for any vector z such that there exists a set of scalars α so z
can be written as the above summation, then we say z is linearly dependent on X . If z cannot be written
with any choice of αis, the we say z is linearly independent of X . All vectors z ∈ Rd which are linearly
dependent on X are said to be in its span.

span(X) =

{
z
∣∣∣ z =

k∑

i=1

αixi, αi ∈ R

}
.

If span(X) = Rd (that is for vectors X = x1, x2, . . . , xk ∈ Rd all vectors are in the span), then we say X
forms a basis.

Example: Linear Independence

Consider input vectors in a set X as

x1 =




1
3
4


 x2 =




2
4
1




And two other vectors

z1 =



−3
−5
2


 z2 =




3
7
1




Note that z1 is linearly dependent on X since it can be written as z1 = x1 − 2x2 (here α1 = 1 and
α2 = −2). However z2 is linearly independent from X since there are no scalars α1 and α2 so that
z2 = α1x1 + α2x2 (we need α1 = α2 = 1 so the first two coordinates align, but then the third
coordinate cannot).
Also the set X is linearly independent, since there is no way to write x2 = α1x1.

A set of vectors X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} is linearly independent if there is no way to write any vector
xi ∈ X in the set with scalars {α1, . . . , αi−1, αi+1, . . . , αn} as the sum

xi =

n∑

j=1
j 6=i

αjxj

of the other vectors in the set.
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Geometry of Linear Dependence

A geometric way to understand linear dependence is if there is a lower-dimensional subspace that
passes through all of the points. Consider the example of the 3× 2 matrix A which corresponds with
3 points in 2 dimensions.

A =



a1

a2

a3


 =




1.5 0
2 0.5
1 1


 .

Then these points are linearly dependent because there exists a line ` : y = −0.5x+1.5 which passes
through all points.

a3 = (1, 1)

a1 = (1.5, 0)

a2 = (2, 0.5)

In general, a linear subspace of a data set also includes the origin 0 = (0, 0). The line (or in general
the k-dimensional subspace) which pass through all data points, but not necessarily the origin (as
show here), is known as an affine subspace.

3.5 Rank

The rank of a set of vectors X = {x1, . . . , xn} is the size of the largest subset X ′ ⊂ X which are linearly
independent. Usually we report rank(A) as the rank of a matrix A. It is defined as the rank of the rows of
the matrix, or the rank of its columns; it turns out these quantities are always the same.

If A ∈ Rn×d, then rank(A) ≤ min{n, d}. If rank(A) = min{n, d}, then A is said to be full rank. For
instance, if d < n, then using the rows of A = [a1; a2; . . . ; an], we can describe any vector z ∈ Rd as the
linear combination of these rows: z =

∑n
i=1 αiai for some set {α1, . . . , αn}. In fact, if A is full rank we

can do so and set all but d of these scalars to 0.

3.6 Inverse

A matrix A is said to be square if it has the same number of column as it has rows. A square matrix
A ∈ Rn×n may have an inverse denoted A−1. If it exists, it is a unique matrix which satisfies:

A−1A = I = AA−1
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where I is the n× n identity matrix

I =




1 0 . . . 0 0
0 1 . . . 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 . . . 1 0
0 0 . . . 0 1




= diag(1, 1, . . . , 1).

Note that I serves the purpose of 1 in scalar algebra, so for any (non-zero) scalar α then using α−1 = 1
α we

have αα−1 = 1 = α−1α.
A matrix is said to be invertable if it has an inverse. Only square, full-rank matrices are invertable; and a

matrix is always invertable if it is square and full rank. If a matrix is not square, the inverse is not defined.
If a matrix is not full rank, then it does not have an inverse.

3.7 Determinant
The notion of matrix volume is the determinant of a matrix A is denoted |A|. It is only defined for square

matrices. It is most simply defined inductively. For a 2×2 matrix B =

[
a b
c d

]
the determinant is defined

|B| = ad− bc. In this case it defined the area of the parallelogram defined by vectors b− a and d− c.
For an n × n matrix A define n − 1 × n − 1 submatrix Ăi,j as the same as A, but missing row i and

column j. Now the determinant of A is

|A| =
n∑

i=1

(−1)i+1A1,i · |Ă1,i| = A1,1 · |Ă1,1| −A1,2 · |Ă1,2|+A1,3 · |Ă1,3| −A1,4 · |Ă1,4|+ . . .

For instance for 3× 3 matrix

M =



a b c
d e f
g h i




the determinant is defined

|M | = a

∣∣∣∣
[
e f
h i

]∣∣∣∣− b
∣∣∣∣
[
d f
g i

]∣∣∣∣+ c

∣∣∣∣
[
d e
g h

]∣∣∣∣ .

3.8 Orthogonality
Two vectors x, y ∈ Rd are orthogonal if 〈x, y〉 = 0. This means those vectors are at a right angle to each
other.

Example: Orthongonality

Consider two vectors x = (2,−3, 4,−1, 6) and y = (4, 5, 3,−7,−2). They are orthogonal since

〈x, y〉 = (2 · 4) + (−3 · 5) + (4 · 3) + (−1 · −7) + (6 · −2) = 8− 15 + 12 + 7− 12 = 0.

A set of columns which are normalized and all orthogonal to each other are said to be orthonormal. If
V ∈ Rn×d and has orthonormal columns, then V TV = I (here I is d× d) but V V T 6= I .

A square matrix U ∈ Rn×n that has all orthonormal rows and all orthonormal columns is orthogonal. It
follows that

UTU = I = UUT
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since for any normalized vector u that 〈u, u〉 = ‖u‖ = 1, and any two distinct orthonormal columns
ui 6= uj then 〈ui, uj〉 = 0. Orthogonal matrices are norm preserving under multiplication. That means for
an orthogonal matrix U ∈ Rn×n and any vector x ∈ Rn, then ‖Ux‖ = ‖x‖.

Moreover, the columns [u1, u2, . . . , un] of an orthogonal matrix U ∈ Rn×n form an basis for Rn. This
means that for any vector x ∈ Rn, there exists a set of scalars α1, . . . , αn such that x =

∑n
i=1 αiui. More

interestingly, we also have ‖x‖2 =
∑n

i=1 α
2
i .

This can be interpreted as U describing a rotation (with possible mirror flips) to a new set of coordi-
nates. That is the old coordinates of x are (x1, x2, . . . , xn) and the coordinates in the new orthogonal basis
[u1, u2, . . . , un] are (α1, α2, . . . , αn).

import numpy as np
from numpy import linalg as LA

#create an array, a row vector
v = np.array([1,2,7,5])
print(v)
#[1 2 7 5]
print(v[2])
#7

#create a n=2 x d=3 matrix
A = np.array([[3,4,3],[1,6,7]])
print(A)
#[[3 4 3]
# [1 6 7]]
print(A[1,2])
#7
print(A[:, 1:3])
#[[4 3]
# [6 7]]

#adding and multiplying vectors
u = np.array([3,4,2,2])
#elementwise add
print(v+u)
#[4 6 9 7]
#elementwise multiply
print(v*u)
#[ 3 8 14 10]
# dot product
print(v.dot(u))
# 35
print(np.dot(u,v))
# 35
print(u @ v)
# 35

#matrix multiplication
B = np.array([[1,2],[6,5],[3,4]])
print(A.dot(B))
#[[36 38]
# [58 60]]
print(A @ B)
#[[36 38]
# [58 60]]
x = np.array([3,4])
print(B.dot(x))
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#[11 38 25]

#norms
print(LA.norm(v))
#8.88819441732
print(LA.norm(v,1))
#15.0
print(LA.norm(v,np.inf))
#7.0
print(LA.norm(A, ’fro’))
#10.9544511501
print(LA.norm(A,2))
#10.704642743

#transpose
print(A.T)
#[[3 1]
# [4 6]
# [3 7]]
print(x.T)
#[3 4] (always prints in row format)

print(LA.matrix_rank(A))
#2
C = np.array([[1,2],[3,5]])
print(LA.inv(C))
#[[-5. 2.]
# [ 3. -1.]]
print(C @ LA.inv(C))
#[[ 1.00000000e+00 2.22044605e-16] (nearly [[1 0]
# [ 0.00000000e+00 1.00000000e+00]] [0 1]] )
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Exercises

Q3.1: Consider a matrix

A =




2 2 3
−2 7 4
−3 −3 −4
−8 2 3


 .

1. Add a column to A so that it is invertable.

2. Remove a row from A so that it is invertable.

3. Is AAT invertable?

4. Is ATA invertable?

Q3.2: Consider two vectors u = (0.5, 0.4, 0.4, 0.5, 0.1, 0.4, 0.1) and v = (−1,−2, 1,−2, 3, 1,−5).

1. Check if u or v is a unit vector.

2. Calculate the dot product 〈u, v〉.
3. Are u and v orthogonal?

Q3.3: Consider the following 3 vectors in R9:

v = (1, 2, 5, 2,−3, 1, 2, 6, 2)

u = (−4, 3,−2, 2, 1,−3, 4, 1,−2)

w = (3, 3,−3,−1, 6,−1, 2,−5,−7)

Report the following:

1. 〈v, w〉
2. Are any pair of vectors orthogonal, and if so which ones?

3. ‖u‖2
4. ‖w‖∞

Q3.4: Consider the following 3 matrices:

A =




2 −2
−3 1
5 −3


 B =




4 4 4
−2 3 −7
2 5 −7


 C =




4 −1 2
−8 2 −4
2 1 −4




Report the following:

1. ATB

2. C +B

3. Which matrices are full rank?

4. ‖C‖F
5. ‖A‖2
6. B−1
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4 Distances and Nearest Neighbors

At the core of most data analysis tasks and their formulations is a distance. This choice anchors the meaning
and the modeling inherent in the patterns found and the algorithms used. However, there are an enormous
number of distances to choose from. In this chapter provide an overview of the typically most important
properties of distances (e.g., is it a metric?) and how it related to the dual notion of a similarities. We provide
some common modeling dynamics which motivate some of the distances, and overview their direct uses in
nearest neighbor approaches, and how to algorithmically deal with the challenges that arise.

4.1 Metrics
So what makes a good distance? There are two aspects to the answer to this question. The first is that it
captures the “right” properties of the data, but this is a sometimes ambiguous modeling problem. The second
is more well-defined; it is the properties which makes a distance a metric.

A distance d : X×X→ R+ is a bivariate operator (it takes in two arguments, say a ∈ X and b ∈ X) that
maps to R+ = [0,∞). It is a metric if

(M1) d(a, b) ≥ 0 (non-negativity)

(M2) d(a, b) = 0 if and only if a = b (identity)

(M3) d(a, b) = d(b, a) (symmetry)

(M4) d(a, b) ≤ d(a, c) + d(c, b) (triangle inequality)

A distance that satisfies (M1), (M3), and (M4) (but not necessarily (M2)) is called a pseudometric.
A distance that satisfies (M1), (M2), and (M4) (but not necessarily (M3)) is called a quasimetric.
In the next few sections we outline a variety of common distances used in data analysis, and provide

examples of their uses cases.

4.2 Lp Distances and their Relatives
We next introduce a specific family of distances between vectors a, b ∈ Rd. As they are defined between
vectors, the most common ones are defined purely from notions of norms in linear algebra. But other variants
will restrict vectors to model specific sorts of data like probability distribution, and then draw from more
probabilistic elements.

4.2.1 Lp Distances
Consider two vectors a = (a1, a2, . . . , ad) and b = (b1, b2, . . . , bd) in Rd. Now an Lp distances, is defined
as

dp(a, b) = ‖a− b‖p =

(
d∑

i=1

(|ai − bi|)p
)1/p

.

1. The most common is the L2 distance, also know as the Euclidean distance,

d2(a, b) = ‖a− b‖ = ‖a− b‖2 =

√√√√
d∑

i=1

(ai − bi)2.
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It easy interpreted as the “straight-line” distance between two points or vectors, since if you draw a
line segment between two points, its length measures the Euclidean distance.
It is also the only Lp distance that is invariant to the rotation of the coordinate system (which, as we
will see, will often be useful but sometimes restrictive).

2. Another common distance is the L1 distance

d1(a, b) = ‖a− b‖1 =
∑

i=1

|ai − bi|.

This is also known as the “Manhattan” distance since it is the sum of lengths on each coordinate axis;
the distance you would need to walk in a city like Manhattan since you must stay on the streets and
cannot cut through buildings.

3. Another common modeling goal is the L0 distance

d0(a, b) = ‖a− b‖0 = d−
d∑

i=1

1(ai = bi),

where 1(ai = bi) =

{
1 if ai = bi

0 if ai 6= bi.
Unfortunately, d0 is not convex.

When each coordinate ai or bi is either 0 or 1, then this is known as the Hamming distance.

4. Finally, another useful variation is the L∞ distance

d∞(a, b) = ‖a− b‖∞ = max
i=1...d

|ai − bi|.

It is the maximum deviation along any one coordinate. Geometrically in R2, it is a rotation of the
L1 distance, so many algorithms designed for L1 can be adapted to L∞ in R2. However, in high
dimensions they can act in surprisingly different ways. d∞ is not technically an Lp distance, but is
the limit of such distances as p goes to∞.

All of the above distances are metrics, and in general are metrics for Lp for p ∈ [1,∞).
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Geometry of Lp Unit Balls

A useful way to imagine the geometry of these various Lp distances is by considering their unit balls.
Much of the relevant information is conveyed even in R2. A unit ball is the set of points a ∈ R2 so
that d(0, a) = 1 for our choice of distance d.
The unit balls for L1, L2, and L∞ distance are shown in R2. The most important properties to notice
are that L1 is never larger than L2 which is never larger than L∞. Moreover, they are always equal
along the coordinate axis, and these are the only places they are the same. Indeed these principles
hold for any Lp distance where the Lp ball is never greater than the Lp′ ball for p < p′, and they are
only and always equal along the coordinate axis.

a1
<latexit sha1_base64="molro7/JCKFSdr6uNVhtZbKAHmc=">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</latexit> a2

<latexit sha1_base64="v55AxqcWXd36Gvh7eDjo9i0u8Ck=">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</latexit>

a1
<latexit sha1_base64="M6pA4bQJYf/p7EtTiJRG+DlBFW8=">AAAEMHicdVNdb9MwFPUWBqN87IM3eInokHhZ1RRVTJMmVUKTeEBQNLZVaqrKcW5aq7Zj2c6gsvIn9gpv/AN+DTyhvfIrsNNVW1uwlOjmnnPuPTe2E8moNs3mr7X14M7G3Xub92sPHj56vLW9s3um80IROCU5y1UvwRoYFXBqqGHQkwowTxicJ5M3Hj+/AKVpLj6ZqYQBxyNBM0qwcakeHsZUZGY63K43G81qhatBdB3UO0+vDi+/b5x0hzvBbpzmpOAgDGFY637UlGZgsTKUMChrcaFBYjLBI+i7UGAOemArw2X4wmXSMMuVe4QJq2wt1uDsi5EZ29jAF/OZpmZ81G60qSgXQD/rf0GJFRWpc1XaJucrmJ5QWdpWo11hNx4t5lpPeeK8cWzGehnzyX9h/cJkBwNLhSwMCFKGC0IoNFFUmpVWVbla7OYgOedYpDYGqUsbX2DlAspysQS7kfwuazdXTA1wVy7cb0lTDQXyaD+axSaXc8hVUHC7Bin70cB1ErpQ4C3Y+Lg4qRzaelSWK4JkVeDfSTKn3yZPUihnO6eJ9R9LeFIw5ggin+1PuFdlwOyF/q8tMFlaNXZRFsY6yzCnbBr6notEf+BnFp3Exu+wGoGn3YiWBISa68rVmbMJK8CxDRXTsF+PBssNPnSP39/2PNcpSJ3MN/WMwzJ0wlrN3aJo+c6sBmetRvSq0foY1TsHaLY20TP0HL1EEXqNOugt6qJTRBBDl+gr+hb8CH4Gv4OrGXV97VrzBC2s4M9fvstzjw==</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="jhR2P3vDAyLPsVbqhq4xFIImM+s=">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</latexit>

L1
<latexit sha1_base64="RUW0h+jiM2Yby26VyuTBTKm7jgU=">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</latexit>

L2
<latexit sha1_base64="4L3yYQ4XI6NQSNF7TXujPTbYKgE=">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</latexit>L1

<latexit sha1_base64="N2FTAnXpUGpiuFqoithqjPTv+NY=">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</latexit>

The L2 ball is the only distance invariant to the choice of axis. This means, for instance, that if it is
rotated it stays the same shape. This is not true for any other Lp balls.
It is also possible to draw Lp balls for p < 1. However, these balls are not convex; they “curve
in” between the coordinate axis. Algorithmically, this makes them difficult to work with. It also, in
effect, is the reason those Lp distances are not a metric; they violate the triangle inequality.

Geometry of Metric Properties for Lp

Some of the metric requirements are easy to hold for all Lp distance. (M1) and (M2) hold since
the distances are, at the core, a sum of non-negative terms, and are only all 0 if all coordinates are
identical. (M3) holds since |ai − bi| = |bi − ai|, the scale of vector subtraction is symmetric.
Property (M4 - triangle inequality) is a bit trickier to show, and the general proof is beyond the scope
of this book. The proof for L2 is more straight-forward, and naturally follows by the geometry of a
triangle. Consider the line `a,b that goes through two points a, b ∈ Rd. Let πa,b(c) be the orthogonal
projection of any point c ∈ Rd onto this line `a,b. Now we can decompose a squared distance
d2(a, c)2 (any symmetrically d2(c, b)2) into d2(a, c)2 = d2(a, πa,b(c))

2 + d2(πa,b(c), c)
2 by the

Pythagorian theorem. Moreover, the distance d2(a, b) ≤ d2(a, πa,b(c)) +d2(πa,b(c), b), where there
is an equality when πa,b(c) is on the line segment between a and b. Thus we can conclude,

d2(a, b) ≤ d2(a, πa,b(c)) + d2(πa,b(c), b) ≤ d2(a, c) + d2(c, b).

a
<latexit sha1_base64="cmLs5ZhEp39txCqsvdPhEsEZvWA=">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</latexit>

b
<latexit sha1_base64="hpf0ga1BZv9e2gkLYq1ATG7fJ+Y=">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</latexit>

c
<latexit sha1_base64="D1RfxPg2KvIgkRgS64Uv9sQgMng=">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</latexit>

⇡a,b(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="D0AGkXZbDRZIK+IoJ7xBwhZ98i4=">AAAENHicdVNdaxQxFE07ftT1q62PvoxuhQp22VkpFqFQkIIPohXtB2yWksnc3Q2bZEKSqS4hvvkXfNVf4U/wPwi+ia+++2Yy29LurgZmuHPPOfeeO0lyxZmx7fb3hcXk0uUrV5euNa7fuHnr9vLK6oEpK01hn5a81Ec5McCZhH3LLIcjpYGInMNhPnoW8cMT0IaV8q0dK+gJMpCszyixIYWxYseOPMr9On14vNxst9r1SueD7DRo7jT/3Es+fvuwd7ySrOKipJUAaSknxnSztrI9R7RllINv4MqAInREBtANoSQCTM/Vpn36IGSKtF/q8Eib1tkGNhBGkAM7dNjCe/uOFXa4vdnaZNJPgXHe/4KKaCaL4Mq7thBzmBkx5V2ntVlj5x4dEcaMRR68CWKHZhaLyX9h3cr2t3qOSVVZkNSnU0KoDNVM2blWdbkGDnPQUggiC4dBGe/wCdEhYLyUM3AYKe60CXNhZkGEculGR9l6KFDbG9kktqU6g0IFDRdrUN/NeqGTNJWGaMHh3epN7dA1M+/nBPm8IL7z/Ix+kTwqwE92zlAXP2bwvOI8EGQ52Z90rc6AXUvjX5ti8qJuHKJ+ik2/TwTj4zT2nCbGQz+xGCQOvyB6AJF2LpoRUGZPK9dnzuW8gsC2TI7TbjPrzTZ4tbf78qLnM52GIshi08h46tMgbDTCLcpm78x8cNBpZY9bnddZc2cLTdYSuovuo3WUoSdoBz1He2gfUaTQJ/QZfUm+Jj+Sn8mvCXVx4VRzB02t5Pdf1kp05w==</latexit>

`a,b
<latexit sha1_base64="WrXbs9ekSAVDtU6AHm6uPg1o1yc=">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</latexit>
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Warning about Lp Distance: These should not be used to model data when the units and meaning
on each coordinate are not the same. For instance, consider representing two people p1 and p2 as
points in R3 where the x-coordinate represents height in inches, the y-coordinate represents weight
in pounds, and the z-coordinate represents income in dollars per year. Then most likely this distance
is dominated by the z-coordinate income which might vary on the order of 10,000 while the others
vary on the order of 10.

Also, for the same data we could change the units, so the x-coordinate represents height in meters,
the y-coordinate represents weight in centigrams, and the z-coordinate represents income in dollars
per hour. The information may be exactly the same, only the unit changed. It is now likely dominated
by the y-coordinate representing weight.

These sorts of issues can hold for distance other than Lp as well. A safe way is to avoid these issues
is to use the L0 metric – however this one can be crude and sensitive to small variations in data. Some
heuristics to overcome this is: set hand-tuned scaling of each coordinate, ”standardize” the distance
so they all have the same min and max value (e.g., all in the range [0, 1]), or ”normalize” the distance
so they all have the same mean and variance. All of these are “hacks” and may have unintended
consequences. For instance the [0, 1] standardization is at the mercy of outliers, and mean-variance
normalization can have strange effects in multi-modal distributions. Again, these are not solutions,
they are hacks! This modeling restriction will be highlighted again with data matrices in Chapter 7.1.

With some additional information about which points are “close” or “far” one may be able to use the
field of distance metric learning to address some of these problems. A simple solution can the be
derived over all Mahalanobis distances (see below), using some linear algebra and gradient descent.
But without this information, there is no one right answer. If your axes are the numbers of apples
(x-axis) and number of oranges (y-axis), then it is literally comparing apples to oranges!
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4.2.2 Mahalanobis Distance
An extension to the L2 distance is the Mahalanobis distance defined for two vectors a, b ∈ Rd and a d × d
matrix M as

dM (a, b) =
√

(a− b)TM(a− b).

When M = I (the identity matrix, so Ij,j = 1 and Ij,j′ = 0 for j 6= j′), then dM = d2. When M is a
diagonal matrix (soMj,j′ = 0 for j 6= j′) then dM can be interpreted as skewing the Euclidean space (shrink
some coordinates, and expanding others) based on the matrix M . When M is not diagonal, the skewing of
Euclidean space still holds, but the skew is not aligned with the coordinate axis; instead it is defined through
the eigenvectors and by the eigenvalues of M (see Chapter 7). As long as all eigenvalues are positive and
real (implying M is positive definite) then dM is a metric; since then the skew is well-defined and full-
dimensional.

4.2.3 Cosine and Angular Distance
The cosine distance measures the 1 minus the cosine of the “angle” between vectors a = (a1, a2, . . . , ad)
and b = (b1, b2, . . . , bd) in Rd

dcos(a, b) = 1− 〈a, b〉‖a‖‖b‖ = 1−
∑d

i=1 aibi
‖a‖‖b‖ .

Recall that if θa,b is the angle between vectors a and b then cos(θa,b) = 〈a,b〉
‖a‖‖b‖ . Hence dcos(a, b) = 1 −

cos(θa,b).
Note that dcos(A,B) ∈ [0, 2] and it does not depend on the magnitude ‖a‖ of the vectors since this is

normalized out. It only cares about their directions. This is useful when a vector of objects represent data sets
of different sizes and we want to compare how similar are those distributions, but not their size. This makes
dcos at best a psuedo-distance since for two vectors a and a′ = (2a1, 2a2, . . . , 2ad) where ‖a′‖ = 2‖a‖
have dcos(a, a

′) = 0, but they are not equal.
Sometimes dcos is defined only with respect to normalized vectors a, b ∈ Sd−1, where

Sd−1 =
{
x ∈ Rd | ‖x‖ = 1

}
.

In this case, then more simply

dcos(a, b) = 1− 〈a, b〉.

Restricted to vectors in Sd−1, then dcos does not have the issue of two vectors a 6= b such that dcos(a, b) = 0.
However, it is not yet a metric since it can violate the triangle inequality.

A simple isometric transformation of the cosine distance (this means the ordering between any pairs of
points are the same) is called the angular distance dang; that is for a, b, c, d ∈ Sd−1 if dcos(a, b) < dcos(c, d)
then dang(a, b) < dang(c, d). Specifically we define for any a, b ∈ Sd−1

dang(a, b) = cos−1(〈a, b〉) = arccos(〈a, b〉).

That is, this undoes the cosine-interpretation of the cosine distance, and only measures the angle. Since, the
inner product for any a, b ∈ S−1 is in the range [−1, 1], then the value of dcos is in the range [0, 2], but the
value of dang(a, b) ∈ [0, π]. Moreover, dang is a metric over Sd−1.
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Geometry of Angular Distance

The angular interpretation of the cosine distance dcos(a, b) = 1 − cos(a, b) and angular distance
dang(a, b) = θa,b is convenient to think of for points on the sphere. To understand the geometry of
the angular distance between two points, it is sufficient to consider them as lying on the unit sphere
S1 ⊂ R2. Now dang(a, b) is the radians of the angle θa,b, or equivalently the arclength traveled
between a and b if walking on the sphere.

S1

a

b

dang(a, b)✓a,b

Now we can see why dang is a metric if restricted to vectors on Sd−1. (M1) and (M3) hold by
definition, and (M2) on Sd−1 holds because no two distinct unit vectors have an angle of 0 radians
between them. To show the triangle inequality (M4) (here we need to think in S2 ⊂ R3), observe that
since dang measures the shortest distance restricted to the sphere, there is no way that dang(a, b) can
be longer than dang(a, c) + dang(c, b) since that would imply going through point c ∈ Sd−1 makes
the path from a to b shorter – which is not possible.

4.2.4 KL Divergence
The Kullback-Liebler Divergence (or KL Divergence) is a distance that is not a metric. Somewhat similar
to the cosine distance, it considers as input discrete distributions Xa and Xb; they are d-variate random
variables which can be instantiated at one of d possible values. Equivalently, it is useful to think of these
objects as vectors a, b ∈ ∆d−1

◦ . Like the (d− 1)-dimensional sphere, the (d− 1)-dimensional open simplex
∆d−1
◦ is a bounded subset of Rd. Specifically

∆d−1
◦ =

{
x = (x1, x2, . . . xd) ∈ Rd | ‖x‖1 = 1 and xi > 0 for all i

}
.

That is ∆d−1
◦ defines the set of d-dimensional discrete probability distributions where for a ∈ ∆d−1

◦ , the
coordinate ai is the probability that Xa takes the ith value. The (d− 1)-dimensional (closed) simplex ∆d−1

differs in that it also allows values ai to be 0, i.e., to have 0 probability to take the ith value. But the KL
Divergence is only defined over vectors on ∆d−1

◦ .
Then we can define (often written dKL(Xa‖Xb))

dKL(Xa, Xb) = dKL(a, b) =

d∑

i=1

ai ln(ai/bi).
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It is the expectation (over a) of the log of the ratios between a and b, and can be interpreted as the “informa-
tion gain” in using distribution b in place of a.

Note that dKL is not a metric, violating (M3) since it is not symmetric. It also violates the triangle
inequality (M4).

4.3 Distances for Sets and Strings
We now introduce some more general notions of distance, in particular ones that are heavily used to under-
stand the relationship between text data: strings of words or characters. There are other techniques which
draw more heavily on the semantic and fine-grained structural properties of text. We focus here on the ones
which have simple mathematical connections and as a result are often more scalable and flexible.

Quick review of sets. A set A is a collection of elements {a1, a2, . . . , ak}. It is standard to use curly
brackets {. . .} to denote a set. The ordering of elements does not matter, e.g., {a1, a2} = {a2, a1}. Mul-
tiplicity is not allowed or is ignored, e.g., {a1, a1, a2} = {a1, a2}; if it is considered, then it is called a
multiset (these more naturally models counts, or after normalization probability distributions; see cosine
distance and KL divergence).

Given a set A, the cardinality of A denoted |A| counts how many elements are in A. The intersection
between two sets A and B is denoted A∩B and reveals all items which are in both sets. The union between
two sets A and B is denoted A ∪ B and reveals all items which are in either set. The set difference of two
sets A and B is denoted A\B and is all elements in A which are not in B. The symmetric distance between
two sets A and B is denoted A4B and is the union of A \B and B \A. Given a domain Ω (which contains
all sets of interest, i.e., A ⊂ Ω), the complement of a set A is defined as Ā = Ω \A.

Example: Set operations

Observe the example withA = {1, 3, 5} andB = {2, 3, 4}. These are represented as a Venn diagram
with a blue region for A and a red one for B. Element 6 is in neither set. Then the cardinality of A
is |A| = 3, and it is the same for B. The intersection A ∩B = {3} since it is the only object in both
sets, and is visually represented as the purple region. The union A ∪ B = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The set
difference A \B = {1, 5} and B \A = {2, 4}. The complement Ā = {2, 4, 6} and the complement
A ∪B = {6}. Finally, the symmetric difference is A4B = {1, 2, 4, 5}.

1

2
3

4

5

6

A BA \B

4.3.1 Jaccard Distance
The Jaccard distance between two sets A and B is defined

dJ(A,B) = 1− |A ∩B||A ∪B| .
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Since the union is always larger than the intersection, the fractional term is always between 0 and 1, and
this distance always takes value in [0, 1]. It is only 1 if the sets have nothing in common, and is only 0 if the
intersection equals the union and the sets are exactly the same.

Example: Jaccard Distance

Consider two sets A = {0, 1, 2, 5, 6} and B = {0, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9}. The Jaccard distance between A
and B is

dJ(A,B) = 1− |A ∩B||A ∪B|

= 1− |{0, 2, 5}|
|{0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9}| = 1− 3

8
= 0.625

Notice that if we add an element 7 to A (call this set A′) that is already in B, then the numerator
increases, but the denominator stays the same. So then dJ(A′, B) = 1− 4

8 = 0.5 and the distance is
smaller – they are closer to each other.
On the other hand, if we add an element 4 to A (call this set A′′) which is in neither A or B, then the
numerator stays the same, but the denominator increases. So then dJ(A′′, B) = 1− 3

9 ≈ 0.666 and
then distance is larger – the sets are further from each other.

The Jaccard distance is a popular distance between sets since it is a metric, and it is invariant to the size
of the sets. It only depends on the fraction of the items among both sets which are the same. It also does not
require knowledge of some larger universe Ω of elements that the sets may be from. For instance, as in the
example, we can implicitly require that the sets contain only positive integers, but do not need to know an
upper bound on the largest positive integer allowed.
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Geometry of Metric Property of Jaccard Distance

To show that dJ is a metric, we need to show that the 4 properties each hold. The first three are direct.
In particular (M1) and (M2) follow from dJ(A,B) ∈ [0, 1] and only being 0 if A = B. Property
(M3) holds by the symmetry of set operations ∩ and ∪.

The triangle inequality (M4) requires a bit more effort to show, namely for any sets A,B,C that
dJ(A,C) + dJ(C,B) ≥ dJ(A,B). We will use the notation that

dJ(A,B) = 1− |A ∩B||A ∪B| =
|A4B|
|A ∪B| .

We first rule out that there are elements c ∈ C which are not in A or not in B. Removing these
elements from C will only decrease the left-hand-side of the triangle inequality while not affecting
the right-hand-side. So if C violates this inequality, we can assume there are no such c ∈ C and it
will still violate it. So now we assume C ⊆ A and C ⊆ B.

A

B

C

Now we have

dJ(A,C) + dJ(C,B) =
|A \ C|
|A| +

|B \ C|
|B|

≥ |A \ C|+ |B \ C||A ∪B|

≥ |A4B||A ∪B| = dJ(A,B).

The first inequality follows since |A|, |B| ≤ |A ∪ B|. The second inequality holds since we assume
C ⊆ A and C ⊆ B, hence C ⊆ A ∩B, and thus |A \C|+ |B \C| ≥ |A \B|+ |B \A| = |A4B|.

4.3.2 Edit Distance

Let Σ be a set, in this case an alphabet of possible characters (e.g., all ASCII characters, or all lowercase
letters so Σ = {a, b, . . . , z}). Then we can say a string a of length d is an element in Σd; that is an ordered
sequence of characters from the alphabet Σ. The edit distance considers two strings a, b ∈ Σd, and

ded(a, b) = # operations to make a = b,

where an operation can delete a letter or insert a letter. In fact, the strings are not required to have the same
length, since we can insert items in the shorter one to make up the difference.
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Example: Edit Distance

Consider two strings a = mines and b = smiles. Here ded(a, b) = 3.

mines

1 : minles insert l
2 : miles delete n

3 : smiles insert s

There are many alternative variations of operations. The insert operation may cost more than the delete
operation. Or we could allow a replace operation at the same unit cost as either insert or delete; in this
case the edit distance of mines and smiles is only 2.

Edit distance is a metric. (M1) holds since the number of edits is always non-negative. (M2) There are
no edits only if they are the same. (M3) the operations can be reversed. (M4) If c is an intermediate “word”
then the ded(a, c) + ded(c, b) = ded(a, b), otherwise it requires more edits.

Is this good for large text documents? Not really. It is slow to compute – basically requiring quadratic
time dynamic programing in the worst case to find the smallest set of edits. And removing one sentence can
cause a large edit distance without changing meaning. But this is good for small strings. Some version is
used in most spelling recommendation systems (e.g., a search engine’s auto-correct). Its a good guide that
usually ded(a, b) > 3 is pretty large since, e.g., with replace ded(cart,score) = 4.

4.4 Modeling Text with Distances
There are many many choices of distances. Which one to choose (it is definitely a choice) is based on
(a) computational efficiency and (b) modeling effectiveness. The Euclidean distance d2 and sometimes the
Jaccard distance dJ are often chosen because various algorithmic and computational benefits area available
for these – as we will see, this efficiency comes not just from time to compute the distance once, but how it
can be used within more complex operations. However, each have other benefits due to modeling factors.
Sometimes this modeling is just based on mathematical properties (is it a metric? are my vectors normal-
ized?), sometimes it is intuitive, and sometimes it can be empirically validated by measuring performance
on downstream applications. In this section we show how to arrive at various of the distances as the logical
choice in an example case of modeling text.

As mentioned, edit distance ded is useful for shorter strings. The other variants will all be more useful
when dealing with much larger texts.

Example: Running text example

In this section we will use as a running example, the text from the following 4 short documents. In
practice, these approaches are typically applied to much longer documents (e.g., text on a webpage,
a newspaper article, a person’s bio).

D1 : I am Sam.

D2 : Sam I am.

D3 : I do not like jelly and ham.

D4 : I do not, do not, like them, Sam I am.

How can we measure the distance among these 4 documents?
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4.4.1 Bag-of-Words Vectors
The simplest model for converting text into an abstract representation to applying a distance is the bag-of-
words approach. Intuitively, each document creates a “bag” and throws each word in that “bag” (a multi-set
data structure), and maintains only the count of each word. This transforms each document into a multi-set.
However it is convenient to think of it as a (very sparse, meaning mostly 0s) vector.

That is, consider a vector v ∈ RD for a very large D, where D is the number of all possible words. Each
coordinate of such a vector corresponds to one word, and records the count of that word.

These vector representations naturally suggest that one could use an Lp distance, most commonly d2, to
measure their distance. However, it is more common to use the cosine distance dcos. This has the advantage
of not penalizing certain documents for their length, in principle focusing more on its content. For instance, a
document with a simple phrase would be identical under dcos to another document that repeated that phrase
multiple times. Or two documents about, say, baseball would typically draw from a similar set of words
(e.g., {bat, ball, hit, run, batter, inning}) and likely be close even if their lengths differs.

Example: Bag-of-Words

For the running example, consider D-dimensional space with D = 11; it could be much higher. For
each coordinate, we list the corresponding word as

(am, and, do, ham, I, jelly, like, not, Sam, them, zebra).

Now each of the documents have the following representative vectors

v1 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)

v2 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)

v3 = (0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)

v4 = (1, 0, 2, 0, 2, 0, 1, 2, 1, 1, 0).

We can now use the Euclidean distance d2 between these vectors (or any other Lp distance). We
notice that d2(v1, v2) = 0, even though the text is different. However, since the bag-of-words only
measures which words are present, not how they are used, it can not distinguish between these cases.

Also notice that the 11th coordinate for the word zebra is never used, and is 0 in all coordinates
of the vectors. If this coordinate was omitted and only a 10-dimensional representation was used it
would not change these distances. On the other hand, these vectors can be much larger and represent
many other words, and this will not affect the distance.

(v1, v2) (v1, v3) (v1, v4) (v2, v3) (v2, v4) (v3, v4)

d2 0 2.83 3.32 2.83 3.32 3
dcos 0 0.781 0.423 0.781 0.423 0.339

Alternatively, we can use the cosine distance dcos. This models the text differently, the main differ-
ence is that it normalizes the vectors. So for instance D3 and D4 are now likely to be further apart
simply because they contain more words, as is the case with d2. This metric still treats D1 and D2

as identical.

Another potential use of the bag-of-words representation is as a probability distribution over the words
in a document. That is, again consider a D-dimensional space where D is the number of possible words.
But now for each word wi, its representative coordinate (the ith coordinate) denotes the probability that a
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randomly drawn word from the document is that word. This is equivalent to normalizing a vector v by its
L1 norm so v̄ = v/‖v‖1, and this ensures that v ∈ ∆D−1. This representation inclines a modeler to use a
distance designed for probability distributions, such as the KL Divergence dKL.

Example: KL Divergence on Probability Measures

Using the same 11-dimensional representation of our running example documents, we can normalize
by L1 the vectors v1, v2, v3, and v4 so they lie on ∆10

◦ . However, this does not quite work, since
the vectors have 0 values, which are not allowed in ∆10

◦ . The right way to address this (if we insist
on using KL Divergence) is to add a so-called regularization term α to each vector value before L1

normalization. Using α = 0.01 we obtain

v̄1 = (0.325, 0.003, 0.003, 0.003, 0.325, 0.003, 0.003, 0.003, 0.325, 0.003, 0.003)

v̄2 = (0.325, 0.003, 0.003, 0.003, 0.325, 0.003, 0.003, 0.003, 0.325, 0.003, 0.003)

v̄3 = (0.001, 0.142, 0.142, 0.142, 0.142, 0.142, 0.142, 0.142, 0.001, 0.001, 0.001)

v̄4 = (0.100, 0.001, 0.199, 0.001, 0.199, 0.001, 0.100, 0.199, 0.100, 0.100, 0.001) .

The KL divergence is not symmetric, so we report the distance in both directions for all pairs
of vectors, where the row label is the first term and the column label is the second term (e.g.,
dKL(v̄2||v̄4) = 0.89).

dKL v̄1 v̄2 v̄3 v̄4

v̄1 0 0 3.74 0.89
v̄2 0 0 3.74 0.89
v̄3 3.09 3.09 0 2.01
v̄4 1.99 1.99 1.43 0

import numpy as np
from numpy import linalg as LA
import scipy as sp
from scipy import stats

#create representative vectors
v1 = np.array([1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0])
v2 = np.array([1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0])
v3 = np.array([0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0])
v4 = np.array([1,0,2,0,2,0,1,2,1,1,0])

#Euclidean distance
print([LA.norm(v1-v2), LA.norm(v1-v3), LA.norm(v1-v4), LA.norm(v2-v3),

LA.norm(v2-v4), LA.norm(v3-v4)])
# [0.0, 2.8284271247461903, 3.3166247903553998, 2.8284271247461903,
# 3.3166247903553998, 3.0]

#normalized vectors
v1n = v1/LA.norm(v1)
v2n = v2/LA.norm(v2)
v3n = v3/LA.norm(v3)
v4n = v4/LA.norm(v4)

#Cosine distance
print([1 - v1n.dot(v2n), 1-v1n.dot(v3n), 1-v1n.dot(v4n), 1-v2n.dot(v3n),

1-v2n.dot(v4n), 1-v3n.dot(v4n)])
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# [-2.2204460492503131e-16, 0.78178210976400764, 0.42264973081037416,
# 0.78178210976400764, 0.42264973081037416, 0.33856217223385243]

#regularizer required for KL (it cannot handle 0 terms)
reg = 0.01
v1r = v1+reg
v2r = v2+reg
v3r = v3+reg
v4r = v4+reg

# KL-divergence (the entropy function L1-normalizes vectors internally)
print([stats.entropy(v1r,v1r), stats.entropy(v1r,v2r), stats.entropy(v1r,v3r),

stats.entropy(v1r,v4r)])
print([stats.entropy(v2r,v1r), stats.entropy(v2r,v2r), stats.entropy(v2r,v3r),

stats.entropy(v2r,v4r)])
print([stats.entropy(v3r,v1r), stats.entropy(v3r,v2r), stats.entropy(v3r,v3r),

stats.entropy(v3r,v4r)])
print([stats.entropy(v4r,v1r), stats.entropy(v4r,v2r), stats.entropy(v4r,v3r),

stats.entropy(v4r,v4r)])
# [0.0, 0.0, 3.735444216340686, 0.89162425422773228]
# [0.0, 0.0, 3.735444216340686, 0.89162425422773228]
# [3.0937010620836185, 3.0937010620836185, 0.0, 2.0060541317114353]
# [1.9887613727596174, 1.9887613727596174, 1.4279093007498529, 0.0]

4.4.2 k-Grams

As an alternative to bag-of-word vectors, k-grams can provide a richer context for text. These convert a
document into a set (not a multi-set), but does not use just the words. There are a few variants of how to
apply k-grams, and we will focus on two common and simple versions over words and characters. The word
k-grams over a document is the set of all witnessed consecutive sets of k words.

Ethical Questions with Modeling Text

After a mechanism to transform a text document or a webpage into an abstract data type (e.g., a vector
or a set) is implemented and a choice of distance is made, then many downstream algorithms and
analysis can be applied. And these applications can be fairly automatically invoked and with little or
no modification based on the modeling decisions. Then these can be used to make recommendations
about jobs, loans, and education opportunities.

Consider now you are processing essays to aid in college admission decisions, and you change a
modeling choice from bag-of-words and cosine distance to k-grams and Jaccard distance. Then you
realize that this change will sort admission applications differently, and a class of applicants will
likely have their admission decisions changed because of this modeling. Do you have an obligation
to those applicants to keep the decision the same? How could you alert decision makers to this effect,
and what resolutions could you make knowing that this happens?
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Example: Word 2-Grams

Using the running example, we show the 2-word-grams of each of the documents. Each gram is
shown as a set of two words in square brackets.

D1 : G1 = {[I am], [am Sam]}
D2 : G2 = {[Sam I], [I am]}
D3 : G3 = {[I do], [do not], [not like], [like jelly], [jelly and]

[and ham]}
D4 : G4 = {[I do], [do not], [not do], [not like], [like them],

[them Sam], [Sam I], [I am]}

In particular, note that in D4 that [do not] 6= [not do] so both appear in G4; however, that
even though the two-word sequence [do not] appears twice in D4, it only appears once in the set
G4.

We can then compute the Jaccard distance between these sets as representations of the distances
between documents.

(D1, D2) (D1, D3) (D1, D4) (D2, D3) (D2, D4) (D3, D4)

1− 1
3 1− 0

8 1− 1
9 1− 0

8 1− 2
8 1− 3

11
dJ ≈ 0.667 = 1 ≈ 0.889 = 1 = 0.75 ≈ 0.727

Variants and modeling choices. There are many variants of how to constrict k-grams for words. The
most prominent of which is to use k consecutive characters instead of k consecutive words; we call these
character k-grams.

Many other modeling decisions go into constructing a k-gram. Should punctuation be included? Should
whitespace be used as a character, or should sentence breaks be used as a word in word grams? Should
differently capitalization characters or words represent distinct objects? And most notoriously, how large
should k be?

Example: Character k-Grams

Characters k grams for sample document D4, ignoring whitespace, punctuation, and capitalization.
Characters k = 3:
{[ido], [don], [ono], [not], [otd], [tdo], [otl], [tli], [lik],
[ike], [ket], [eth], [the], [hem], [ems], [msa], [sam], [ami],
[mia], [iam]}

Characters k = 4:
{[idon], [dono], [onot], [notd], [otdo], [tdon], [notl], [otli],
[tlik], [like], [iket], [keth], [ethe], [them], [hems], [emsa],
[msam], [sami], [amia], [miam]}

Through all of these variants, a few common rules apply. First, the more expressive the k-grams (e.g.,
keeping track of punctuation, capitalization, and whitespace), the large the quantity of data that is required to
get meaningful results – otherwise most documents will have a Jaccard distance 1 or very close to it unless
large blocks of text are verbatim repeated (for instance, plagiarism). But for long and structured articles
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(e.g., newspaper articles with a rigid style guide), some of these more expressive choices can be effective.
Second, for longer articles it is better to use words and larger values of k, while for shorter articles (like

tweets) it is better to use smaller k and possibly character k-grams. The values used for k are often perhaps-
surprisingly short, such as k = 3 or k = 4 for both characters and words.

Finally, there are a few structured tricks which come up. It can be useful to particularly keep track of or
emphasize starts of sentences, capitalized words, or word k-grams which start with “stop words” (that is,
very common words like {a, for, the, to, and, that, it, . . .} that often signal starts of expressions).

Continuous Bag-of-Words. As an aside, we mention a more recent trend. Instead of creating abstract
representations of entire documents, we may use many such documents to create similar representations
for each word, based on how it appears in the union of the documents. These methods typically aim for a
Euclidian representation for words. For a set of words, these are called word vector embeddings. Then the
distance between the abstract representations of these words can be shown to carry a variety of information.

There are numerous of these techniques, but at a high-level, they start by creating a bag-of-word rep-
resentation for each instance of a word. That is within some sequential radius of r words in a text, for
each instance of a word, it creates an D-dimensional vector (where we maintain counts over a size D vo-
cabulary). This is like the D = 11 words in the running example, but typically D is tens or hundreds
of thousands. This vector representation of each word is sparse, and counts the multiplicity of each other
word in its neighbor. Then these vectors are averaged over all instances of each word. This is called the
continuous bag-of-words or CBOW model. Usually these representations are non-linearly compressed to a
lower-dimensional representation, often using 200 or 300 dimensions.

Ethical Questions with using Abstract Language Models

These word vectors embedding have led to dramatic improvements for various natural language
processing tasks such as translation between languages and comparing meaning at sentence level
structures. As a result, they are now commonly incorporated into state-of-the-art text models. How-
ever, they have also been shown to implicitly encode bias into the embeddings, coming from the text
corpuses on which they were built. For instance in many such embeddings, the work man is signif-
icantly closer to the word engineer than is the word woman. Such biases, even if unintentional,
may affect automated hiring decisions based on gender. As a data analyst, should you use these
models to help make predictions if they are known to include biases, even if they actual lead to better
prediction and generalization?

4.5 Similarities
A notion that is dual to a distance d, is a similarity s. It is still a bivariate function, but when the arguments
are close, then the value should be large. Often, but not always, the definitions are normalized so the
similarity of an object with itself is s(A,A) = 1, and so the range of the function is in [0, 1], indicating that
pairs of values A,B which are totally different have value s(A,B) = 0.

There are two standard ways to convert from a similarity to a distance. For set-based similarities, it is
common to obtain a distance as d(A,B) = 1 − s(A,B). In vectorized and norm-based similarities, it is
common to obtain a distance as d(A,B) =

√
s(A,A) + s(B,B)− 2s(A,B).

4.5.1 Normed Similarities
The most basic normed similarity is the Euclidian dot product. For two vectors p, q ∈ Rd, then we can
define the dot product similarity as

sdot(p, q) = 〈p, q〉;
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that is, just the dot product. Any indeed this converts to the Euclidian distance as

d2(p, q) = ‖p− q‖2 =
√
sdot(p, p) + sdot(q, q)− 2sdot(p, q)

=
√
〈p, p〉+ 〈q, q〉 − 2〈p, q〉

=
√
‖p‖22 + ‖q‖22 − 2〈p, q〉.

However, in this case the similarity could be arbitrarily large, and indeed the similarity of a vector p with
itself sdot(p, p) = 〈p, p〉 = ‖p‖2 is the squared Euclidean norm. To enforce that the similarity is at most 1,
we can normalize the vectors first, and we obtain the cosine similarity

scos(p, q) = 〈 p‖p‖ ,
q

‖q‖〉 =
〈p, q〉
‖p‖‖q‖ .

Converting to a distance via the normed transformation:

√
scos(p, p) + scos(q, q)− 2scos(p, q) = d2

( p

‖p‖ ,
q

‖q‖
)

is still the Euclidian distance, but now between the normalized vectors p
‖p‖ and q

‖q‖ . However, for this
similarity, it is more common to instead use the set transformation to obtain cosine distance:

dcos(p, q) = 1− 〈p, q〉‖p‖‖q‖ = 1− scos(p, q).

Another family of similarities in this class are from kernels. The most common of which is the Gaussian
kernel K(p, q) = exp(−‖p− q‖2). Then the kernel distance is defined

dK(p, q) =
√
K(p, p) +K(q, q)− 2K(p, q).

For Gaussian kernels, and a larger class called characteristic kernels (a subset of positive definite kernels),
this distance is a metric.

4.5.2 Set Similarities
Given two sets A and B, the Jaccard similarity is defined

sJ(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B| .

Indeed the Jaccard distance is defined dJ(A,B) = 1− sJ(A,B).
To generalize set similarities (at least those that are amenable to large-scale techniques) we consider a

class of similarities which can be written in the following form based on parameters x, y, z, z′:

sx,y,z,z′(A,B) =
x|A ∩B|+ y|A ∪B|+ z|A4B|
x|A ∩B|+ y|A ∪B|+ z′|A4B| .

For instance sJ = s1,0,0,1. Note that this family includes a complement operation of A ∪B and thus seems
to requires to know the size of the entire domain Ω from which A and B are subsets. However, in the case
of Jaccard similarity and others when y = 0, this term is not required, and thus the domain Ω is not required
to be defined.

Other common set similarities in this family include the following.
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Hamming: sHam(A,B) = s1,1,0,1(A,B) =
|A ∩B|+ |A ∪B|

|A ∩B|+ |A ∪B|+ |A4B| = 1− |A4B||Ω|

Andberg: sAndb(A,B) = s1,0,0,2(A,B) =
|A ∩B|

|A ∩B|+ 2|A4B| =
|A ∩B|

|A ∪B|+ |A4B|

Rogers-Tanimoto: sRT(A,B) = s1,1,0,2(A,B) =
|A ∩B|+ |A ∪B|

|A ∩B|+ |A ∪B|+ 2|A4B| =
|Ω| − |A4B|
|Ω|+ |A4B|

Søensen-Dice: sDice(A,B) = s2,0,0,1(A,B) =
2|A ∩B|

2|A ∩B|+ |A4B| =
2|A ∩B|
|A|+ |B|

For sJ, sHam, sAndb, and sRT, then d(A,B) = 1 − s(A,B) is a metric. In particular, dHam(A,B) =
|Ω|(1− sHam(A,B)) is known as the Hamming distance; it is typically applied between bit vectors. In the
bit vector setting it counts the number of bits the vectors differ on. Indeed, if we represent each object i ∈ Ω
by a coordinate bi in |Ω|-dimension vector b = (b1, b2, . . . , b|Ω|) then these notions are equivalent.

Example: Set Similarities

Consider two sets A = {0, 1, 2, 5, 6} and B = {0, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9} in a domain Ω =
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}. We can compute each of our defined set similarities between these sets:

Jaccard: sJ(A,B) = 3
8 = 0.375

Hamming: sHam(A,B) = 1− 5
10 = 0.5

Andberg: sAndb(A,B) = 3
13 ≈ 0.231

Rogers-Tanimoto: sRT(A,B) = 10−5
10+5 ≈ 0.333

Sørensen-Dice: sDice(A,B) = 2(3)
5+6 ≈ 0.545

4.6 Locality Sensitive Hashing
This chapter has surveyed numerous different distances and similarities, which are themselves a small subset
of all distances and similarities one may consider when modeling data and an analysis task. While metric
properties and other nice mathematical properties are useful, another key concern is the computational cost
associated with using the distances and similarities. This is also not just the case of a single evaluation, but
when comparing a very large set of objects (say of n = 100 million objects). Then how can one quickly
determine which ones are close, or given a query object q, which ones in the large set are close to this query?

In 1-dimensional Euclidean data, these problems are relatively simple to address. Start by sorting all
objects, and storing them in sorted order. Then the nearby objects are the adjacent ones in the sorted
order. And if this ordering induces a balanced binary tree, then on a query, nearby objects can be found in
logarithmic running time (i.e., time proportional to log n).

Next we introduce “locality sensitive hashing” to address these question for higher-dimensional vector-
ized objects and for metrics on set-based representations. The main idea is for a family of objects B, and a
similarity s : B × B → [0, 1], to define a family of random hash functions H with roughly the following
property.
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Locality Sensitive Hash Family: For a similarity function s, a locality sensitive hash family H is
a set of hash functions so for any two objects p, q ∈ B that

Prh∈H[h(p) = h(q)] ≈ s(p, q).

That is for any p, q ∈ B, a randomly chosen hash function h ∈ H will cause those two objects to
collide with probability roughly the same as their similarity.

Once a family is defined, it will be useful to randomly select a specific hash function from that family
(e.g., the h ∈ H this choice is the random variable for the probability). However, once some function h is
chosen, then it is a deterministic function.
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Example: Simple Gridding LSH for Triangle Similarity

Consider a 1-dimensional dataset X ⊂ R1, and the triangle similarity

s4(p, q) = max{0, 1− |p− q|}.

-1 0 1 2 3 4pq

s4(q, ·)
s4(q, p) = 0.32

A simple hash family for this is a set of randomly shifted grids, where items in the same grid cell
hash together. Define H4 = {hη | η ∈ [0, 1)} where hη(x) = dx + ηe. That is each hη maps the
input to an integer (representing the index of a hash bucket) where a grid defines consecutive sets
(intervals) of numbers of length 1 which are all mapped to the same hash bucket. The parameter η
randomly shifts these grid boundaries. So whether or not a pair of points are in the same grid cell
depends on the random choice of η, and more similar points are more likely to be in the same grid
cell, and hence the same hash bucket.

-1 0 1 2 3 4pq

-1 0 1 2 3 4pq

-1 0 1 2 3 4pq

-1 0 1 2 3 4pq

-1 0 1 2 3 4pq

⌘1
<latexit sha1_base64="btwH43tqWDoe84gzOteE9SbyH04=">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</latexit>

⌘2
<latexit sha1_base64="e4SR+j6YfNYWOE+XlIdqYMAaGbc=">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</latexit>

⌘3
<latexit sha1_base64="MD+6Vi888/4Vwya2xo3bq91jTsc=">AAAELnicdVPdahQxFE47/tTxpz9eeuHgtuBNl50ti0UoFKTghWhF+wM7S8lkzuzGTTIhyVSXMHc+gLf6FD6FjyAoiHfiA/gAJrMt7c5qYIYz5/u+c74zSVLJqDadzreFxeDK1WvXl26EN2/dvrO8srp2qItSETggBSvUcYo1MCrgwFDD4FgqwDxlcJSOn3j86BSUpoV4bSYSBhwPBc0pwcalDhMw+GTrZKXVaXfqFc0H8VnQ2r2/8f7Pl1/f909Wg7UkK0jJQRjCsNb9uCPNwGJlKGFQhUmpQWIyxkPou1BgDnpga7tVtOEyWZQXyj3CRHU2TDQ482JoRjYx8M68pZkZ7fTaPSqqGdBP+l9QYkVF5lxVtsP5HKbHVFa22+7V2IVHi7nWE546bxybkW5iPvkvrF+afHtgqZClAUGqaEYIpSaKSjPXqi4XJm4OUnCORWYTkLqyySlWLqCsEA3YjeT3WLu5EmqAu3LRZleaeiiQO5vxNDaFPIdcBQWXa5CqHw9cJ6FLBd6CTfbKV7VD24qrak6Qzgv8O03P6ZfJ4wyq6c5pYv1HA09LxhxBFNP9idbrDJj1yP+1GSbL6sYuyqNE5znmlE0i33OW6I/71KKT2OQZVkPwtAtRQ0CoOatcnzmbshIc21AxifqteNBs8GJ/7/llz+c6BZmT+aae8biKnDAM3S2Km3dmPjjstuOtdvdl3NrdRtO1hO6hB+ghitEjtIueon10gAh6gz6gj+hT8Dn4GvwIfk6piwtnmrtoZgW//wKWTXPd</latexit>

⌘4
<latexit sha1_base64="o79pSuAGyRQZJnrZnBtiaMRuylU=">AAAELnicdVPdahQxFE47/tT1pz9eeuHgtuBNl53VxSIUClLwQrSi/YGdpWQyZ3bjJpmQZKpLmDsfwFt9Cp/CRxAUxDvxAXwAk9mWdmc0MMOZ833fOd+ZJIlkVJtu99vCYnDp8pWrS9da12/cvLW8srp2oPNCEdgnOcvVUYI1MCpg31DD4EgqwDxhcJhMnnj88ASUprl4baYShhyPBM0owcalDmIw+Pjh8Uq72+lWK2wG0WnQ3rm78f7Pl1/f945Xg7U4zUnBQRjCsNaDqCvN0GJlKGFQtuJCg8RkgkcwcKHAHPTQVnbLcMNl0jDLlXuECatsK9bgzIuRGdvYwDvzlqZmvN3v9Kko50A/6X9BiRUVqXNV2i7nDUxPqCxtr9OvsHOPFnOtpzxx3jg2Y13HfPJf2KAw2dbQUiELA4KU4ZwQCk0UlabRqirXit0cJOcci9TGIHVp4xOsXEBZLmqwG8nvsXZzxdQAd+XCzZ401VAgtzejWWxyeQa5Cgou1iDlIBq6TkIXCrwFG+8WryqHth2VZUOQNAX+nSRn9IvkSQrlbOc0sf6jhicFY44g8tn+hOtVBsx66P/aHJOlVWMXZWGsswxzyqah7zlP9Md9ZtFJbPwMqxF42rmoJiDUnFauzpxNWAGObaiYhoN2NKw3eLG3+/yi5zOdgtTJfFPPeFyGTthquVsU1e9MMzjodaIHnd7LqL2zhWZrCd1B99B9FKFHaAc9RXtoHxH0Bn1AH9Gn4HPwNfgR/JxRFxdONbfR3Ap+/wWaEnPe</latexit>

⌘5
<latexit sha1_base64="eRLDfx8drY6P6JOJjb+w63Hlndw=">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</latexit>

The example above shows 5 hash functions hη1 , hη2 , hη3 , hη4 , hη5 ∈ H4. In this example p and q
are in the same hash bucket for 2 of the 5 hash functions (for hη1 and hη4), so we would estimate the
similarity between p and q as 2/5 = 0.4.

Indeed, we can verify that for any p, q ∈ R that

Prhη∈H4 [hη(p) = hη(q)] = s4(p, q).

For any p, q with |p− q| > 1, both the probability and the similarity is 0; and if p = q, then both the
probability and similarity is 1. The probability that p and q are not hashed together is the probability
a randomly shifted grid boundary falls between them, which is precisely |p−q| given that |p−q| ≤ 1.
Hence the probability and similarity in this case are both 1− |p− q|, as desired.

A common and important data structure is a hash table that relies on a different type of hash func-
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tion, which to distinguish it from an LSH, we call a separating hash function. These hash functions
h : B → U maps an object b ∈ B into a fixed universe U; typically U can be represented as a set of
integers {0, 1, 2, . . . , u − 1}, representing indices of an array of size u. Hash tables are again defined with
respect to a family H, and we consider a random choice h ∈ H. Given this random choice, then a perfect
separating hash function guarantees that for any two b, b′ ∈ B that Prh∈H[h(b) = h(b′)] = 1/u.

It is important to distinguish these two data structures and types of hash functions. Separating hash
functions are powerful and useful, but are not locality sensitive hash functions.

4.6.1 Properties of Locality Sensitive Hashing
More generally, locality sensitive hash families are defined with respect to distance d. A hash family H is
(γ, φ, α, β)-sensitive with respect to d when it has the following properties:

• Prh∈H[h(p) = h(q)] > α if d(p, q) < γ

• Prh∈H[h(p) = h(q)] < β if d(p, q) > φ

For this to make sense we need α > 0 and β < 1 for γ ≤ φ. Ideally we want α to be large, β to be small,
and φ− γ to be small. Then we can repeat this with more random hash functions to amplify the effect using
concentration of measure bounds; this can be used to make α larger and β smaller while fixing γ and φ.
Ultimately, if α becomes close to 1, then we almost always hash items closer than γ in the same bucket, and
as β becomes close to 0, then we almost never hash items further than φ in the same bucket. Thus to define
similar items (within a φ− γ tolerance) we simply need to look at which ones are hashed together.

Example: Sensitivity for Triangle Similarity

Revisit the triangle similarity s4 and its associated grid-based hash family H4. Recall for any
objects p, q we have Prh∈H4 [h(p) = h(q)] = s4(p, q). Then for some similarity threshold τ =
d4(p, q) = 1− s4(p, q) we can set τ = γ = φ and have α = 1− τ and β = τ .
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This same setting (and picture) can be used for any threshold τ ∈ (0, 1) where the similarity, hash
family pair (s,H) satisfies Prh∈H[h(p) = h(q)] = s(p, q).

This (γ, φ, α, β)-sensitivity condition is indeed more complicated than the Pr[h(a) = h(b)] = s(a, b)
condition. But it is more general, and any such separation will be all that is required to allow the LSH data
structure to work, as elaborated on next. Moreover, this flexibility is required for certain important distances
like Euclidean distance d2.
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4.6.2 Prototypical Tasks for LSH
this LSH machinery is useful to answer three types of tasks given a large dataset P (which could have size
|P | in the hundreds of millions):

• For a threshold τ , determine all pairs p, p′ ∈ P so that d(p, p′) ≤ τ
(or symmetrically, so that s(p, p′) ≥ τ ′, e.g., with τ ′ = 1− τ ).
• For a threshold τ and a query q, return all p ∈ P so that d(p, q) ≤ τ .
• For a query q, return point p̃ ∈ P so that it is approximately argminp∈P d(p, q).

The first two tasks are important in deduplication and plagiarism detection. For instance, this task occurs
when a search engine wants avoid returning two webpages which are very similar in content, or an instructor
wants to quickly check if two students have turned in very similar assignments to each other, or very similar
to one from an online solution repository.

In each case, we desire these tasks to take time roughly proportional to the number of items within
the distance threshold τ . In very high-dimensional Euclidean space, or in the space of sets, a brute force
checking of all distances would require time proportional to |P |2 for the first task, and proportional to |P |
time for the second task. This can be untenable when for instance the size of |P | is hundreds of millions.

The third task, as we will see in the classification section, is an essential tool for data analysis. If we
know how the objects p ∈ P in the database P behave, then we can guess that q will behave similarly to the
closest known example p∗ = argminp∈P d(p, q). We can solve for p∗ by invoking the second task multiple
times while doing a binary-like search on τ ; if the threshold is too large, we short cut the operation of the
second task as soon as we find more than a constant number of τ -close items, and compare those directly.

The first task can also essentially be reduced to the second one, but just running the second task with each
p ∈ P as a query. So our description below will focus on the second task.

In all of these tasks, we will be able to solve them by allowing some approximation. We may not return
the closest item, but one that is not too much further than the closest item. We may return some items
slightly beyond our distance threshold, and many miss some which are barely closer than it. Given that the
choice of distance or similarity used is a modeling choice (why not use a different one?), we should not take
its exact value too seriously.

4.6.3 Banding to Amplify LSH
If we only use a single hash function h ∈ H where h : B → U , then we can design a hash table over the
universe U = {0, 1, 2, . . . , u − 1}. That is, if item h(p) = j, then we store it in a linked list Lj stored in
location j in a length u array. We can then, given a query item q so h(q) = j, access all items which hash to
j in time proportional to however many items satisfy this.

But to increase the probability that two similar items hash to the same location in the array, but non-similar
items do not, we have two options: “Mama” bear’s approach and “Papa” bear’s approach. Papa bear will
be too harsh, and Mama bear too generous, but together they can be used in an approach called banding –
which is “Baby” bear’s approach and it is just right.

Papa bear is harsh, and says items p ∈ P are not close to q unless on multiple hash functions h1, h2, . . . , hb
all report that hi(p) = hi(q). This can be handled efficiently with a hash table by creating a banded-hash
H(p) : B → U b, that is it maps each object p to a b-dimensional vector, each element in U , where the
ith coordinate is determined by the ith hash function. We can again create a hash table over these ub

possible entries (using standard tricks from data structures to avoid ub space). The problem with Papa bear’s
approach is that it is too selective, and reduces the probability that any two items hash to the same bucket in
the banded-hash table.

Mama bear is generous, and also considers multiple hash functions h1, h2, . . . , hr, and reports two items
similar if they collide in any hash function. If we keep r separate hash tables which store the contents of
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P , then we can report the union of the items which collide with q. However, now the problem with Mama
bear’s approach is that it is not selective enough, it increases the probability that any two items hash to the
same bucket.

Banding (Baby bear’s approach) puts these together (Baby bear takes after both parents after all). We
create r banded hash functionsH , with each composed of b hash functions. This requires a total of r · b hash
functions, and a query to be hashed by all of these. Then if q intersects with any p in any banded hash table
(which requires all hash functions to collide), we return it as similar.

Example: Banding

Consider r = 3 banded hash functions H1, H2, and H3, where each banded hash function Hi has
b = 2 hash functions (hi,1, hi,2); each maps to a universe U = {0, 1, 2, . . . 5}. We apply these hash
functions to 5 points in a set P and a query point q, the results are shown in the table below. We
return objects close to q if and only if they have an exact match in any banded hash function.

hash h1,1 h1,2 h2,1 h2,2 h3,1 h3,2 close?
q 3 5 1 2 3 2
p1 [3, 5] 0 2 4 3 yes
p2 3 4 1 0 4 2 no
p3 0 2 4 3 5 1 no
p4 0 1 [1, 2] 0 2 yes
p5 4 5 3 5 4 1 no

We observe that only p1 and p4 are designated as close. Object p1 collides on H1 since both p1 and
q have h1,1 = 3 and h1,2 = 5. Object p4 collides on H2 since both p4 and q have h2,1 = 1 and
h2,2 = 2. Note that although p2 collides with q on 3 individual hash functions (h1,1 = 3, h2,1 = 1,
and h3,2 = 2) it never has an entire banded hash function collide, so it is not marked as close.

Analysis of banding. We will analyze the simple case where there is a hash family H so that we have
Prh∈H[h(p) = h(q)] = s(p, q). Let s = s(p, q), and we will analyze the case where we use r bands with b
hash functions each.

s = probability of collision on any one hash function

sb = probability all hash functions collide in 1 band

(1− sb) = probability not all collide in 1 band

(1− sb)r = probability that in no band, do all hashes collide

fb,r(s) = 1− (1− sb)r = probability all hashes collide in at least 1 band

So this function fb,r(s) = 1 − (1 − sb)r describes the probability that two objects of similarity s are
marked as similar in the banding approach. A similar, but slightly messier, analysis can be applied for any
(γ, φ, α, β)-sensitive hash family.
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Example: Plotting the LSH similarity function

We plot fb,r as an S-curve where on the x-axis s = s(p, q) and the y-axis represents the probability
that the pair p, q is detected as close. In this example we have t = r · b = 15 with r = 5 and b = 3.

s 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
f3,5(s) 0.005 0.04 0.13 0.28 0.48 0.70 0.88 0.97 0.998
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Next we change the r and b parameters and observe what happens to the plot of the S-curve fr,b(s).
We show combinations of values r ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32} and b ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8}. The value b is fixed each
row, and increases as the rows go down. The value r is fixed each column, and increases as the
columns go from left to right.
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We see that as r ·b increases, the curve becomes steeper. As r increases (move to the right), the curve
shifts to the left, that is a smaller similarity is likely designated as close. As b increases (move down),
the curve shifts to the right, that is a larger similarity is likely designated as close.
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Choice of r and b. Usually there is a budget of t hash function one is willing to use. Perhaps it is
t = (1/2ε2) ln(2/δ); e.g., the number required by a Chernoff-Hoeffding bound to estimate the similarity
within ε-error, with probability at least 1− δ. Then how does one divvy them up among r and b to t = r · b?

The threshold τ ′ where f has the steepest slope is about τ ′ ≈ (1/r)1/b. So given a similarity value
s = s(p, q), if we want to return objects more similar than τ ′ (e.g. τ ′ = s = α = 1 − β) we can solve for
b = t/r in τ ′ = (b/t)1/b to (very roughly) yield b ≈ − logτ ′(t). And set r = t/b = t/(− logτ ′(t)). This
is only a rule-of-thumb. It is often best to plot the f function, and play with values of b and r to find your
desired trade-off, but this gives a good place to start searching.

If there is no budget on r and b, as they increase, the S-curve produced by f(s) gets sharper and sharper,
and provides a more accurate retrieval of all and only the close data points.

4.6.4 LSH for Angular Distance

Locality sensitive hash families can be developed for more than just the simplistic 1-dimensional triangle
similarity. Here we describe such a family for the angular distance dang and similarity sang. Recall these
functions operate on vectors a, b ∈ Sd−1, which are unit vectors in Rd.

A hash hu from hash family Hang is defined

Hang =
{
hu(·) = sign(〈·, u〉) | u ∼ Unif(Sd−1)

}

Lets unpack this. First choose a uniform random unit vector u ∈ Sd−1, that is so any unit vector in Rd is
equally likely to be chosen (u ∼ Unif(Sd−1)). Then hu(p) = sign(〈a, u〉), that is if the dot product of a and
u is positive, it returns +1, and if it is negative, it returns −1.

We will show at Prhu∈Hang [hu(a) = hu(b)] = sang(a, b)/π for any a, b ∈ Sd−1. Thus, after scaling by π,
the amplification analysis for this similarity and hash family pair is exactly same as with the simple triangle
similarity example.
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Geometry of Angular LSH

Here we see why Prhu∈Hang [hu(a) = hu(b)] = sang(a, b)/π.
First consider data points a, b ∈ S1, the circle. Recall the induce a distance dang(a, b) ∈ [0, π] which
is the minimum arclength between them. Each point corresponds to a set Fa,⊥ ⊂ S1 of all points
u ∈ S1 so 〈a, u〉 ≥ 0; it corresponds to a halfspace with boundary through the origin, and with
normal a, when embedded in R2. A vector u results in hu(a) 6= hu(b) only if it is in exactly one of
Fa,⊥ or Fb,⊥. The arclength of this xor of these regions is 2 · dang(a, b); it includes example vector
u′ but not u.
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b

dang(a, b)

✓a,b

Fa,?
<latexit sha1_base64="e267juRBPAsjPKUulzPi0eAGCa0=">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</latexit>

Fb,?
<latexit sha1_base64="uIda7Rq/Gzbk87sKR6Ue+7aEvHk=">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</latexit>

u
<latexit sha1_base64="C7L1+AOOGK/ADSvnRuYtad39lNw=">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</latexit>

u0
<latexit sha1_base64="DrHPTIgC2vJqOJhp1MJorZtWHGA=">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</latexit>

A random unit vector u ∈ S1 can be generated with a uniform value ξ ∈ [0, 2π] and walking along the
circle clockwise from (1, 0) an arclength of ξ. Hence, the fraction of such u for which hu(a) 6= hu(b)
is (2dang(a, b))/(2π). And since sang(a, b)/π = 1 − dang(a, b)/π, then as desired, the probability
hu(a) = hu(b) is sang(a, b)/π.
The more general case for points p, q ∈ Sd−1 reduces to this analysis on S1. The great circle which
passes through p, q ∈ Sd−1 is an instance of S1. The hash signs of hu(a) and hu(b) are still induced
by halfspaces Fa,⊥ and Fb,⊥ in Rd mapped to halfspaces in R2. And while there are now several ways
to generate the random unit vectors in Sd−1, a sufficient way is to first generate the “coordinate” as
ξ ∈ [0, 2π] as it pertains to the great circle through p, q on S1, and then generate the remaining
“coordinates” which do not affect the inclusion in Fa,⊥ and Fb,⊥.

Generating random unit vectors. A missing algorithmic element of this hash family is generating a
random unit vector. While generating a random uniform scalar is assumed standard, random unit vectors
require the following observations. For instance, generating d uniform vectors u1, u2, . . . , ud ∼ Unif[−1, 1]
and then normalizing u = (u1, u2, . . . , ud) → u/‖u‖ does not give the desired result. It places too much
probability near vector (1/

√
d, 1/
√
d, . . . , 1/

√
d) and similar vectors with signs flipped (i.e., the corners).

The easiest way to generate a random unit vector is through Gaussian random variables. A d-dimensional
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Gaussian distribution Gd is defined:

Gd(x) =
1

(2π)d/2
e−‖x‖

2
2/2.

If we have two uniform random numbers u1, u2 ∼ Unif[0, 1] then we can generate two independent 1-
dimensional Gaussian random variables as (using the Box-Muller transform):

y1 =
√
−2 ln(u1) cos(2πu2)

y2 =
√
−2 ln(u1) sin(2πu2).

A uniform Gaussian has the (amazing!) property that all coordinates (in any orthogonal basis) are inde-
pendent of each other. Thus to generated a point x ∈ Rd from a d-dimensional Gaussian, for each coordinate
i we assign it the value of an independent 1-dimensional Gaussian random variable.

Moreover, the amazing property of this d-dimensional Gaussian random variable x ∼ Gd, implies that
projected to any one-dimensional subspace (through its mean, the origin) that it is a 1-dimensional Gaussian
distribution. That is for any unit vector v and x ∼ Gd, then 〈x, v〉 ∼ G1. This means it does not favor
any directions (as the d-variate uniform distribution (Unif[−1, 1])d favors the “corners”), and hence if we
normalize u← x/‖x‖2 for x ∼ Gd, then u ∼ Unif(Sd−1), as desired.

4.6.5 LSH for Euclidean Distance

The LSH hash family for Euclidean distance d2 is a combination of the ideas for angular distance and for
the triangle similarity. However, the probability does not work out quite as nicely so we require the more
general notion of (γ, φ, α, β)-sensitivity.

The hash family HL2,τ requires a desired similarity parameter τ , which was implicit in the scaling of the
triangle similarity, but not present in the angular similarity. The set is defined

HL2,τ =
{
hu,η(·) = d〈·, u〉+ ηe | u ∼ Unif(Sd−1), η ∼ Unif[0, τ ]

}
.

That is, it relies on a random unit vector u, and a random offset η. The hash operation hu,η(x) = d〈x, u〉+ηe
first projects onto direction u, and then offsets by η in this directions, and rounds up to an integer. For a
large enough integer t (e.g., if there are at most n data points, then using t = n3), then using instead hu,η(x)
mod t so it maps to a finite domain 0, 1, 2, . . . , t− 1 is also common.

The hash family HL2,τ is (τ/2, 2τ, 1/2, 1/3)-sensitive with respect to d2.
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Geometry of Euclidean LSH Sensitivity

We show here that HL2,τ is (τ/2 = γ, 2τ = φ, 1/2 = α, 1/3 = β)-sensitive with respect to d2.
To see that we do not miss too many real collisions, observe that the projection onto u is contractive.
So for a, b ∈ Rd, then |〈a, u〉− 〈b, u〉| ≤ ‖a− b‖. Thus as with the 1-dimensional triangle similarity,
if ‖a − b‖ ≤ τ/2 = γ then |〈a, u〉 − 〈b, u〉| ≤ τ/2 and a, b fall in the same bin with probability at
least 1/2 = α.

a

b

✓u,a�b
<latexit sha1_base64="3HI502b+gZtZbiFQo18412fS6fg=">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</latexit>

u
<latexit sha1_base64="C7L1+AOOGK/ADSvnRuYtad39lNw=">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</latexit>

To see that we do not observe too many spurious collisions, we can use an argument similar to that
for angular distance. If ‖a − b‖ > 2τ = φ and they collide, then the vector u must be sufficiently
orthogonal to (a− b) so the norm is reduced by half; otherwise if |〈a, u〉 − 〈b, u〉| ≥ τ , they cannot
be in the same bin. Formally

|〈a, u〉 − 〈b, u〉| = |〈a− b, u〉| = ‖a− b‖‖u‖| cos θu,a−b|,

where θu,a−b is the angle (in radians) between u and a − b. We know | cos(θu,a−b)| ≤ 1/2 only if
θu,a−b ≥ π/3. Fixing the 2-dimensional subspace which includes 0, u, and a − b, then we can see
that the probability θu,a−b ≥ π/3 is at most 1/3 = β (that is there are (2π/3) options for u out of
2π total).

p-Stable Random Variables and LSH for Lp-Norms. There exists a beautiful extension to create similar
LSH hash families HLp,τ for any Lp distance with p ∈ (0, 2]. The main difference is to replace the u ∼
Unif(Sd−1) which is really some x ∼ Gd, with another d-dimensional random variable from what is known
as a p-stable distribution.

A distribution µ over R is p-stable (for p ≥ 0) if the following holds. Consider d + 1 random variables
X0, X1, . . . , Xd ∼ µ. Then considering any d real values {v1, . . . , vd}, then the random variable

∑
i viXi

has the same distribution as (
∑

i |vi|p)1/pX0. Such p-stable distributions exist for p ∈ (0, 2]. Special cases
are

• The Gaussian distribution G(x) = 1√
2π

exp(−x2/2) is 2-stable.

• The Cauchy distribution C(x) = 1
π

1
1+x2

is 1-stable.

Intuitively, this allows us to replace a sum of random variables with a single random variables by adjusting
coefficients carefully. But actually, it is the composition of the coefficients that is interesting.

In particular, for p = 2 and a vector v = (v1, v2, . . . , vd) where we want to estimate ‖v‖2 = (
∑

i v
2
i )

1/2,
we can consider each coordinate vi individually as an estimate by using a p-stable random variable. That
is we can estimate ‖v‖2 by choosing d + 1 random Gaussian vectors g0, g1, . . . , gd ∼ G, and calculating
(1/g0)

∑
i givi = (1/g0)〈g, v〉, where g = (g1, . . . , gd) Note that by dividing by g0, we are approximately
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correctly normalizing the d-dimensional Gaussian random variable. This turns out to be sufficient for Eu-
clidean LSH and other similar methods for high-dimensional data we will see later.

Using the Cauchy random variables c0, c1, . . . , cd ∼ C in place of the Gaussian ones allows us to estimate
‖v‖1 =

∑
i |vi| as (1/c0)〈c, v〉 with c = (c1, . . . cd).

4.6.6 Minhashing as LSH for Jaccard Distance
The final example of LSH we will provide is for the Jaccard distance, which is defined on sets. This hash
family is HJ again has the nice property that Prhσ∈HJ [hσ(A) = hσ(B)] = sJ(A,B), so the previous
amplification analysis applies directly. Consider sets defined over a domain Ω of size n, and define Πn as
the set of all permutations from Ω to distinct integers in [n] = {1, 2, 3, . . . , n}. So for each element ω ∈ Ω
and σ ∈ Πn maps σ(ω) = i for some i ∈ [n], and for a fixed σ(ω) 6= σ(ω′) for ω 6= ω′. In practice we can
relax this 6= restriction as we discuss below. Then we define

HJ =

{
hσ(A) = min

ω∈A
σ(ω) | σ ∼ Unif(Πn)

}
.

That is, the hash function hσ applies σ to each ω in A, and then returns the smallest value out of all of them.
Due to the return of the smallest value, this type of approach is often called a min hash.

Example: Min Hashing

Consider two sets A = {a, b, e, f, h} and B = {b, c, e, g, j} over the domain Ω =
{a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j}. We can now set choose two permutations functions σ1, σ2 ∈ HJ :

a b c d e f g h i j
σ1 4 6 3 1 2 8 9 5 10 7
σ2 3 7 8 5 9 10 1 4 6 2

These permutations induce hash functions hσ1 , hσ2 ∈ HJ . These can then be applied to sets A and
B as

A B
hσ1 2 2
hσ2 3 1

For instance hσ1(A) = min{σ1(a), σ1(b), σ1(e), σ1(f), σ1(h)} = min{4, 6, 2, 8, 5} = 2.
Observe that the Jaccard similarity sJ(A,B) = 2

8 . On the hash functions there is a collision for
hσ1(A) = hσ1(B), but not for hσ2 , so they would estimate the similarity as 1

2 .

It is useful to understand why Prhσ∈HJ [hσ(A) = hσ(B)] = sJ(A,B). We think of three types of
elements from Ω: the objects ΩA∩B which are in both A and B; the objects ΩAYB which are in either A
or B, but not both; and the objects Ω/∈A,B which are in neither A or B. Note that the Jaccard similarity is
precisely sJ(A,B) = |ΩA∩B |

|ΩA∩B |+|ΩAYB | . Recall, the similarity has no dependence on the set Ω/∈A,B hence we
actually do not need to know all of Ω. But we can also see that the probability of a hash collision is precisely

|ΩA∩B |
|ΩA∩B |+|ΩAYB | . Any value returned by hσ can only be an element from ΩA∩B ∪ ΩAYB , these are equally
likely, and it is only a collision if it is one from ΩA∩B .

Fast min hash functions. So this definition of min hash functions is easy to analyze but it is suboptimal.
It needs to define and store a hash function from Ω to [|Ω|]. But we would like to use these ideas over
domains such as IP addresses or words or strings where there is an enormous implicit domain Ω that is often
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too big to store. An alternative is to replace σ with another separating hash function f : Ω → [N ] where
N is a sufficiently large value (such as the size of the largest set we expect to encounter to the power 3).
There will now be some chance of collisions between objects in any set A, but it will be small enough to
have insignificant effect on the analysis. Moreover, most programming languages include built in such hash
functions that can operate on strings or large integers or double precisions values (e.g., using the SHA-1
hash with a salt). Then we can define our hash family as

H′J = {hf (A) = min
ω∈A

f(ω ⊕ S) | f : Ω→ [N ], S ∼ random salt}.
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Exercises

Q4.1: Consider two vectors a = (1, 2,−4, 3,−6) and b = (1, 2, 5,−2, 3) ∈ R5.

1. Calculate the d1(a, b), d2(a, b), d0(a, b), d∞(a, b), and sort the answers.

2. Without calculating d3(a, b), explain where it will fall in the sorted order.

3. Does it make sense to normalize these vectors so they lie in ∆4 (e.g., by dividing by ‖a‖1 and
‖b‖2, and use the Kullback-Liebler divergence dKL on them? Why or why not?

4. Normalize the data sets to like on S4, and compute the cosine distance between them.

Q4.2: Consider sets A = {1, 2, 4, 8} and B = {1, 2, 3}.

1. Calculate the Jaccard distance dJ(A,B).

2. Compute the follow similarities if they are well-defined?

• Jaccard similarity sJ(A,B)

• Hamming similarity sHam(A,B)

• Andberg similarity sAndb(A,B)

• Rogers-Tanimoto similarity sRT(A,B)

• Soerensen-Dice similarity sDice(A,B)
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5 Linear Regression

We introduce the basic model of linear regression. It builds a linear model to predict one variable from
one other variable or from a set of other variables. We will demonstrate how this simple technique can
extend to building potentially much more complex polynomial models. Then we will introduce the central
and extremely powerful idea of cross-validation; this method fundamentally changes the statistical goal of
validating a model, to characterizing how it interacts with the data.

5.1 Simple Linear Regression
We will begin with the simplest form of linear regression. The input is a set of n 2-dimensional data points
(X, y) = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn)}. The ultimate goal will be to predict the y values using only the
x-values. In this case x is the explanatory variable and y is the dependent variable.

The notation (X, y), with an uppercase X and lowercase y will become clear later. This problem com-
monly generalizes where the x-part becomes multidimensional, but the y-part remains 1-dimensional.

In order to do this, we will “fit” a line through the data of the form

y = `(x) = ax+ b,

where a (the slope) and b (the intercept) are parameters of this line. The line ` is our “model” for this input
data.

Example: Fitting a line to height and weight

Consider the following data set that describes a set of heights and weights.

height (in) weight (lbs)
66 160
68 170
60 110
70 178
65 155
61 120
74 223
73 215
75 235
67 164

69 ?
60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76

100

120

140

160

180

200

220

240

Note that in the last entry, we have a height of 69, but we do not have a weight. If we were to guess
the weight in the last row, how should we do this?
We can draw a line (the red one) through the data points. Then we can guess the weight for a data
point with height 69, by the value of the line at height 69 inches: about 182 pounds.

Measuring error. The purpose of this line is not just to be close to all of the data (for this we will have to
wait for PCA and dimensionality reduction). Rather, its goal is prediction; specifically, using the explanatory
variable x to predict the dependent variable y.
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In particular, for every value x ∈ R, we can predict a value ŷ = `(x). Then on our dataset, we can
examine for each xi how close ŷi is to yi. This difference is called a residual:

ri = yi − ŷi = yi − `(xi).

Note that this residual is not the distance from yi to the line `, but the (signed) distance from yi to the
corresponding point on line ` with the same x-value. Again, this is because our only goal is prediction of y.
And this will be important as it allows techniques to be immune to the choice of units (e.g., inches or feet,
pounds or kilograms)

So the residual measures the error of a single data point, but how should we measure the overall error of
the entire data set? The common approach is the sum of squared errors:

SSE((X, y), `) =
n∑

i=1

r2
i =

n∑

i=1

(yi − ŷi)2 =
n∑

i=1

(yi − `(xi))2.

Why is this the most common measure? Here are 3 explanations:

• The sum of squared errors was the optimal result for a single point estimator under Gaussian noise
using Bayesian reasoning, when there was assumed Gaussian noise (See T2). In that case the answer
was simply the mean of the data.

• If you treat the residuals as a vector r = (r1, r2, . . . , rn), then the standard way to measure total length

of a vector r is through its norm ‖r‖, which is most commonly its 2-norm ‖r‖ = ‖r‖2 =
√∑n

i=1 r
2
i .

The square root part is not so important (it does not change which line ` minimizes this error), so
removing this square root, we are left with SSE.

• For this specific formulation, there is a simple closed form solution (which we will see next) for `.
And in fact, this solution will generalize to many more complex scenarios.

There are many other formulations of how best to measure error for the fit of a line (and other models),
but we will not cover all them in this text.

Solving for `. To solve for the line which minimizes SSE((X, y), `) there is a very simply solution, in
two steps. Calculate averages x̄ = 1

n

∑n
i=1 xi and ȳ = 1

n

∑n
i=1 yi, and create centered n-dimension vectors

X̄ = (x1 − x̄, x2 − x̄, . . . , xn − x̄) for all x-coordinates and Ȳ = (y1 − ȳ, y2 − ȳ, . . . , yn − ȳ) for all
y-coordinates.

1. Set a = 〈Ȳ , X̄〉/‖X̄‖2

2. Set b = ȳ − ax̄

This defines `(x) = ax+ b.
We will provide the proof for why this is the optimal solution for the high-dimensional case (in short, it

can be shown by expanding out the SSE expression, taking the derivative, and solving for 0). We will only
provide some intuition here.

First lets examine the intercept

b =
1

n

n∑

i=1

(yi − axi) = ȳ − ax̄.

This setting of b ensures that the line y = `(x) = ax + b goes through the point (x̄, ȳ) at the center of the
data set since ȳ = `(x̄) = ax̄+ b.
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Second, to understand how the slope a is chosen, it is illustrative to reexamine the dot product as

a =
〈Ȳ , X̄〉
‖X̄‖2 =

‖Ȳ ‖ · ‖X̄‖ · cos θ

‖X̄‖2 =
‖Ȳ ‖
‖X̄‖ cos θ,

where θ is the angle between the n-dimensional vectors Ȳ and X̄ . Now in this expression, the ‖Ȳ ‖/‖X̄‖
captures how much on (root-squared) average Ȳ increases as X̄ does (the rise-over-run interpretation of
slope). However, we may want this to be negative if there is a negative correlation between X̄ and Ȳ , or
really this does not matter much if there is no correlation. So the cos θ term captures the correlation after
normalizing the units of X̄ and Ȳ .
import numpy as np
import matplotlib as mpl
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
# %matplotlib inline # use this line in notebooks

x = np.array([66, 68, 60, 70, 65, 61, 74, 73, 75, 67])
y = np.array([160, 170, 110, 178, 155, 120, 233, 215, 235, 164])

ave_x = np.average(x)
ave_y = np.average(y)

#plot data and mean
plt.scatter(x,y, s=80, c="blue")
plt.scatter(ave_x,ave_y, s=100, c="red")
plt.show()

#first center the data points
xc = x - ave_x
yc = y - ave_y
a = xc.dot(yc)/xc.dot(xc)
b = ave_y - a*ave_x
print(ave_x,ave_y)
print(a,b)
#67.9 174.0
#8.21502698215027 -383.8003320880034

#or with scipy
from scipy import polyfit
(a,b)=polyfit(x,y,1)

print(a,b)
# 8.215026982150265 -383.80033208800273

# make prediction
w = a*69 + b
print(w)
# 183.03652968036556

#plot data and found line
h=sp.linspace(60,76,17)
line=a*h+b
plt.scatter(x,y, s=80, c="blue")
plt.scatter(67.9,174, s=100, c="red")
plt.scatter(69,a*69+b, s=100, c="black")
plt.plot(h,line,’r-’)
plt.show()
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5.2 Linear Regression with Multiple Explanatory Variables
Magically, using linear algebra, everything extends gracefully to using more than one explanatory vari-
ables. Now consider a data set (X, y) = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn)} where each data point has
xi = (xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,d) ∈ Rd and yi ∈ R. That is there are d explanatory variables, as the coordi-
nates of xi, and one dependent variable in yi. We would now like to use all of these variables at once to
make a single (linear) prediction about the variable yi. That is, we would like to create a model

ŷi = Mα(xi) = Mα(xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,d) = α0 +
d∑

j=1

αjxi,j

= α0 + α1xi,1 + α2xi,2 + . . .+ αdxi,d.

= 〈α, (1, xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,d)〉 = 〈α, (1, xi)〉.

In the above equivalent notations α0 serves the purpose of the intercept b, and all of the αjs replace the single
coefficient a in the simple linear regression. Indeed, we can write this model as a dot product between the
(d + 1)-dimensional vectors α = (α0, α1, . . . , αd) and (1, xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,d) = (1, xi). As promised, the
magic of linear algebra has allowed us to describe a more complex linear model Mα. Next we will see how
to solve it.

Given a data point xi = (xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,d), we can again evaluate our prediction ŷi = M(xi) using the
residual value ri = yi − ŷi = yi −M(xi). And to evaluate a set of n data points, it is standard to consider
the sum of squared error as

SSE(X, y,M) =
n∑

i=1

r2
i =

n∑

i=1

(yi −M(xi))
2.

To obtain the coefficients which minimize this error, we can now do so with very simple linear algebra.
First we construct a n × (d + 1) data matrix X̃ = [1, X1, X2, . . . , Xd], where the first column 1 is the

n-dimensional all ones column vector [1; 1; . . . ; 1]. Each of the next d columns is a column vector Xj ,
where xi,j = Xi,j is the ith entry of Xj and represents the jth coordinate of data point xi. Then we let y
be a n-dimensional column vector containing all the dependent variables. Now we can simply calculate the
(d+ 1)-dimensional column vector α = (α0, α1, . . . , αd) as

α = (X̃T X̃)−1X̃T y.

Let us compare to the simple case where we have 1 explanatory variable. The (X̃T X̃)−1 term replaces
the 1

‖X̄‖2 term. The X̃T y replaces the dot product 〈Ȳ , X̄〉. And we do not need to separately solve for

the intercept b, since we have created a new column in X̃ of all 1s. The α0 replaces the intercept b; it is
multiplied by a value 1 in X̃ equivalent to b just standing by itself.

Often the matricesX and X̃ are used interchangeably, and hence we drop the ˜ from X̃ in most situations.
We can either simply treat all data points xi as one-dimension larger (with always a 1 in the first coordinate),
or we can fit a model on the original matrix X and ignore the offset parameter α0, which is then by default
0. The former approach, where each xi is just assumed one dimension larger is more common since it
automatically handles the offset parameter.
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Example: Predicting customer value

A website specializing in dongles (dongles-r-us.com) wants to predict the total dollar amount that
visitors will spend on their site. It has installed some software that can track three variables:

• time (the amount of time on the page in seconds): X1,
• jiggle (the amount of mouse movement in cm): X2, and
• scroll (how far they scroll the page down in cm): X3.

Also, for a set of past customers they have recorded the
• sales (how much they spend on dongles in cents): y.

We see a portion of their data set here with n = 11 customers:

time: X1 jiggle: X2 scroll: X3 sales: y
232 33 402 2201
10 22 160 0

6437 343 231 7650
512 101 17 5599
441 212 55 8900
453 53 99 1742
2 2 10 0

332 79 154 1215
182 20 89 699
123 223 12 2101
424 32 15 8789

To build a model, we recast the data as an 11 × 4 matrix X = [1, X1, X2, X3]. We let y be the
11-dimensional column vector.

X =




1 232 33 402
1 10 22 160
1 6437 343 231
1 512 101 17
1 441 212 55
1 453 53 99
1 2 2 10
1 332 79 154
1 182 20 89
1 123 223 12
1 424 32 15




y =




2201
0

7650
5599
8900
1742

0
1215
699
2101
8789




The goal is to learn the 4-dimensional column vector α = [α0;α1;α2, α3] so

y ≈ Xα.

Setting α = (XTX)−1XT y obtains (roughly) α0 = 2626, α1 = 0.42, α2 = 12.72, and α3 =
−6.50. This implies an average customer who visits the site, but with no interaction on the site
generates α0 = $2.62. It is tempting to also make analysis specific to the other coefficients, but
this is dangerous unless the variables (what each column represents) are independent. All values
are proportional so this is unlikely the case. These coefficients offer a joint prediction of sales, and
changing one may significantly affect the others.
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Geometry of the Normal Equations

Why does α = (XTX)−1XT y minimize the sum of squared errors:

SSE(X, y,M) =

n∑

i=1

r2
i =

n∑

i=1

(yi − 〈α, xi〉)2?

Fixing the dataX and y, and representingM by its parameters α, we can consider a function S(α) =
SSE(X, y,M). Then we observe that S(α) is a quadratic function in α, and it is convex (see T6), so
its minimum is when the gradient is 0. This will be true when each partial derivative is 0. Let Xi,j

be the jth coordinate of xi so residual ri = (yi − 〈α, xi〉) has partial derivative dri
dαj

= −Xi,j . Then
set to 0 each partial derivative:

0 =
dS(α)

dαj
= 2

n∑

i=1

ri
dri
dαj

= 2

n∑

i=1

ri(−Xi,j) = 2

n∑

i=1

(yi − 〈α, xi〉)(−Xi,j)

We can rearrange this into the normal equations

n∑

i=1

Xi,j〈xi, α〉 =

n∑

i=1

Xi,jyi for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}

equivalently (XTX)α = XT y.

Multiplying by the inverse gram matrix XTX on both sides reveals the desired α = (XTX)−1XT y.

Geometry: To see why these are called the normal equations, consider a form

0 = (y −Xα)TX,

Rn
<latexit sha1_base64="HMQwN96zd1sVhMlhJCj1kpGze/U=">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</latexit>

span(X)
<latexit sha1_base64="Tgz3KzUJYcOpRFj5C502fAXCqEM=">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</latexit>

ŷ
<latexit sha1_base64="QU1l7qkp8CKJr+2+MUMjGVduRDc=">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</latexit>

r
<latexit sha1_base64="fU32cDFC0skcmsYBvX5foQTLhsk=">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</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="ZvSjdqiVdesNNTC2IvhQiPrpM2o=">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</latexit>

the origin
<latexit sha1_base64="/Ru9lbFMuBypr/aJRK11pufYEQ0=">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</latexit>

where 0 is the all-zeros vector in Rn. Thus for any vector v ∈ Rn,
then

0 = (y −Xα)TXv = 〈y −Xα,Xv〉.
This includes when v = α; under this setting then Xv = Xα =
ŷ. Notice that r = y − Xα is the vector in Rn that stores all
residuals (so y = ŷ + r). Then the normal equations implies that

0 = 〈y −Xα,Xα〉 = 〈r, ŷ〉;

that is, for the optimal α, the prediction ŷ and the residual vector r are orthogonal. Since ŷ = Xα
is restricted to the (d + 1)-dimensional span of the columns of X , and α minimizes ‖r‖2, then this
orthogonality implies that r is the normal vector to this (d+ 1)-dimensional subspace.

import numpy as np
from numpy import linalg as LA

# directly
alpha = LA.inv(X.T @ X) @ X.T @ y.T

# or with LA.lstsq
alpha = LA.lstsq(X,y)[0]
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5.3 Polynomial Regression
Sometimes linear relations are not sufficient to capture the true pattern going on in the data with even a
single dependent variable x. Instead we would like to build a model of the form:

ŷ = M2(x) = α0 + α1x+ α2x
2

or more generally for some polynomial of degree p

ŷ = Mp(x) = α0 + α1x+ α2x
2 + . . .+ αpx

p

= α0 +

p∑

i=1

αix
i.

Example: Predicting Height and Weight with Polynomials

We found more height and weight data, in addition to the ones in the height-weight example above.

height (in) weight (lbs)
61.5 125
73.5 208
62.5 138
63 145
64 152
71 180
69 172

72.5 199
72 194

67.5 172

60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76
100

120

140

160

180

200

220

240
degree 1 fit

But can we do better if we fit with a polynomial?

60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76
100

120

140

160

180

200

220

240
degree 2 fit

60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76
100

120

140

160

180

200

220

240
degree 3 fit

60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76
100

120

140

160

180

200

220

240
degree 4 fit

60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76
100

120
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180
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220

240
degree 5 fit

60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76
100

120

140

160

180

200

220

240
degree 10 fit

60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76
100

120

140

160

180

200

220

240
degree 15 fit
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Again we can measure error for a single data point (xi, yi) as a residual as ri = ŷ − yi = Mα(xi) − yi
and the error on n data points as the sum of squared residuals

SSE(P,Mα) =
n∑

i=1

r2
i =

n∑

i=1

(Mp(xi)− yi)2.

Under this error measure, it turns out we can again find a simple solution for the residualsα = (α0, α1, . . . , αp).
For each explanatory variable data value x we create a (p+ 1)-dimensional vector

v = (1, x, x2, . . . , xp).

And then for n data points (x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn) we can create an n× (p+ 1) data matrix

X̃p =




1 x1 x2
1 . . . xp1

1 x2 x2
2 . . . xp2

...
...

...
. . .

...
1 xn x2

n . . . xpn


 y =




y1

y2
...
vn


 .

Example: Polynomial Expansion

Consider the input data set with n = 3 points (X,Y )

X =




2
4
3


 and y =




1
6
5




The polynomial expansion of X generates with p = 5 generates a 3× 6 matrix

X̃p =




1 2 4 8 16 32
1 4 16 64 256 1024
1 3 9 27 81 243




while y is unchanged.

Then we can solve the same way as if each data value raised to a different power was a different explana-
tory variable. That is we can solve for the coefficients α = (α0, α1, α2, . . . , αp) as

α = (X̃T
p X̃p)

−1X̃T
p y.

5.4 Cross Validation
So it appears, as we increase p larger and larger, the data is fit better and better. The only downside appears
to be the number of columns needed in the matrix X̃p, right? Unfortunately, that is not right. Then how (and
why?) do we choose the correct value of p, the degree of the polynomial fit?

A (very basic) statistical (hypothesis testing) approach may be choose a model of the data (the best fit
curve for some polynomial degree p, and assume Gaussian noise), then calculate the probability that the
data fell outside the error bounds of that model. But maybe many different polynomials are a good fit?

In fact, if we choose p as n − 1 or greater, then the curve will polynomially interpolate all of the points.
That is, it will pass through all points, so all points have a residual of exactly 0 (up to numerical precision).
This is the basis of a lot of geometric modeling (e.g., for CAD), but it turns out bad for data modeling.
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Example: Simple polynomial example

Consider the simple data set of 9 points

x 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
y 4 6 8.2 9 9.5 11 11.5 12 11.2

With the following polynomial fits for p = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8}. Believe your eyes, for p = 8, the curve
actually passes through each and every point exactly.
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Recall, our goal was for a new data point with only an x value to predict its y-value. Which do you
think does the best job?

Generalization and Cross-Validation. Our ultimate goal in regression is generalization (how well do we
predict on new data), not SSE! Using some error measure (SSE) to fit a line or curve, is a good proxy for
what we want, but in many cases (as with polynomial regression), it can be abused. We want to know how
our model will generalize to new data. How would we measure this without new data?

The solution is cross-validation. In the simplest form, we randomly split our data into training data (on
which we build a model) and testing data (on which we evaluate our model). The testing serves to estimate
how well we would do on future data which we do not have.

• Why randomly?: Because you do not want to bias the model to do better on some parts than other in
how you choose the split. Also, since we assume the data elements come iid from some underlying
distribution, then the test data is also iid if you chose it randomly.

• How large should the test data be?: It depends on the data set. Both 10% and 33% are common.

Let (X, y) be the full data set (with n rows of data), and we split it into data sets (Xtrain, ytrain) and
(Xtest, ytest) with ntrain and ntest rows, respectively. With n = ntrain + ntest. Next we build a model with the
training data, e.g.,

α = (XT
trainXtrain)−1XT

trainytrain.
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Then we evaluate the model Mα on the test data Xtest, often using SSE(Xtest, ytest,Mα) as

SSE(Xtest, ytest,Mα) =
∑

(xi,yi)∈(Xtest,ytest)

(yi −Mα(xi))
2 =

∑

(xi,yi)∈(Xtest,ytest)

(yi − 〈(1;xi), α〉)2.

We can use the testing data for two purposes:

• To estimate how well our model would perform on new data, yet unseen. That is the predicted residual
of a new data point is precisely SSE(Xtest, ytest,Mα)/ntest.

• To choose the correct parameter for a model (which p to use)?

Its important to not use the same (Xtest, ytest) to do both tasks. If we choose a model with (Xtest, ytest), then
we should reserve even more data for predicting the generalization error. When using the test data to choose
a model parameter, then it is being used to build the model; thus evaluating generalization with this same
data can suffer the same fate as testing and training with the same data.

So how should we choose the best p? We calculate models Mαp for each value p on the same training
data. Then calculate the model error SSE(Xtest, ytest,Mαp) for each p, and see which has the smallest value.
That is we train on (Xtrain, ytrain) and test(evaluate) on (Xtest, ytest).

Example: Simple polynomial example with Cross Validation

Now split our data sets into a train set and a test set:

train:
x 2 3 4 6 7 8
y 6 8.2 9 11 11.5 12

test:
x 1 5 9
y 4 9.5 11.2

With the following polynomial fits for p = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8} generating model Mαp on the test data.
We then calculate the SSE(xtest, ytest,Mαp) score for each (as shown):

And the polynomial model with degree p = 2 has the lowest SSE score of 0.916. It is also the
simplest model that does a very good job by the “eye-ball” test. So we would choose this as our
model.

Leave-one-out Cross Validation. But, not training on the test data means that you use less data, and your
model is worse! If your data is limited, you may not want to “waste” this data!
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If your data is very large, then leaving out 10% is not a big deal. But if you only have 9 data points it can
be. The smallest the test set could be is 1 point. But then it is not a very good representation of the full data
set.

The alternative is to create n different training sets, each of size n−1 (X1,train, X2,train, . . . , Xn,train), where
Xi,train contains all points except for xi, which is a one-point test set. Then we build n different models
M1,M2, . . . ,Mn, evaluate each model Mi on the one test point xi to get an error Ei = (yi−Mi(xi))

2, and
average their errors E = 1

n

∑n
i=1Ei. Again, the parameter with the smallest associated average error E is

deemed the best. This allows you to build a model on as much data as possible, while still using all of the
data to test.

However, this requires roughly n times as long to compute as the other techniques, so is often too slow
for really big data sets.

import numpy as np
from numpy import linalg as LA
import scipy as sp

import matplotlib as mpl
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
%matplotlib inline

plt.scatter(xT,yT, s=80, c="blue")
plt.scatter(xE,yE, s=80, c="green")
plt.show()

# set degree
p=3

#learn coefficients on training data xT,yT
coefs=sp.polyfit(xT,yT,p)
ffit = np.poly1d(coefs)

resid = ffit(xE) - yE
print(resid)
# [ 0.07272727 0.80454545 -0.51363636]

SSE = LA.norm(resid)**2
print(SSE)
# 0.9164049586776869

plt.axis([0,10,0,15])
s=sp.linspace(0,10,101)
plt.plot(s,ffit(s),’r-’,linewidth=2.0)

plt.scatter(xT,yT, s=80, c="blue")
plt.scatter(xE,yE, s=50, c="green")
plt.title(’degree %s fit | SSE %0.3f’ % (p, SSE))
plt.show()

5.4.1 Other ways to Evaluate Linear Regression Models

The statistics literature has developed numerous tests to evaluate the effectiveness of linear models for
regression. For instance, an F-test evaluates if the residuals are normally distributed – as one would expect
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is minimizing SSE. Other cost functions like mean absolute error

MAE(Mα, (X, y)) =

n∑

i=1

|yi −Mα(xi)| =
n∑

i=1

|ri|

can be used, which is less sensitive to outliers, and corresponds with a Laplace noise model.
Another popular statistic is the coefficient of determination R2. It captures the proportion of variance in

the data explained by the model. Again let ȳ = 1
n

∑n
i=1 yi be the average dependent variable, and then the

population variance in y is defined

SStot =
n∑

i=1

(yi − ȳ)2

This is compared to the sum of squared residuals

SSreg =
n∑

i=1

(yi − ŷ)2 = ‖ri‖2,

to provide the value

R2 = 1− SStot

SSreg
.

The best fitting regression will have R2 closer to 1, and as the fit explains less variance, the value decreases.
A value of 0 is attained by using a horizontal line at `(x) = ȳ.

These other mechanisms do not address the two main points of cross-validation. They do not directly
predict how well the model will work on new data, and do not seamlessly allow one to compare across any
set of models.

5.5 Regularized Regression
In linear regression with multiple explanatory variables, cross-validation can again be useful to help tune
our model. This at first may seem contradictory, as there is one optimal model which minimizes SSE; but
we will see this is useful when there are more dimensions d (the explanatory variables) than needed to build
a model from n data points. Indeed these methods can extend the least squares regression framework to
when d is greater than n, which from a linear algebraic perspective seems impossible since then the SSE
solution is under-defined.

Gauss-Markov Theorem Linear regression is in some sense optimal, as formalized by the Gauss-Markov
Theorem. This states that, for data (X, y), the linear model Mα derived from α = (XTX)−1XT y is the
best possible, conditioned on three things:

• best is defined as lowest variance in residuals (the SSE cost we study)
• the solution has 0 expected error, and
• all residuals ri = yi − xiα are not known to be correlated.

It is important to examine these benign seeming conditions. There are reasonable alternatives to the first
condition, but studying the SSE is ultimately reasonable, it is the minimum variance solution. The third
condition can in some cases be challenged as well, but requires more information than we typically assume
and will involve ideas beyond the scope of this text. The second condition seems the most benign – why
would we want to expect to have non-zero error? But this condition, it turns out, is the most ripe to exploit
in ways that improve upon ordinary linear squares regression.
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5.5.1 Tikhonov Regularization for Ridge Regression

We first introduce Tikhonov regularization, which results in a parameterized linear regression known as
ridge regression. Consider again a data set (X, y) with n data points. Now instead of minimizing α over

SSE(X, y,Mα) =
n∑

i=1

(yi −Mα(xi))
2 = ‖Xα− y‖22

we introduce a new cost function for a parameter s > 0 as

W◦(X, y, α, s) =
1

n
‖Xα− y‖22 + s‖α‖22.

This cost function is similar to before, except it adds a regularization term +s‖α‖22. This term is adding
a bias towards α, and in particular, it is biasing α to be smaller; if there are two vectors α1 and α2 such
that ‖Xα1 − y‖22 = ‖Xα2 − y‖22, then this cost function will prefer whichever has a smaller norm. In fact
this will also prefer some vectors (representing models) α which do not correspond to the smallest values
‖Xα−y‖22, since they will make up for it with an even smaller term s‖α‖22. Indeed the larger that parameter
s, the more a small norm of α is favored versus its fit to the data.

The normalization of the ‖Xα − y‖22 by 1/n makes it easier to understand the s‖α‖22 as the number of
data points n change. This essentially compares the s‖α‖22 term with the effect of a single data point.
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Geometry of Favoring a Small ‖α‖

Consider the simple example with one explanatory variable. In this case, the α1 parameter cor-
responds to the slope of the line. Very large sloped models (like α(1) are inherently unstable.
A small change in the x-value will lead to large changes in the y value (e.g., ŷ = α1x then
ŷδ = α1(x + δ) = ŷ + α1δ). The figure shows two models α(1) with large slope, and model
α(2) with small slope, both with similar sum of squared residuals. However, changing x3 to x3 + δ
results in a much larger change for the predicted value using models α(1).
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↵(2)
<latexit sha1_base64="xeqYQtypEgx2dGcqqDWOO6l05lY=">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</latexit>

This picture only shows the affect of α with one explanatory variable, but this is most useful with
many explanatory variables. In this higher-dimemensional setting, it is more common to extrapolate:
make predictions on new x′ which are outside the region occupied by the data X . In higher dimen-
sions, it is hard to cover the entire domain with observations. And in these settings where predictions
are made past the extent of data, it is even more dangerous to have parameters αj which seem to fit
the data locally, but change rapidly beyond the extent of the data.
Hence, smaller α are simpler models that are more cautious in extrapolated predictions, and so the
predictions ŷ are less sensitive to changes in x.

Moreover, it turns out that solving for the solution α◦s which minimizes W◦(X, y, α, s) is as simple as for
the ordinary least squares where s = 0. In particular

α◦s = arg min
α
W◦(X, y, α, s) = (XTX + (s/n)I)−1XT y.

where I is the d× d identity matrix.
Recall that the matrix inverse is not defined if the matrix is not full rank. So in the case whereX has fewer

data points (n) than dimensions (d), then ordinary least squares (with s = 0) will not be solvable this way.
Moreover, even if n > d, but if some of the eigenvectors of XTX are very small, then this matrix inverse
operation will be numerically unstable. Adding the (s/n)I term explicitly adds (s/n) to all eigenvalues,
hence making the operation more stable. Explicitly, it makes the regression biased but more stable with
respect to directions within Rd where X has small covariance.
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Improved generalization. Indeed, it can be shown that appropriately setting some s > 0 can “get around”
the Gauss-Markov Theorem. Formally, consider data drawn iid from a distribution (X, y) ∼ µα where given
some choice of x, then y = 〈x, α〉+ ε, where ε is unbiased noise. Then unless always |ε| = 0, there exists
some s > 0 such that predictions on new data from the same µα will have smaller SSE using the optimum
from W◦ than from ordinary least squares.

This improved error argument is non-constructive since we do not explicitly know the distribution µα
from which our data is drawn (we only observe our data (X, y)). However, we can use cross-validation to
select the best choice of s on some testing data.

Example: Improved Generalization with Ridge Regression

Consider a data set (X, y) with X ⊂ R1 split into a training set

{(60, 110), (61, 120), (65, 180), (66, 160), (68, 170), (70, 225), (73, 215), (75, 235)}

and test set
{(64, 140), (72, 200), (74, 220)}.

Building a model on the training set for ordinary least squares (s = 0) results in model parameters
α(0) = (−379.75, 8.27), shown in red. Instead using ridge regression with s = 0.01 results in model
α(0.01) = (−309.24, 7.23), shown in green.

On the held out test set, the model without regularization α(0) achieved a sum of squared errors of
524.05; and the model with regularization α(0.01) achieved a sum of squared errors of 361.30.

5.5.2 Lasso
A surprisingly effective variant of this regularization is known as the lasso. It replaces the W◦ cost function,
again using a parameter s > 0 as

W�(X, y, α, s) =
1

n
‖Xα− y‖22 + s‖α‖1.

This has the same general form as ridge regression, but it makes the subtle change in the norm of the
regularizer from ‖ · ‖22 to ‖ · ‖1.

This alternative form of regularization has all of the basic robustness and stronger generalization proper-
ties associated with biasing towards as a smaller normed choice of α in ridge regression. However, it also
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has two additional effects. First, the L1 norm is less simple to optimize with respect to. Although there
are algorithmic and combinatorial approaches, there is not a simple closed form using the matrix inverse
available anymore. We will discuss a couple ways to optimize this object soon, and then in the more gen-
eral context of the following chapter. Second, this formulation has the additional benefit that it also biases
towards sparser solutions. That is, for large enough values of s, the optimal choice of

α�s = arg min
α
W�(X, y, α, s)

will have multiple coordinates α�s,j = 0. And, in general, as s increases the number of indexes j with
α�s,j = 0 will increase.

Sparser models α, those with several coordinates αj = 0, are useful for various reasons. If the number
of non-zero coordinates is small, it is simpler to understand and more efficient to use. That is, to make a
prediction from a new data point x, only the coordinates which correspond to non-zero αj values need to
be considered. And while this does not definitively say which coordinates are actually meaningful towards
understanding the dependent variable, it provides a small and viable set. The process of selecting such a
subset is known variable selection. It is known that under some often reasonable assumptions, if the data is
indeed drawn from a sparse model with noise, then using lasso to recover α�s for the proper s can recover
the true model exactly. This striking result is relatively recent, and already has many important implications
in statistical inference, signal processing, and machine learning.

5.5.3 Dual Constrained Formulation

There is an equivalent formulation to both ridge regression and lasso that will make it easer to understand
their optimization properties, and to describe a common approach used to solve for their solution. That
is, instead of solving the modified objective functions W◦ and W�, we can solve the original least squares
objective ‖Xα− y‖22, but instead provide a hard constraint on the allowable values of α.

Specifically, we can reformulate ridge regression for some parameter t > 0 as

α◦t = argmin
α
‖Xα− y‖22 such that ‖α‖22 ≤ t

and lasso again using some t > 0, as

α�t = argmin
α
‖Xα− y‖22 such that ‖α‖1 ≤ t.

For ridge regression for each parameter s > 0 and solution α◦s there is a corresponding parameter t > 0
so α◦t = α◦s . And respectively, for lasso for each s there is a t so α�s = α�t . To see this, for a fixed s, find
the solution α◦s (e.g., using the closed form solution), then set t = ‖α◦s‖. Now using this value of t, the
solution α◦t will match that of α◦s since it satisfies the hard norm constraint, and if there was another solution
α satisfying that norm constraint with a smaller ‖Xα− y‖ value, this would be smaller in both terms of W◦
than α◦s , a contradiction to the optimality of α◦s .

Hence, we can focus on solving either the soft norm formulations W◦ and W� or the hard norm formu-
lations, for ridge regression or lasso. Ultimately, we will search over the choices of parameters s or t using
cross-validation, so we do not need to know the correspondence ahead of time.
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Geometry of Sparse Models with Lasso

Consider the hard constraint variants of lasso and ridge regression with some parameter t. We will
visualize the geometry of this problem when there are d = 2 explanatory variables. The value of t
constrains the allowable values of α to be within metric balls around the origin. These are shown
below as an L1-ball for lasso (in green) and an L2-ball for ridge regression (in blue). Note that
the constraint for ridge is actually ‖α‖22 ≤ t, where the norm is squared (this is the most common
formulation, which we study), but we can always just consider the square root of that value t as the
one we picture – the geometry is unchanged.

Then we can imagine the (unconstrained) ordinary least squares solution α∗ as outside of both of
these balls. The cost function ‖Xα − y‖22 is quadratic, so it must vary as a parabola as a function
of α, with minimum at α∗. This is shown with red shading. Note that the values of α which have a
fixed value in ‖Xα− y‖22 form concentric ellipses centered at α∗.

k↵k2 = t

k↵k1 = t

t
↵�

t with ridge regression

↵⇤ with OLS

↵⇧
t with lasso

The key difference between ridge regression and lasso is now apparent in their solutions. Because the
L1-ball is “pointier,” and specifically along the coordinate axes, it reaches out along these coordinate
axes. Thus the innermost ellipse around α∗ which the L1-ball reaches tends to be along these coor-
dinate axes – whereas there is no such property with the L2-ball. These coordinate axes correspond
with values of α which have 0 coordinates, thus the lasso solution with L1 constraint explicitly biases
towards sparse solutions.

The same phenomenon holds in higher dimensions (but which are harder to draw). However, in this
setting, the L1-ball is even pointier. The quadratic cost function now may not always first intersect
the L1-ball along a single coordinate axes (which has only a single non-zero coordinate), but it will
typically intersect the L1-ball along multi-dimensional ridges between coordinate axes, with only
those coordinates as non-zero.

As t becomes smaller, it is more and more likely that the solution is found on a high-degree corner
or ridge (with fewer non-zero coordinates), since it is harder for the convex ellipses to sneak past
the pointy corners. As t becomes larger, the solution approaches the OLS solution a∗, and unless α∗

itself has coordinates very close to 0, then it will tend to reach the L1 ball away from those corners.
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5.5.4 Matching Pursuit
We next describe a simple procedure called matching pursuit (MP), that provides a simple greedy alternative
towards solving regression problems. This is particularly helpful for the lasso variants for which there is
no closed form solution. In particular, when MP is run with the lasso objective, then it is sometimes called
basis pursuit or forward subset selection because it iteratively reveals a meaningful set of features or a basis
within the data matrix X which captures the trends with respect to the dependent variable.

Ethical Questions with Feature Selection

Lasso and Matching Pursuit can be used for feature selection, that is choosing a limited number of
dimensions (the features) with which predictions from regression can generalize nearly as well, or
in some cases better, than if all of the features are used. However, these approaches can be unstable
when two features (or sets of features) are correlated. That is, there could be multiple subsets of
features of the same size which provided nearly as good generalization.

Now consider you are working in a large business that pays for various sorts of indicators or features
for customers or products it is trying to model. You notice that by small changes in the regularization
parameter, two different subsets of features are selected, with both providing approximately the same
generalization estimates when cross-validating. Changing which subsets you choose to purchase and
use will dramatically affect the business of one of the companies trying to sell these features. Do you
have an obligation to keep the financial benefits of this company in mind as you select features?

Alternatively, while the two subsets of features provide similar generalization predictions when av-
eraged across the entire data set, on many individual data sets, it changes the predictions drastically.
For instance, this may update the prediction for a product line to go from profitable to unprofitable.
How should you investigate this prognostication before acting on it?

The MP algorithm (sketched in Algorithm 5.5.1) uses a fixed value of s, initially sets αj = 0 in all
coordinates, and iteratively chooses coordinates j which tend to minimize the objective W� when made
non-zero. It can also be run with W◦. As coordinates are chosen and assigned a value, a residual vector r of
the part of y not yet captured is updated. Initially r = y, and as the algorithm is run and better fits are found
‖r‖22 decreases, as desired. In each successive round, the next best coordinate is selected using only r (not
the original y); this is the key insight that makes this algorithm tractable. And in particular, this can be done
by choosing the coordinate j which maximizes a linear operator (a dot product)

j∗ = argmax
j
|〈r,Xj〉|

where Xj is the n-dimensional, jth column of the data matrix X . It is then possible to solve for αj∗ as

αj∗ = argmin
γ
‖r −Xjγ‖2 + s|γ| = 1

‖Xj‖2
(
〈r,Xj〉 ±

s

2

)
.

The choice of ± (either addition or subtraction of the s/2) term needs to be checked in the full expression.
This algorithm is greedy, and may not result in the true optimal solution: it may initially choose a co-

ordinate which is not in the true optimum; and it may assign it a value αj which is not the true optimum
value. However, there are situations when the noise is small enough that this approach will still find the true
optimum. When using the W◦ objective for ridge regression, then at each step when solving for αj , we can
solve for all coordinates selected so far; this is more robust to local minimum and is often called orthogonal
matching pursuit.

For either objective, this can be run until a fixed number k coordinates have been chosen (as in Algorithm
5.5.1), or until the residual’s norm ‖r‖22 is below some threshold. For the feature selection goal, these
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Algorithm 5.5.1 Matching Pursuit
Set r = y; and αj = 0 for all j ∈ [d]
for i = 1 to k do

Set Xj = argmaxXj′∈X |〈r,Xj′〉|
Set αj = argminγ ‖r −Xjγ‖2 + s|γ|
Set r = r −Xjαj

Return α

coordinates are given an ordering where the more pertinent ones are deemed more relevant for the modeling
problem.

Example: Matching Pursuit with n < d

Consider the data set (X, y) where X has n = 5 data points and d = 7 dimensions.

X =




1 8 −3 5 4 −9 4
1 −2 4 8 −2 −3 2
1 9 6 −7 4 −5 −5
1 6 −14 −5 −3 9 −2
1 −2 11 −6 3 −5 1




y =




43.22
46.11
−24.63
−42.61
−19.76




This was generated by applying a model αT = [0, 0, 0, 5, 0,−2, 0] ontoX and adding a small amount
of noise to obtain y. Running ordinary least squares would fail since the system has more unknowns
(d = 7) than equations (n = 5). However, we could run ridge regression; setting s = 0.5 fits a dense
model α◦0.5 = [−0.30, 0.26,−0.17, 4.94,−0.22,−1.87, 0.31].

Running MP with the W� objective, again using regularization parameter s = 0.5, does recover a
sparse model. The first step identifies index j = 4 as having its column XT

6 = [5, 8,−7,−5,−6] as
being most correlated with r = y. Solving for α∗4 = 5.47 which is larger than the optimal 5.0, but
reasonably close. We then update

r = r −X4α
∗
4 = [−15.91,−2.41,−13.60, 15.29,−13.01]

This suboptimal choice of α∗4 is still enough to reduce the norm of r from ‖r‖ = 82.50 to ‖r‖ =
29.10.
The next step again correctly selects j = 6 for column XT

6 = [−9,−3,−5, 9,−5] having the most
remaining alignment with r. It solves for α∗6 = −1.93, less (in absolute value) than the ideal −2.0,
but again fairly close. This updates

r = r −X6α
∗
6 = [−1.26,−3.36, 4.14, 1.87, 3.54]

reducing the residual norm to ‖r‖ = 6.79.
If we run for another step, the algorithm will again choose j = 4, and solve for α∗4 = −0.46. If we
sum this with the previous choice, then the final value is 5.01, very close to the true model. After
updating the residual norm goes down to ‖r‖ = 1.68.

import numpy as np
from numpy import linalg as LA

X = np.array([[1, 8, -3, 5, 4, -9, 4],[1,-2,4,8,-2,-3,2],[1,9,6,-7,4,-5,-5],
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[1,6,-14,-5,-3,9,-2],[1,-2,11,-6,3,-5,1]])
a = np.array([0,0,0,5,0,-2,0])
noise = np.random.normal(0,0.5,5)
y = X @ a + noise
s = 0.5 # regularization parameter
k = 3 # number of iterations

print("norm: ", LA.norm(y), y)

r = y
for i in range(k):

# select column index most aligned with residual
j = np.argmax(abs(r @ X))

# find best model parameter at j to fit residual
ajp = (np.dot(r,X[:,j])+s/2) / (LA.norm(X[:,j])**2)
ajm = (np.dot(r,X[:,j])-s/2) / (LA.norm(X[:,j])**2)
if LA.norm(r-X[:,j]*ajp) + s*abs(ajp) < LA.norm(r-X[:,j]*ajm) + s*abs(ajm):
aj = ajp

else:
aj = ajm

# udpate residual
r = r - X[:,j]*aj
print("update: ", j, aj, LA.norm(r))

# Ordinary Least Squares
print("OLS: ", LA.inv(X.T @ X) @ X.T @ y.T)
# Ridge Regression
print("ridge: ", LA.inv(X.T@ X + s*np.identity(7)) @ X.T @ y.T)

It is important to note that these algorithms directly compares norms of the columns Xj of matrix X . If
these columns measure distinct non-comparable quantities (like height and weight) of each data point (say
with different units), then these steps are arbitrary. Changing the measurement from feet to centimeters may
completely change the result. Thus it is essential the input matrix X is a data matrix (see Chapter 7.1)
where all coordinates have the same unit or are unit-less. As before, when this is not the case, as a stop-gap,
all columns can be normalized; however such a process may be easily affected by outliers. In either case,
even with a data matrix, it is recommended to first “center” all columns (other than the first offset column)
by subtracting its mean before initiating the algorithms. Otherwise large constant affects (absorbed in the
offset) appear as meaningful coefficients.

An alternative to matching pursuit is called least angle regression. Instead of explicitly adding one co-
ordinate at a time for a fixed s, it follows the hard constraint objective. This method iteratively increases
the constraint t while maintaining the optimal solution. With t = 0, then the solution α�t = 0. And as t
increases, then initially a single coordinate is made non-zero in the optimal solution. Because the boundaries
facets of the L1-ball grow at a simple linear rate as t increases, then we can exactly describe the increases
in the solution to α�t as a linear equation of t. Moreover, solving another quadratic equation can be used to
determine when the next coordinate is made non-zero, until eventually all coordinates are non-zero, and the
OLS solution α∗ is recovered. This also builds a model Mα�t

for every value t, so it can be cross-validated
as it is built.

Compressed Sensing. A demonstration of what sort of data can be recovered exactly using lasso, is
shown in the compressed sensing problem. There are variants of this problem that show up in computer
vision, astronomy, and medical imagining; we will examine a simple form.
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First consider an unknown signal vector s ∈ Rd. It is d-dimensional, but is known to have most of its
coordinates as 0. In our case, we consider with m � d non-zero coordinates, and for simplicity assume
these have value 1. For example, imagine a telescope scanning the sky. For most snapshots, the telescope
sees nothing (a 0), but occasionally it sees a star (a 1). This maps to our model when it takes d snapshots,
and only sees m stars. Many other examples exists: a customer will buy m out of d products a store sells;
an earthquake registers on only m out of d days on record; or only m out of d people test positive for a rare
genetic marker. We will use as an example s as

sT = [0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0].

But this problem is interesting because, as mentioned, s is unknown. Instead we “sense” s with a known
compressed vector xi ∈ {−1, 0,+1}d. For example, let

xTi = [-1 0 1 0 1 1 -1 1 0 -1 0 0 1 -1 -1 1 0 1 0 1 -1 -1 -1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0].

The sensing of s with xi is recorded as yi = 〈xi, s〉, which is a single scalar value (in our setting an integer).
In our example

yi = 〈xi, s〉 = 0+0+0+0+1+0+0+0+0+0+0+0+0+0+0+1+0+0+0+1-1+0-1+0+0+0+0+0+0+1+0+0 = 2.

Moreover, in general we will have n measurements values y1, y2, . . . , yn using n known measurement
vectors x1, x2, . . . , xn. Stacking the measurement values y = [y1; y2; . . . ; yn] and vectors into a matrix
X = [x1;x2; . . . ;xn] results in the familiar form

y = Xs.

And the goal is to recover s using only y andX . This appears to be precisely a regression problem! However,
we are interested in the case where d � n. In particular, this can be solvable when n = C ·m log(d/m),
for the constant C ∈ (4, 20) depending on the recovery approach. Given our assumption that m � d (e.g.,
m = 50 and d = 10,000) this is a remarkable compression, since for instance just storing the location of
each 1 bit uses log d bits (its index in binary), for a total of about m log d.

The simplest recovery approach is with Matching Pursuit; this (actually the OMP variant) requires the
measurement size constant C closer to 20. This modified version of MP is sketched in Algorithm 5.5.2.
The key step is modified to choose the dimension j where the column in the measurement matrix Xj has
the largest dot product with r. We guess this has a 1 bit, and then factor out the effect of the measurement
matrix witnessing a 1 bit at that location in the residual r. This is repeated either for a fixed (m) number of
steps, or until the residual becomes all 0.

Algorithm 5.5.2 Matching Pursuit for Compressed Sensing
Set r = y; and s = [0; 0; . . . , 0].
for i = 1 to m do

Set j = argmaxj′〈r,Xj′〉.
Set sj = 1.
Set r = r −Xj .

Return s.
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Example: Recovery in Compressed Sensing

Consider a specific example for running Matching Pursuit, this has d = 10, m = 3 and n = 6. Let
the (unknown) input signal be

s = [0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0].

Let the known measurement matrix be

X =




0 1 1 −1 −1 0 −1 0 −1 0
−1 −1 0 1 −1 0 0 −1 0 1
1 −1 1 −1 0 −1 1 1 0 0
1 0 −1 0 0 1 −1 −1 1 1
−1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 −1
0 0 −1 −1 −1 0 −1 1 −1 0




so for instance the first row x1 = (0, 1, 1,−1,−1, 0,−1, 0,−1, 0) yields measurement

〈x1, s〉 = 0 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + (−1) + 0 = 0.

The observed measurement vector is

y = XsT = [0, 0, 0, 1, 1,−2]T .

Columns 9 has the most explanatory power towards y, based on X . We let j = 9 so Xj = X9 =
(−1, 0, 0, 1, 1,−1)T . Then s9 = 1 and r = y −X9 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0,−1).

Next, we observe that column 3 has the most explanatory power for the new r. We set s3 = 1 and
update r = r −X3 = (0, 0,−1, 1, 0, 0). Note: This progress seemed sideways at best. It increased
our non-zero s values, but did not decrease ‖r − y‖.
Finally, we observe column 6 has the most explanatory power of the new r. We set s6 = 1 and update
r = r −X6γ3 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). We have now completely explained y using only 3 data elements.

This will not always work so cleanly on a small example. Using MP typically needs something like
n = 20m log d measurements (instead of n = 6). Larger measurement sets act like concentrating
random variables, and the larger the sets the more likely that at each step we chose the correct index
j as most explanatory.
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Exercises

We will use a dataset found here:
http://www.cs.utah.edu/˜jeffp/teaching/FoDA/D3.csv

Q5.1: Let the first column of the data set be the explanatory variable x, and let the fourth column be the
dependent variable y. [That is: ignore columns 2 and 3 for now]

1. Run simple linear regression to predict y from x. Report the linear model you found. Predict
the value of y for new x values 0.3, for 0.5, and for 0.8.

2. Use cross-validation to predict generalization error, with error of a single data point (x, y) from
a model M as (M(x)− y)2. Describe how you did this, and which data was used for what.

3. On the same data, run polynomial regression for p = 2, 3, 4, 5. Report polynomial models for
each. With each of these models, predict the value of y for a new x values of 0.3, for 0.5, and
for 0.8.

4. Cross-validate to choose the best model. Describe how you did this, and which data was used
for what.

Q5.2: Now let the first three columns of the data set be separate explanatory variables x1, x2, x3. Again
let the fourth column be the dependent variable y.

• Run linear regression simultaneously using all three explanatory variables. Report the lin-
ear model you found. Predict the value of y for new (x1,x2,x3) values (0.3, 0.4, 0.1), for
(0.5, 0.2, 0.4), and for (0.8, 0.2, 0.7).

• Use cross-validation to predict generalization error; as usual define the error of a single data
point (x1, x2, x3, y) from a model M as (M(x1,x2,x3) − y)2. Describe how you did this,
and which data was used for what.

Q5.3: Consider a data set (X, y) where X ∈ Rn×3; and its decomposition into a test (Xtest, ytest) and a
training data set (Xtrain, ytrain). Assume that Xtrain is not just a subset of X , but also prepends a
columns of all 1s. We build a linear model

α = (XT
trainXtrain)−1XT

trainytrain.

where α ∈ R4. The test data (Xtest, ytest) consists of two data points: (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), where
x1, x2 ∈ R3. Explain how to use (write a mathematical expression) this test data to estimate the
generalization error. That is, if one new data point arrives x, how much squared error would we
expect the model α to have compared to the unknown true value y?
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6 Gradient Descent

In this topic we will discuss optimizing over general functions f . Typically the function is defined f : Rd →
R; that is its domain is multi-dimensional (in this case d-dimensional point α) and output is a real scalar (R).
This often arises to describe the “cost” of a model which has d parameters which describe the model (e.g.,
degree (d − 1)-polynomial regression) and the goal is to find the parameters α = (α1, α2, . . . , αd) with
minimum cost. Although there are special cases where we can solve for these optimal parameters exactly,
there are many cases where we cannot. What remains in these cases is to analyze the function f , and try to
find its minimum point. The most common solution for this is gradient descent where we try to “walk” in a
direction so the function decreases until we no longer can.

6.1 Functions
We review some basic properties of a function f : Rd → R. Again, the goal will be to unveil abstract tools
that are often easy to imagine in low dimensions, but automatically generalize to high-dimensional data. We
will first provide definitions without any calculus.

Let Br(α) define a Euclidean ball around a point α ∈ Rd of radius r. That is, it includes all points
{p ∈ Rd | ‖α − p‖ ≤ r}, within a Euclidean distance of r from α. We will use Br(α) to define a local
neighborhood around a point α. The idea of “local” is quite flexible, and we can use any value of r > 0,
basically it can be as small as we need it to be, as long as it is strictly greater than 0.

Minima and maxima. A local maximum of f is a point α ∈ Rd so for some neighborhood Br(α), all
points p ∈ Br(α) have smaller (or equal) function value than at α: f(p) ≤ f(α). A local minimum of f is a
point α ∈ Rd so for some neighborhood Br(α), all points p ∈ Br(α) have larger (or equal) function value
than at α: f(p) ≥ f(α). If we remove the “or equal” condition for both definitions for p ∈ Br(α), p 6= α,
we say the maximum or minimum points are strict.

A point α ∈ Rd is a global maximum of f if for all p ∈ Rd, then f(p) ≤ f(α). Likewise, a point α ∈ Rd
is a global minimum if for all p ∈ Rd, then f(p) ≥ f(α). There may be multiple global minimum and
maximum. If there is exactly one point α ∈ Rd that is a global minimum or global maximum, we again say
it is strict.

When we just use the term minimum or maximum (without local or global) it implies a local minimum or
maximum.

Focusing on a function with domain restricted to a closed and bounded subset S ⊂ Rd, if the function
is continuous (that is, for any sufficiently small value δ > 0, for all α ∈ Rd, there exists a radius rδ such
that if p ∈ Brδ(α), then |f(α) − f(p)| ≤ δ), then the function must have a global minimum and a global
maximum. It may occur on the boundary of S.

A saddle point α ∈ Rd (for d > 1) has within any neighborhood Br(α) points p ∈ Br(α) with f(p) <
f(α) (the lower points) and points p′ ∈ Br(α) with f(p′) > f(α) (the upper points). In particular, it is
a saddle if within Br(α) there are disconnected regions of upper points (and of lower points). The notion
of saddle point is defined differently for d = 1. If these regions are connected, and it is not a minimum or
maximum, then it is a regular point.

For an arbitrary (or randomly) chosen point α, it is usually a regular point (except for examples you are
unlikely to encounter, the set of minimum, maximum, and saddle points are finite, while the set of regular
points is infinite).
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Example: Continuous Functions

Here we show some example functions, where the α-value on the x-axis represents a d-dimensional
space. The first function has local minimum and maximum. The second function has a constant
value, so every point is a global minimum and a global maximum. The third function f is convex,
which is demonstrated with the line segment between points (p, f(p)) and (q, f(q)) is always above
the function f , and hence satisfies f(λp+ (1− λ)q) ≤ λf(p) + (1− λ)f(q) for all λ ∈ [0, 1].

R

↵ 2 Rd

global minimum

local minimum

local maximum

R

↵ 2 Rd

global maximum

global minimum

R

↵ 2 Rd pq

1
3 (p, f(p)) + 2

3 (q, f(q))

In higher dimensions, the categorization of function neighborhoods should be viewed differently,
especially for saddle points. The following image shows the domain of functions in R2 as the neigh-
borhood ball around a point (in red). The function value is illustrated by color relative to the function
value at the red point: where it is blue indicates the function value is above that of the red point, and
where it is green it is below the red point.

regular point minimum maximum saddle point

Minimum and maximum are special points where the function value are all the same color in some
neighborhood ball (either all blue for a minimum or all green for a maximum). The saddle points are
special points where the neighborhood colors are not connected.

Convex functions. In many cases we will assume (or at least desire) that our function is convex.
To define this it will be useful to define a line ` ⊂ Rd as follows with any two points p, q ∈ Rd. Then a

line `p,q is the set of all points defined by any scalar λ ∈ R as

`p,q = {x = λp+ (1− λ)q | λ ∈ R}.

When λ ∈ [0, 1], then this defines the line segment between p and q.
A function is convex if for any two points p, q ∈ Rd, on the line segment between them has value less

than (or equal) to the values at the weighted average of p and q. That is, it is convex if

For all p, q ∈ R and for all λ ∈ [0, 1] f(λp+ (1− λ)q) ≤ λf(p) + (1− λ)f(q).

Removing the “or equal” condition, the function becomes strictly convex.
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There are many very cool properties of convex functions. For instance, for two convex functions f and g,
then h(α) = f(α) + g(α) is convex and so is h(α) = max{f(α), g(α)}. But one will be most important
for us:

Convexity and Global Minimums: Any local minimum of a convex function will also be a global
minimum. A strictly convex function will have at most a single minimum: the global minimum.

This means if we find a minimum, then we must have also found a global minimum (our goal).

6.2 Gradients
For a function f(α) = f(α1, α2, . . . , αd), and a unit vector u = (u1, u2, . . . , ud) which represents a direc-
tion, then the directional derivative is defined

∇uf(α) = lim
h→0

f(α+ hu)− f(α)

h
.

We are interested in functions f which are differentiable; this implies that ∇uf(α) is well-defined for all α
and u.

Let e1, e2, . . . , ed ∈ Rd be a specific set of unit vectors so that ei = (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) where for ei
the 1 is in the ith coordinate.

Then define

∇if(α) = ∇eif(α) =
d

dαi
f(α).

It is the derivative in the ith coordinate, treating all other coordinates as constants.
We can now, for a differentiable function f , define the gradient of f as

∇f =
df

dα1
e1 +

df

dα2
e2 + . . .+

df

dαd
ed =

(
df

dα1
,

df

dα2
, . . . ,

df

dαd

)
.

Note that∇f is a function from Rd → Rd, which we can evaluate at any point α ∈ Rd.

Example: Gradient

For α = (x, y, z) ∈ R3, consider the function f(x, y, z) = 3x2 − 2y3 − 2xez . Then ∇f =
(6x− 2ez,−6y2,−2xez) and ∇f(3,−2, 1) = (18− 2e,−24,−6e).

Linear approximation. From the gradient we can easily recover the directional derivative of f at point α,
for any direction (unit vector) u as

∇uf(α) = 〈∇f(α), u〉.

This implies the gradient describes the linear approximation of f at a point α. The slope of the tangent plane
of f at α in any direction u is provided by∇uf(α).

Hence, the direction which f is increasing the most at a point α is the unit vector u where ∇uf(α) =
〈∇f(α), u〉 is the largest. This occurs at∇f(α) = ∇f(α)/‖∇f(α)‖, the normalized gradient vector.

To find the minimum of a function f , we then typically want to move from any point α in the direction
−∇f(α); at regular points this is the direction of steepest descent.
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6.3 Gradient Descent
Gradient descent is a family of techniques that, for a differentiable function f : Rd → R, try to identify
either

min
α∈Rd

f(α) and/or α∗ = argmin
α∈Rd

f(α).

This is effective when f is convex and we do not have a “closed form” solution α∗. The algorithm is iterative,
in that it may never reach the completely optimal α∗, but it keeps getting closer and closer.

Algorithm 6.3.1 Gradient Descent(f, αstart)

initialize α(0) = αstart ∈ Rd; k = 0.
repeat
α(k+1) := α(k) − γk∇f(α(k)); increment k = k + 1.

until (‖∇f(α(k))‖ ≤ τ )
return α(k)

Basically, for any starting point α(0) the algorithm moves to another point in the direction opposite to
the gradient, in the direction that locally decreases f the fastest. How fast it moves depends on the scalar
learning rate γk and the magnitude of the gradient vector∇f(α(k)).

Stopping condition. The parameter τ is the tolerance of the algorithm. If we assume the function is
differentiable, then at the minimum α∗, we must have that ∇f(α) = (0, 0, . . . , 0). So for α close to the
minimum, ∇f(α) should also have a small norm. The algorithm may never reach the true minimum (and
we do not know what it is, so we cannot directly compare against the function value). So it is common to
use ‖∇f‖ as a proxy.

In other settings, we may run for a fixed number T steps. Although this does not automatically tune
the algorithm to the input, as using a tolerance τ may, it is easier to describe and compare. Hence, most
examples in this text will use this method.

6.3.1 Learning Rate
The most critical parameter of gradient descent is γ, the learning rate. In many cases the algorithm will
keep γk = γ fixed for all k. It controls how fast the algorithm works. But if it is too large, as we approach
the minimum, then the algorithm may go too far, and overshoot it.

How should we choose γ? There is no consensus to this answer, and often in practice it is tuned in ad-hoc
ways. In the following, we will describe some mathematically described scenarios where something formal
can be said about how to choose γ. In some cases, these analysis show that if the function satisfies a mild
property, then many prescribed choices of γ will result in accuracy guarantees. We will also show methods
where it helps to adjust the learning parameter γk adaptively.

Lipschitz bound. We say a function g : Rd → Rk is L-Lipschitz if for all p, q ∈ Rd that

‖g(p)− g(q)‖ ≤ L‖p− q‖.

This property is useful when g = ∇f is describing the gradient of a cost function f . If ∇f is L-Lipschitz,
and we set γ ≤ 1

L , then gradient descent will converge to a stationary point. Moreover, if f is convex with
global minimum α∗, then after at most k = C/ε steps, for some constant C, we can guarantee that

f(α(k))− f(α∗) ≤ ε.
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For the k = C/ε claim (and others stated below), we assume that f(α(0)) − f(α∗) is less than some
absolute constant, which relates to the constant C. Intuitively, the closer we start to the optimum, the fewer
steps it will take.

For a convex quadratic function f (e.g., most cost functions derived by sum of squared errors), the gradient
∇f is L-Lipschitz.

Strongly Convex Functions. A function f : Rd → R is η-strongly convex with parameter η > 0 if for all
α, p ∈ Rd then

f(p) ≤ f(α) + 〈∇f(α), p− α〉+
η

2
‖p− α‖2.

Intuitively, this implies that f is upper bounded by a quadratic function. That is, along any direction u =
p−α
‖p−α‖ the function 〈f, u〉 is 1-dimensional, and then its second derivative d2

du2
〈f, u〉 is strictly positive; it is

at least η > 0. Similarly, saying a function f has an L-Lipschitz gradient is equivalent to the condition that
d2

du2
〈f(α), u〉 ≤ L for all α, p ∈ Rd where u = p−α

‖p−α‖ .
For an η-strongly convex function f , that has an L-Lipschitz gradient, with global minimum α∗, then

gradient descent with learning rate γ ≤ 2/(η + L) after only k = C log(1/ε) steps, again for a constant C,
will achieve

f(α(k))− f(α∗) ≤ ε.

The constantC in k = C log(1/ε) also depends on the condition number L/η. The conditions of this bound,
imply that f is sandwiched between two convex quadratic functions; specifically for any α, p ∈ Rd that we
can bound

f(α) + 〈∇f(α), p− α〉+
L

2
‖p− α‖2 ≤ f(p) ≤ f(α) + 〈∇f(α), p− α〉+

η

2
‖p− α‖2.

Geometry of Strongly Convex Function

We show an example η-strongly convex function f , in blue. At any point p, it is sandwiched between
two convex quadratic functions in green. The convex quadratic function which lower bounds f has
an L-Lipschitz gradient.

p

f(p)

↵ 2 Rd

R

f(p) + hrf(↵), p� ↵i

f(p) + hrf(↵), p� ↵i+ L
2 kp� ↵k2

f(p) + hrf(↵), p� ↵i+ ⌘
2kp� ↵k2

When an algorithm converges at such a rate (takes at most C log(1/ε) steps to obtain ε error), it is known
as linear convergence since the log-error log(f(α(k))− f(α∗)) looks like a linear function of k.

In practice, since many functions we consider will be convex quadratic functions (e.g., are derived from
sum of squared error cost functions), then the error will decreases exponentially fast in terms of the number
of steps of gradient descent, if the learning rate is set sufficiently small. That is, only a constant number of
steps are required to resolve each bit (or digit) of precision in the function value at the optimum! However,
if the learning rate is set too small, then this constant (number of steps to resolve one bit) will increase.
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So at this point, we have explained that for many situations there is a learning rate for which gradient
descent will work extremely well. If we can analytically bound various properties of the second derivative
of the function, then we can use these bounds to choose such a rate. However, we have not yet explained a
formal way to find such a rate in general if we can only evaluate the gradient at any point α ∈ Rd.

Line search. An alternative, referred to as “line search” is to solve for the (approximately) optimal γk
at each step. Once we have computed the gradient ∇f(α(k)) then we have reduced the high-dimensional
minimization problem to a one-dimensional problem. Note if f is convex, then f restricted to this one-
dimensional search is also convex. We still need to find the minimum of an unknown function, but we can
perform some procedure akin to binary search. We first find a value γ′ such that

f
(
α(k) − γ′∇f(α(k))

)
> f(α(k))

then we keep subdividing the region [0, γ′] into pieces, and excluding ones which cannot contain the mini-
mum.

For instance the golden section search divides a range [b, t] containing the optimal γk into three sub-
intervals (based on the golden ratio) so [b, t] = [b, b′)∪ [b′, t′]∪ (t′, t]. And each step, we can determine that
either γk /∈ [b, b′) if f(t′) < f(b′), or γk /∈ (t′, t] if f(b′) < f(t′). This reduces the range to [b′, t] or [b, t′],
respectively, and we recurse.

Example: Golden Section Search

A function f is shown in blue in the domain [b, t]. Observe that in the first step, f(b′) < f(t′) so
the domain containing the minimum shrinks to [b, t′]. In the next step, f(t′) < f(b′) so the domain
containing the minimum shrinks to [b′, t].
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<latexit sha1_base64="y46KyJX8IC0Gx14XRb/KsLUVnH8=">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</latexit>

t0
<latexit sha1_base64="cW+HdNIBOdcPBYInFy1Tei1FMrU=">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</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="74GWiPCa86L7s5OSwGV/uhWZmHI=">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</latexit>

R

b
<latexit sha1_base64="u6qtXrwG6iBPy65FxbMu0WaQxaE=">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</latexit>

b0
<latexit sha1_base64="y46KyJX8IC0Gx14XRb/KsLUVnH8=">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</latexit>

t0
<latexit sha1_base64="cW+HdNIBOdcPBYInFy1Tei1FMrU=">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</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="74GWiPCa86L7s5OSwGV/uhWZmHI=">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</latexit>

In other situations, we can solve for the optimal γk exactly at each step. This is the case if we can again
analytically take the derivative d

dγ

(
f(α(k))− γ∇f(α(k))

)
and solve for the γ where it is equal to 0.
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Adjustable rate. In practice, line search is often slow. Also, we may not have a Lipschitz bound. It is often
better to try a few fixed γ values, probably being a bit conservative. As long as f(α(k)) keep decreasing, it
works well. This also may alert us if there is more than one local minimum if the algorithm converges to
different locations.

An algorithm called “backtracking line search” automatically tunes the parameter γ. It uses a fixed
parameter β ∈ (0, 1) (preferably in (0.1, 0.8); for instance use β = 3/4). Start with a large step size γ (e.g.,
γ = 1). Then at each step of gradient descent at location α, if

f(α− γ∇f(α)) > f(α)− γ

2
‖∇f(α)‖2

then update γ = βγ. This shrinks γ over the course of the algorithm, and if f is strongly convex, it will
eventually decrease γ until it satisfies the condition for linear convergence.

Geometry of Backtracking and Adjustable Rates

The figure shows a function f : Rd → R along the gradient at α ∈ Rd as f(α − γ∇f(α)). That is,
the value of f is plotted after the next step, as a function of the current learning rate γ. In relation,
we also plot f(α)− γ

2‖∇f(α)‖2, which is linear in γ, and approximates what the upper bound of f
is supposed to be at the current learning rate. If γ is too large, as in the figure, then a step of gradient
descent will be too far, and may overshoot the minimum. Note at a decreased value of γ the linear
function is above f , and so by decreasing γ by a fixed fraction until this is satisfied will ensure the
learning rate is not too large, and also still sufficiently large so the process converges quickly.

R

f(↵)
<latexit sha1_base64="cSpnT9GQAe+bVhMk/ESSTbrMGq4=">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</latexit>

f(↵)� �
2 krf(↵)k2

<latexit sha1_base64="9G8hNrn+z3K1Zy+GgIEHg1vL3pI=">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</latexit>

f
<latexit sha1_base64="OmdWFdV+6e7CUFuUI/9Z3oBbNV8=">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</latexit>

f(↵� �rf(↵))
<latexit sha1_base64="YEjzyirMbD9dCBcTr95eLeNYQd8=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="DW7lGL/y+m+MozzqmWfXIQGnawM=">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</latexit>

R
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Example: Gradient Descent with Fixed Learning Rate

Consider the function f where α = (x, y) ∈ R2 is defined

f(x, y) = (
3

4
x− 3

2
)2 + (y − 2)2 +

1

4
xy

and has gradient

∇f(x, y) =

(
9

8
x− 9

4
+

1

4
y , 2y − 4 +

1

4
x

)
.

We run gradient descent for 10 iterations within initial position (5, 4), while varying the learning rate
in the range γ = {0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.75}.
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We see that with γ very small, the algorithm does not get close to the minimum. When γ is too large,
then the algorithm jumps around a lot, and is in danger of not converging. But at a learning rate of
γ = 0.3 it converges fairly smoothly and reaches a point where ‖∇f(x, y)‖ is very small. Using
γ = 0.5 almost overshoots in the first step; γ = 0.3 is smoother, and it is probably best to use a curve
that looks smooth like that one, but with a few more iterations.

import numpy as np
from numpy import linalg as LA

import matplotlib as mpl
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
%matplotlib inline

def func(x,y):
return (0.75*x-1.5)**2 + (y-2.0)**2 + 0.25*x*y

def func_grad(vx,vy):
dfdx = 1.125*vx - 2.25 + 0.25*vy
dfdy = 2.0*vy - 4.0 + 0.25*vx
return np.array([dfdx,dfdy])
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#prepare for contour plot
xlist = np.linspace(0, 5, 26)
ylist = np.linspace(0, 5, 26)
x, y = np.meshgrid(xlist, ylist)
z = func(x,y)
lev = np.linspace(0,20,21)

#initialize location and settings
v_init = np.array([5,4])
num_iter = 10
values = np.zeros([num_iter,2])

values[0,:] = v_init
v = v_init

gamma = 0.3

# actual gradient descent algorithm
for i in range(1,num_iter):

v = v - gamma * func_grad(v[0],v[1])
values[i,:] = v

plt.contour(x,y,z,levels=lev)
plt.plot(values[:,0],values[:,1],’r-’)
plt.plot(values[:,0],values[:,1],’bo’)
grad_norm = LA.norm(func_grad(v[0],v[1]))
title = "gamma %0.2f | final grad %0.3f" % (gamma,grad_norm)
plt.title(title)
plt.show()

6.4 Fitting a Model to Data
For data analysis, the most common use of gradient descent is to fit a model to data. In this setting we have
a data set (X, y) = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn)} ∈ Rd ×R and a family of models M so each possible
model Mα is defined by a k-dimensional vector α = {α1, α2, . . . , αk} with k parameters.

Next we define a loss function L((X, y),Mα) which measures the difference between what the model
predicts and what the data values are. To choose which parameters generate the best model, we let f(α) :
Rk → R be our function of interest, defined f(α) = L((X, y),Mα). Then we can run gradient descent to
find our model Mα∗ . For instance we can set

f(α) = L((X, y),Mα) = SSE((X, y),Mα) =
∑

(xi,yi)∈(X,y)

(yi −Mα(xi))
2. (6.1)

This is used for example in maximum likelihood (or maximum log-likelihood) estimators from Bayesian
inference. This includes finding a single point estimator assuming Gaussian noise (where we had a closed-
form solution), but also many other variants (often where there is no known closed-form solution). It also
includes least squares regression and its many variants; we will see this in much more detail next. And will
include other topics (including clustering, PCA, classification) we will see later in the book.

6.4.1 Least Mean Squares Updates for Regression
Now we will work through how to use gradient descent for simple quadratic regression on 1-dimensional
explanatory variables. That is, this will specify the function f(α) in equation (6.1) to have k = 3 parameters
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as α = (α0, α1, α2), and so for each (xi, yi) ∈ (X, y) we have xi ∈ R. Then we can write the model again
as a dot product

Mα(xi) = 〈α, (1, xi, x2
i )〉 = α0 + α1xi + α2x

2
i .

It is straightforward to generalize to linear regression, multiple-explanatory variable linear regression, or
general polynomial regression from here. For instance, in this case, we can represent xi as the 3-dimensional
feature vector q = (q0 = x0

i = 1, q1 = x1
i , q2 = x2

i ) of explanatory variables. Then the model is Mα(xi) =
〈α, q〉. For simple linear regression, we simply omit the quadratic term α2x

2
i from the above model. For

other polynomial forms of regression, the expansion simply includes more terms and powers. And for
multiple explanatory variables they are each given a corresponding feature coordinate, possibly to some
power, or multiplied with other explanatory variables in the polynomial models. We will continue using
1-dimensional quadratic regression as an example.

Now to specify the gradient descent step

α := α− γ∇f(α)

we only need to define∇f(α). We will first show this for the case where n = 1, that is when there is a single
data point (x1, y1). For quadratic regression, the cost function f(α) = f1(α) = (α0 + α1x1 + α2x

2
1 − y1)2

is convex. Next derive

d

dαj
f(α) =

d

dαj
f1(α) =

d

dαj
(Mα(x1)− y1)2

= 2(Mα(x1)− y1)
d

dαj
(Mα(x1)− y1)

= 2(Mα(x1)− y1)
d

dαj
(

2∑

j=0

αjx
j
1 − y1)

= 2(Mα(x1)− y1)xj1

Using this convenient form (which generalizes to any polynomial model), we define

∇f(α) =

(
d

dα0
f(α),

d

dα1
f(α),

d

dα2
f(α)

)

= 2
(
(Mα(x1)− y1), (Mα(x1)− y1)x1, (Mα(x1)− y1)x2

1

)
.

Applying α := α − γ∇f(α) according to this specification is known as the LMS (least mean squares)
update rule or the Widrow-Hoff learning rule. Quite intuitively, the magnitude of the update is proportional
to the residual norm (Mα(x1)− y1). So if we have a lot of error in our guess of α, then we take a large step;
if we do not have a lot of error, we take a small step.

6.4.2 Decomposable Functions
To generalize this to multiple data points (n > 1), there are two standard ways. Both of these take strong
advantage of the cost function f(α) being decomposable. That is, we can write

f(α) =

n∑

i=1

fi(α),

where each fi depends only on the ith data point (xi, yi) ∈ (X, y). In particular, for quadratic regression

fi(α) = (Mα(xi)− yi)2 = (α0 + α1xi + α2x
2
i − yi)2.
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First notice that since f is the sum of fis, where each is convex, then f must also be convex; in fact the sum
of these usually becomes strongly convex (as long as the corresponding feature vectors are full rank).

Geometry of Full Rank Decomposable Functions

Consider now where each xi ∈ R so (1, x) ∈ R2 and the corresponding model α = (α0, α1) ∈ R2.
We can now visualize a function fi(α) = (〈α, (1, x)〉 − yi)2 as a “halfpipe” in the two-dimensional
space parameterized by α0 and α1. That is fi is a described by a set of parabolas that have a minimum
of exactly 0 on the line 〈α, (1, x)〉 = yi in this two-dimensional space.

fi(↵) = (h↵, (1, xi)i � yi)
2
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Thus while each fi is convex, it is not strongly convex since along the line (shown in green) it has
a 0 directional derivative. If we add a second function fi′ (the dashed one) defined by (xi′ , yi′) then
f(α) = fi(α) + fi′(α). That it is the sum of the blue halfpipe and the dashed-purple halfpipe. As
long as these are not parallel, then f becomes strongly convex. Linear algebraically, this happens as

long as the matrix
[

1 xi
1 xi′

]
is full rank.

Two approaches towards gradient descent will take advantage of this decomposition in slightly different
ways. This decomposable property holds for most loss functions for fitting a model to data.

Batch gradient descent. The first technique, called batch gradient descent, simply extends the definition
of ∇f(α) to the case with multiple data points. Since f is decomposable, then we use the linearity of the
derivative to define

d

dαj
f(α) =

n∑

i=1

d

dαj
fi(α) =

n∑

i=1

2(Mα(xi)− yi)xji
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and thus

∇f(α) =

(
2

n∑

i=1

(Mα(xi)− yi), 2
n∑

i=1

(Mα(xi)− yi)xi, 2
n∑

i=1

(Mα(xi)− yi)x2
i

)

=
n∑

i=1

(
2(Mα(xi)− yi), 2(Mα(xi)− yi)xi, 2(Mα(xi)− yi)x2

i

)

= 2
n∑

i=1

(Mα(xi)− yi)
(
1, xi, x

2
i

)
.

That is, the step is now just the sum of the terms from each data point. Since f is (strongly) convex, then
we can apply all of the nice convergence results discussed about (strongly) convex f before. However,
computing ∇f(α) each step takes time proportional to n, which can be slow for large n (i.e., for large data
sets).

Stochastic and incremental gradient descent. The second technique is called incremental gradient
descent; see Algorithm 6.4.1. It avoids computing the full gradient each step, and only computes ∇fi(α)
for a single data point (xi, yi) ∈ (X, y). For quadratic regression with Mα(x) = 〈α, (1, x, x2)〉 it is

∇fi(α) = 2(Mα(xi)− yi)(1, xi, x2
i ).

Algorithm 6.4.1 Incremental Gradient Descent(f, αstart)

initialize α(0) = αstart ∈ Rd; i = 1.
repeat
α(k+1) := α(k) − γk∇fi(α(k))
i := (i+ 1) mod n

until (‖∇f(α(k))‖ ≤ τ ) (?)
return α(k)

Implementation Hints:
(?) The norm of a single gradient is not stable. Instead a better stopping condition averages the
gradient norm over several (lets say B steps). The condition may then be 1

B

∑B−1
b=0 ‖∇f(α(k−b))‖ ≤

τ , and is only checked after B steps are taken.

A more common variant of this is called stochastic gradient descent; see Algorithm 6.4.2. Instead of
choosing the data points in order, it selects a data point (xi, yi) at random each iteration (the term “stochas-
tic” refers to this randomness).

Algorithm 6.4.2 Stochastic Gradient Descent(f, αstart)

initialize α(0) = αstart ∈ Rd
repeat

Randomly choose i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
α(k+1) := α(k) − γk∇fi(α(k))

until (‖∇f(α(k))‖ ≤ τ ) (?)
return α(k)
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On very large data sets (i.e., big data!), these algorithms are often much faster than the batch version since
each iteration now takes constant time. However, it does not automatically inherit all of the nice convergence
results from what is known about (strongly) convex functions. Yet in many settings, there is an abundance
of data points described by the same model. They should have a roughly similar effect. In practice when
one is far from the optimal model, these steps converge about as well as the batch version (but much much
faster in runtime). When one is close to the optimal model, then the incremental / stochastic variants may
not exactly converge. However, if one is satisfied to reach a point that is close enough to optimal, there are
some randomized (PAC-style) guarantees possible for the stochastic variant. And in fact, for very large data
sets (i.e., n is very big) they typically converge before the algorithm even uses all (or even most) of the data
points.
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Exercises

We will use a dataset http://www.cs.utah.edu/˜jeffp/teaching/FoDA/D4.csv

Q6.1: Consider a function f(x, y) with gradient∇f(x, y) = (x−1, 2y+x). Starting at a value (x = 1, y =
2), and a learning rate of γ = 1, execute one step of gradient descent.

Q6.2: Consider running gradient descent with a fixed learning rate γ. For each of the following, we plot the
function value over 10 steps (the function is different each time). Decide whether the learning rate is
probably too high, too low, or about right.

1. f1: 100, 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92, 91

2. f2: 100, 50, 75, 60, 65, 45, 75, 110, 90, 85

3. f3: 100, 80, 65, 50, 40, 35, 31, 29, 28, 27.5, 27.3

4. f4: 100, 80, 60, 40, 20, 0, -20, -40, -60, -80, -100

Q6.3: Consider two functions

f1(x, y) = (x− 5)2 + (y + 2)2 − 2xy f2(x, y) = (1− (y − 4))2 + 20((x+ 6)− (y − 4)2)2

Starting with (x, y) = (0, 2) run the gradient descent algorithm for each function. Run for T itera-
tions, and report the function value at the end of each step.

1. First, run with a fixed learning rate of γ = 0.05 for f1 and γ = 0.0015 for f2.

2. Second, run with any variant of gradient descent you want. Try to get the smallest function value
after T steps.

For f1 you are allowed only T = 10 steps. For f2 you are allowed T = 100 steps.

Q6.4: In the first D4.csv dataset provided, use the first three columns as explanatory variables x1, x2, x3,
and the fourth as the dependent variable y. Run gradient descent on α ∈ R4, using the dataset provided
to find a linear model

ŷ = α0 + α1x1 + α2x2 + α3x3

minimizing the sum of squared errors. Run for as many steps as you feel necessary. On each step of
your run, print on a single line: (1) the model parameters α(i) = [α

(i)
0 , α

(i)
1 , α

(i)
2 , α

(i)
3 ], (2) the value

of a function f(α(i)), estimating the sum of squared errors, and (3) the gradient∇f(α(i)). (These are
the sort of things you would do to check/debug a gradient descent algorithm; you may also want to
plot some of these.)

1. First run batch gradient descent.

2. Second run incremental gradient descent.

Choose one method which you preferred (either is ok to choose), and explain why you preferred it to
the other method.

Q6.5: Explain what parts of the above procedures would change if you instead are minimizing the sum of
residuals, not the sum of squared residuals?

• Is the function still convex?

• Does the gradient always exist?
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7 Principal Component Analysis

This topic will build a series of techniques to deal with high-dimensional data. Unlike regression problems,
our goal is not to predict a value (the y-coordinate), it is to understand the “shape” of the data, for instance a
low-dimensional representation that captures most of meaning of the high-dimensional data. This is some-
times referred to as unsupervised learning (as opposed to regression and classification, where the data has
labels, known as supervised learning). Like most unsupervised scenarios (as most parents know), you can
have a lot of fun, but it is easy to get yourself into trouble if you are not careful.

We will cover many interconnected tools, including the singular value decomposition (SVD), eigenvectors
and eigenvalues, the power method, principal component analysis, multidimensional scaling, as well as
several other uses cases of the SVD. The chapter will conclude by contrasting PCA with the main alternative
method for dimensionality reduction: random projections.

7.1 Data Matrices
We will start with data in a matrix A ∈ Rn×d, and will call upon linear algebra to rescue us. It is useful to
think of each row ai of A as a data point in Rd, so there are n data points. Each dimension j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , d
corresponds with an attribute of the data points.

Example: Data Matrices

There are many situations where data matrices arise.

• Consider a set of n weather stations reporting temperature over d points in time. Then each
row ai corresponds to a single weather station, and each coordinate Ai,j of that row is the
temperature at station i at time j.

• In movie ratings, we may consider n users who have rated each of dmovies on a score of 1−5.
Then each row ai represents a user, and the jth entry of that user is the score given to the j
movie.

• Consider the price of a stock measured over time (say the closing price each day). Many
time-series models consider some number of days (d days, for instance 25 days) to capture the
pattern of the stock at any given time. So for a given closing day, we consider the d previous
days. If we have data on the stock for 4 years (about 1000 days the stock market is open), then
we can create a d-dimensional data points (the previous d = 25 days) for each day (except the
first 25 or so). The data matrix is then comprised of n data points ai, where each corresponds
to the closing day, and the previous d days. The jth entry is the value on (j − 1) days before
the closing day i.

• Finally consider a series of pictures of a shape (say the Utah teapot). The camera position is
fixed as is the background, but we vary two things: the rotation of the teapot, and the amount
of light. Here each pictures is a set of say d pixels (say 10,000 if it is 100× 100), and there are
n pictures. Each picture is a row of length d, and each pixel corresponds to a column of the
matrix. Similar, but more complicated scenarios frequently occur with pictures of a person’s
face, or 3d-imaging of an organ.

In each of these scenarios, there are many (n) data points, each with d attributes.
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Data Matrices and Units: For a data matrix, to consider dimensionality reduction

• all coordinates should have the same units!

If this “same units” property does not hold, then when we measure a distance between data points in
Rd, usually using the L2-norm, then the distance is nonsensical. While there exists “normalization”
hueristics to address these issues (see discussion in Chapter 4.2), these each may cause their own
unintended consequences.

The next goal is to uncover a pattern, or a model M . In this case, the model will be a low-dimensional
subspaceB. It will represent a k-dimensional space, where k � d. For instance in the example with images,
there are only two parameters which are changing (rotation, and lighting), so despite having d = 10,000
dimensions of data, 2 dimension should be enough to represent everything about the data in that controlled
environment.

7.1.1 Projections

Different than in linear regression this family of techniques will measure error as a projection from ai ∈ Rd
to the closest point πB(ai) on B. We next define these concepts more precisely using linear algebra.

First recall, that given a unit vector v ∈ Rd and any data point p ∈ Rd, then the dot product

〈v, p〉

is the norm of p after it is projected onto the line through v. If we multiply this scalar by v then

πv(p) = 〈v, p〉v;

it results in the point on the line through unit vector v that is closest to data point p. This is a projection of p
onto vector v.

To understand this for a subspace B, we will need to define an orthogonal basis. For now we will assume
that B contains the origin (0, 0, 0, . . . , 0) (as did the line through v). Then if B is k-dimensional, there is
a k-dimensional orthogonal basis VB = {v1, v2, . . . , vk} so that

• For each vi ∈ VB we have ‖vj‖ = 1, that is vj is a unit vector.

• For each pair vi, vj ∈ VB with i 6= j we have 〈vi, vj〉 = 0; the pairs are orthogonal.

• For any point x ∈ B we can write x =
∑k

j=1 αjvj ; in particular αj = 〈x, vj〉.

Given such a basis, then the projection on to B of a point p ∈ Rd is simply

πF (p) =

k∑

j=1

〈vj , p〉vj =

k∑

j=1

πvj (p).

Thus if p happens to be exactly in B, then this recovers p exactly.
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Geometry of Projection

Consider a point p ∈ R3, and a 2-dimensional subspace B. Given a basis VB = {v1, v2}, the
projection of p onto B is represented as

πB(p) = 〈p, v1〉v1 + 〈p, v2〉v2 = α1(p)v1 + α2(p)v2

where α1(p) = 〈p, v1〉 and α2(p) = 〈p, v2〉. Thus, we can also represent πB(p) in the basis {v1, v2}
with the two coordinates (α1(p), α2(p)).

p
<latexit sha1_base64="5+eqo/I17/lzhzsCCl4oKCPyfSk=">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</latexit>

↵1(p)
<latexit sha1_base64="fBQAgz0rK1upo3sNJBI2QOnCXz4=">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</latexit>

↵2(p)
<latexit sha1_base64="+Ps/fIgw2LilUL+aV8jwnF6NDRQ=">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</latexit>

R3
<latexit sha1_base64="xA70GmrpO+mh/ZJeOBYpxwY7n6U=">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</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="lAwzRd+GYy1RbhAOUP83Ki43FhA=">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</latexit>

v1
<latexit sha1_base64="vrFcyrxnZXxTbrx6FetUTQCgLE8=">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</latexit>

v2
<latexit sha1_base64="u/WKqu1eF07Lza86vLizVmXgHkQ=">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</latexit>

⇡B(p)
<latexit sha1_base64="nIUZOUtH76L1diH1vnVRqeQ2LY0=">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</latexit>

The other powerful part of the basis VB is that it defines a new coordinate system. Instead of using the d
original coordinates, we can use new coordinates (α1(p), α2(p), . . . , αk(p)) where αi(p) = 〈vi, p〉. To be
clear πB(p) is still in Rd, but there is a k-dimensional representation if we restrict to B.

WhenB is d-dimensional, this operation can still be interesting. The basis we choose VB = {v1, v2, . . . , vd}
could be the same as the original coordinate axis, that is we could have vi = ei = (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0)
where only the ith coordinate is 1. But if it is another basis, then this acts as a rotation (with possibility of
also a mirror flip). The first coordinate is rotated to be along v1; the second along v2; and so on. In πB(p),
the point p does not change, just its representation.

7.1.2 Sum of Squared Errors Goal
As usual our goal will be to minimize the sum of squared errors (SSE). In this case we define this objective
as

SSE(A,B) =
∑

ai∈A
‖ai − πB(ai)‖2,

and our desired k-dimensional subspace B is

B∗ = argmin
B

SSE(A,B)
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As compared to linear regression, this is much less a “proxy goal” where the true goal was prediction. Now
we have no labels (the yi values), so we simply try to fit a model through all of the data.

Example: SSE for Projection

The standard goal for a projection subspaceB is to minimize the sum of squared errors between each
ai to its projected approximation πB(ai).

⇡B(a1)
<latexit sha1_base64="idYdgnmEBmiFQ/9hs6MFqZqXetA=">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</latexit>

a1
<latexit sha1_base64="molro7/JCKFSdr6uNVhtZbKAHmc=">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</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="DmwVQ6SCkQy42ct9DoM5fbgKcTQ=">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</latexit>

How do we solve for this? Our methods for linear regression do not solve the correct problem. The
cost function is different in that it only measures error in one coordinate (the dependent variable), not the
projection cost. It is also challenging to use the standard versions of gradient descent. The restriction that
each vi ∈ VB is a unit vector is a non-convex constraint. So ... linear algebra will come to the rescue — in
the form of the SVD.

7.2 Singular Value Decomposition

A really powerful and useful linear algebra operation is called the singular value decomposition (the SVD).
It extracts an enormous amount of information about a matrix A. This section will define it and discuss
many of its uses. Then we will describe one algorithm (the power method) which constructs the SVD. But
in general, one simply calls the procedure in your favorite programming language and it calls the same
highly-optimized back-end from the Fortran LAPACK library.

from scipy import linalg as LA
U, s, Vt = LA.svd(A)

The SVD takes in a matrix A ∈ Rn×d and outputs three matrices U ∈ Rn×n, S ∈ Rn×d and V ∈ Rd×d,
so that A = USV T .
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Example: SVD in Rectangles

It is useful to visualize the SVD by representing the matrices as rectangles. A “tall and thin” matrix
A has more rows than columns (n > d). Given its decomposition

[U, S, V ] = svd(A)

then U and V are square matrices of dimension n×n and d×d, respectively, so they are represented
as squares. S is a tall and thin rectangle, since its dimensions are the same asA; to show it is diagonal,
we can leave most of the matrix empty where is has 0s.

=A
<latexit sha1_base64="UmPOw88L2Vifa2emqMY8xbFAI10=">AAAEKXicdVPLbhMxFHU7PEJ4tWXJZkSK1E2jTKqICqlSEarEAkEqSFspE1Uez53Eiu2xbE8hsuYLWLCBr+Av+AN2wJZvgDX2JFGbBCzN6M4959x77thOJKPatFo/1taDa9dv3Kzdqt++c/fe/Y3NrROdF4pAj+QsV2cJ1sCogJ6hhsGZVIB5wuA0GT/3+OkFKE1z8dZMJAw4HgqaUYKNSx0/O99otJqtaoWrQTQLGoe1318/xjt/uuebwVac5qTgIAxhWOt+1JJmYLEylDAo63GhQWIyxkPou1BgDnpgK6dl+Nhl0jDLlXuECatsPdbgfIuhGdnYwHvzjqZmdNBpdqgoF0A/5H9BiRUVqXNV2hbnK5geU1nadrNTYZceLeZaT3jivHFsRnoZ88l/Yf3CZPsDS4UsDAhShgtCKDRRVJqVVlW5euzmIDnnWKQ2BqlLG19g5QLKcrEEu5H89mo3V0wNcFcu3G1LUw0F8mA3msYml3PIVVBwtQYp+9HAdRK6UOAt2PioeFM5tI2oLFcEyarAv5NkTr9KHqdQTndOE+s/lvCkYMwRRD7dn3C7yoDZDv1fW2CytGrsoiyMdZZhTtkk9D0Xif6kTy06iY1fYjUET7sULQkINbPK1ZmzCSvAsQ0Vk7DfiAbLDV53j15d9TzXKUidzDf1jKdl6IT1urtF0fKdWQ1O2s1or9k+dtdpH01XDT1Ej9AOitATdIheoC7qIYIAfUCf0OfgS/At+B78nFLX12aaB2hhBb/+Auw7cUk=</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="56zm4hJpTv09M9nVJOb768CU81k=">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</latexit>

S
<latexit sha1_base64="H7Gz4ql+OpBePv3EKVO9/R3UwRY=">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</latexit>

V T
<latexit sha1_base64="MgFp+52weEhiue75LBbz4vfW0cw=">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</latexit>

The structure that lurks beneath. The matrix S is mainly all zeros; it only has non-zero elements along
its diagonal. So Si,j = 0 if i 6= j. The remaining values σ1 = S1,1, σ2 = S2,2, . . ., σr = Sr,r are known as
the singular values. They are non-decreasing so

σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σr ≥ 0

where r ≤ min{n, d} is the rank of the matrix A. That is the number of non-zero singular values reports
the rank (this is a numerical way of computing the rank of a matrix).

The matrices U and V are orthogonal. Thus, their columns are all unit vectors and orthogonal to each
other (within each matrix). The columns of U , written u1, u2, . . . , un, are called the left singular vectors;
and the columns of V (i.e., rows of V T ), written v1, v2, . . . , vd, are called the right singular vectors.

This means for any vector x ∈ Rd, the columns of V (the right singular vectors) provide a basis. That is,
we can write x =

∑d
i=1 αivi for αi = 〈x, vi〉. Similarly for any vector y ∈ Rn, the columns of U (the left

singular vectors) provide a basis. This also implies that ‖x‖ = ‖V Tx‖ and ‖y‖ = ‖yU‖. So these matrices
and their vectors do not capture any “scale” information about A, that is all in S. Rather they provide the
bases to describe the scale in a special form.
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Example: Singular Vectors and Values

The left singular vectors are columns in U shown as thin vertical boxes, and right singular vectors are
columns in V and thus thin horizontal boxes in V T . The singular values are shown as small boxes
along the diagonal of S, in decreasing order. The grey boxes in S and U illustrate the parts which are
unimportant (aside from keeping the orthogonality in U ); indeed in some programming languages
(like python), the standard representation of S is as a square matrix to avoid maintaining all of the
irrelevant 0s in the grey box in the lower part.

=

one data point

left singular vector

right singular vector

singular value
importance of singular vectors
decreasing rank order: �j � �j+1

important directions (vj by �j)
orthogonal: creates basis

maps contribution of data points
to singular values

A
<latexit sha1_base64="UmPOw88L2Vifa2emqMY8xbFAI10=">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</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="56zm4hJpTv09M9nVJOb768CU81k=">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</latexit>

S
<latexit sha1_base64="H7Gz4ql+OpBePv3EKVO9/R3UwRY=">AAAEKXicdVPLbhMxFHU7PMLwasuSzYgUqZtGmVQRFVKlSqgSCwSpStpKmajyeG4SK7bHsj2FyJovYMEGvoK/4A/YAVu+AdbYk0bNAyzN6M4959x77thOJaPaNJs/1taDGzdv3a7dCe/eu//g4cbm1qnOC0WgS3KWq/MUa2BUQNdQw+BcKsA8ZXCWjl94/OwSlKa5eGsmEvocDwUdUIKNSx2fXGzUm41mtaLVIL4K6oe1318/Jjt/OhebwVaS5aTgIAxhWOte3JSmb7EylDAow6TQIDEZ4yH0XCgwB923ldMyeuoyWTTIlXuEiapsmGhwvsXQjGxi4L15RzMzOmg32lSUC6Af8r+gxIqKzLkqbZPzFUyPqSxtq9GusGuPFnOtJzx13jg2I72M+eS/sF5hBvt9S4UsDAhSRgtCKDRRVJqVVlW5MHFzkJxzLDKbgNSlTS6xcgFluViC3Uh+e7WbK6EGuCsX7bakqYYCebAbT2OTyxnkKiiYr0HKXtx3nYQuFHgLNjkqTiqHth6X5YogXRX4d5rO6PPkcQbldOc0sf5jCU8LxhxB5NP9ibarDJjtyP+1BSbLqsYuGkSJHgwwp2wS+Z6LRH/SpxadxCavsBqCp12LlgSEmqvK1ZmzKSvAsQ0Vk6hXj/vLDd50jl7Pe57pFGRO5pt6xvMycsIwdLcoXr4zq8FpqxHvNVrH7jrto+mqocfoCdpBMXqGDtFL1EFdRBCgD+gT+hx8Cb4F34OfU+r62pXmEVpYwa+/MCRxWw==</latexit>

V T
<latexit sha1_base64="MgFp+52weEhiue75LBbz4vfW0cw=">AAAEK3icdVPLbhMxFHU7PEJ4tWXJZkSK1E2jTFBEhVSpEqrEAkFQm7RSJlQez01ixfZYtqcQWfMJiB18BT/BL7ACseUTYI09SdQ8wNKM7txzzr3nju1EMqpNo/F9YzO4dv3Gzcqt6u07d+/d39re6eosVwQ6JGOZOk+wBkYFdAw1DM6lAswTBmfJ+LnHzy5BaZqJUzOR0Od4KOiAEmxc6qT79vRiq9aoN8oVrgfRLKgdVX5//Rjv/WlfbAc7cZqRnIMwhGGte1FDmr7FylDCoKjGuQaJyRgPoedCgTnovi29FuFjl0nDQabcI0xYZquxBudcDM3Ixgbem3c0NaPDVr1FRbEE+jH/C0qsqEidq8I2OF/D9JjKwjbrrRK78mgx13rCE+eNYzPSq5hP/gvr5WZw0LdUyNyAIEW4JIRcE0WlWWtVlqvGbg6ScY5FamOQurDxJVYuoCwTK7AbyW+wdnPF1AB35cL9pjTlUCAP96NpbDI5h1wFBYs1SNGL+q6T0LkCb8HGx/lJ6dDWoqJYEyTrAv9Okjl9kTxOoZjunCbWf6zgSc6YI4hsuj/hbpkBsxv6v7bEZGnZ2EWDMNaDAeaUTULfc5noz/rUopPY+CVWQ/C0K9GKgFAzq1yeOZuwHBzbUDEJe7Wov9rgdfv41aLnuU5B6mS+qWc8K0InrFbdLYpW78x60G3Woyf15ht3nQ7QdFXQQ/QI7aEIPUVH6AVqow4iaIg+oE/oc/Al+Bb8CH5OqZsbM80DtLSCX38BKfByJA==</latexit>

Geometry of SVD as the Aggregate Shape of a Matrix

One can picture the geometry of the SVD by how a unit vector x ∈ Rd interacts with the matrix A
as a whole. The aggregate shape of A is a contour, the set of points

{x(‖Ax‖) | ‖x‖ = 1}

induced by unit vectors x as a movement away from the origin in direction x by amount ‖Ax‖.
When A is a (scaled) identity matrix, this defines a circle. When A is a diagonal matrix with val-
ues λ1, λ2, . . . , λd on the diagonal, this is an ellipse stretched along the coordinate axes, so the jth
coordinate axis is stretched by λj .

v1

v2

x

kAxk

However, when A is general matrix, as ‖Ax‖ is still a (square-root of a) quadratic equation, it must
still have a similar form. But since it is not diagonal, it is not restricted to stretch along the coordinate
axes. Using the SVD so A = USV T , however, we can rewrite ‖Ax‖ = ‖USV Tx‖ = ‖SV Tx‖
(since U does not affect the norm). Note that p = V Tx must still be a unit vector, and S is diagonal.
So after rotating x by V T , then it again maps out an ellipse defined by the singular values σ1, σ2, . . ..
The stretching basis of the ellipse is now precisely the right singular value basis v1, v2, . . ..
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Tracing the path of a vector. To illustrate what this decomposition demonstrates, a useful exercise is to
trace what happens to a vector x ∈ Rd as it is left-multiplied by A, that is Ax = USV Tx.

First V Tx produces a new vector p ∈ Rd. It essentially changes no scale information, it only changes the
basis to that described by the right singular values. For instance the new jth coordinate pj = 〈vj , x〉.

Next q ∈ Rn is the result of SV Tx = Sp. It scales p by the singular values of S. Note that if d < n (the
case we will focus on), then the last n − d coordinates of q are 0. In fact, for j > r (where r = rank(A))
then qj = 0. For j ≤ r, then the vector q is stretched longer in the first coordinates since these are multiplied
by larger singular values.

The final result is a vector y ∈ Rn, the result of Ax = USV Tx = Uq. This again just changes the basis
of q so that it aligns with the left singular vectors. In the setting n > d, the last n − d left singular vectors
are meaningless since the corresponding entries in q are 0.

Working backwards ... this final U matrix can be thought of mapping the effect of q onto each of the data
points of A. The q vector, in turn, can be thought of as scaling by the content of the data matrix A (the U
and V T matrices contain no scaling information). And the p vector arises via the special rotation matrix
V T that puts the starting point x into the correct basis to perform coordinate-wise scaling (from the original
d-dimensional coordinates to one that is aligned with the shape of the data, in its aggregate shape).
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Example: Tracing through the SVD

Consider a matrix

A =




4 3
2 2
−1 −3
−5 −2


 ,

and its SVD [U, S, V ] = svd(A):

U =


−0.6122 0.0523 0.0642 0.7864
−0.3415 0.2026 0.8489 −0.3487
0.3130 −0.8070 0.4264 0.2625
0.6408 0.5522 0.3057 0.4371

 , S =


8.1655 0

0 2.3074
0 0
0 0

 , V =

(
−0.8142 −0.5805
−0.5805 0.8142

)
.

Now consider a vector x = (0.243, 0.97) (scaled very slightly so it is a unit vector, ‖x‖ = 1).
Multiplying by V T rotates (and flips) x to p = V Tx; still ‖p‖ = 1.

x1

x2

v1

v2

x

v1

v2

p
<latexit sha1_base64="8eKgxM/cyAyQLm4lBSSBjWLBDGM=">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</latexit>

Next multiplying by S scales p to q = Sp. Notice there are an imaginary third and fourth coordinates
now; they are both coming out of the page! Don’t worry, they won’t poke you since their magnitude
is 0.

v1

v2q
<latexit sha1_base64="/18FIqY5zy4tDxcY0HK1mjP+mXs=">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</latexit>

Finally, y = Uq = Ax is again another rotation of q in this four dimensional space.
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import scipy as sp
import numpy as np
from scipy import linalg as LA

A = np.array([[4.0,3.0], [2.0,2.0], [-1.0,-3.0], [-5.0,-2.0]])
U, s, Vt = LA.svd(A, full_matrices=False)
prin(U)
#[[-0.61215255 -0.05228813]
# [-0.34162337 -0.2025832 ]
# [ 0.31300005 0.80704816]
# [ 0.64077586 -0.55217683]]
print(s)
#[ 8.16552039 2.30743942]
print(Vt)
#[[-0.81424526 -0.58052102]
# [ 0.58052102 -0.81424526]]

x = np.array([0.243,0.97])
x = x/LA.norm(x)

xi = Vt.dot(x)
print(xi)
#[-0.7609864 -0.64876784]
print(LA.norm(xi))
#1.0

S = LA.diagsvd(s,2,2)
eta = S.dot(xi)
print(eta)
#[-6.21384993 -1.49699248]
print(LA.norm(eta))
#6.391628704703714

S = LA.diagsvd(s,2,2)
eta = S.dot(xi)
print eta

y = U.dot(eta)
print(y)
#[ 3.88209899 2.42606187 -3.1530804 -3.15508046]
print(A.dot(x))
#[ 3.88209899 2.42606187 -3.1530804 -3.15508046]

7.2.1 Best Rank-k Approximation of a Matrix
So how does this help solve the initial problem of finding B∗, which minimized the SSE? The singular
values hold the key.

It turns out that there is a unique singular value decomposition, up to ties in the singular values. This
means, there is exactly one (up to singular value ties) set of right singular vectors which rotate into a basis
so that ‖Ax‖ = ‖SV Tx‖ for all x ∈ Rd (recall that U is orthogonal, so it does not change the norm,
‖Uq‖ = ‖q‖).

Next we realize that the singular values come in sorted order σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σr. In fact, they are
defined so that we choose v1 so it maximizes ‖Av1‖ and ‖Av1‖ = σ1 (and thus ‖A‖2 = σ1). Then we find
the next singular vector v2 which is orthogonal to v1 and maximizes ‖Av2‖, as ‖Av2‖ = σ2, and so on. In
general σj = ‖Avj‖.
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If we define B with the basis VB = {v1, v2, . . . , vk}, then for any vector a

‖a− πB(a)‖2 =

∥∥∥∥∥∥

d∑

j=1

vj〈a, vj〉 −
k∑

j=1

vj〈a, vj〉

∥∥∥∥∥∥

2

=
d∑

j=k+1

〈a, vj〉2.

so the projection error of this VB is that part of a in the last (d− k) right singular vectors.
But we are not trying to directly predict new data here (like in regression). Rather, we are trying to

approximate the data we have. We want to minimize
∑

i ‖ai − πB(ai)‖2. But for any vector v, we recall
now that

‖Av‖2 =

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥




〈a1, v〉
〈a2, v〉

...
〈an, v〉




∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

2

=
n∑

i=1

〈ai, v〉2.

Thus the projection error can be measured with a set of orthonormal vectors w1, w2, . . . , wd−k which are
each orthogonal to B, as

∑d−k
j′=1 ‖Awj′‖2. When defining B as the first k right singular values, then these

orthogonal vectors can be the remaining (d − k) right singular vectors (that is wj′ = wj−k = vj), so the
projection error is

n∑

i=1

‖ai − πB(ai)‖2 =

n∑

i=1




d∑

j=k+1

〈ai, vj〉2

 =

d∑

j=k+1

(
n∑

i=1

〈ai, vj〉2
)

=

d∑

j=k+1

‖Avj‖2 =

d∑

j=k+1

σ2
j .

And thus by how the right singular vectors are defined, the above expression is equivalent to the sum of
squared errors

SSE(A,B) =
∑

ai∈A
‖ai − πB(ai)‖2.

This is minimized (restricting thatB contains the origin) whenB is defined as the span of the first k singular
vectors.

Matrix Ak, the best rank-k approximation of matrix A. A similar goal is to find the best rank-k approx-
imation of A. That is a matrix Ak ∈ Rn×d so that rank(Ak) = k and it minimizes both

‖A−Ak‖2 and ‖A−Ak‖F .

In fact, the solution Ak will satisfy ‖A−Ak‖2 = σk+1 and ‖A−Ak‖2F =
∑d

j=k+1 σ
2
j .

This Ak matrix also comes from the SVD. If we set Sk as the matrix S in the decomposition so that all
except the first k singular values are 0, then it has rank k. Hence Ak = USkV

T also has rank k and is
our solution. But we can notice that when we set most of Sk to 0, then the last (d − k) columns of V are
meaningless since they are only multiplied by 0s in USkV T , so we can also set those to all 0s, or remove
them entirely (along with the last (d− k) columns of Sk). Similar we can make 0 or remove the last (n− k)
columns of U . These matrices are referred to as Vk and Uk respectively, and also Ak = UkSkV

T
k .

Another way to understand this construction is to rewrite A as

A = USV T =

r∑

j=1

σjujv
T
j
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where each ujvTj is an n × d matrix with rank 1, the result of an outer product. We can ignore terms for
j > r since then σj = 0. This makes clear how the rank of A is at most r since it is the sum of r rank-1
matrices. Extending this, then Ak is simply

Ak = UkSkV
T
k =

k∑

j=1

σjujv
T
j .

This implies that ‖A‖2F =
∑d

j=1 σ
2
j and ‖Ak‖2F =

∑k
j=1 σ

2
j . We can see this since orthonormal matrices U

and V satisfy ‖U‖F = 1 and ‖V ‖F = 1; so

‖A‖2F = ‖USV T ‖2F = ‖S‖2F =
d∑

j=1

σ2
j

‖Ak‖2F = ‖USkV T ‖2F = ‖Sk‖2F =
k∑

j=1

σ2
j .

Example: Best Rank-k Approximation

For a matrix A ∈ Rn×d, the best rank-k approximation is a matrix Ak ∈ Rn×d derived from the
SVD. We can zero-out all but the first k singular values in S to create a matrix Sk. If we similarly
zero out all but the first k columns of U (the top k left singular vectors) and the first k rows of V T

(the top k right singular vectors), these represent matrices Uk and Vk. The resulting product UkSkV T
k

is Ak.

=

V T
k

<latexit sha1_base64="zdDn6uowZvkdiRglIPhhZfXqR1Q=">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</latexit>

Sk
<latexit sha1_base64="vds+ap24FSz9vtOIms95IFNsAbY=">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</latexit>

Uk
<latexit sha1_base64="HjEfMbzyLtvRDQJHteN4FHvmKDs=">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</latexit>

Ak
<latexit sha1_base64="6xrmos0BSY50e/XqrEpK9cVQy1U=">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</latexit>
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Geometry of Projection on to top k.

The rank-k matrix Vk also encodes the projection onto the best k-dimensional subspace. Simply left-
multiply any data point x ∈ Rd with V T

k and the resulting vector V T
k x ∈ Rk is the k-representation in

the best k-dimensional subspace (that contains the origin) in terms of maximizing the sum of squared
variation among the remaining points.
Each row of V T

k , the right singular vector vj results in the jth coordinate of the new vector as 〈vj , x〉.

(
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Heavy-Tailed distributions. For many data matrices A ∈ Rn×d, most of the variation in the data will
occur within a low rank approximation. That is, for a small k � d it will be that ‖A−Ak‖2F /‖A‖2F will be
very small. For instance for n = 1000, d = 50 and k = 3 it may be that ‖A − Ak‖2F /‖A‖2F ≤ 0.05 or for
k = 10 that ‖A−Ak‖2F /‖A‖2F ≤ 0.001 (less than 0.1% of all variation is removed).

However, for many other internet-scale data sets this is very much not the case. And even for large values
of k (say k = 100), then ‖A−Ak‖2F /‖A‖2F is large (say > 0.4).

To illustrate this phenomenon, it is useful to consider a multiset X so each x ∈ X has x = i ∈ [u]. For
instance all words in a book. Then the normalized frequency of the ith element is defined hi = |{x ∈ X |
x = i}|/|X|. These may follow Zipf’s law, where the frequency decays very gradually.

Zipf’s Law: the frequency of data is inversely proportional to its rank.
The ith most frequent item will have normalized frequency hi ≈ c/i for a fixed constant c.

For instance, in the Brown corpus, an enormous English language text corpus the three most common
words are “the” at 7% (hthe = 0.07); “of” at 3.5% (hof = 0.035); and “and” at 2.8% (hand = 0.028). So for
this application the constant in Zipf’s law is roughly c = 0.07.

This also commonly happens for customer preferences across a large population. For instance many
large internet companies were built by delivering on the long tail of user preferences (e.g., Amazon for
offering more options than local book stores, and Netflix for offering more movie options than a rental
store.) These effects are often hard to observe at small scales, but can become very apparent across large
diverse populations.

Ethical Questions with Handling the Long Tail

The domination of some long-tail-built companies (like Amazon and Netflix) put smaller more fo-
cused companies out of business (local book stores or video rental shops). What are some benefits
and disadvantages of such an accumulation of control? And how should we try to weigh the corre-
sponding pros and cons? If the cons outweigh the pros, what are mechanisms to try to prevent such
domination, or in the other case to encourage it?

7.3 Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
A related matrix decomposition to the SVD is the eigen-decomposition. This is only defined for a square
matrix M ∈ Rn×n.

An eigenvector of M is a vector v such that there is some scalar λ that satisfies

Mv = λv.

That is, multiplying M by v results in a scaled version of v. When v is normalized so ‖v‖ = 1, then the
associated value λ is called the eigenvalue.

In general, a square matrix M ∈ Rn×n may have up to n eigenvectors (a matrix V ∈ Rn×n) and eigen-
values (a vector l ∈ Rn). Some of the eigenvalues may be complex numbers (even when all of M ’s entries
are real!).

from scipy import linalg as LA
l, V = LA.eig(M)

For this reason, we will focus on positive semidefinite matrices. A positive definite matrix M ∈ Rn×n is
a symmetric matrix with all positive eigenvalues. Another characterization is that for every vector x ∈ Rn
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then xTMx is positive. A positive semidefinite matrix M ∈ Rn×n may have some eigenvalues at 0 but they
are otherwise positive; equivalently for any vector x ∈ Rn, then xTMx may be zero or positive.

How do we get positive semi-definite matrices? Lets start with a data matrix A ∈ Rn×d. Then we can
construct two positive semidefinite matrices

MR = ATA and ML = AAT .

Matrix MR is d× d and ML is n× n. If the rank of A is d, then MR is positive definite. If the rank of A is
n, then ML is positive definite.

Eigenvectors and eigenvalues relation to SVD. Next consider the SVD ofA so that [U, S, V ] = svd(A).
Then we can write

MRV = ATAV = (V SUT )(USV T )V = V S2.

Note that the last step follows because for orthogonal matrices U and V , then UTU = I and V TV = I ,
where I is the identity matrix, which has no effect in the product. The matrix S is a diagonal square1

matrix S = diag(σ1, σ2, . . . , σd). Then S2 = SS (the product of S with S) is again diagonal with entries
S2 = diag(σ2

1, σ
2
2, . . . , σ

2
d).

Now consider a single column vj of V (which is the jth right singular vector of A). Then extracting this
column’s role in the linear system MRV = V S2 we obtain

MRvj = vjσ
2
i .

This means that vj , the jth right singular vector of A, is an eigenvector (in fact the jth eigenvector) of
MR = ATA. Moreover, the jth eigenvalue λj of MR is the jth singular value of A squared: λj = σ2

j .
Similarly we can derive

MLU = AATU = (USV T )(V SUT )U = US2,

and hence the left singular vectors of A are the eigenvectors of ML = AAT and the eigenvalues of ML are
also the squared singular values of A.

Eigendecomposition. In general, the eigenvectors provide a basis for a matrix M ∈ Rn×n in the same
way that the right V or left singular vectors U provide a basis for matrix A ∈ Rn×d. In fact, it is again a
very special basis, and is unique up to the multiplicity of eigenvalues. This implies that all eigenvectors are
orthogonal to each other.

Let V = [v1, v2, . . . , vn] be the eigenvectors of the matrix M ∈ Rn×n, as columns in the matrix V . Also
let L = diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λn) be the eigenvalues of M stored on the diagonal of matrix L. Then we can
decompose M as

M = V LV −1.

Note that the inverse of L is L−1 = diag(1/λ1, 1/λ2, . . . , 1/λn). Hence we can write

M−1 = V L−1V −1.

1Technically, the S matrix from the svd has dimensions S ∈ Rn×d. To make this described simple argument work with this
technicality, lets first assume w.l.o.g. (without loss of generality) that d ≤ n. Then the bottom n− d rows of S are all zeros, which
mean the right n − d rows of U do not matter. So we can ignore both these n − d rows and columns. Then S is square. This
makes U no longer orthogonal, so UTU is then a projection, not identity; but it turns out this is a projection to the span of A, so the
argument still works.
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When M is positive definite, it has n positive eigenvectors and eigenvalues; hence V is orthogonal, so
V −1 = V T . Thus in this situation, given the eigendecomposition, we now have a way to compute the
inverse

M−1 = V L−1V T ,

which was required in our almost closed-form solution for linear regression. Now we just need to compute
the eigendecomposition, which we will discuss next.

7.4 The Power Method
The power method refers to what is probably the simplest algorithm to compute the first eigenvector and
value of a matrix. By factoring out the effect of the first eigenvector, we can then recursively repeat the
process on the remainder until we have found all eigenvectors and values. Moreover, this implies we can
also reconstruct the singular value decomposition as well.

We will consider M ∈ Rn×n, a positive semidefinite matrix: M = ATA.

Algorithm 7.4.1 PowerMethod(M, q)

initialize u(0) as a random unit vector.
for i = 1 to q do
u(i) := Mu(i−1)

return v := u(q)/‖u(q)‖

We can unroll the for loop to reveal another interpretation. We can directly set v(q) = M qv(0), so all
iterations are incorporated into one matrix-vector multiplication. Recall that M q = M ·M ·M · . . . ·M ,
for q times. However, these q matrix multiplications are much more computationally expensive then q
matrix-vector multiplications.

Alternatively we are provided only the matrix A (where M = ATA) then we can run the algorithm
without explicitly constructing M (since for instance if d > n and A ∈ Rn×d, then the size of M (d2) may
be much larger than A (nd)). Then we simply replace the inside of the for-loop with

u(i) := AT (Au(i−1))

where we first multiply ũ = Au(i−1) and then complete u(i) = AT ũ.

Recovering all eigenvalues. The output of PowerMethod(M = ATA, q) is a single unit vector v, which
we will argue is arbitrarily close to the first eigenvector v1. Clearly we can recover the first eigenvalue as
λ1 = ‖Mv1‖. Since we know the eigenvectors form a basis for M , they are orthogonal. Hence, after we
have constructed the first eigenvector v1, we can factor it out from M as follows:

A1 := A−Av1v
T
1

M1 := AT1 A1

Then we run PowerMethod(M1 = AT1 A1, q) to recover v2, and λ2; factor them out of M1 to obtain M2, and
iterate.
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Geometry of Why the Power Method Works?

To understand why the power method works, assume we know the eigenvectors v1, v2, . . . , vn and
eigenvalues λ1, λ2, . . . , λn of M ∈ Rn×n.
Since the eigenvectors form a basis for M , and assuming it is full rank, then it is also a basis for
all of Rn (if not, then it does not have n eigenvalues, and we can fill out the rest of the basis of Rn
arbitrarily). Hence any vector, including the initialization random vector u(0), can be written as

u(0) =

n∑

j=1

αjvj .

Recall that αj = 〈u(0), vj〉, and since it is random, it is possible to claima that with probability at
least 1/2 that for any αj we have that |αj | ≥ 1

2

√
n. We will now assume that this holds for j = 1, so

α1 > 1/2
√
n.

Next since we can interpret that algorithm as v = M qu(0), then lets analyze M q. If M has jth
eigenvector vj and eigenvalue λj , that is, Mvj = λjvj , then M q has jth eigenvalue λqj since

M qvj = M ·M · . . . ·Mvj = M q−1(vjλj) = M q−2(vjλj)λj = . . . = vjλ
q
j .

This holds for each eigenvalue of M q. Hence we can rewrite the output by summing over the terms
in the eigenbasis as

v =

∑n
j=1 αjλ

q
jvj√∑n

j=1(αjλ
q
j)

2
.

Finally, we would like to show our output v is close to the first eigenvector v1. We can measure
closeness with the dot product (actually we will need to use its absolute value since we might find
something close to −v1). If they are almost the same, the dot product will be close to 1 (or −1).

|〈M qu(0), v1〉| =
α1λ

q
1√∑n

j=1(αjλ
q
j)

2

≥ α1λ
q
1√

α2
1λ

2q
1 + nλ2t

2

≥ α1λ
q
1

α1λ
q
1 + λq2

√
n

= 1− λq2
√
n

α1λ
q
1 + λq2

√
n

≥ 1− 2
√
n

(
λ2

λ1

)q
.

The first inequality holds because λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λj for all j > 2. The third inequality (going to third
line) holds by dropping the λq2

√
n term in the denominator, and since α1 > 1/2

√
n.

Thus if there is “gap” between the first two eigenvalues (λ1/λ2 is large), then this algorithm con-
verges quickly (at an exponential rate) to where |〈v, v1〉| = 1.

aSince u(0) is a unit vector, its norm is 1, and because {v1, . . . , vn} is a basis, then 1 = ‖u(0)‖2 =
∑n
j=1 α

2
j . Since it

is random, then E[α2
j ] = 1/n for each j. Applying a concentration of measure (almost a Markov Inequality, but need to

be more careful), we can argue that with probability 1/2 any α2
j > (1/4) · (1/n), and hence αj > (1/2) · (1/

√
n).
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7.5 Principal Component Analysis
Recall that the original goal of this topic was to find the k-dimensional subspace B to minimize

‖A− πB(A)‖2F =
∑

ai∈A
‖ai − πB(ai)‖2.

We have not actually solved this problem yet. The top k right singular values Vk of A only provided this
bound assuming that B contains the origin: (0, 0, . . . , 0). However, this might not be the case!

Geometry of Principal Components vs. Right Singular Vectors

The right singular vectors directly from the SVD (without centering) and the principal components
can be very different. And they can represent very different amounts of variation of the data in
the top components. For instance in the example, the 1 top principal component (in green) does a
significantly better job of representing the shape of the data than the 1 top right singular vector (in
blue).

right singular vectors

principal components

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is an extension of the SVD when we do not restrict that the subspace
Vk must go through the origin. It turns out, like with simple linear regression, that the optimal B must go
through the mean of all of the data. So we can still use the SVD, after a simple preprocessing step called
centering to shift the data matrix so its mean is exactly at the origin.

Specifically, centering is adjusting the original input data matrix A ∈ Rn×d so that each column (each
dimension) has an average value of 0. This is easier than it seems. Define āj = 1

n

∑n
i=1Ai,j (the average

of each column j). Then set each Ãi,j = Ai,j − āj to represent the entry in the ith row and jth column of
centered matrix Ã.

There is a centering matrixCn = In− 1
n11T where In is the n×n identity matrix, 1 is the all-ones column

vector (of length n) and thus 11T is the all-ones n× n matrix. Then we can also just write Ã = CnA.
Now to perform PCA on a data set A, we compute [U, S, V ] = svd(CnA) = svd(Ã).
Then the resulting singular values diag(S) = {σ1, σ2, . . . , σr} are known as the principal values, and the

top k right singular vectors Vk = [v1 v2 . . . vk] are known as the top-k principal directions.
This often gives a better fitting to the data than just SVD. The SVD finds the best rank-k approximation of

A, which is the best k-dimensional subspace (under Frobenius and spectral norms) which passes through
the origin. If all of the data is far from the origin, this can essentially “waste” a dimension to pass through
the origin. However, PCA also needs to store the shift from the origin, a vector c̃ = (ã1, ã2, . . . , ãd) ∈ Rd.

import numpy as np
A= np.array([[1,4],[2,3],[2,12]])

#centering with mean vector c
c = A.mean(0)
Ac = A - np.outer(np.ones(3),c)
print(c,A_c)
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# [1.66666667 5.66666667]
# [[-0.66666667 -1.66666667]
# [ 0.33333333 -2.66666667]
# [ 0.33333333 4.33333333]]

#centering with matrix C
C = np.eye(3) - np.ones(3)/3
Acc = C @ A
print(Acc)
# [[-0.66666667 -1.66666667]
# [ 0.33333333 -2.66666667]
# [ 0.33333333 4.33333333]]

7.6 Multidimensional Scaling
Dimensionality reduction is an abstract problem with input of a high-dimensional data set P ⊂ Rd and a
goal of finding a corresponding lower dimensional data set Q ⊂ Rk, where k � d, and properties of P are
preserved in Q. Both low-rank approximations through direct SVD and through PCA are examples of this:
Q = πVk(P ). However, these techniques require an explicit representation of P to start with. In some cases,
we are only presented P through distances. There are two common variants:

• We are provided a set of n objects X , and a bivariate function d : X ×X → R that returns a distance
between them. For instance, we can put two cities into an airline website, and it may return a dollar
amount for the cheapest flight between those two cities. This dollar amount is our “distance.”
• We are simply provided a matrix D ∈ Rn×n, where each entry Di,j is the distance between the ith

and jth point. In the first scenario, we can calculate such a matrix D.

Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) has the goal of taking such a distance matrixD for n points and giving
(typically) low-dimensional Euclidean coordinates to these points so that the resulting points have similar
spatial relations to that described in D. If we had some original data set A which resulted in D, we could
just apply PCA to find the embedding. It is important to note, in the setting of MDS we are typically just
given D, and not the original data A. However, as we will show next, we can derive a matrix that will act
like AAT using only D.

Classical MDS. The most common variant of MDS is known as classical MDS which is uses the centering
matrix Cn = I− 1

n11
T from PCA, but applies it on both sides ofD(2) which squares all entries ofD so that

D
(2)
i,j = D2

i,j . This creates a matrix M = −1
2CnD

(2)Cn. Then the embedding uses the top k eigenvectors
of M and scales them appropriately by the square-root of the eigenvalues. That is let V LV = M be its
eigendecomposition. The let Vk and Lk represent the top k eigenvectors and values respectively. The final
point set is VkLk = Q ∈ Rn×k. So the n rows q1, . . . , qn ∈ Rk are the embeddings of points to represent
distance matrix D. This algorithm is sketched in Algorithm 7.6.1

Algorithm 7.6.1 Classical Multidimensional Scaling: CMDS(D, k)

Set M = −1
2CnD

(2)Cn # double centering
Construct [L, V ] = eig(M) # the eigendocomposition of M
return Q = VkL

1/2
k # projection to best k-dimensions

MDS is often used for k as 2 or 3 so the data can be easily visualized.
There are several other forms of recovering an embedding from distances more directly. This approach

is known to minimize a quantity called “stress” which is associated with the inner products rather than the
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distances. It recovers the distances with no error if we use all n eigenvectors – if they exist. However, as
mentioned, there may be less than n eigenvectors, or they may be associated with complex eigenvalues. So
if our goal is an embedding into k = 3 or k = 10, this is not totally assured to work; yet Classical MDS is
used a lot nonetheless.

7.6.1 Why does Classical MDS work?
A similarity matrix S is an n × n matrix where entry Si,j is the similarity between the ith and the jth data
point. The similarity often associated with Euclidean distance ‖ai − aj‖ is the standard inner product (i.e.,
dot product) 〈ai, aj〉. In particular, we can expand squared Euclidian distance as

‖ai − aj‖2 = ‖ai‖2 + ‖aj‖2 − 2〈ai, aj〉,
and hence

〈ai, aj〉 =
1

2

(
‖ai‖2 + ‖aj‖2 − ‖ai − aj‖2

)
. (7.1)

Next we observe that for the n× n matrix AAT the entry [AAT ]i,j = 〈ai, aj〉. So it seems hopeful we can
derive AAT from S using equation (7.1). That is we can set ‖ai − aj‖2 = D2

i,j . However, we also need
values for ‖ai‖2 and ‖aj‖2.

Since the embedding has an arbitrary shift to it (if we add a shift vector s to all embedding points,
then no distances change), then we can arbitrarily choose a1 to be at the origin. Then ‖a1‖2 = 0 and
‖aj‖2 = ‖a1 − aj‖2 = D2

1,j . Using this assumption and equation (7.1), we can then derive the similarity
matrix AAT . Specifically, each entry is set

[AAT ]i,j =
1

2
(D2

i,1 +D2
j,1 −D2

i,j).

LetEi be an n×nmatrix that is all 0s except the ith column which is all 1s. Then for a matrix Z ∈ Rn×n,
the product EiS has each column as the ith column of Z, and the product ZETi has each row as the ith row
of S. Using this notation, we can reformulate the above expression as single matrix operation, where D(2)

is define so D(2)
i,j = D2

i,j , as

AAT =
1

2
(E1D

(2) +D(2)ET1 −D(2)).

However, it is now clear there is nothing special about the first row, and we replace each E1 with any Ei, or
indeed the average over them. Using the so-called mean matrix E = 1

n

∑n
i=1Ei = 1

n11
T , this results in

AAT =
1

2n

n∑

i=1

(
EiD

(2) +D(2)ETi −D(2)
)

= −1

2

(
D(2) − 1

n

n∑

i=1

EiD
(2) −D(2) 1

n

∑

i=1

ETi

)

= −1

2

(
D(2) − ED(2) −D(2)E

)

= −1

2
(I − E)D(2)(I − E) + ED(2)E

= −1

2
CnD

(2)Cn + D̄(2).

The last line follows since (I − E) = Cn is the centering matrix and using

D̄(2) = ED(2)E =
1

n2

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

D2
i,j11

T
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which is an n × n matrix with all entries the same, specifically the average of all squared distances c =
1
n2

∑n
i=1

∑n
j=1D

2
i,j .

We have almost derived Classical MDS, but need to remove D̄(2). So we consider an alternative n × n
matrix X = [x1;x2; . . . ;xn] as a stacked set of points so that 〈xi, xj〉 = 〈ai, aj〉 − c. Thus

XXT = AAT − D̄(2) = −1

2
CnD

(2)Cn = M.

Since c is a fixed constant, we observe for any i, j that

‖xi − xj‖2 = ‖xi‖2 + ‖xj‖2 − 2〈xi, xj〉 = ‖ai‖2 − c+ ‖aj‖2 − c− 2(〈ai, aj〉 − c)
= ‖ai‖2 + ‖aj‖2 − 2〈ai, aj〉 = ‖ai − aj‖2 = D2

i,j .

That is X represents the distances in D(2) just as well as A. Why should we use XXT instead of AAT ?
First, it is simpler. But more importantly, it “centers” the data points x1, . . . xn. That is if we reapply the
centering matrix on X to get Z = CnX , then we recover X again, so the points are already centered:

ZZT = (CnX)(XTCTn ) = −1

2
CnCnD

(2)CnCn = −1

2
CnD

(2)Cn = XXT .

This follows since CnCn = (I −E)(I −E) = I2 +E2− 2E = I +E− 2E = Cn. The key observation is
that E2 = 1

n211
T11T = 1

n21n1
T = E since the inner 1T1 = n is a dot product over two all-ones vectors.

Example: Classical MDS

Consider the example 5× 5 distance matrix

D =




0 4 3 7 8
4 0 1 6 7
3 1 0 5 7
7 6 5 0 1
8 7 7 1 0




We can run Classical MDS to obtain a (k = 2)-dimensional representation point set Q. It is shown
in the following plot. Note that it is automatically centered; the mean of Q is the origin.

import numpy as np
from scipy import linalg as LA

#input distance matrix
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D = np.array([[0,4,3,7,8],[4,0,1,6,7],[3,1,0,5,7],[7,6,5,0,1],[8,7,7,1,0]])
D2 = np.square(D)

#double centering
C = np.eye(5) - 0.2*np.ones(5)
M = -0.5* C @ D2 @ C

#eigendecomposition (forcing real eigenvalue squaroots)
l,V = LA.eig(M)
s = np.real(np.power(l,0.5))
V2 = V[:,[0,1]]
s2 = np.diag(s[0:2])

#low (2) dimensiona points
Q = V2 @ s2

#printing
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
plt.plot(Q[:,0],Q[:,1],’ro’)
plt.show()

7.7 Linear Discriminant Analysis

Another tool that can be used to learn a Euclidian distance for data is Linear Discriminant Analysis (or
LDA). This term has a few variants, we focus on the multi-class setting. This means we begin with a data
set X ⊂ Rd, and a known partition of X into k classes (or clusters) S1, S2, . . . , Sk ⊂ X , so

⋃
Si = X and

Si ∩ Sj = ∅ for i 6= j.

Let µi = 1
|Si|
∑

x∈Si x be the mean of class i, and let Σi = 1
|Si|
∑

x∈Si(x−µi)(x−µi)T by its covariance.

Similarly, we can represent the overall mean as µ = 1
|X|
∑

x∈X x. Then we can then represent the between
class covariance as

ΣB =
1

|X|
k∑

i=1

|Si|(µi − µ)(µi − µ)T .

In contrast the overall within class covariance is

ΣW =
1

|X|
k∑

i=1

|Si|Σi =
1

|X|
k∑

i=1

∑

x∈Si

(x− µi)(x− µi)T .
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Example: Between and Within Class Covariances

The figures shows three color-coded classes with their means: µ1 for blue, µ2 for red, and µ3 for
green. The vectors, whose sum of outer-products generates the class covariances Σ1, Σ2, and Σ3

are color-coded as well. The overall mean, and the vectors for the between class covariance ΣB are
shown in black.

µ
<latexit sha1_base64="1PEnUNdFkqumBcABWYojiDLrvu8=">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</latexit>

µ1
<latexit sha1_base64="LOqM42MfYEdbKVOwn9NO3sPbcOU=">AAAELXicdVPLbhMxFHU7PEp4tWXZzYgUiU2jTCACIVWKhCqxQBAEaStlRpHHc5NYsT2W7SlE1ixZs2EBKyR+gK9hgYTY8gN8APYkVfMASzO6c8859547tlPJqDbN5o+NzeDS5StXt67Vrt+4eev29s7usc4LRaBHcpar0xRrYFRAz1DD4FQqwDxlcJJOnnr85AyUprl4Y6YSEo5Hgg4pwcalejEvBtFgu95sNKsVrgfRPKh39v58+fg++dod7AS7cZaTgoMwhGGt+1FTmsRiZShhUNbiQoPEZIJH0HehwBx0Yiu3ZXjPZbJwmCv3CBNW2VqswXkXIzO2sYF35i3NzPiw3WhTUS6BftD/ghIrKjLnqrRNztcwPaGytK1Gu8IuPFrMtZ7y1Hnj2Iz1KuaT/8L6hRk+TiwVsjAgSBkuCaHQRFFp1lpV5Wqxm4PknGOR2RikLm18hpULKMvFCuxG8lus3VwxNcBdufCgJU01FMjDg2gWm1yeQ66CgsUapOxHieskdKHAW7DxUfG6cmjrUVmuCdJ1gX+n6Tl9kTzJoJztnCbWf6zgacGYI4h8tj/hfpUBsx/6v7bEZFnV2EXDMNbDIeaUTUPfc5noT/vMopPY+DlWI/C0C9GKgFAzr1ydOZuyAhzbUDEN+/UoWW3wsnv0YtHzuU5B5mS+qWc8KUMnrNXcLYpW78x6cNxqRA8arVdRvfMQzdYW2kN30X0UoUeog56hLuohgij6gD6hz8G34HvwM/g1o25uzDV30NIKfv8FXixy+Q==</latexit>

µ2
<latexit sha1_base64="iBM92EXYagwrnEmYQ9BaqnLGKGw=">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</latexit>

µ3
<latexit sha1_base64="ihUa8Jix1hZ8oDNYW65xaHqtluE=">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</latexit>

The goal of LDA is a representation of X in a k′-dimensional space that maximizes the between class
covariance while minimizing the within class covariance. This is often formalized as finding the set of
vectors u which maximize

uTΣBu

uTΣWu
.

For any k′ ≤ k − 1, we can directly find the orthogonal basis Vk′ = {v1, v2, . . . , vk′} that maximizes the
above goal with an eigen-decomposition. In particular, Vk′ is the top k′ eigenvectors of Σ−1

W ΣB . Then to
obtain the best representation of X we set the new data set as the projection onto the k′-dimensional space
spanned by Vk

X̃ ←= V T
k′X

so x̃ = V T
k′ x = (〈x, v1〉, 〈x, v2〉, . . . , 〈x, vk′〉) ∈ Rk′ .

This retains the dimensions which show difference between the classes, and similarity among the classes.
The removed dimensions will tend to show variance within classes without adding much difference between
the classes. Conceptually, if the data set can be well-clustered under the k-means clustering formulation,
then the Vk′ (say when rank k′ = k − 1) describes a subspace with should pass through the k sites {s1 =
µ1, s2 = µ2, . . . , sk = µk}; capturing the essential information needed to separate the centers.

7.8 Distance Metric Learning
When using PCA, one should enforce that the input matrix A has the same units in each column (and each
row). What should one do if this is not the case?

Lets re-examine the root of the problem: the Euclidean distance. It takes two vectors p, q ∈ Rd (perhaps
rows of A) and measures:

dEuc(p, q) = ‖p− q‖ =
√
〈p− q, p− q〉 =

√√√√
d∑

i=1

(pi − qi)2.

If each row of a data setA represents a data point, and each column and attribute, then the operation (pi−qi)2

is fine since pi and qi have the same units (they quantify the same attribute). However the
∑d

i=1 over these
terms adds together quantities that may have different units.
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The naive solution is to just brush away those units. These are normalization approaches where all values
pi and qi (in column i) are divided by a constant si with the same units as the elements in that column, and
maybe adding a constant. In one approach si is chosen to standardize all values in each column to lie in
[0, 1]. In the other common approach, the si values are chosen to normalize: so that the standard deviation
in each column is 1. Note that both of these approaches are affected oddly by outliers – a single outlier can
significantly change the effect of various data points. Moreover, if new dimensions are added which have
virtually the same value for each data point; these values are inflated to be as meaningful as another signal
direction. As a result, these normalization approaches can be brittle and affect the meaning of the data in
unexpected ways. However, they are also quite common, for better or worse.

If we are to choose a good metric in a principled way, we must know something about which points should
be close and which should be far. In the distance metric learning problem we assume that we have two sets
of pairs; the close pairs C ⊂ X × X and the far pairs F ⊂ X × X . This process starts with a dataset
X ⊂ Rd, and close and far pairs C and F and tries to find a metric so the close pairs have distance as small
as possible, while the far pairs have distance as large as possible.

In particular, we restrict to a Mahalanobis distance defined with respect to a positive semidefinite matrix
M ∈ Rd×d on points p, q ∈ Rd as

dM (p, q) =
√

(p− q)TM(p− q).

So given X and sets of pairs C and F , the goal is to find M to make the close point have small dM distance,
and far points have large dM distance. Specifically, we will consider finding the optimal distance dM∗ as

M∗ = max
M

min
{xi,xj}∈F

dM (xi, xj)
2

such that
∑

{xi,xj}∈C

dM (xi, xj)
2 ≤ κ.

That is we want to maximizes the closest pair in the far set F , while restricting that all pairs in the close set
C have their sum of squared distances are at most κ, some constant. We will not explicitly set κ, but rather
restrict M in some way so on average it does not cause much stretch. There are other reasonable similar
formulations, but this one will allow for simple optimization.

Notational Setup. Let H =
∑
{xi,xj}∈C(xi− xj)(xi− xj)T ; note that this is a sum of outer products, so

H is in Rd×d. For this to work we will need to assume that H is full rank; otherwise we don’t have enough
close pairs to measure. Or we can set H = H + δI for a small scalar δ.

Further, we can restrict M to have trace Tr(M) = d, and hence satisfying some constraint on the close
points a fixing the scaling of the distance. Recall that the trace of a matrix M is the sum ofM ’s eigenvalues.
Let P be the set of all positive semidefinite matrices with trace d; hence the identity matrix I is in P. Also,
let

4 = {α ∈ R|F | |
∑

αi = 1 & all αi ≥ 0}.

Let τi,j ∈ F (or simply τ ∈ F when the indexes are not necessary) to represent a far pair {xi, xj}. And
let Xτi,j = (xi − xj)(xi − xj)T ∈ Rd×d, an outer product. Let X̃τ = H−1/2XτH

−1/2. It turns out our
optimization goal is now equivalent (up to scaling factors, depending on κ) to finding

argmax
M∈P

min
α∈4

∑

τ∈F
ατ 〈X̃τ ,M〉.

Here 〈X,M〉 =
∑

s,tXs,tMs,t, a dot product over matrices, but since X will be related to an outer product
between two data points, this makes sense to think of as dM (X).
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Optimization procedure. Given the formulation above, we will basically try to find anM which stretches
the far points as much as possible while keeping M ∈ P. We do so using a general procedure referred to
as Frank-Wolfe optimization, which increases our solution using one data point (in this case a far pair) at a
time.

Set σ = d · 10−5 as a small smoothing parameter. Define a gradient as

gσ(M) =

∑
τ∈F exp(−〈X̃τ ,M〉/σ)X̃τ∑
τ∈F exp(−〈X̃τ ,M〉/σ)

.

Observe this is a weighted average over the X̃τ matrices. Let vσ,M be the maximal eigenvector of gσ(M);
the direction of maximal gradient.

Then the algorithm is simple. Initialize M0 ∈ P arbitrarily; for instance as M0 = I . Then repeatedly find
for t = 1, 2, . . . two steps: (1) find vt = vµ,Mt−1 , and (2) set Mt = t−1

t Mt−1 + 1
t vtv

T
t . This is summarized

in Algorithm 7.8.1.

Algorithm 7.8.1 Optimization for DML
Initialize M0 = I .
for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do

Set G = gσ(Mt−1)
Let vt = vσ,Mt−1 ; the maximal eigenvalue of G.
Update Mt = t−1

t Mt−1 + 1
t vtv

T
t .

return M = MT .

7.9 Matrix Completion
A common scenario is that a data set P is provided, but is missing some (or many!) of its attributes. Lets
focus on the case where P ∈ Rn×d that is an n × d matrix, that we can perhaps think of as n data points
in Rd, that is with d attributes each. For instance, Netflix may want to recommend a subset of n movies
to d customers. Each movie has only been seen, or even rated, by a small subset of all d customers, so
for each (movie, customer) pair (i, j), it could be a rating (saying a score from [0, 10], or some other value
based on their measured interaction), denoted Pi,j . But most pairs (i, j) are empty, there is no rating yet. A
recommendation would be based on the predicted score for unseen movies.

The typical notation defines a set Ω = {(i, j) | Pi,j 6= ∅} of the rated (movie, customer) pairs. Then
let ΠΩ(P ) describe the subset of pairs with scores and Π⊥Ω(P ) the compliment, the subset of pairs without
scores. The goal is to somehow fill in the values Π⊥Ω(P ).

Example: Missing Data in a Matrix

Consider a matrix where the 5 represent different users, and 4 columns represent movies. The ratings
are described numerically, with a large score indicating a better rating. However, some entries there
is no rating, and these are denoted as x.

P =




3 4 x 8
1 x 5 x
x 4 x 9
9 7 1 x
2 2 x x




with masks Ω =




1 1 0 1
1 0 1 1
0 1 0 1
1 1 1 0
1 1 0 0



.
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The simplest variants fill in the value as the average of all existing values in a row (the average rating in
a movie). Or it could be the average of existing scores of a column (average rating of a customer). Or an
average of these averages. But these approaches are not particularly helpful for personalizing the rating for
a customer (e.g., a customer who likes horror movies but not rom-coms is likely to score things differently
than one with the opposite preferences).

A common assumption in this area is that there are some simple ”latent factors” which determine a
customers preferences (e.g., they like horror, and thrillers, but not rom-coms). A natural way to capture this
is to assume there is some ”low-rank” structure in P . That is we would like to find a low-rank model for P
that fits the observed scores ΠΩ(P ). The most common formulation looks like ridge regression:

P ∗ = argmin
X∈Rn×d

1

2
‖ΠΩ(P −X)‖2F + λ‖X‖∗.

Here ‖X‖∗ is the nuclear norm of a matrix, it corresponds to the sum of its singular values (recall squared
Frobenius norm is different since it is the sum of squared singular values), and it serves as a regularization
term which biases the solution towards being low-rank.

A simple, and common way to approach this problem is iterative, and outlined in Algorithm 7.9.1. Start
with some guess for X (e.g., average of average of rows and of columns of PΩ). Take the svd of X to obtain
USV T ← svd(X). Shrink all singular values by λ or 0 (similar to Frequent Directions in Chapter 11.3, but
not on the squared values). This operation φλ is defined for diagonal matrix S as

φλ(S) = diag((S11 − λ)+, (S22 − λ)+, . . . , (Sdd − λ)+),

where (x− λ)+ = max{0, x− λ}. Then we update X̂ = Uφλ(S)V T ; this provides a lower rank estimate
since φλ(S) will set some of the singular values to 0. Finally, we refill the known values Ω as

X ← ΠΩ(P ) + Π⊥Ω(X̂),

and repeat until things do not change much on an update step (it has “converged”).

Algorithm 7.9.1 Matrix-Completion(P ,Ω,λ)
Initialize X with each Xi,j as

Xi,j =

{
ΠΩ(Pi,j) if (i, j) ∈ Ω
1
2(averagei∈[n](PΩ(Pi,j)) + averagej∈[d](PΩ(Pi,j))) otherwise

repeat
USV T ← svd(X)
X̂ ← Uφλ(S)V T

X ← ΠΩ(P ) + Π⊥Ω(X̂)
until “converged”
return X̂

This typically does not need too many iterations, but if n and d are large, then computing the SVD can be
expensive. Various matrix sketching approaches (again see Chapter 11.3) can be used in its place to estimate
a low-rank approximation more efficiently – especially those that pay attention to matrix sparsity. This is
appropriate since the rank will be reduced in the φλ step regardless, and is the point of the modeling.
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7.10 Random Projections
We conclude this chapter with a completely different approach to reducing the dimension of a large data set.
We consider a set of n points A ⊂ Rd. The goal is a mapping ν : Rd → Rk (with k � d) so it compresses
all of Rd to Rk. And in particular for any point set A ⊂ Rd we want all distances preserved so that for all
a, a′ ∈ A

(1− ε)‖a− a′‖ ≤ ‖ν(a)− ν(a′)‖ ≤ (1 + ε)‖a− a′‖. (7.2)

This is different than the requirements for PCA since we want all distances between pairs of points pre-
served, whereas PCA was asking for an average error to be small – and it was the average cost of the
projection to the subspace, and did not directly relate to the distance between points. Thus PCA allows
some points to have large error as long as most did not.

The idea to create ν is very simple: choose a linear one at random! Specifically, to create ν, we create
k random unit vectors v1, v2, . . . , vk, then project onto the subspace spanned by these vectors. Finally we
need to re-normalize by

√
d/k so the expected norm is preserved.

Algorithm 7.10.1 Random Projection
for i = 1 to k do

Choose vi ∼ Gd vi is drawn from a Gaussian distribution
Rescale vi =

√
d/k · vi/‖vi‖

for each points a ∈ A do
for i ∈ [k] do
qi = 〈a, vi〉 a is mapped to q = (q1, q2, . . . , qk) = ν(a) ∈ Rk in Q

return Q

A classic result, named after its authors, called the Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma, shows that if k is
roughly (1/ε2) log(n/δ) then for all a, a′ ∈ A equation (7.2) is satisfied with probability at least 1− δ. The
proof can almost be directly derived via a Chernoff-Hoeffding bound plus Union bound, however it requires
a more careful concentration of measure bound based on Chi-squared random variables. For each distance,
each random projection (after appropriate normalization) gives an unbiased estimate; this requires the 1/ε2

term to average these errors so the concentrated difference from the unbiased estimate is small. Then the
union bound over all

(
n
2

)
< n2 distances yields the log n term.

Interpretation of bounds. It is pretty amazing that this bound does not depend on d. Moreover, it is
essentially tight; that is, there are known point sets such that it requires dimensions proportional to 1/ε2 to
satisfy equation (7.2).

Although the log n component can be quite reasonable, the 1/ε2 part can be quite onerous. For instance,
if we want error to be within 1% error, we may need k at about log n times 10,000. It requires very large
d so that setting k = 10,000 is useful. Ultimately, this may be useful when k > 200, and not too much
precision is needed, and PCA is too slow. Otherwise, SVD or its approximations is often a better choice in
practice.
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Exercises

We will use a dataset, here: http://www.cs.utah.edu/˜jeffp/teaching/FoDA/A.csv

Q7.1: Read data set A.csv as a matrix A ∈ R30×6. Compute the SVD of A and report

1. the third right singular vector,

2. the second singular value, and

3. the fourth left singular vector.

4. What is the rank of A?

Compute Ak for k = 2.

1. What is ‖A−Ak‖2F ?

2. What is ‖A−Ak‖22?

Center A. Run PCA to find the best 2-dimensional subspace F to minimize ‖A− πF (A)‖2F . Report

1. ‖A− πF (A)‖2F and

2. ‖A− πF (A)‖22.

Q7.2: Consider another matrix A ∈ R8×4 with squared singular values σ2
1 = 10, σ2

2 = 5, σ2
3 = 2, and

σ2
4 = 1.

1. What is the rank of A?

2. What is ‖A−A2‖2F , where A2 is the best rank-2 approximation of A.

3. What is ‖A−A2‖22, where A2 is the best rank-2 approximation of A.

4. What is ‖A‖22?

5. What is ‖A‖2F ?

Let v1, v2, v3, v4 be the right singular vectors of A.

1. What is ‖Av2‖2?

2. What is 〈v1, v3〉?
3. What is ‖v4‖?

Let a1 ∈ R4 be the first row of A.

1. Write a1 in the basis defined by the right singular vectors of A.

Q7.3: Consider two matrices A1 and A2 both in R10×3. A1 has singular values σ1 = 20, σ2 = 2, and
σ3 = 1.5. A2 has singular values σ1 = 8, σ2 = 4, and σ3 = 0.001.

1. For which matrix will the power method converge faster to the top eigenvector of AT1 A1 (or
AT2 A2, respectively), and why?

Given the eigenvectors v1, v2, v3 of ATA. Explain step by step how to recover the following. Specifi-
cally, you should write the answers as linear algebraic expressions in terms of v1, v2, v3, and A; it can
involve taking norms, matrix multiply, addition, subtraction, but not something more complex like
SVD.
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2. the second singular value of A

3. the first right singular vector of A

4. the third left singular vector of A
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8 Clustering

Clustering is the automatic grouping of data points into subsets of similar points. There are numerous ways
to define this problem, and most of them are quite messy. And many techniques for clustering actually
lack a mathematical formulation. We will initially focus on what is probably the cleanest and most used
formulation: assignment-based clustering which includes k-center and the notorious k-means clustering.
But, for background, we will begin with a mathematical detour in Voronoi diagrams. Then we will also
describe various other clustering formulations to give insight into the breadth and variety of approaches in
this subdomain.

On clusterability: Given the vast landscape of clustering approaches, consider this overview:
When data is easily or naturally clusterable, most clustering algorithms work quickly and well.
When data is not easily or naturally clusterable, then no algorithm will find good clusters.
This statement is perhaps debatable, and “easily or naturally clusterable” is not defined here. But
there are definitely many ways to cluster data, and the most common ones all work on common sense
data examples with clusters.

8.1 Voronoi Diagrams
Consider a set S = {s1, s2, . . . , sk} ⊂ Rd of sites. We would like to understand how these points can carve
up the space Rd.

We now think of this more formally as the post office problem. Let these k sites each define the location
of a post office. For all points in Rd (e.g., a point on the map for points in R2), we would like to assign it to
the closest post office. For a fixed point x ∈ Rd, we can just check the distance to each post office:

φS(x) = arg min
si∈S
‖x− si‖.

However, this may be slow (naively check the distance to all k sites for each point x), and does not provide a
general representation or understanding for all points. The “correct” solution to this problem is the Voronoi
diagram.

The Voronoi diagram decomposes Rd into k regions (a Voronoi cell), one for each site. The region for
site si is defined.

Ri = {x ∈ Rd | φS(x) = si}.

Example: Voronoi in 1 Dimension

For four points {s1, s2, s3, s4} in R1, the boundaries between the Voronoi cells are shown. The
Voronoi cell for s3 is highlighted. The points x ∈ R1 so that φS(x) = s3 comprises this highlighted
region.

s4s1 s2 s3

If we have these regions nicely defined, this solves the post office problem. For any point x, we just need
to determine which region it lies in (for instance in R2, once we have defined these regions, through an
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extension of binary search, we can locate the region containing any x ∈ R2 in only roughly log k distance
computations and comparisons). But what do these regions look like, and what properties do they have.

Voronoi edges and vertices. We will start our discussion in R2. Further, we will assume that the sites S
are in general position: in this setting, it means that no set of three points lie on a common line, and that no
set of four points lie on a common circle.

The boundary between two regions Ri and Rj , called a Voronoi edge, is a line or line segment. This edge
ei,j is defined

ei,j = {x ∈ R2 | ‖x− si‖ = ‖x− sj‖ ≤ ‖x− s`‖ for all ` 6= i, j}

as the set of all points equal distance to si and sj , and not closer to any other point s`.

Geometry of Voronoi Diagram Edge

Why is the set of points ei,j a line segment? If we only have two points in S, then it is the bisector
between them. Draw a circle centered at any point x on this bisector, and if it intersects one of si or
sj , it will also intersect the other. This is true since we can decompose the squared distance from x to
si along orthogonal components: along the edge, and perpendicular to the edge from si to πei,j (si).

s1

s2

e1,2 x
<latexit sha1_base64="xWDxdxSoqXm9Y5ebMNVd9Q6H+3w=">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</latexit>

Similarly, a Voronoi vertex vi,j,` is a point where three sites si, sj , and s` are all equidistance, and no
other points are closer:

vi,j,` = {x ∈ R2 | ‖x− si‖ = ‖x− sj‖ = ‖x = s`‖ ≤ ‖x− sk‖ for all k 6= i, j, `}.

This vertex is the intersection (and end point) of three Voronoi edges ei,j , ei,`, and ej,`. Think of sliding a
point x along an edge ei,j and maintaining the circle centered at x and touching si and sj . When this circle
grows to where it also touches s`, then ei,j stops.
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Example: Voronoi Diagram

See the following example with k = 6 sites in R2. Notice the following properties: edges may be
unbounded, and the same with regions. The circle centered at v1,2,3 passes through s1, s2, and s3.
Also, Voronoi cell R3 has 5 = k − 1 vertices and edges.

s1

s2

s3

s5

s6

e1,2

e1,3

e2,3

v1,2,3

s4

Size complexity. So how complicated can these Voronoi diagrams get? A single Voronoi cell can have
k − 1 vertices and edges. So can the entire complex be of size that grows quadratically in k? (each of k
regions requiring complexity of roughly k)? No. The Voronoi vertices and edges describe a planar graph
(i.e., can be drawn in the plane, R2, with no edges crossing). And planar graphs have asymptotically the
same number of edges, faces, and vertices. In particular, Euler’s Formula for a planar graph with n vertices,
m edges, and k faces is that k + n − m = 2. To apply this rule to Voronoi diagrams, either one needs
to ignore the infinite edges (e.g., e1,2 in the example) or connect them all to a single imaginary vertex “at
infinite.” And Kuratowski’s criteria says for n ≥ 3, then m ≤ 3n − 6. Hence, k ≤ 2n − 4 for n ≥ 3. The
duality construction to Delauney triangulations (discussed below) will complete the argument. Since there
are k faces (the k Voronoi cells, one for each site), then there are also asymptotically roughly (3/2)k edges
and k/2 vertices.

However, this does not hold in R3. In particular, for R3 and R4, the complexity (number of cells, vertices,
edges, faces, etc) grows quadratically in k. This means, there could be roughly as many edges as their are
pairs of vertices!

But it can get much worse. In Rd (for general d) then the complexity is exponential in d, that is assymtot-
ically roughly kdd/2e. This is a lot. Hence, this structure is impractical to construct in high dimensions.

Curse of dimensionality: The curse of dimensionality, refers to when a problem has a nice, sim-
ple, and low-complexity structure in low dimensions, but then becomes intractable and unintuitive
in high-dimensions. For instance, many geometric properties, like the size complexity of Voronoi
diagrams, have linear complexity and are easy to draw in low-dimensions, but are unintuitive, and
have size complexity that grows exponentially as the dimension grows.

Moreover, since this structure is explicitly tied to the post office problem, and the nearest neighbor func-
tion φS , it indicates that in R2 this function is nicely behaved, but in high dimensions, it is quite complicated.
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8.1.1 Delaunay Triangulation
A fascinating aspect of the Voronoi diagram is that it can be converted into a very special graph called the
Delaunay triangulation where the sites S are vertices. This is the dual of the Voronoi diagram.

• Each face Ri of the Voronoi diagram maps to a vertex si in the Delaunay triangulation.
• Each vertex vi,j,` in the Voronoi diagram maps to a triangular face fi,j,` in the Delaunay triangulation.
• Each edge ei,j in the Voronoi diagram maps to an edge ēi,j in the Delaunay triangulation.

Example: Delaunay Triangulation

See the following example with 6 sites in R2. Notice that every edge, face, and vertex in the Delau-
nay triangulation corresponds to a edge, vertex, and face in the Voronoi diagram. Interestingly, the
associated edges may not intersect; see e2,6 and ē2,6.

s1

s2

s3

s4

s5

s6

e1,2

e1,3

e2,3

v1,2,3

e2,6

ē2,6

Because of the duality between the Voronoi diagram and the Delaunay triangulation, their complexities
are the same. That means the Voronoi diagram is of size roughly k for k sites in R2, but more generally is
of asymptotic size kdd/2e in Rd.

The existence of the Delaunay triangulation shows that there always exist a triangulation: A graph with
vertices of a given set of points S ⊂ R2 so that all edges are straightline segments between the vertices,
and each face is a triangle. In fact, there are many possible triangulations: one can always simply construct
some triangulation greedily, draw any possible edges that does not cross other edges until no more can be
drawn.

The Delaunay triangulation, however, is quite special. This is the triangulation that maximizes the small-
est angle over all triangles; for meshing applications in graphics and simulation, skinny triangles (with small
angles) cause numerical issues, and so these are very useful.

In circle property. Another cool way to define the Delaunay triangulation is through the in circle property.
For any three points, the smallest enclosing ball either has all three points on the boundary, or has two points
on the boundary and they are antipodal to each other. Any circle with two points antipodal on the boundary
si and sj (i.e., si and sj are on exact opposite spots on the circle), and contains no other points, then the
edge ei,j is in the Delaunay triangulation. The set of edges defined by pairs of points defining empty circles
is a subset of the Delaunay triangulation called the Gabriel graph.

Any circle with three points on its boundary si, sj , and s`, and no points in its interior, then the face fi,j,`
is in the Delaunay triangulation, as well as its three edges ei,j , ei,` and ej,`. But does not imply those edges
are in the Gabriel graph.
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For instance, on a quick inspection, (in the example above) it may not be clear if edge e3,5 or e4,6 should
be in the Delaunay triangulation. Clearly it can not be both since they cross. But the ball with boundary
through s3, s4, and s6 would contain s5, so the face f3,4,6 cannot be in the Delaunay triangulation. On the
other hand the ball with boundary through s3, s6, and s5 does not contain s4 or any other points in S, so the
face f3,5,6 is in the Delaunay triangulation.

8.1.2 Connection to Assignment-based Clustering
So what is the connection to clustering? Given a large set X ⊂ Rd of size n, we would like to find a set of k
sites S (post office locations) so that each point x ∈ X is near some post office. This is a proxy problem. So
given a set of sites S, determining for each x ∈ X which site is closest is exactly determined by the Voronoi
diagram.

In particular, in assignment-based clustering, each cluster is represented by a single site s ∈ S, to which
all other points in the cluster are “assigned.” Consider a set X , and distance d : X × X → R+, and the
output is a set S = {s1, s2, . . . , sk}. Using the Voronoi diagram this implicitly defines a set of clusters
where φS(x) = arg mins∈S d(x, s). Then the k-means clustering problem is to find the set S of k clusters
(often, but not always as a subset of X) to

minimize
∑

x∈X
d(φS(x), x)2.

So we want every point assigned to the closest center, and want to minimize the sum of the squared distance
of all such assignments.

There are several other useful variants including:

• the k-center clustering problem: minimize maxx∈X d(φS(x), x)

• the k-median clustering problem: minimize
∑

x∈X d(φS(x), x)
The k-mediod variant is similar to k-median, but restricts that the centers S must be a subset of X .

Moreover, the mixture of Gaussians approach will allow for more flexibility in the assignment and more
modeling power in the shape of each cluster.

8.2 Gonzalez Algorithm for k-Center Clustering
We begin with what is arguably the simplest and most general clustering algorithm: the Gonzalez algorithm.
This algorithm directly maps to the k-center formulation, where again every point is assigned to the closest
center, and the goal is to minimize the length of the longest distance of any such assignment pairing.

Unfortunately, the k-center clustering problem is NP-hard to solve exactly.1 In fact, for the general case,
it is NP-hard to find a clustering within a factor 2 of the optimal cost!

Luckily, there is a simple, elegant, and efficient algorithm that achieves this factor 2 approximation. That
is, for value k and a set X , it finds a set of k sites Ŝ so

max
x∈X

d(φŜ(x), x) ≤ 2 max
x∈X

d(φS∗(x), x),

1The term NP-hard (i.e., non-deterministic polynomial time hard), refers to being as hard as a set of problems in terms of
runtime with respect to the size of their input. For these problems, if the correct solution is found, it can be verified quickly (in
time polynomial in the size of the input), but to find that correct solution the only known approaches are essentially equivalent to a
brute-force search over an exponentially large set of possible solutions, taking time exponential in the input size. It is not known if
it must take time exponential in the input size, or if there may be a solution which takes time polynomial in the input size (the class
of problems P); but in practice, it is often assumed this is not possible. In short, these problems are probably very hard to solve
efficiently.
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where S∗ is the set of k sites with optimal cost. That is S∗ = argminS:|S|=k maxx∈X d(φS(x), x). More-
over, in practice, this often works better than the worst case theoretical guarantee. This algorithm, presented
as Algorithm 8.2.1, is usually attributed to Teofilo F. Gonzalez (1985), hence the name. It can be described
with the following miserly maxim: Be greedy, and avoid your neighbors!.

Algorithm 8.2.1 Gonzalez Algorithm(X, k)

Choose s1 ∈ X arbitrarily. Initialize S = {s1}.
for i = 2 to k do

Set si = arg maxx∈X d(x, φS(x)).
Include S = S ∪ {si}.

The algorithm is iterative, building up the set of sites S over the run of algorithm. It initializes the first
site s1 arbitrarily. And it maintains a set of sites S which have i sites after i steps; that is initially the set
only contains the one site s1 chosen so far. Then it adds to the set the point x ∈ X which is furthest from
any of the current sites; that is the one with largest φS(x) value. This function φS changes over the course
of the algorithm as more sites are added to S.

In other words, back to our maxim, it always adds a new site that is furthest from current set of sites.

Implementation Hints:
This algorithm only takes time proportional to kn. There are k rounds, and each round can be done
in about n time. We maintain the map φSi(x) for each x; in the algorithm we will just use an array
φ, where φ[j] stores the index of the assigned site for the jth point xj . That is, at any point in the
algorithm, point xj is assigned to sφ[j]. When a new si is found, and added to the set of centers, all
n assignments φSi(x) can be updated in linear time in n, by checking each distance d(x, φSi−1(x))
against d(x, si) and switching the assignment if the latter is smaller. Then the minimum can be found
in the next round on a linear scan (or on the same linear scan).

Algorithm: Gonzalez-Clustering(X, k)

Choose s1 ∈ X arbitrarily, and set φ[j] = 1 for all j ∈ [n]
for i = 2 to k do
M = 0, si = x1

for j = 1 to n do
if d(xj , sφ[j]) > M then
M = d(xj , sφ[j]), si = xj

for j = 1 to n do
if d(xj , sφ[j]) > d(xj , si) then
φ[j] = i

This simple, elegant, and efficient algorithm works for any metric d, and the 2-approximation guarantee
will still hold. The resulting set of sites S are a subset of the input pointsX , this means it does not rely on the
input points being part of a nice, easy to visualize, space, e.g., Rd. However, this algorithm biases the choice
of centers to be on the “edges” of the dataset, each chosen site is as far away from existing sites as possible,
and then is never adjusted. There are heuristics to adjust centers afterwards, including the algorithms for
k-means and k-mediod clustering.
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Geometry of Gonzalez 2-Approximation

Let sk+1 = argmaxx∈X d(x, φS(x)) and let the cost of the solution found be R =
maxx∈X d(x, φS(x)) = d(sj , sk+1), where s′j = φS(sk+1) (in the picture s′j = s1). We know
that no two sites can be within a distance R; that is mins,s′∈S d(s, s′) ≥ R; otherwise, they would
not have been selected as a site, since sk+1 (inducing the radius R) would have been selected first.

Thus if the optimal set of k sites {o1, o2, . . . , ok} have total cost less than R/2, they must each be
assigned to a distinct site in S. Assume otherwise that site s ∈ S (e.g. s5 in the figure) has none
of the optimal sites assigned to it, and the closest optimal site is oj , assigned to center sj ∈ S
(e.g., s2 in the figure). Since we assume d(oj , sj) < R/2, and d(s, sj) ≥ R, then by triangle
inequality d(sj , oj) + d(oj , s) ≥ d(sj , s) and hence it would imply that d(oj , s) > R/2, violating
the assumption (e.g., oj must be assigned to s5).

However, if each distinct site in S has one optimal site assigned to it, then the site around s′j that has
assigned sk+1 to it, and sk+1 cannot be covered by one center o′j with radius less than R/2. This is
again because d(s′j , sk+1) = R so one of d(s′j , o

′
j) and d(sk+1, o

′
j) must be at least R/2. Since all

other sites in S are at distance at least R from sk+1, the same issue occurs in trying to cover them
and some optimal site with radius less than R/2 as well.

s1

s2

s3

s5

s4

sk+1
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8.3 Lloyd’s Algorithm for k-Means Clustering
Probably the most famous clustering formulation is k-means, which we recall is an instance of assignment-
based clustering. Specifically, the k-means clustering problem is to find the set S of k clusters to minimize

cost(X,S) =
∑

x∈X
‖φS(x)− x‖2.
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So we want every point assigned to the closest site, and want to minimize the sum of the squared distance
of all such assignments.

We emphasize the term “k-means” refers to a problem formulation, not to any one algorithm. There are
many algorithms with aim of solving the k-means problem formulation, exactly or approximately. We will
mainly focus on the most common: Lloyd’s algorithm. Unfortunately, it is commonly written in data mining
literature “the k-means algorithm,” which typically should be more clearly stated as Lloyd’s algorithm.

8.3.1 Lloyd’s Algorithm
When people think of the k-means problem, they usually think of the following algorithm, attributed to
Stuart P. Lloyd from a document in 1957, although it was not published until 1982.2

The algorithm is again fairly simple and elegant; however, unlike Gonzalez’s algorithm for k-center,
the sites are all iteratively updated. It initializes with any set of k sites, and then iteratively updates the
locations of these sites. Moreover, this assumes that the input data X lies in Rd and the implicit distance d
is Euclidean; it can be generalized to X in a few other Euclidean-like spaces as well.

As shown in Algorithm 8.3.1, each iteration is split into two steps. In the first step each point x ∈ X
is explicitly mapped to the closest site si = φS(x). In the second step, the set of points Xi = {x ∈ X |
φS(x) = si} which are mapped to the ith site si are gathered, and that site is adjusted to the average of all
points in Xi.

This second step is why we assume X ∈ Rd (that d is the Euclidean distance) since the average operation
can be naturally defined for Rd (as 1

|Xi|
∑

x∈Xi x). This results in a point in Rd, but not necessarily a point
in X . So, differing from Gonzalez algorithm, this does not in general return a set of sites S which are drawn
from the input set X; the sites could be anywhere.

Algorithm 8.3.1 Lloyd’s Algorithm(X, k)

Choose k points S ⊂ X arbitrarily?
repeat

for all x ∈ X: assign x to Xi so φS(x) = si the closest site si ∈ S to x
for all si ∈ S: update si = 1

|Xi|
∑

x∈Xi x the average of Xi = {x ∈ X | φS(x) = si}
until (the set S is unchanged, or other termination condition)

Example: Lloyd’s Algorithm for k-Means Clustering

After initializing the sites S as k = 4 points from the data set, the algorithm assigns data points in
X to each site. Then in each round, it updates the site as the average of the assigned points, and
re-assigned points (represented by the Voronoi cells). After 4 rounds it has converged to the optimal
solution.

2Apparently, the IBM 650 computer Lloyd was using in 1957 did not have enough computational power to run the (very simple)
experiments he had planned. This was replaced by the IBM 701, but it did not have quite the same “quantization” functionality as
the IBM 650, and the work was forgotten. Lloyd was also worried about some issues regarding the k-means problem not having a
unique minimum.
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Convergence. This iterative process is continued until some termination condition is obtained. Algorithm
8.3.1 describes this as when the location of S is unchanged between iterates.

In general if the main loop has R iterations (or rounds), then this takes time proportional to Rnk (and can
be made closer to Rn log k with faster nearest neighbor search in some low-dimensional cases). But how
large is R; that is, how many iterations do we need?

We argue that the cost function cost(X,S) always decreases and thus the number of rounds is finite. In
fact, each round improves upon the results of the previous round. However, the number of steps until this
absolute termination condition is met may be quite large (indeed in certain cases exponentially large!). So
in practice such a strict variant is rarely used. Rather, it is common to run for a specified and fixed number
of rounds, say R = 10 or R = 20. Another common approach, as in gradient descent, is to check if the
change in cost(X,S) is less than a sufficiently small threshold.

Geometry of Iterative Convergence

The number of rounds is finite. This is true since the cost function cost(X,S) will always decrease.
To see this, writing it as a sum over S.

cost(X,S) =
∑

x∈X
‖φS(x)− x‖2 (8.1)

=
∑

si∈S

∑

x∈Xi

‖si − x‖2. (8.2)

Then in each step of the repeat-until loop, this cost must decrease. The first step holds since it
moves each x ∈ X to a subset Xi with the corresponding center si closer to (or the same distance
to) x than before. So in equation (8.1), as φS(x) is updated for each x, the term ‖x − si‖ =
‖x− φS(x)‖ is reduced (or the same). The second step holds since in equation (8.2), for each inner
sum

∑
x∈Xi ‖si − x‖2, the single point si which minimizes this cost is precisely the average of Xi.

This follows by the same argument as in 1-dimension (see Chapter 1.7.1), since by the Pythagorean
formula, the squared distance to the mean can be decomposed along the coordinates. So reassigning
si as described also decreases the cost (or keeps it the same).
Importantly, if the cost decreases each step, then it cannot have the same set of centers S on two
different steps, since that would imply the assignment sets {Xi} would also be the same. Thus, in
order for this to happen, the cost would need to decrease after the first occurrence, and then increase
to obtain the second occurrence, which is not possible.
Since, there are finite ways each set of points can be assigned to different clusters, then, the algorithm
terminates in a finite number of steps.

Unfortunately, no matter how the convergence condition is chosen, this algorithm is not guaranteed to
find the optimal set of sites. It is easy to get stuck in a local minimum, and this may happen somewhat
commonly with a large k.
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Example: Local Minimum for Lloyd’s Algorithm

Two examples are shown for local minimum for Lloyd’s algorithm. In these configurations, Lloyd’s
algorithm is converged, but these are not the optimal k-means cost.

There are two typically ways to help manage the consequences of this property: careful initialization and
random restarts.

A random restart, uses the insight that the choice of initialization can be chosen randomly, and this starting
point is what determines what minimum is reached. So, then the basic Lloyd’s algorithm can be run multiple
times (e.g., 3-5 times) with different random initializations. Then, ultimately the set of sites S, across all
random restarts, which obtain the lowest cost(X,S) is returned.

Initialization. The initial paper by Lloyd advocates to choose the initial partition ofX into disjoint subsets
X1, X2, . . . , Xk arbitrarily. However, some choices will not be very good. For instance, if we randomly
place each x ∈ X into some Xi, then (by the central limit theorem) we expect all si = 1

|Xi|
∑

x∈Xi x to all
be close to the mean of the full data set 1

|X|
∑

x∈X x.
A bit safer way to initialize the data is to choose a set S ⊂ X at random. Since each si is chosen

separately (not as an average of data points), there is no convergence to mean phenomenon. However, even
with this initialization, we may run Lloyd’s algorithm to completion, and find a sub-optimal solution (a local
minimum!). However, there are scenarios where such random initialization is unlikely to find the right local
minimum, even under several random restarts.

A more principled way to choose an initial set S is to use an algorithm like Gonzalez (see Chapter 8.2),
or k-means++ (see Chapter 8.3.2). In particular, the initialization by Gonzalez is guaranteed to be within a
factor of 2 of the optimal k-center objective. While this objective is different than the k-means objective, it
in that sense cannot be too bad; and then Lloyd’s algorithm will only improve from that point on. k-means++
is similar, but randomized, and more tuned to the specific k-means objective.

from sklearn.cluster import KMeans
import numpy as np
X = np.array([[2, 3], [2, 4], [2, 2],[7, 1], [7, 2], [7, 3]])
kmeans = KMeans(n_clusters=2).fit(X)

print kmeans.labels_
# [1 1 1 0 0 0]

print kmeans.cluster_centers_
#[[ 7. 2.]
# [ 2. 3.]]

Number of clusters. So what is the right value of k? Like with PCA, there is no perfect answer towards
choosing how many dimensions the subspace should be. When k is not given to you, typically, you would
run with many different values of k. Then create a plot of cost(S,X) as a function of k. This cost will
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always decrease with larger k; but of course k = n is of no use. At some point, the cost will not decrease
much between values (this implies that probably two centers are used in the same grouping of data, so the
squared distance to either is similar). Then this is a good place to choose k.

8.3.2 k-Means++
The initialization approach for Lloyd’s algorithm, that is most tuned to the k-means objective is known as k-
means++, or D2-sampling. This algorithm is randomized, unlike Gonzalez, so it is compatible with random
restarts. Indeed analyses which argues for approximation guarantees in Lloyd’s algorithm require several
random restarts with k-means++.

Algorithm 8.3.2 k-Means++ Algorithm(X, k)

Choose s1 ∈ X arbitrarily. Initialize S = {s1}.
for i = 2 to k do

Choose si from X with probability proportional to d(x, φS(x))2.
Update S = S ∪ {si}.

As Algorithm 8.3.2 describes, the structure is like Gonzalez algorithm, but is not completely greedy. It
iteratively chooses each next center randomly – the further the squared distances is from an existing center,
the more likely it is chosen. For a large set of points (perhaps grouped together) which are far from an
existing center, then it is very likely that one (it does not matter so much which one) of them will be chosen
as the next center. This makes it likely that any “true” cluster will find some point as a suitable representative.

The critical step in this algorithm, and the difference from Gonzalez, is choosing the new center pro-
portional to some value (the value d(x, φS(x))2). Recall that this task has an elegant solution called the
Partition of Unity, discussed in the context of Importance Sampling (Chapter 2.4).

8.3.3 k-Mediod Clustering
Like many algorithms in this book, Lloyd’s depends on the use of a SSE cost function. Critically, this works
because for X ∈ Rd, then

1

|X|
∑

x∈X
x = average(X) = arg min

s∈Rd

∑

x∈X
‖s− x‖2.

There are not in general similar properties for other costs functions, or when X is not in Rd. For instance,
one may want to solve the k-medians problem where one just minimizes the sum of (non-squared) distances.
In particular, this subset has no closed form solution forX ∈ Rd for d > 1. Most often gradient descent-type
approaches are used for finding an updated center under a k-median objective.

An alternative to the averaging step is to choose

si = arg min
s∈Xi

∑

x∈Xi

d(x, s)

where d(x, s) is an arbitrary bivariate function (like non-squared Euclidean distance) between x and s. That
is, we choose an s from the set Xi. This is particularly useful when X is in a non-Euclidean metric space
where averaging may not be well-defined. For the specific case where d(x, s) = ‖x− s‖ (for the k-median
problem), then this variant of the formulation is called k-mediods. Moreover, the most common heuristic
for this problem is to adapt Lloyd’s algorithm by substituting the averaging step with the minimum over all
as points in that set, as in Algorithm 8.3.3.
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Algorithm 8.3.3 k-Mediod Hueristic(X, k)

Choose k points S ⊂ X arbitrarily?
repeat

for all x ∈ X: assign x to Xi so φS(x) = si the closest site si ∈ S to x
for all si ∈ S: update si = arg mins∈Xi

∑
x∈Xi d(x, s) the best choice of site from Xi

until (the set S is unchanged, or other termination condition)

This optimization step of choosing each si in each iteration is now considerably slower to implement than
the averaging step in Lloyd’s algorithm. However, that it always chooses si so that it is an element of X
can be an advantage. This allows the algorithm to generalize to use arbitrary distance functions d in place
of Euclidean distance. Now if the data objects X are customers, documents, or websites an appropriate
distance function can be used, and the site at the center of a cluster can be an element of the data set, and
thus an interpretable quantity.

Ethical Questions with Clustering and Outliers

The k-mediod clustering formulation is often used because it is general, but also fairly robust to
outliers. A single outlier point may be chosen as a separate cluster center for k-center or k-means
clustering, with no other points in that cluster. However, for k-mediods or k-median clustering it is
more likely to be added to an existing cluster without as dramatically increasing the cost function.
Typically this property is viewed as a positive for k-mediods in that the resulting cluster subsets are
not greatly distorted by a single outlier.

However, if these outliers are then added to a cluster for which it does not fit, it may cause other
problems. For instance, if a model is fit to each cluster, then this outlier may distort this model.

Consider the case where each data point is a person applying for a loan. It may be an outlier is
included in a cluster, and has had multiple bankruptcies that caused them to default on the loan, and
cost previous banks to lose a lot of money. This outlier may distort the model of that cluster so it
predicts all of the customers in it are not expected to return on the loan, in expectation. On the other
hand, excluding that data point would allow the model to predict more accurately that most of the
customers will repay the loan, and be profitable. As a data modeler, what obligations do you have to
check for such outliers within a clustering? What is a good way to mitigate the effects of instability
in the way data points are clustered? Does the answer to the previous questions remain the same,
even if the expected overall profit level for the bank should stay the same?

8.3.4 Soft Clustering
Sometimes it is not desirable to assign each point to exactly one cluster. Instead, we may split a point
between one or more clusters, assigning a fractional value to each. This is known as soft clustering whereas
the original formulation is known as hard clustering.

There are many ways to achieve a soft clustering. For instance, consider the following Voronoi diagram-
based approach based on natural neighbor interpolation (NNI). Let V (S) be the Voronoi diagram of the sites
S (which decomposes Rd). Then construct V (S ∪ x) for a particular data point x; the Voronoi diagram of
the sites S with the addition of one point x. For the region Rx defined by the point x in V (S ∪x), overlay it
on the original Voronoi diagram V (S). This region Rx will overlap with regions Ri in the original Voronoi
diagram; compute the volume vi for the overlap with each such region. Then the fractional weight for x into
each site si is defined wi(x) = vi/

∑k
i=1 vi.
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We can plug any such step into Lloyd’s algorithm, and then recalculate si as the weighted average of all
points partially assigned to the ith cluster.

Example: Soft Clustering

In the following example of n = 10 data points X , and k = 3 sites S, these sites could either induce
a hard or soft cluster assignment.
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<latexit sha1_base64="jxTyqsla/xdnJ0C38yA9SrCdypY=">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</latexit>

x3
<latexit sha1_base64="VVztrExzoYp90OPOTMzDY11YZhU=">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</latexit>

x4
<latexit sha1_base64="XdvWa7F9NMZORrt6BkBcia7kiOk=">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</latexit>

x5
<latexit sha1_base64="gMwqrw8CVCYuARNmkjpERHWWtXY=">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</latexit>

x6
<latexit sha1_base64="MQqD5/7S2YaKCwU+JQsNgaLn1PE=">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</latexit>

x7
<latexit sha1_base64="QBd4mOl5RJzuv1pS/X66sERm9W0=">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</latexit>

x8
<latexit sha1_base64="5m8O0a+l4JA6pZQk7vL7pMeUiHE=">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</latexit>

x9
<latexit sha1_base64="AFjjCr5aPE4l05388AKaM75Vr4s=">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</latexit> x10

<latexit sha1_base64="DnhZpMZHVxvdF+Vu2JXBY1wzDF4=">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</latexit>

s1
<latexit sha1_base64="NuxfczVu6hi3+cljU8aJkB+fGwY=">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</latexit>

s2
<latexit sha1_base64="UtbCkXOoIUuaAcr5xCdjOzhtqXU=">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</latexit>

s3
<latexit sha1_base64="4h5BjBsTIIgGPyavDvI0VdeXyP8=">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</latexit>

For the hard clustering assignment, it is convenient to represent the assignment as a single array of
integers, which indicates the index of the site:

point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
cluster index 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3

On the other hand, for a soft clustering assignment, it is better to represent a probability distribution
over the sites for each point. That is each point xi maps to a discrete probability distribution pi ∈ ∆k

0 .
For simplicity, the assignment probabilities shown are fairly sparse, with a lot of 0 probabilities; but
in other cases (like for mixture of Gaussians shown next) these distributions pi ∈ ∆k where no
assignment can have 0 probability.

point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
cluster 1 probability 1 1 0.4 0 0 0 0.3 0 0 0
cluster 2 probability 0 0 0.6 1 1 1 0.3 0 0 0
cluster 3 probability 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 1 1 1

8.4 Mixture of Gaussians
The k-means formulation tends to define clusters of roughly equal size. The squared cost discourages points
far from any center. It also, does not adapt much to the density of individual centers.

An extension is to fit each cluster Xi with a Gaussian distribution Gd(µi,Σi), defined by a mean µi and a
covariance matrix Σi. Recall that the pdf of a d-dimensional Gaussian distribution is defined

fµ,Σ(x) =
1

(2π)d/2
1√
|Σ|

exp

(
−1

2
(x− µ)TΣ−1(x− µ)

)
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where |Σ| is the determinant of Σ. Previously we had only considered this distribution where Σ = I was
the identity matrix, and it was ignored in the notation. For instance, for d = 2, and the standard deviation in
the x-direction of X is σx, and in the y-direction is σy, and their correlation is ρ, then

Σ =

[
σ2
x ρσxσy

ρσxσy σ2
y

]
.

Now the goal is, given a parameter k, find a set of k pdfs F = {f1, f2, . . . , fk} where, fi = fµi,Σi , to
maximize ∏

x∈X
max
fi∈F

fi(x),

or equivalently to minimize ∑

x∈X
min
fi∈F
− log(fi(x)).

For the special case where we restrict that Σi = I (the identity matrix) for each mixture, then the second
formulation (the log-likelihood version) is equivalent to the k-means problem (depending on choice of hard
or soft clustering). In particular with Σ = I ,

(x− µ)TΣ−1(x− µ) = (x− µ)T (x− µ) = 〈x− µ, x− µ〉 = ‖x− µ‖2;

and in the general case (x − µ)TΣ−1(x − µ) = dΣ−1(x, µ)2 is the squared Σ−1-Mahalanobis distance
between x and µ.

This hints that we can adapt Lloyds algorithm towards this problem as well. To replace the first step of
the inner loop, we assign each x ∈ X to the Gaussian which maximizes fi(x):

for all x ∈ X: assign x to Xi so i = argmax
i∈1...k

fi(x).

But for the second step, we need to replace a simple average with an estimation of the best fitting Gaussian
to a data set Xi. This is also simple. First, calculate the mean as µi = 1

|Xi|
∑

x∈Xi x. Then calculate the
covariance matrix Σi of Xi as the sum of outer products

Σi =
∑

x∈Xi

(x− µi)(x− µi)T .

Indeed the covariance of the Gaussian fit to eachXi is better understood by its principal component analysis.
Calculating µi, and subtracting from each x ∈ Xi is the centering step. Letting X̄i = {x − µi | x ∈ Xi},
then Σi = V S2V T where [U, S, V ] = svd(X̄i). Now, the top principle directions v1, v2, . . . describe the
directions of most variance.

8.4.1 Expectation-Maximization
The standard way to fit a mixture of Gaussians actually uses a soft-clustering. Each point x ∈ X is given
a weight wi(x) = fi(x)/

∑
i fi(x) for its assignment to each cluster. Then the mean and covariance ma-

trix is estimated using weighted averages. The soft-clustering variant of the procedure extending Lloyd’s
algorithm, described above, is outlined in Algorithm 8.4.1.

This procedure is the classic example of a framework called expectation-maximization. This is an alter-
nating optimization procedure, which alternates between maximizing the probability of some model (the
partial assignment step) and calculating the most likely model using expectation (the average, covariance
estimating step).

But this is a much more general framework. It is particularly useful in situations (like this one) where the
true optimization criteria is messy and complex, often non-convex; but it can be broken into two or more
steps where each step can be solved with a (near) closed form. Or if there is no closed form, but each part is
individually convex, then gradient descent can be invoked.
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Algorithm 8.4.1 EM Algorithm for Mixture of Gaussians
Choose k points S ⊂ X
for all x ∈ X: set wi(x) = 1 for φS(x) = si, and wi(x) = 0 otherwise
repeat

for i ∈ [1 . . . k] do
Calculate Wi =

∑
x∈X wi(x) the total weight for cluster i

Set µi = 1
Wi

∑
x∈X wi(x)x the weighted average

Set Σi = 1
Wi

∑
x∈X wi(x− µi)(x− µi)T the weighted covariance

for x ∈ X do
for all i ∈ [1 . . . k]: set wi(x) = fi(x)/

∑
i fi(x) partial assignments using fi = fµi,Σi

until (
∑

x∈X
∑k

i=1− log(wi(x) · fi(x)) has small change)

8.5 Hierarchical Clustering
Clustering can provide more than a partition, it can also provide a hierarchy of the clusters. That is, at the
root of a hierarchy all data points are in the same cluster. And at the leaf nodes, each data point is in its own
cluster. Then the intermediate layers can provide various levels of refinement, depending on how many or
how tightly related clusters are desired.

Example: Hierarchy of Clusters

This small example shows the hierarchy of clusters found on n = 5 data points. Associated with
these clusters and this progression is a tree, showing the local order in which points are merged into
clusters.
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There are two basic approaches towards this: top-down and bottom-up. The top-down approach starts
with all data points in the same cluster, and iteratively partitions the data into 2 (or sometimes more) parts.
The main task then, is given a data set, how to split it into two components as best possible. The canonical
top-down clustering approach is spectral clustering. This is primarily based on graph ideas, but can be
generalized to work with any choice of similarity function s (or implicitly a linked distance function d), so
the base object is an affinity matrix instead of the adjacency matrix of a graph. An in depth discussion is
deferred to Chapter 10.3.

The bottom-up approach, often called hierarchical agglomerative clustering takes the opposite tact, out-
lined in Algorithm 8.5.1. Starting with a cluster for each data point, its main task is to determine which
pair of clusters to join into a single cluster. As the standard choice is, the closest two clusters, then the key
element is to study distances between clusters.

There are many ways to define such a distance dC . Each is defined with respect to another general
distance function d which can be applied to individual data points, and in some cases also representative
objects. The most common are:
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Algorithm 8.5.1 Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering
Each xi ∈ X is a separate cluster Si.
while there exist at least 2 clusters do

Find the closest two clusters Si, Sj
Merge Si and Sj into a single cluster

• Single Link: dC(Si, Sj) = argminsi∈Si,sj∈Sj d(si, sj).
This takes the distance between the closest two points among all points in the clusters. This allows the
clusters to adjust to the shape and density of the data, but can lead to oddly shaped clusters as well.

• Mean Link: dC(Si, Sj) =
∑

si∈Si
∑

sj∈Sj d(si, sj).
This takes the average distance between pairs of points in a cluster. It behaves similar to the k-means
objective.

• Complete Link: dC(Si, Sj) = argmaxsi∈Si,sj∈Sj d(si, sj).
This enforces “round” clusters. It can only join two clusters if all points are similar.

• Center Link: dC(Si, Sj) = d(ci, cj) where ci and cj are central points representing Si and Sj .
The choice of how to define the central point is varied. For instance it could be the average, median,
or representative median as in k-means, k-medians, or k-mediods objectives. Or it could be any other
easy-to-determine or robust way to represent the clusters.

These variants of clusters provide additional structural information beyond center-based clusters, in that
they also provide which clusters are close to each other, or allow a user to refine to different levels of
granularity. However, this comes at the cost of efficiency. For instance, on n data points, these algorithms
naively take time proportional to n3. Some improvements or approximations can reduce this to closer to
time proportional to n2, but may add instability to the results.

Ethical Questions with Forced Hierarchies

Hierarchies can create powerful visuals to help make sense of complex data sets that are compared
using a complex distance function over abstract data representations. For instance, phylogentic trees
are the dominate way to attempt to present evolutionary connections between species. However,
these connections can provide false insights by those over-eager to make new scientific or business
connections.

A common way to model and predict the careers of professional athletes is to use their early years
to cluster and group athletes with others who had careers before them. Then an up-and-coming
athlete can be predicted to have careers similar to those in the same cluster. However, if a new mold
of athlete – e.g., basketball players who shoot many 3-pointers, and are very tall – has many junior
players, but not senior players to use to predict their career. If they are grouped with other tall players,
a coach or general manager may treat them as rebounders minimizing their effectiveness. Or if they
are treated as shooting guards, they may be given more value. How might the use of the clustering
and its hierarchy be used to mitigate this potential downsides of this possible models?

Such effects are amplified in less scrutinize hiring and management situations. Consider a type of job
applicant who has traditionally not be hired in a role, how will their clustering among past applicants
be harmful or helpful for their chance at being hired, or placed in a management role? And as a data
modeler, what is your role in aiding in these decisions?
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8.6 Density-based Clustering and Outliers
Density-based clustering can be seen as an efficient extension of hierarchical agglomerative clustering. The
basic premise is that data points which are sufficiently closed should be assigned into the same cluster;
however, at the behest of efficiency, it omits the building of an explicit hierarchy. It also adds a density
requirement.

The most widely used variant is called DBScan. The algorithm has two parameters r (a radius, the
literature usually uses ε) and τ (a density parameter, the literature usually uses minPts). Now given a data
set X and a distance d : X ×X → R, a point x ∈ X is designated a core point if at least τ points from X
are within a distance r from x. That is, x is a core point if |{x′ ∈ X | d(x, x′) ≤ r}| ≥ τ . These points are
all in clusters.

Next we consider a graph (See Chapter 10) G = (X,E), where all data points are edges, and the edge set
E has the following property. An edge ei,j ∈ E between points xi, xj ∈ X if and only if (1) d(xi, xj) ≤ τ
and (2) at least one of xi or xj is a core point.

Now each connected component ofG is a cluster. Recall a connected component involving a point x ∈ X
includes all points x′ ∈ X that are reachable from x. And a point x′ is reachable if there is a sequence
x0, x1, . . . , xk where x0 = x, xk = x′ and each consecutive pair xj , xj+1 has an edge ej,j+1 ∈ E.

Example: DBScan

An example data set X of n = 15 points. They are clustered using DBScan using a density param-
eters of τ = 3, and radius r as illustrated in the balls. For instance x4 is a core point, since there 3
points in the highlighted ball of radius r around it. All core points are marked, and the induced graph
is shown.
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Note that even though x1 and x2 are within a distance r, they are not connected since neither is a core
point. The points with no edges, like x2 and x3, are not in any clusters. And there are two distinct
clusters from the two connected components of the graph: point x5 is in a different cluster than x1

and x4, which are in the same cluster.

So all core points (the points which are in dense enough regions) are in clusters, as well as any points
close enough to those points. And points are connected in the same clusters if they are connected by a path
through dense regions. This allows the clusters to adapt to the shape of the data.

However, there is no automated way to choose the parameters r and τ . This choice will greatly affect
the shape, size, and meaning of the clusters. Also, this model also assumes that the notion of density is
consistent throughout the dataset.

A major advantage of DBScan is that it can usually be computed efficiently. For each x ∈ X we need to
determine if it is a core points, and find neighbors, but these can usually quickly be accomplished with fast
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nearest neighbor search algorithms (e.g., LSH in Chapter 4.6). Then usually the connected components (the
clusters) can be recovered without building the entire graph. However, in the worst case, the algorithm will
have runtime quadratic in the n, the size of the data set.

8.6.1 Outliers
In general, outliers are the cause of, and solution to, all of data mining’s problems. That is, any problem in
data mining people have, they can try to blame it on outliers. And they can claim that if they were to remove
the outliers the problem would go away. That is, when data is “nice” (there are no outliers) then the structure
we are trying to find should be obvious. There are many solutions, and each has advantages and pitfalls.

Density-Based approaches. The idea is regular points dense neighborhoods, and outlier points have non-
dense neighborhoods. A first solution is to run a density-based clustering algorithm, and all points which
are not in clusters are the outliers. Variants of this define density thresholds in other ways, for instance, for
each point x ∈ X , counting the number of points within a radius r, evaluating the kernel density estimate
KDEX(x), or measuring the distance to the kth nearest neighbor. Each has a related version of distance and
density threshold.

Reverse nearest neighbors. Given a point set X for each point x ∈ X we can calculate its nearest
neighbor p (or more robustly its kth nearest neighbor). Then for p we can calculate its nearest neighbors q
in X (or its kth nearest neighbor). Now if d(x, p) ≈ d(p, q) then x is probably not an outlier.

This approach adapts to the density in different regions of the point set. However, it relies crucially on the
choice of distance d. For generic distances this may be quite slow, but for others we can employ LSH-type
procedures to make this more efficient. Furthermore density (or relative density) may not tell you how far a
point is from a model, for instance in the case of regression.

Model and Prune. A more general mechanism to identify outliers requires building a model M as a
function of the entire data set X , and then a distance d(M(x), x) from each data point x ∈ X to the model.
This distance could be d(M(x), x) = φS(x) from a center-based clustering algorithm, or the residual from
a regression model. The algorithm is then:

1. Build a model M of dataset X
2. For each point x ∈ X find the residual rx = d(M(x), x), where M(x) is the best representation of x

in the model M .
3. If rx is too large, then x is an outlier.

There is no one right way to execute this method. Which model M and distance d(M(x), x) should we
use? What threshold on rx should we use? For instance, if we remove 3% of the data points, we could
iteratively rebuild the model on the remaining points (the “inliers”) and then again remove 3% of the points,
and rebuild the model until no points are left! Moreso, if we can successfully build a model M we trust,
then why do we even need to remove outliers?

Ethical Questions with Outlier Removal

Clustering and outlier removal can be performed over population databases (e.g., of a companies
customers or users). This may provide a better understand of those people which is assigned centrally
to a cluster, but those who have a poor fit to a cluster or are marked an outlier, this may not be as
favorable. Is it acceptable to not provide any recommendations for some people? Is that better than
less accurate ones?
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8.7 Mean Shift Clustering
Now for something completely different. Clustering is a very very broad field with no settled upon approach.
To demonstrate this, we will quickly review an algorithm called mean shift clustering. This algorithm shifts
each data point individually to its weighted center of mass. It terminates when all points converge to isolated
sets.

First begin with a bivariate kernel function K : X ×X → R such as the (unnormalized) Gaussian kernel

K(x, p) = exp(−‖x− p‖2/σ2)

for some given bandwidth parameter σ. The weighted center of mass around each point p ∈ X is then
defined as

µ(p) =

∑
x∈X K(x, p)x∑
x∈X K(x, p)

.

The algorithm just shifts each point to its center of mass: p← µ(p).

Algorithm 8.7.1 Mean Shift
repeat

for all p ∈ X: calculate µ(p) =
∑
x∈X K(x,p)x∑
x∈X K(x,p) .

for all p ∈ X: set p← µ(p).
until (the average change ‖p− µ(p)‖ is small)

This algorithm does not require a parameter k. However, it has other parameters, most notably the choice
of kernel K and its bandwidth σ. With the Gaussian kernel (since it has infinite support, K(x, p) > 0
for all x, p), it will only stop when all x are at the same point. Thus the termination condition is also
important. Alternatively, a different kernel with bounded support may terminate automatically (without a
specific condition); for this reason (and for speed) truncated Gaussians (i.e., K trunc

τ (x, p) = {0 if ‖x− p‖ >
τ ; otherwise K(x, p)}) are often used.

This algorithm not only clusters the data, but also is a key technique for de-noising data. This is a process
that not just removes noise (as often thought of as outliers), but attempts to adjusts points to where they
should have been before being perturbed by noise – similar to mapping a point to its cluster center.
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Exercises

We will use two datasets, here: http://www.cs.utah.edu/˜jeffp/teaching/FoDA/P.csv
and here: http://www.cs.utah.edu/˜jeffp/teaching/FoDA/Q.csv

Q8.1: Download data sets P and Q. Both have 120 data points, each in 6 dimensions, can be thought of as
data matrices in R120×6. For each, run some algorithm to construct the k-means clustering of them.
Diagnose how many clusters you think each data set should have by finding the solution for k equal
to 1, 2, 3, . . . , 10.

Q8.2: Draw the Voronoi diagram of the following set of points.

Q8.3: What should you do, if running Lloyd’s algorithm for k-means clustering (k = 2), and you reach
this scenario, where the algorithm terminates? (The black circles are data points and red stars are the
centers).

Q8.4: Construct a data set X with 5 points in R2 and a set S of k = 3 sites so that Lloyds algorithm will
have converged, but there is another set S′, of size k = 3, so that cost(X,S′) < cost(X,S). Explain
why S′ is better than S, but that Lloyds algorithm will not move from S.
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9 Classification

This topic returns to prediction. Unlike linear regression where we were predicting a numeric value, in this
case we are predicting a class: winner or loser, yes or no, rich or poor, positive or negative. Ideas from
linear regression can be applied here, but we will instead overview a different, but still beautiful family of
techniques based on linear classification.

This is perhaps the central problem in data analysis. For instance, you may want to predict:

• will a sports team win a game?
• will a politician be elected?
• will someone like a movie?
• will someone click on an ad?
• will I get a job? (If you can build a good classifier, then probably yes!)

Each of these is typically solved by building a general purpose classifier (about sports or movies etc), then
applying it to the problem in question.

9.1 Linear Classifiers
Our input here is a point set X ⊂ Rd, where each element xi ∈ X also has an associated label yi. And
yi ∈ {−1,+1}.

Like in regression, our goal is prediction and generalization. We assume each (xi, yi) ∼ µ; that is,
each data point pair, is drawn iid from some fixed but unknown distribution. Then our goal is a function
g : Rd → R, so that if yi = +1, then g(xi) ≥ 0 and if yi = −1, then g(xi) ≤ 0.

We will restrict that g is linear. For a data point x ∈ Rd, written x = (x(1), x(2), . . . , x(d)) we enforce that

g(x) = α0 + x(1)α1 + x(2)α2 + . . .+ x(d)αd = α0 +

d∑

j=1

x(j)αj ,

for some set of scalar parameters α = (α0, α1, α2, . . . , αd). Typically, different notation is used: we set
b = α0 and w = (w1, w2, . . . , wd) = (α1, α2, . . . , αd) ∈ Rd. Then we write

g(x) = b+ x(1)w1 + x(2)w2 + . . .+ x(d)wd = 〈w, x〉+ b.

We can now interpret (w, b) as defining a halfspace in Rd. Herew is the normal of that halfspace boundary
(the single direction orthogonal to it) and b is the distance from the origin 0 = (0, 0, . . . , 0) to the halfspace
boundary in the direction w/‖w‖. Because w is normal to the halfspace boundary, b is also distance from
the closest point on the halfspace boundary to the origin (in any direction).

We typically ultimately usew as a unit vector, but it is not important since this can be adjusted by changing
b. Let w, b be the desired halfspace with ‖w‖ = 1. Now assume we have another w′, b′ with ‖w′‖ = β 6= 1
and w = w′/‖w′‖, so they point in the same direction, and b′ set so that they define the same halfspace. This
implies b′ = b · β, and b = b′/β. So the normalization of w can simply be done post-hoc without changing
any structure.

Recall, our goal is g(x) ≥ 0 if y = +1 and g(x) ≤ 0 if y = −1. So if x lies directly on the halfspace
then g(x) = 0.
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Example: Linear Separator in R2

Here we show a set X ∈ R2 of 13 points with 6 labeled + and 7 labeled −. A linear classifier
perfectly separates them. It is defined with a normal direction w (pointing towards the positive
points) and an offset b.

w

b

Using techniques we have already learned, we can immediately apply two approaches towards this prob-
lem.

Linear classification via linear regression. For each data points (xi, yi) ∈ Rd×R, we can immediately
represent xi as the value of d explanatory variables, and yi as the single dependent variable. Then we can
set up a n × (d + 1) matrix X̃ , where the ith row is (1, xi); that is the first coordinate is 1, and the next d
coordinates come from the vector xi. Then with a y ∈ Rn vector, we can solve for

α = (X̃T X̃)−1X̃T y

we have a set of d+ 1 coefficients α = (α0, α1, . . . , αd) describing a linear function gα : Rd → R defined

gα(x) = 〈α, (1, x)〉.

Hence b = α0 and w = (α1, α2, . . . , αd). For x such that gα(x) > 0, we predict y = +1 and for gα(x) < 0,
we predict y = −1.

However, this approach is optimizing the wrong problem. It is minimizing how close our predictions
gα(x) is to −1 or +1, by minimizing the sum of squared errors. But our goal is to minimize the number of
mispredicted values, not the numerical value.
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Example: Linear Regression for Classification

We show 6 positive points and 7 negative points in Rd mapped to Rd+1. All of the d-coordinates are
mapped to the x-axis. The last coordinate is mapped to the y-axis and is either +1 (a positive points)
or −1 (a negative points). Then the best linear regression fit is shown (in purple), and the points
where it has y-coordinate 0 defines the boundary of the halfspace (the vertical black line). Note,
despite there being a linear separator, this method misclassifies two points because it is optimizing
the wrong measure.

w

b
Rd

R

Linear classification via gradient descent. Since, the linear regression SSE cost function is not the
correct one, what is the correct one? We might define a cost function ∆

∆(gα, (X, y)) =

n∑

i=1

(1− 1(sign(yi) = sign(g(xi)))

which uses the identity function 1 (defined 1(TRUE) = 1 and 1(FALSE) = 0) to represent the number of
misclassified points. This is what we would like to minimize.

Unfortunately, this function is discrete, so it does not have a useful (or well-defined) gradient. And, it
is also not convex. Thus, encoding gα as a (d + 1)-dimensional parameter vector (b, w) = α and running
gradient descent is not feasible.

However, most classification algorithms run some variant of gradient descent. To do so we will use a
different cost function as a proxy for ∆, called a loss function. We explain this next.

9.1.1 Loss Functions
To use gradient descent for classifier learning, we will use a proxy for ∆ called a loss functions L. These
are sometimes implied to be convex, and their goal is to approximate ∆. And in most cases, they are
decomposable, so we can write

f(α) = L(gα, (X, y)) =
n∑

i=1

`(gα, (xi, yi))

=
n∑

i=1

`α(zi) where zi = yigα(xi)

=

n∑

i=1

fi(α) where fi(α) = `(zi = yigα(xi)).
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Note that the clever expression zi = yigα(xi) handles when the function gα(xi) correctly predicts the
positive or negative example in the same way. If yi = +1, and correctly gα(xi) > 0, then zi > 0. On the
other hand, if yi = −1, and correctly gα(xi) < 0, then also zi > 0. For instance, the desired cost function,
∆ is written

∆(z) =

{
0 if z ≥ 0

1 if z < 0.

Most loss functions `(z) which are convex proxies for ∆ mainly focus on how to deal with the case zi < 0
(or zi < 1). The most common ones include:

• hinge loss: ` = max(0, 1− z)

• smoothed hinge loss: ` =





0 if z ≥ 1

(1− z)2/2 if 0 < z < 1
1
2 − z if z ≤ 0

• squared hinge loss: ` = max(0, 1− z)2

• logistic loss: ` = ln(1 + exp(−z))

z z z z z

�

hinge smoothed
hinge

squared
hinge

logistic

ReLU
`
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The hinge loss is the closest convex function to ∆; in fact it strictly upper bounds ∆. However, it is
non-differentiable at the “hinge-point,” (at z = 1) so it takes some care to use it in gradient descent. The
smoothed hinge loss and squared hinge loss are approximations to this which are differentiable everywhere.
The squared hinge loss is quite sensitive to outliers (similar to SSE). The smoothed hinge loss (related to the
Huber loss) is a nice combination of these two loss functions.

The logistic loss can be seen as a continuous approximation to the ReLU (rectified linear unit) loss func-
tion, which is the hinge loss shifted to have the hinge point at z = 0. The logistic loss also has easy-to-take
derivatives (does not require case analysis) and is smooth everywhere. Minimizing this loss for classification
is called logistic regression.

The writing of a cost function

f(α) =

n∑

i=1

fi(α) =

n∑

i=1

`(zi)

where zi = yigα(xi) stresses that this is usually used within a gradient descent framework. So the differen-
tiability is of critical importance. And by the chain rule, since each yi and xi are constants, then if∇gα and
d
dz ` are defined, then we can invoke the powerful variants of gradient descent for decomposable functions:
batch and stochastic gradient descent.

9.1.2 Cross Validation and Regularization
Ultimately, in running gradient descent for classification, one typically defines the overall cost function f
also using a regularization term r(α). For instance r(α) = ‖α‖2 is easy to use (has nice derivatives) and
r(α) = ‖α‖1 (the L1 norm) induces sparsity, as discussed in the context of regression. In general, the
regularizer typically penalizes larger values of α, resulting in some bias, but less over-fitting of the data.
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The regularizer r(α) is combined with a loss function L(gα, (X, y)) =
∑n

i=1 `(gα, (xi, yi)) as

f(α) = L(gα, (X, y)) + ηr(α),

where η ∈ R is a regularization parameter that controls how drastically to regularize the solution.
Note that this function f(α) is still decomposable, so one can use batch, incremental, or most commonly

stochastic gradient descent.

Cross-validation. Backing up a bit, the true goal is not minimizing f or L, but predicting the class for
new data points. For this, we again assume all data is drawn iid from some fixed but unknown distribution.
To evaluate how well out results generalizes, we can use cross-validation (holding out some data from the
training, and calculating the expected error of ∆ on these held out “testing” data points).

We can also choose the regularization parameter η by choosing the one that results in the best generaliza-
tion on the test data after training using each on some training data.

Ethical Questions with Data Imbalance and Classification

Generalization goals are typically phrased so a data point has the smallest expected loss. However,
this can lead to issues when the data is imbalanced.

Consider a data set consisting for two types of students applying to college. Let us use hair color as
a proxy, and assume each applicant has blue hair or green hair. If each type has different criteria that
would make them successful, a classifier can still use the hair color attribute in conjunction with other
traits to make useful prediction across both types of applicant. However, if there are significantly
more applicants with blue hair, then the classifier will have a smaller expected loss (and even better
generalization error) if it increases weights for the traits that correspond with blue-haired applicants
succeeding. This will make it more accurate on the blue-haired applicants, but perhaps less accurate
on the green-haired applicants, yet more accurate overall on average across all applicants. This
provides worse prediction and more uncertainty for the blue-haired students due only to the color of
their hair; it may even lower their overall acceptance rate. What can be done as a data analyst to find
such discrepancies? And should something be changed in the modeling if these discrepancies are
found?

9.2 Perceptron Algorithm
Of the above algorithms, generic linear regression is not solving the correct problem, and gradient descent
methods do not really use any structure of the problem. In fact, as we will see we can replace the linear
function gα(x) = 〈α, (1, x)〉 with any function g (even non-linear ones) as long as we can take the gradient.

Now we will introduce the perceptron algorithm which explicitly uses the linear structure of the problem.
(Technically, it only uses the fact that there is an inner product – which we will exploit in generalizations.)
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Simplifications: For simplicity, we will make several assumptions about the data. First we will assume
that the best linear classifier (w∗, b∗) defines a halfspace whose boundary passes through the origin. This
implies b∗ = 0, and we can ignore it. This is basically equivalent to for data point (x′i, yi) ∈ Rd′ × R using
xi = (1, x′i) ∈ Rd where d′ + 1 = d.

Second, we assume that for all data points (xi, yi) that ‖xi‖ ≤ 1 (e.g., all data points live in a unit ball).
This can be done by choosing the point xmax ∈ X with largest norm ‖xmax‖, and dividing all data points
by ‖xmax‖ so that point has norm 1, and all other points have smaller norms.

Finally, we assume that there exists a perfect linear classifier. One that classifies each data point to the
correct class. There are variants of the perceptron algorithm to deal with the cases without perfect classifiers,
but are beyond the scope of this text.

The algorithm. Now to run the algorithm, we start with some normal direction w (initialized as any
positive point), and then add mis-classified points to w one at a time.

Algorithm 9.2.1 Perceptron(X, y)

Initialize w = yixi for any (xi, yi) ∈ (X, y)
repeat

For any (xi, yi) such that yi〈xi, w〉 < 0 (is mis-classified) : update w ← w + yixi
until (no mis-classified points or T steps)
return w ← w/‖w‖

Basically, if we find a mis-classified point (xi, yi) and yi = +1, then we set w = w + xi. This “pushes”
w more in the direction of xi, but also makes it longer. Having w more in the direction of xi, tends to make
it have dot-product (with a normalized version of w) closer to 1.

Similar, if we find a mis-classified point (xi, yi) with yi = −1, the we set w = w − xi; this pushes the
negative of w more towards xi, and thus w more away from xi, and thus its dot product more likely to be
negative.

Implementation Hints:
To implement the Perceptron algorithm, inside the inner loop we need to find some misclassified
point (xi, yi), if one exists. This can require another implicit loop. A common approach would be to,
for some ordering of points (x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . (xn, yn) keep an iterator index i that is maintained
outside the repeat-until loop. It is modularly incremented every step: it loops around to i = 1
after i = n. That is, the algorithm keeps cycling through the data set, and updating w for each
misclassified point if observes.

Algorithm: Perceptron(X, y)

Initialize w = yixi for any (xi, yi) ∈ (X, y); Set i = 1; t = 0; LAST-UPDATE = 1
repeat

if (yi〈xi, w〉 < 0)
w ← w + yixi
t = t+ 1; LAST-UPDATE = i

i = i+ 1 mod n
until (t = T or LAST-UPDATE = i)
return w ← w/‖w‖
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The margin. To understand why the perceptron works, we need to introduce the concept of a margin.
Given a classifier (w, b), the margin is

γ = min
(xi,yi)∈X

yi(〈w, xi〉+ b).

It is the minimum distance of any data point xi to the boundary of the halfspace. In this sense the optimal
classifier (or the maximum margin classifier) (w∗, b∗) is the one that maximizes the margin

(w∗, b∗) = arg max
(w,b)

min
(xi,yi)∈X

yi(〈w, xi〉+ b)

γ∗ = min
(xi,yi)∈X

yi(〈w∗, xi〉+ b∗).

A max-margin classifier, is one that not just classifies all points correctly, but does so with the most
“margin for error.” That is, if we perturbed any data point or the classifier itself, this is the classifier which
can account for the most perturbation and still predict all points correctly. It also tends to generalize (in the
cross-validation sense) to new data better than other perfect classifiers.

Example: Margin of Linear Classifier

For a set X of 13 points in R2, and a linear classifier defined with (w, b). We illustrate the margin in
pink. The margin γ = min(xi,yi) yi(〈w, xi〉 + b). The margin is drawn with an↔ for each support
point.

w

b

The maximum margin classifier (w∗, b∗) for X ⊂ Rd can always be defined uniquely by d+ 1 points (at
least one negative, and at least one positive). These points S ⊂ X are such that for all (xi, yi) ∈ S

γ∗ = yi (〈w∗, xi〉+ b) .

These are known as the support points, since they “support” the margin strip around the classifier boundary.
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Geometry of Why Perceptron Works

w

w

w

w

Here we will show that after at most T = (1/γ∗)2 steps (where γ∗ is the
margin of the maximum margin classifier), then there can be no more mis-
classified points.

To show this we will bound two terms as a function of t, the number of
mistakes found. The terms are 〈w,w∗〉 and ‖w‖2 = 〈w,w〉; this is before
we ultimately normalize w in the return step.
First we can argue that ‖w‖2 ≤ t, since each step increases ‖w‖2 by at
most 1:

〈w+yixi, w+yixi〉 = 〈w,w〉+(yi)
2〈xi, xi〉+2yi〈w, xi〉 ≤ 〈w,w〉+1+0.

This is true since each ‖xi‖ ≤ 1, and if xi is mis-classified, then yi〈w, xi〉
is negative.
Second, we can argue that 〈w,w∗〉 ≥ tγ∗ since each step increases it by at
least γ∗. Recall that ‖w∗‖ = 1

〈w + yixi, w
∗〉 = 〈w,w∗〉+ (yi)〈xi, w∗〉 ≥ 〈w,w∗〉+ γ∗.

The inequality follows from the margin of each point being at least γ∗ with
respect to the max-margin classifier w∗.
Combining these facts (〈w,w∗〉 ≥ tγ∗ and ‖w‖2 ≤ t) together we obtain

tγ∗ ≤ 〈w,w∗〉 ≤ 〈w, w

‖w‖〉 = ‖w‖ ≤
√
t.

Solving for t yields t ≤ (1/γ∗)2 as desired.

9.3 Kernels
It turns out all we need to get any of the above perceptron machinery to work is a well-defined (generalized)
inner-product. For two vectors p = (p1, . . . , pd), x = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rd, we have always used as the inner
product:

〈p, x〉 =
d∑

i=1

pi · xi.

However, we can define inner products more generally as a kernel K(p, x). For instance, we can use the
following non-linear functions

• K(p, x) = exp(−‖p− x‖2/σ2) for the Gaussian kernel, with bandwidth σ,

• K(p, x) = exp(−‖p− x‖/σ) for the Laplace kernel, with bandwidth σ, and

• K(p, x) = (〈p, x〉+ c)r for the polynomial kernel of power r, with control parameter c > 0.

Are these linear classifiers? No. In fact, this is how you model various forms of non-linear classifiers.
The “decision boundary” is no longer described by the boundary of a halfspace. For the polynomial kernel,
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the boundary must now be a polynomial surface of degree r. For the Gaussian and Laplace kernel it can be
even more complex; the σ parameter essentially bounds the curvature of the boundary.

Geometry of Non-linearity of Polynomial Classifiers

Consider a labeled data set (X, y) with X ⊂ R1 that is not linear separable because all of the
negatively labeled points are in the middle of two sets of positive points. However, if each xi is lifted
to a two-dimensional point (xi, x

2
i ), then it can be linearly separated in this space. Of course, in the

original space R1, this classifier is not linear.

x
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9.3.1 The Dual: Mistake Counter
To use a more general kernel within the Perceptron algorithm, we need a different interpretation of how to
keep track of the weight vector w. Recall, that each step we increment w by yixi for some misclassified
data point (xi, yi). Instead we will maintain a length n vector α = (α1, α2, . . . , αn), where αi represents
the number of times that data point (xi, yi) has been misclassified. Then we can rewrite

w =
n∑

i=1

αiyixi.

That is, instead of directly maintaining w, we maintain a length n set of counters α, and keep track of which
signed data points yixi to be added to reconstructw as needed. Now in the linear case the function g, applied
to a new data point p ∈ Rd becomes

g(p) = 〈w, p〉 = 〈
n∑

i=1

αiyixi, p〉 =
n∑

i=1

αiyi〈xi, p〉.

This seems wasteful to keep such a large vector α ∈ Rn around, especially if the number of data points
n becomes very large. In contrast, the size of the original version w ∈ Rd does not change as the dataset
increases. However, we only need to keep track of the non-zero elements of α, and if we run perceptron,
there are at most (1/γ∗)2 of these. So this is not significantly more space, depending on the relationship
between d and 1/γ∗.

The beauty of this form, is that now we can easily replace 〈xi, p〉 with any other kernel K(xi, p). That is,
the function g(p) now becomes generalized to

g(p) = 〈w, p〉 =
n∑

i=1

αiyiK(xi, p).
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Note this g is precisely a kernel density estimate, with some elements having negative weights (if yi = −1).
Then a point p is classified as positive if g(p) > 0 and negative otherwise.

9.3.2 Feature Expansion
If the margin is small, the data is not separable, or we simply do not want to deal with the unknown size of
a mistake counter, there is another option to use these non-linear kernels. We can take all data, and apply a
non-linear transformation to a higher-dimensional space so the problem is linear again.

For a polynomial kernel, on d-dimensional data points, this is equivalent to the polynomial regression
expansion, described in Chapter 5.3. For a two dimensional data point p = (p1, p2), we map this to a
5-dimensional space

p 7→ q = (q1 = p1, q2 = p2, q3 = p2
1, q4 = p1p2, q5 = p2

2).

Then we search over a 6-dimensional parameter space (b, w) with w = (w1, w2, w3, w4, w5) and (with an
abuse of notation, since the dimension ofw is not d) the kernel definedK(p, w) = 〈q, w〉. More specifically,
the z associated with a data point (p, y) as input to a loss function `(z) is defined

z = y · (K(p, w) + b) = y · (〈q, w〉+ b).

Note that the number of free parameters in the feature expansion version of the polynomial kernel is larger
than when retaining the kernel in the form K(x, p) = (〈x, p〉 + b)r, when it is only d + 1. In particular,
when p ∈ Rd and the polynomial degree r is large, then this dimensionality can get high very quickly; the
dimension of q is O(qr).

Such expansion is also possible for many other radius basis kernel (e.g., Gaussian, Laplace), but it is only
approximate and randomized. Usually it requires the dimensionality of q to be about 100 or more to get a
faithful representation.

Like in the case of regression, overfitting can be an issue. However, this effect can be mostly controlled by
the regularization term. In the case of the polynomial kernel limiting the polynomial degree r, prevents too
complex a model. With the Gaussian and Laplace, and other similar kernels, the increased dimensionality
does not lead to overfitting, but too small a value of σ may. In both cases these parameters (r and σ) can be
appropriately chosen with cross-validation.

9.3.3 Support Vector Machines
A more general way to work with complex kernels is called a support vector machine or SVM. Like with
the illustration of the margin for linear classifiers, there are a small number of data points which determine
the margin, the support vectors. Just these points are enough to determine the optimal margin.

In the case of complex non-linear kernels (e.g., Gaussians), all of the points may be support vectors.
Worse, the associated linear expanded space, the result of complete variable expansion, is actually infinite!
This means, the true weight vector w would be infinite as well, so there is no feasible way to run gradient
descent on its parameters.

However, in most cases the actual number of support vectors is small. Thus it will be useful to represent
the weight vector w as a linear combination of these support vectors, without every explicitly construct-
ing them. Consider a linear expansion of a kernel K to an m-dimensional space (think of m as being
sufficiently large that it might as well be infinite). However, consider if there are only k support vectors
{s1, s2, . . . , sk} ⊂ X where X is the full data set. Each support vector si ∈ Rd has a representation
qi ∈ Rm. But the normal vector w ∈ Rm can be written as a linear combination of the qis; that is, for some
parameters α1, α2, . . ., we must be able to write

w =

k∑

i=1

αiqi
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Thus, given the support vectors {s1, . . . , sk}we can representw in the span of S (and the origin), reparametrized
as a k-dimensional vector α = (α1, α2, . . . , αk). This α vector is precisely the mistake counter for only the
support vectors (the non-zero components), although in this case the coordinates need not be integers.

More concretely, we can apply this machinery without ever constructing the qi vectors. Each can be
implicitly represented as the function qi = K(si, ·). Recall, we only ever need to use the qi in 〈qi, w〉. And
we can expand w to

w =
k∑

i=1

αiqi =
k∑

i=1

αiK(si, ·).

Given this expansion, if we consider a special class of kernels called “reproducing kernels” which include
Gaussian and Laplace, then we have a super-cool property:

K(w, p) =
k∑

i=1

αiK(si, p).

Ultimately, for a data point (p, y), the z in the loss function `(z) is defined

z = yK(w, p) = y

k∑

i=1

αiK(si, p).

There are multiple ways to actually optimize SVMs: the task of finding the support vectors S = {s1, . . . , sk},
and assigning their weights α = {α1, . . . , αk}. One is to run the kernelized Perceptron algorithm, as out-
lined above. Alternatively, given a fixed set of support vectors S, one can directly optimize over α using
gradient descent, including any loss function and regularizer as before with linear classifiers. Thus, if we
do not know S, we can just assume S = X , the full data set. Then we can apply standard gradient descent
over α ∈ Rn. As mentioned, in most cases, most αi values are 0 (and those close enough to 0 can often be
rounded to 0). Only the points with non-zero weights are kept as support vectors.

Alternatively, stochastic gradient descent works like perceptron, and may only use a fraction of the data
points. If we use a version of Hinge Loss, only misclassified points or those near the boundary have a non-
zero gradient. The very strongly classified points have zero gradient, and the associated αi coordinates may
remain 0. The proper choice of loss function, and regularizer, can induces sparsity on the α values; and the
data points not used are not support vectors.

9.4 kNN Classifiers
Now for something completely different. There are many ways to define a classifier, and we have just
touched on some of them. These include decision trees (which basically just ask a series of yes/no questions
and are very interpretable) to deep neural networks (which are more complex, far less interpretable, but can
achieve more accuracy). We will describe one more simple classifier.

The k-NN classifier (or k-nearest neighbors classifier) works as follows. Choose a scalar parameter
k (it will be far simpler to choose k as an odd number, say k = 5). Next define a majority function
maj : {−1,+1}k → {−1,+1}. For a set Y = (y1, y2, . . . , yk) ∈ {−1,+1}k it is defined

maj(Y ) =

{
+1 if more than k/2 elements of Y are +1

−1 if more than k/2 elements of Y are −1.

Then for a data set X where each element xi ∈ X has an associated label yi ∈ {−1,+1}, define a k-nearest
neighbor function φX,k(q) that returns the k points in X which are closest to a query point q. Next let sign
report yi for any input point xi; for a set of inputs xi, it returns the set of values yi.
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Finally, the k-NN classifier is
g(q) = maj(sign(φX,k(q))).

That is, it finds the k-nearest neighbors of query point q, and considers all of the class labels of those points,
and returns the majority vote of those labels.

A query point q near many other positive points will almost surely return +1, and symmetrically for
negative points. This classifier works surprisingly well for many problems but relies on a good choice of
distance function to define φX,k.

Unfortunately, the model for the classifier depends on all of X . So it may take a long time to evaluate on
a large data set X . In contrast the functions g for non-kernelized methods above take O(d) time to evaluate
for points in Rd, and thus are very efficient.

9.5 Neural Networks
A neural network is a learning algorithm intuitively based on how a neuron works in the brain. A neuron
takes in a set of inputs x = (x1, x2, . . . , xd) ∈ Rd, weights each input by a corresponding scalar w =
(w1, w2, . . . , wd) and “fires” a signal if the total weight

∑d
i=1wixi is greater than some threshold b.

Geometry of Neurons

Our abstraction of a neuron is just a linear classifier. The weights w = (w1, . . . , wd) and decision
offset b are just a model w, b which operates on a data point x ∈ Rd as sign(〈x,w〉 − b).

x1

x2

xd wd

w1

> b?

w2

w3

x3 Pd
j=1 wjxj � b = hx, wi � b > 0?
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A neural network, is then just a network or directed graph of neurons like these. Typically, these are
arranged in layers. In the first layer, there may be d input values x1, x2, . . . , xd. These may provide the input
to t neurons (each neuron might use fewer than all inputs). Each layer produces an output y1, y2, . . . , yt.
These outputs then serve as the input to the second layer, and so on.

In a neural net, typically each xi and yi is restricted to a range [−1, 1] or [0, 1] or [0,∞), not just the two
classes {−1,+1}. Since a linear function does not guarantee this of its output, instead of a binary threshold,
to achieve this at the output of each node, they typically add an activation function φ(y). Common ones are

• hyperbolic tangent : φ(y) = tanh(y) = ey−e−y
ey+e−y ∈ [−1, 1]

• sigmoid : φ(y) = 1
1+e−y = ey

ey+1 ∈ [0, 1]

• ReLu : φ(y) = max(0, y) ∈ [0,∞).

These functions are not linear, and nor binary. They act as a “soft” version of binary. The hyperbolic tangent
and sigmoid stretch values near 0 away from 0. Large values stay large (in the context of the range). So it
makes most values almost on the boundaries of the range. And importantly, they are differentiable.

The ReLu has become very popular. It is not everywhere differentiable, but is convex. It is basically the
most benign version of activation, and is more like the original neuron, in that if the value y is negative, it
gets snapped to 0. If it is positive, it keeps its value.

A two-layer neural network is already a powerful way to build classifiers, and with enough neurons in
the middle layer, is capable of learning any function. However, deep neural nets with 3 or often many
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more layers (say 20 or 100 or more) have become very popular due to their effectiveness in many tasks,
ranging from image classification to language understanding. To be effective, typically, this requires heavy
engineering in how the layers are defined, and how the connections between layers are made.

Example: Deep Neural Network

A deep net is composed of a series of layers. Each layer maps from hl ∈ Rkl to hl+1 ∈ Rkl+1 , and is
composed of kl+1 neurons, each followed by an activation function. The input layer is x = h0, the
other layers are “hidden” as a user only provides the input x and observes the output in {−1,+1}.
To learn such a neural network, one needs to learn each edge weight W l

i,j from hl(i) to hl+1(j) for
each layer l.

single neuron

�
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<latexit sha1_base64="avJNwyWjxKj6zHcjburM8oEsj1k=">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</latexit> �
<latexit sha1_base64="avJNwyWjxKj6zHcjburM8oEsj1k=">AAAELHicdVPdahQxFE4df+r611YQwZvgVvCmy2SlthUKBSl4IVrR/sDOUjKZs7thk0yYZKpLmFfwVp/CC99AfAVvRLz1NTSZ7dLurg3McOZ833fOdyZJqgU3No5/LlyKLl+5em3xeuPGzVu37ywtrxyYvCwY7LNc5MVRSg0IrmDfcivgSBdAZSrgMB0+D/jhCRSG5+qdHWnoStpXvMcZtSGV6AE/XmrGrTiOCSE4BGTjaeyDra3NNtnEJEB+NXfuf/968Pfbvb3j5WglyXJWSlCWCWpMh8Tadh0tLGcCqkZSGtCUDWkfOj5UVILputpshR/5TIZ7eeEfZXGdbSQGvHXVtwOXWPhg3/PMDrbXW+tcVVNgmPNCUNOCq8y7qlws5RxmhlxXrt1ar7Ezj45KY0Yy9d4ktQMzi4Xk/7BOaXubXceVLi0oVuEpIZSGFVzbuVZ1uUbi52C5lFRlLgFtKpec0MIHXORqBvYjhR02fq6EW5C+HF5ra1sPBXp7jYxjm+sJ5CsUcL4Gqzqk6zspUxYQLLhkt3xbO3RNUlVzgnReEN5pOqGfJw8zqMY7Z5gLHzN4WgrhCSof7w9erTNgV3H4a1NMkdWNfdTDien1qORihEPPaWI47GOLXuKSl7ToQ6CdiWYEjNvTyvWZc6kowbMtVyPcaZLubIPXe7uvznue6ArIvCw0DYxnFfbCRsPfoslVwRcHB+0WedJqvyHNnRiN1yJ6gB6ix4igDbSDXqA9tI8YGqCP6BP6HH2JfkS/ot9j6qWFU81dNLWiP/8AE2Vy4w==</latexit> �
<latexit sha1_base64="avJNwyWjxKj6zHcjburM8oEsj1k=">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</latexit> �
<latexit sha1_base64="avJNwyWjxKj6zHcjburM8oEsj1k=">AAAELHicdVPdahQxFE4df+r611YQwZvgVvCmy2SlthUKBSl4IVrR/sDOUjKZs7thk0yYZKpLmFfwVp/CC99AfAVvRLz1NTSZ7dLurg3McOZ833fOdyZJqgU3No5/LlyKLl+5em3xeuPGzVu37ywtrxyYvCwY7LNc5MVRSg0IrmDfcivgSBdAZSrgMB0+D/jhCRSG5+qdHWnoStpXvMcZtSGV6AE/XmrGrTiOCSE4BGTjaeyDra3NNtnEJEB+NXfuf/968Pfbvb3j5WglyXJWSlCWCWpMh8Tadh0tLGcCqkZSGtCUDWkfOj5UVILputpshR/5TIZ7eeEfZXGdbSQGvHXVtwOXWPhg3/PMDrbXW+tcVVNgmPNCUNOCq8y7qlws5RxmhlxXrt1ar7Ezj45KY0Yy9d4ktQMzi4Xk/7BOaXubXceVLi0oVuEpIZSGFVzbuVZ1uUbi52C5lFRlLgFtKpec0MIHXORqBvYjhR02fq6EW5C+HF5ra1sPBXp7jYxjm+sJ5CsUcL4Gqzqk6zspUxYQLLhkt3xbO3RNUlVzgnReEN5pOqGfJw8zqMY7Z5gLHzN4WgrhCSof7w9erTNgV3H4a1NMkdWNfdTDien1qORihEPPaWI47GOLXuKSl7ToQ6CdiWYEjNvTyvWZc6kowbMtVyPcaZLubIPXe7uvznue6ArIvCw0DYxnFfbCRsPfoslVwRcHB+0WedJqvyHNnRiN1yJ6gB6ix4igDbSDXqA9tI8YGqCP6BP6HH2JfkS/ot9j6qWFU81dNLWiP/8AE2Vy4w==</latexit> �
<latexit sha1_base64="avJNwyWjxKj6zHcjburM8oEsj1k=">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</latexit>

h1
<latexit sha1_base64="mIL3b2gt4Sl7Y1eFwhRKJBA7IK4=">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</latexit> h2

<latexit sha1_base64="BXXJhUAvpghSozMJKntdcRJRLhU=">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</latexit>

h3
<latexit sha1_base64="ifiyypOqbWOx979ojQ++qstG4dM=">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</latexit>

{�1, +1}
<latexit sha1_base64="OF+Zu8LFbN1zmUMFbBRRKhkCYGo=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="GPId8+EXEZ7gEdOf6xWaVxXDGkA=">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</latexit>

h 2 Rk
<latexit sha1_base64="+zli9WHGQvyKOLMH2nfo4SV284s=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="GPId8+EXEZ7gEdOf6xWaVxXDGkA=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="GPId8+EXEZ7gEdOf6xWaVxXDGkA=">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</latexit> �
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Once the connections are determined, then the goal is to learn the weights on each neuron so that for a
given input, a final neuron fires if the input satisfies some pattern (e.g., the input are pixels from a picture,
and it fires if the picture contains a car). This is theorized to be “loosely” how the human brain works.
Although, neural nets have pretty much diverged in how they learn, compared to attempts to replicate the
structure and process of learning in the human brain.

9.5.1 Training with Backpropagation
Given a data set X with labeled data points (x, y) ∈ X (with x ∈ Rd and y ∈ {−1,+1}), we already know
how to train a single neuron so for input x it tends to fire if y = 1 and not fire if y = −1. It is just a linear
classifier! So, we can use the perceptron algorithm, or gradient descent with a well-chosen loss function.

However, for neural networks to attain more power than simple linear classifiers, they need to be at least
two layers, and are often deep (e.g., for “deep learning”) with 20, 100, or more layers. For these networks,
the perceptron algorithm no longer works since it does not properly propagate across layers. However, a
version of gradient descent called back-propagation can be used. In short, it computes the gradient across
the edge weights in a network by chaining partial derivatives backwards through the network.

Ultimately the network represents a function g : Rd → R, from which the sign sign(g(x)) predicts
the label of x. We can evaluate a given pair (xi, yi) using a loss function `(yig(xi)), and to use within
(stochastic) gradient descent framework, we need to calculate the gradient of `(yig(xi)). However, there
are many model parameters (each edge weight of each neuron in each layer), and they have complicated
dependency functions. Back-propagation has the insight that the derivative of each model parameter (which
compose to form the gradient) can be calculated from the last layer, then the second last layer, and so on.
This is an application of the chain rule from calculus. In particular we can write

g(x) = hL = WLφL−1(WL−1 . . . φ1(W 1x) . . .).
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as a composition of activation functions φl and weight matrices W l, from layer l = 1 to layer l = L.
Each row of W l contains the weights of one neuron in the lth layer. So each W l is linear (so convex and
differentiable) and each activation function φl is also chosen to be convex and differentiable.

More specifically, the derivative of parameter W l
i,j is ∇i,j,l`(yg(x)) for a data point (x, y) [Note that

we are using i to index into the neural network weight, so we do not use it for the data point]. We label
intermediate results

al = W lφl−1(W l−1 . . . φ1(W 1x) . . .) as the lth activation, and

hl = φl(W lφl−1(W l−1 . . . φ1(W 1x) . . .)) as the lth hidden layer.

Now set z = yg(x) = yaL; for notational coherence, we denote the output g(x) as the last activation layer
aL. Then for l = L, aL is a scalar, so we set i = 1 for consistent notation, and we can derive

∇1,j,L`(z) =
d`(z)

dWL
1,j

=
d`(z)

daL1
· daL1

dWL
1,j

= `′(yaL1 ) · hL−1
j ,

where `′ is the derivative of the loss function and noting that the derivative daL1
dWL

1,j
is linear (from a dot

product), so is simply hL−1
j . Since each of these terms was chosen to be computable, (since hL−1

j and aL1
are all computed in the process of computing g(x)), then we can derive the gradient for each weight WL

1,j in
the last layer. If the neural net was only one layer, then hL−1

j = xj , and this is nothing more than gradient
descent for a linear classifier.

Now the derivative of the weights in the second-to-last layer L − 1 is computed in a similar way as the
last layer L. That is

∇i,j,L−1`(z) =
d`(z)

dWL−1
i,j

=
d`(z)

daL1
· daL1

dhL−1
i

· dhL−1
i

daL−1
i

· daL−1
i

dWL−1
i,j

= `′(yaL1 ) ·WL
1,i · (φL−2)′(aL−1

i ) · hL−2
j ,

where (φL−2)′ is the derivative of φL−2, and again each of these terms has been or can be computed. Note
that we have computed for each k

d`(z)

daL−1
i

=
d`(z)

daL1
· daL1

dhL−1
i

· dhL−1
i

daL−1
i

= `′(yaL1 ) ·WL
1,i · (φL−2)′(aL−1

i ),

which we will reuse.
In the third-to-last layer L−2 one more complication arises, where it now depends on each kth activation

term (where k was i above) in layer L− 1, precomputed above, as the sum

∇i,j,L−2`(z) =
d`(z)

dWL−1
i,j

=
∑

k

d`(z)

daL−1
k

· daL−1
k

dhL−2
i

· dhL−2
i

daL−2
i

· daL−2
i

dWL−2
i,j

=
∑

k

d`(z)

daL−1
k

·WL
k,i · (φL−3)′(aL−2

i ) · hL−3
j .

And again in this process we have computed each d`(z)

daL−2
i

. The second big insight (other than reusing each
d`(z)

dali
) is that in each following layer there is only one sum over the previous activation vector – it is not a

sum of sums and so on.
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In summary, to compute the derivative for a specific data point (x, y), we “feed forward” x into the
network, can compute all activation al and hidden layer hl vectors. Then we use y to evaluate the loss
function, and “back propagate” the loss on the network, using the chain rule to compute relevant partial
derivatives as we go. Thus, the cost of one step is ultimately proportional to the size of the network, and is
efficient.
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Exercises

Q9.1: Consider the following “loss” function. `i(zi) = (1 − zi)
2/2, where for a data point (xi, yi) and

prediction function f , then zi = yi · f(xi). Predict how this might work within a gradient descent
algorithm for classification.

Q9.2: Consider a data set (X, y), where each data point (x1,i, x2,i, yi) is in R2 × {−1,+1}. Provide the
psuedo-code for the Perceptron Algorithm using a polynomial kernel of degree 2. You can have
a generic stopping condition, where the algorithm simply runs for T steps for some parameter T .
(There are several correct ways to do this, but be sure to explain how to use a polynomial kernel
clearly.)

Q9.3: Consider a set of 1-dimensional data points

(x1 = 0, y1 = +1) (x2 = 1, y1 = −1) (x3 = 2, y1 = +1) (x4 = 4, y1 = +1)

(x5 = 6, y1 = −1) (x6 = 7, y1 = −1) (x7 = 8, y1 = +1) (x8 = 9, y1 = −1)

Predict -1 or +1 using a kNN (k-nearest neighbor) classifier with k = 3 on the following queries.

1. x = 3

2. x = 9

3. x = −1

Q9.4: Consider the following Algorithm 1, called the Double-Perceptron. We will run this on an input set
X consisting of points X ∈ Rn×d and corresponding labels y ∈ {−1,+1}.

Algorithm 9.5.1 Double-Perceptron(X)

Initialize w = yixi for any (xi, yi) ∈ (X, y)
repeat

For any (xi, yi) such that yi〈xi, w〉 < 0 (is mis-classified) : update w ← w + 2·yixi
until (no mis-classified points or T steps)
return w ← w/‖w‖

For each of the following questions, the answer can be faster, slower, the same, or not at all. And
should be accompanied with an explanation.

1. Compared with Algorithm 9.2.1 (Perceptron) in the notes, explain how this algorithm with con-
verge.

2. Next consider transforming the input data set X (not the y labels) so that all coordinates are di-
vided by 2. Now if we run Double-Perceptron how will the results compare to regular Perceptron
(Algorithm 9.2.1) on the original data set X .

3. Finally, consider taking the original data set (X, y) and multiplying all entries in y by −1, then
running the original Perceptron algorithm. How will the convergence compare to running the
same Perceptron algorithm, on the original data set.

Q9.5: Consider a matrixA ∈ Rn×4. Each row represents a customer (there are n customers in the database).
The first column is the age of the customer in years, the second column is the number of days since the
customer entered the database, the third column is the total cost of all purchases ever by the customer
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in dollars, and the last column is the total profit in dollars generated by the customer. So each column
has a different unit.

For each of the following operations, decide if it is reasonable or unreasonable.

1. Run simple linear regression using the first three columns to build a model to predict the fourth
column.

2. Use k-means clustering to group the customers into 4 types using Euclidean distance between
rows as the distance.

3. Use PCA to find the best 2-dimensional subspace, so we can draw the customers in a R2 in way
that has the least projection error.

4. Use the linear classification to build a model based on the first three columns to predict if the
customer will make a profit +1 or not −1.

Q9.6: Consider a “loss” function, called an double-hinged loss function

`i(z) =





0 if z > 1

1− z if 0 ≤ z ≤ 1

1 if z ≤ 0.

where the overall cost for a dataset (X, y), given a linear function g(x) = 〈(1, x), α〉 is defined
L(g, (X, y)) =

∑n
i=1 `i(yi · g(xi)).

1. What problems might a gradient descent algorithm have when attempting to minimize L by
choosing the best α?

2. Explain if the problem would be better or worse using stochastic gradient descent?
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10 Graphs

A central object in data analysis is a graph G = (V,E) defined by a set of vertices V and edges between
those vertices E. The vertices can serve as proxy for any data type (e.g., social network users, a companies
products, or waypoints on a map), and the graph representation then simplifies the structure of these data
items down to only their connectivity. This structure can of course be composed with many other structures
we have studied (vectors, matrices, etc); but this chapter will focus specifically on what can be inferred from
the graphs. In this section, we overview how graphs can be used to model movement of information, which
reveals which vertices are most important. We also show how to cluster or find interesting subgraphs that
capture where more interesting or meaningful patterns appear.

Basic definitions and models for graphs. Formally, a (undirected) graph G = (V,E) is defined by a
set of vertices V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} and a set of edges E = {e1, e2, . . . , em} where each edge ej is an
unordered pair of vertices: ej = {vi, vi′}. In a directed graph edges are ordered and ej = (vi, vi′) indicates
that node vi points to vi′ , but not the other direction.

Two vertices v1 and vk are connected if there is a sequence of edges 〈e1, . . . , ek−1〉 such that e1 contains
v1, ek−1 contains vk, and consecutive edges can be ordered so ej = {vi, vi+1} and ej+1 = {vi+1, vi+2}
where the second element in ej is the same as the first in ej+1. The graph distance dE(vi, vi′) (induced by
edges set E) between any two vertices vi, vi′ ∈ V is the minimum number of edges requires to get from vi
to vi′ . It is a metric for undirected graphs; for directed graphs it may not be symmetric.

Example: Undirected Graph

Consider graph G = (V,E) with the following vertices V = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h} and edges E ={
{a, b}, {a, c}, {a, d}, {b, d}, {c, d}, {c, e}, {e, f}, {e, g}, {f, g}, {f, h}

}
.

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

Alternatively, G can be represented as a matrix with 1 if there is an edge, and 0 otherwise.

a b c d e f g h

a 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
b 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
c 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
d 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
e 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
f 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
g 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
h 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

=




0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0




The distance dE(a, g) = 3, realized by the edges {a, c}, {c, e}, and {e, g}.
We will use this graph as a running example throughout much of this chapter.
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Matrix representations of graphs. The matrix representation of a graph is essential for understanding
many of its structure properties. We initiate this below with the two most basic and essential such rep-
resentations, but will generalize and extend from these in the sections below. It should be noted that in
practice, this can be extremely space-inefficient way to store the graph. These matrices have |V |2 cells,
however, in many cases the number of actual edges |E| is much closer to the number of vertices (say
|E| ≤ 20|V | or |E| ≤ 5|V | log2 |V | or |E| ≤ |V |1.2 are often not unreasonable). On the small examples
we can present in this text, these assumptions are not meaningful. But many graph datasets in industry (e.g.,
where |V | > 1,000,000) this difference can correspond with the dataset fitting easily on a laptop, or with
requiring a cluster of computers.

The most natural representation of a graph as a matrix is the adjacency matrix A. For an n vertex graph,
it is an n× n matrix that records 1 in Ai,j for each each edge ei,j = {vi, vj}. Entries are 0 otherwise.

The degree matrix is a square and diagonal n× n matrix. This means it only has non-zero entries on the
diagonals Di,i. In particular, Di,i records the degree of vertex vi, which is the number of edges containing
vi. In particular, we will sometimes use the matrix D−1/2. Recall a square matrix can be multiplied by
itself, so in general for a positive integer power p, the matrix operation Dp refers to multiplying D by itself
p times as D ·D · . . . ·D. However, for fractional powers this is less intuitive, and in generally not always
defined. For diagonal matrices with positive entries on all diagonal elements, we can simply define Dp as
the diagonal matrix replacing each Di,i with Dp

i,i. In particular, this means it is easy to invert a diagonal
matrix since D−1 is just replaces each Di,i with 1/Di,i). One can check that definition is consistent with
the more general definition of a matrix power; that is so (Dp)1/p = D.

Example: Adjacency and Degree Matrices

Again using our example graph, we can define the adjacency A and degree matrix D:

A =




0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0




D =




3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1




.

Taking D to the power −1/2 is now

D−1/2 =




0.577 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.707 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.577 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.577 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.577 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.577 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.707 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1




.
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10.1 Markov Chains

A Markov chains (V, P, q) is defined by a set of nodes V , a probability transition matrix P , and an initial
state q. We will see soon how P can be induced from the matrix representation of an edge set, so this
structure is closely connected to understanding graphs; for now we describe it in a more general context.
Moveover, in many of the most useful and often desirable contexts q is not needed, and the initial part of
this discussion will be aimed at showing how to remove the dependence on q.

The point of a Markov chain (V, P, q) is to understand the “movement around” or “flow through” the
vertex set V . This movement is governed by the matrix P , but to get a grasp on this, it is important to start
with how to think about this, via its initial state q.

The initial state q represents a probability distribution over vertices. For instance, if the mental model
of this process is a random walk around the vertices of a graph, then an initial state q (i.e., specifically at a
vertex b ∈ V with probability 1, in our running example) is

qT = [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0].

A more general model is when there is not a single vertex which dictates the state, but a distribution over
possible vertices. Then if there is a 10% chance of being in state a, a 30% chance of being in state d and a
60% change of being in state f , this represents as

qT = [0.1 0 0 0.3 0 0.6 0 0].

In general we need to enforce that q ∈ ∆|V |, that is, it represents a probability distribution, so

• each q[i] ≥ 0

• ∑i q[i] = 1.

Now the probability transition matrix P is a column normalized matrix. That is each column must satisfy
a probability distribution; each column Pj ∈ ∆|V |, so the entrees are non-negative and sum to 1. Each ith
column represents the probability that, conditioned on starting at vertex vi where the next vertex would be.
That is, entry Pi,i′ describes that from vertex vi the probability is Pi,i′ that the next vertex is vi′ . Using an
adjacency matrix A, we can derive P by normalizing all of the columns so Pj = Aj/‖Aj‖1.
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Example: Probability Transition Matrix

The running example adjacency matrix A can derive a probability transition matrix P as

P =




0 1/2 1/3 1/3 0 0 0 0
1/3 0 0 1/3 0 0 0 0
1/3 0 0 1/3 1/3 0 0 0
1/3 1/2 1/3 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1/3 0 0 1/3 1/2 0
0 0 0 0 1/3 0 1/2 1
0 0 0 0 1/3 1/3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1/3 0 0




.

We can also present this as a graph, where directed edges show the probability transition probability
from one node to another. The lack of an edge represents 0 probability of a transition. This sort of
representation is already very cluttered, and thus is not scalable to much larger graphs.

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

1/3

1/3
1/3

1/3

1/3

1/3

1/3

1/3
1/3

1/3 1/3
1/3

1/3

1/3
1/3

1/2
1/2

1/2

1/2

1

Note that although the initial graph was undirected, this new graph is directed. For instance edge
(a, b) from a to b has probability 1/3 while edge (b, a) from b to a has probability 1/2. Or more
dramatically, edge (f, h) from f to h has probability 1/3, where as edge (h, f) from f to h has
probability 1; that is, vertex h always transitions to f .

Now given a state qT = [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0] can “transition” to the next state as (using our example P )

q1 = Pq =

[
1

2
0 0

1

2
0 0 0 0

]T
.

Then we can get to the next state as

q2 = Pq1 = PPq = P 2q =

[
1

6

2

6

2

6

1

6
0 0 0 0

]T
.

and

q3 = Pq2 =

[
1

3

1

9

1

9

1

3

1

9
0 0 0

]T
.

In general we can write qn = Pnq, that is starting with q and “hitting” q on the left n times by P , the
transition matrix.

This is called a “Markov” chain after Andrey Markov, because it is a Markov process. This naming refers
to that this process only depends on its current state, and nothing prior to that (unless it is implicitly encoded
in the current state).

There are two ways to think about this Markov chain process.
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• It describes a random walk of a point starting at one vertex, this corresponds with a single 1 coordinate
in q. Then at each step it decides where to go next randomly based on the appropriate column of P ,
with the jth column of P encoding the transtion probability of the jth vertex. It moves to exactly one
new state. Then repeat.

• It describes the probability distribution of a random walk. At each state, we only track the distribution
of where it might be: this is qn after n steps. Alternatively, we can consider Pn, then for any initial
state q0, Pnq0 describers the distribution of where q0 might be after n steps. So entry Pnj,i (jth column,
ith row) describes the probability that a point starting in j will be in state i after n steps.

Usually, only one of these two interpretations is considered. They correspond to quite different algorithms
and purposes, each with their own advantages. We will discuss both.

10.1.1 Ergodic Markov Chains

A Markov chain is ergodic if there exists some t such that for all n ≥ t, then each entry in Pn is positive.
This means that from any starting position, after t steps there is always a chance we are in every state. That
is, for any q, then qn = Pnq is positive in all entries. It is important to make the distinction in the definition
that it is not that we have some positive entry for some n ≥ t, but for all n ≥ t, as we will see.

When is a Markov chain not ergodic? To characterize when a Markov chain is ergodic, it is simpler to
rule out the cases when it is not ergodic, and then if it does not satisfy these properties, it must be ergodic.
There are three such non-ergodic properties:

• It is cyclic. This means that it alternates between different sets of states every 2 or 3 or in general p
steps. This strict, even a single low probability event that it deviates from this makes it not cyclic.
The cyclic nature does not need to be on the entire graph, it may only be on a disconnected part of the
graph.

Example: Cyclic Probability Transition Matrices

Here are some example cyclic transition matrices:

(
0 1
1 0

) 


0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0







0 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 0
1/4 0 0 0 0 1/4
1/4 0 0 0 0 1/4
1/4 0 0 0 0 1/4
1/4 0 0 0 0 1/4
0 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 0




• It has absorbing and transient states. This corresponds to some Markov chains which can separate
V into two class A, T ⊂ V so that if a random walk leaves some node in T and lands in a state in
A, then it never returns to any state in T . In this case, the nodes A are absorbing, and the nodes in
T are transient. Note that this only happens when the initial graph is directed, so the walk cannot go
backwards on an edge.
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Example: Absorbing and Transient Probability Transition Matrices

Here are some examples:

(
1/2 0
1/2 1

) 


0 1 0
1 0 1
0 0 0







1/2 1/2 0 0 0 0
1/2 49/100 0 0 0 0
0 1/100 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4
0 0 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4
0 0 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4
0 0 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4




• It is not connected. This property indicates that there are two sets of notes A,B ⊂ V such that there
is no possible way to transition from any node in A to any node in B.

Example: Disconnected Probability Transition Matrices

And some examples:

(
1 0
0 1

) 


0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1







1/2 1/2 0 0 0 0
1/2 1/2 0 0 0 0
0 0 1/3 1/2 1/3 0
0 0 1/3 0 1/3 0
0 0 1/3 1/2 1/3 0
0 0 0 0 0 1




When it is ergodic. From now on, we will assume that the Markov chain is ergodic. At a couple of critical
points we will show simple modifications to existing chains to help ensure this.

Now there is an amazing property that happens. Let P ∗ = Pn as n→∞; this is well-defined, and it will
converge to a limiting matrix P ∗. Now let q∗ = P ∗q. That is, there is also a limiting state, and this does not
depend on the choice of q.

Ergodic Markov Chains: They have a limiting probability transition matrix (P ∗ = Pn as n→∞)
and a limiting state q∗ = P ∗q, which is the same for any initial state q.

This property has are varied and important consequences.

• For all starting states q, the final state is q∗ (if we run the chain long enough). So we can analyze
such chains, just based on V and P ; or if P is derived from an adjacency matrix, this is analyzing
properties of the inducing graph.

• As we do a random walk, we will eventually have an expected state precisely described by q∗. So
we can analyze the process of such random walks without actually simulating an indefinite number of
such processes, as long as we can derive the state q∗ and final matrix P ∗.

• The final state is stable, specifically q∗ = PP ∗q thus q∗ = Pq∗. That is the probability of being in
a state i and leaving to j, is the same as being in another state j and arriving at i; this is called the
delicate balance. Globally, we can generalize this to say, the probability of being in any state i and
leaving (to any other state) is the same as being any other state and arriving in i. Thus, if a distribution
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starts in q0 = q∗ it is already in the final distribution. And the “further” it starts (e.g. q0 is more
different from q∗), the longer it will takes to converge.

Moreover, q∗ is the first eigenvector of P , after normalizing so the sum of its elements are 1. . This second
eigenvalue λ2 determines the rate of convergence. The smaller λ2, the faster the rate of convergence.

Example: Limiting States

In our example graph,

q∗ = (0.15, 0.1, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.1, 0.05)T = (
3

20
,

1

10
,

3

20
,

3

20
,

3

20
,

3

20
,

1

10
,

1

20
)T .

Note that this distribution is not uniform and is also not directly proportional to the transition proba-
bilities. It is a global property about the connectivity of the underlying graph. Vertex h which is the
most isolated has the smallest probability, and more central nodes have higher probability.

The second eigenvalue of P is 0.875 which is small enough that the convergence is fast. If the part of
the graph containing {a, b, c, d} was made harder to transition to or from the other part of the graph,
this value could be much larger (e.g., 0.99). On the other hand if another edge was added between
say d and f , then this would be much smaller (e.g., 0.5), and the convergence would be even faster.

10.1.2 Metropolis Algorithm
The Metropolis Algorithm, sometimes referred to as Markov Chains Monte Carlo (MCMC) was developed
by Metropolis, Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth, Teller, and Teller in 1953 to help develop the atomic bomb. There
is some controversy over who really deserves credit for the invention. But, the lesson is, it pays to have
a name that is both cool sounding, and earliest in alphabetical order! This has had enormous influence in
statistical physics and in computing Bayesian statistics.

Here each state v ∈ V has a weight associated with it:

w(v) where
∑

v∈V
w(v) = W.

More generally, V may be continuous and then W =
∫
v∈V w(v) dv. Then we want to land in a state v with

probability w(v)/W . But...

• V might be very large, and W unknown.
• V can be continuous, so there can be no way to calculate W . One can think of this as a probe-only

distribution, since you can measure µ(v) = cw(v) at any one state at a time where c is some unknown
constant (related to W ).

Then the goal is to design a special Markov chain so q∗[v] = w(v)/W (without knowing W ).
The algorithm sketched in Algorithm 10.1.1, starts with some v0 ∈ V so q = [0 0 0 . . . 1 . . . 0 0]T .

Then iterate as follows. Choose neighbor u (proportional to K(v, u)) where K is some notion of neighbor-
hood/similarity (for instance a kernel, like a Gaussian kernel). And move to uwith probability min{1, w(u)/w(v)}.

This implicitly defines a Markov chain on the state space V . The transition matrix is defined by the
algorithm, but is not realized as a matrix. Importantly, if the chain is ergodic, then there exists some t such
that i ≥ t, then Pr[vi = v] = w(v)/W . This value t is not only a limiting notion, but holds for some finite t
(even if V is continuous), through a property called “coupling from the past”. However, determining when
such a t has occurred analytically placing an upper bound on the value required for t can be challenging.
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Algorithm 10.1.1 Metropolis on V and w
Initialize v0 = [0 0 0 . . . 1 . . . 0 0]T .
repeat

Generate u ∼ K(v, ·)
if (w(u) ≥ w(vi)) then

Set vi+1 = u
else

With probability w(u)/w(v) set vi+1 = u; otherwise set vi+1 = vi.
until “converged”
return V = {v1, v2, . . . , }

Often the goal is to create many samples from w, which can then be used as a proxy for the unknown
w to estimate various quantities via concentration of measure bounds. The most formal analysis of such
algorithms often dictates that it is run for t steps, take one sample, then run for another t steps and take
one additional sample, and so on repeating tk times to get k samples. This of course seems wasteful, but is
necessary to strictly ensure samples are independent.

In practice, it is more common to run for t = 1000 steps (the “burn in” period), then take the next
k = 5000 steps as a random sample. This repeats a total of only t + k steps. This second method has
“auto-correlation”, as samples vi and vi+1 are likely to be “near” each other (either since K is local, or
because it did not accept a new state). Officially, we should take only one point every s steps, where s
depends on the degree of auto-correlation. But in practice, we take all k samples, but treat them (for purpose
of concentration bounds) as k/s samples.

10.2 PageRank
Search engines were revolutionized in the late 1990s when Google was formed, with the PageRank algo-
rithm as the basis for ranking webpages within its search engine. Before PageRank other search engines
(e.g., Altavista, Lycos, Infoseek) and indexes (e.g., Yahoo!, LookSmart) were based almost entirely on a
combination of the content of the pages and manually curated lists. These aspects are still used as part of an
overall search and ranking method, but PageRank added the perspective of also considering the importance
of pages based on the global structure of the webgraph.

The webgraph is a graph where each vertex is a webpage, and directed edges are created when one
webpage links to another one. Search engines implicitly had stored this graphs already, since they ran
“crawlers.” These were algorithms which randomly followed links from one webpage to another, in this
case, with the purpose of cataloging the content of each webpage so it could be put into a large nearest-
neighbor search algorithm (often based on cosine similarity using bag-of-words models or Jaccard similarity
using k-gram models).

Intuitively, the PageRank model extended the idea of a crawler to be a “random surfer,” someone who
randomly browses webpages. The goal was to identify webpages which a random surfer would commonly
reach, and to mark them as more important in the search engine. This model can be formalized as a Markov
chain, and the importance is given by the limiting state distribution q∗.

However, this only works when the graph is ergodic. And the webgraph is very non-ergodic. It is not
connected. And there are webpages which are linked to, but do not link to anything else; these are absorbing
states. Worse, spammers could (and do!) intentionally create such sets webpages to capture the attention of
crawlers and random surfers.
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Example: Webgraph

Below is an example directed webgraph. It is disconnected and has absorbing and transient states.

This includes a large part with black and grey edges; this two-layer structure mirrors those used by
spammers to attract traffic of random surfers and automated ranking in search engines. The grey
edges are planted links to the grey pages they control. These grey edges might be in comments on
blogs, or links on twitter, or any other click bate. Then the grey pages can be easily updated to direct
traffic to the black pages which pay the spammers to get promoted. The effect of this sort of structure
can be reduced with PageRank, but is not completely eliminated.

So PageRank adds one additional, but crucial, change to the standard Markov chain analysis of the web-
graph: teleportation. Roughly every seven steps (15% of the time), it instructs the random surfer to jump to
a completely random node in the webgraph. This makes the graph connected, eliminates absorbing states,
increases convergence rates, and jumps out of traps set up by webgraph spammers. That is, it is now er-
godic, so the limiting state q∗ exists. Moreover, there is an efficient way to implement this without making
the webgraph artificially dense, and exploding the memory requirements.

Formalization of the model. Let P be the n× n probability transition matrix formed by normalizing the
webgraph adjacency matrix. Let Q be another probability transition matrix that is a normalized complete
graph. That is, each entry is precisely 1/n. Now the probability transition matrix which represents the
PageRank algorithm is

R = (1− β)P + βQ,

where β is the probability of jumping to a random node. As mentioned a typical setting is β = 0.15.
Now consider a random surfer whose state is q. Then in one iteration, the state is updated as

q1 = Rq.

This operation itself is slow to implement sinceR is dense, since each entry has value at least β/n. However
we can use the linearity to decompose this as:

q1 = Rq = (1− β)Pq + βQq = (1− β)Pq + (β/n)1.

Here 1 represents the length n, all 1s vector. Since Q has identical columns, then it does not matter which
column is chosen, and q is eliminated from the second term. And more importantly, the second term is now
a constant; it just adds β/n to each coordinate created by the sparse matrix multiply (1 − β)Pq. The state
after i rounds can be computed inductively as

qi = Rqi−1 = (1− β)Pqi−1 + (β/n)1.
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The limiting state q∗ ofR is known as the PageRank vector. Each coordinate is associated with a webpage,
and provides an “importance” of that page based on the structure of the webgraph. It is one of the factors
that goes into the ranking of pages within Google’s search engine.

However, we cannot yet just create q∗ based on the first eigenvector of R. Because R is dense, this is too
slow to do using standard libraries. But, we can adapt the power method, to use the efficient updates in the
sparse matrix P . That is the inductively constructed qi, for i large enough, is a good approximation of q∗.

Moreover, because the graph has a β-fraction of the complete graph, it is well connected, and the second
eigenvalue will be large, and it will converge quickly. Also, after a good estimate of the q∗ is found, then if
the graph is updated, we can used the old estimate to have a good starting point towards the new converged
to distribution. Thus, even on a graph as large as the webgraph, only a few (no more than 50, often much
fewer) iterations are required to get a good precision on the estimate of q∗ of R.

Ethical Questions with TrustRank

It is generally accepted that some webpages are more trustworthy than others. For instance,
Wikipedia pages, top-level pages at reputable universities, established newspapers, and government
pages. These sources typically have a formal review process and a reputation to uphold. On the other
hand, pages which are parts of blogs, comment sections on news articles, and personal social media
pages are typically much less trustworthy.

With this in mind, variants on PageRank have been developed with this trust in mind, as a way
to help combat advanced spamming attempts. This works by having trusted pages more frequently
teleported to, and less likely to be teleported from. This is easy to implement by adjusting the 1 vector
in (β/n)1. Denote the limiting vector of this process the trustRank score. It has been suggested that
webpages which deviate in their standard PageRank score and their trustRank score are more likely
to be spam webpages, and can be down-weighted in the search results.

What are the ethical considerations one should consider when choosing to implement this? And what
considerations should be taken in how to build the updated trust weighting?

10.3 Spectral Clustering on Graphs
Spectral clustering is an example of top-down hierarchical clustering. That is, it finds the best way to
split the data into two parts, then recurses on both parts until some desired level of resolution has been
reached. Within this top-down framework, the key operation of splitting the data is through a mapping to
one dimension – a sorted order – and then uses this order to find the best split.

Spectral clustering is most simply defined starting from a graph representation, although we will see
who it can use a similarity function s to construct an equivalent form for any data set. From the graph
representation, it defines a special conversion to another matrix called a Laplacian, and uses the eigen-
decomposition to define the one-dimension ordering. For the remainder of this section we will focus on
interpreting these graph and matrix representations, and how to use them to define the one-dimensional
ordering.

So how should we cluster a graph? Typically, on graphs the clustering is a partition of the vertex set.
That is a single hard cluster is a subset S ⊂ V . And to perform top-down clustering, the elements to analyze
is a subset S ⊂ V and its compliment S̄ = V \ S.

The edges are then the quantity used to determine how good the clustering is. In general, we want many
edges within a cluster, and few edges between clusters. Define the volume of a cluster vol(S) as the number
of edges with at least one vertex in S. Also, the cut cut(S, T ) between two clusters S, T is defined as the
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number of edges with one vertex in S and the other in T . Ultimately a good clustering has large vol(S) for
each cluster and a small cut(S, T ) for each pair of clusters.

Specifically, the normalized cut between S and T is

ncut(S, T ) =
cut(S, T )

vol(S)
+

cut(S, T )

vol(T )
.

And as a result the key step in top-down graph clustering is to find the cluster S (and compliment T = V \S)
that has the minimum ncut(S, T ). Dividing by vol(S) and vol(T ) prevents us from finding either S or T
that is too small, and the cut(S, T ) in the numerator will ensure a small number of edges are crossing this
partition.

Example: Normalized Cut

In the running example graph, clusters S = {a, b, c, d} and the singleton cluster with S′ = {h} both
have a small cut value with both cut(S′, S̄′) = 1 and cut(S, S̄) = 1. The volumes however are very
different with vol(S) = 6 and vol(S̄) = 5 while vol(S′) = 1 and vol(S̄′) = 10.

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

S0S

The difference in volumes shows up in the normalized cut score for S and S′. Specifically
ncut(S′, S̄′) = 1 + 1

10 = 1.1, whereas ncut(S, S̄) = 1
6 + 1

5 = 0.367. Overall S results in the
smallest normalized cut score; this aligns with how it intuitively is the partition which best divides
the vertices in a balanced way without separating along too many edges.

Affinity matrix. This algorithm will start with the adjacency matrix A of a graph, and then transform it
further. However, the adjacency matrix A need not be 0 − 1. It can be filled with the similarity value
defined by some similarity function s : X ×X → [0, 1] defined between elements of a dataset X; then A
stands for affinity. The degree matrix is still diagonal but is now defined as the sum of elements in a row
(or column — it must be symmetric). The remainder of the spectral clustering formulation and algorithm
will be run the same way; however we continue the description the graph representation as it more clean.
However, this generalization allows us to apply spectral clustering to point sets with a arbitrarily data set
and an appropriate similar measure s.

When the similarity of a pair is very small, it is often a good heuristic to round the values down to 0 in
the matrix to allow algorithms to take advantage of fast sparse linear algebraic subroutines.

10.3.1 Laplacians and their Eigen-Structure
The key step in spectral clustering is found by mapping a graph to its Laplacian, and then using the top
eigenvector to guide the normalized cut. The term “spectral” refers to the use of eigenvalues. We start by
defining the (unnormalized) Laplacian matrix of a graph G with n vertices as L0 = D−A, where as before
A is the adjacency (or affinity) matrix and D is the degree matrix. When A is an affinity matrix (each entry
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is a similarity, more refined than just 0-1), then D is again a diagonal matrix, where the jth entry is defined
Dj,j =

∑n
i=1;i 6=j Di,j .

Example: Laplacian matrix

The Laplacian matrix of our example graph is

L0 = D −A =




3 −1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0
−1 2 0 −1 0 0 0 0
−1 0 3 −1 −1 0 0 0
−1 −1 −1 3 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 3 −1 −1 0
0 0 0 0 −1 3 −1 −1
0 0 0 0 −1 −1 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 1




.

Note that the entries in each row and column of L0 sum up to 0. We can think of D as the flow into
a vertex, and think of A as the flow out of the vertex (related to the Markov chain formulation). This
describes a process where the “flow keeps flowing,” so it does not get stuck anywhere. That is, as
much flows in as flows out of each vertex.

It is now useful to consider the eigen-decomposition of L0 = U0Λ0U
T
0 . The first eigenvalue/vector is

not useful: the first eigenvalue is always 0 and the first eigenvector has each element the same. However,
the second eigenvalue/vector are important descriptors of the graph. In particular, the second eigenvec-
tor, known as the Fielder vector, can be interpreted as providing a useful 1-dimensional representation of
vertices of the graph which preserves connectivity. Taking k eigenvectors provides a k-dimensional rep-
resentation; however, these are all unit vectors, but should not be treated equally. Rather, the vertices
can be given a k-dimensional representation using the corresponding part of the eigenvectors uj scaled by
1/
√
λj , the jth eigenvalue. For eigenvectors uj = (uj,1, uj,2, . . . , uj,n), the ith vertex can be represented as

(u2,i/
√
λ2, u3,i/

√
λ3, . . . , uk+1,i/

√
λk+1) ∈ Rk. This scaling correctly implies that the relative importance

between two eigenvectors is governed by the ratio between their eigenvalues.
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Example: Laplacian-based Embedding

The following table shows the eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λ8 and eigenvectors u1, . . . , u8 of the Laplacian
L0.

λ 0 0.278 1.11 2.31 3.46 4 4.82

U 1/
√

8 −.36 0.08 0.10 0.28 0.25 1/
√

2

1/
√

8 −.42 0.18 0.64 −.38 0.25 0

1/
√

8 −.20 −.11 0.61 0.03 −.25 0

1/
√

8 −.36 0.08 0.10 0.28 0.25 −1/
√

2

1/
√

8 0.17 −.37 0.21 −.54 −.25 0

1/
√

8 0.36 −.08 −.10 −.28 0.75 0

1/
√

8 0.31 −.51 −.36 −.56 0.56 0

1/
√

8 0.50 0.73 0.08 0.11 0.11 0

Next we plot the vertices using the implied 2-dimensional representation from (u2/
√
λ2) and

(u3/
√
λ3). Note that drawing keeps edge-connected vertices nearby. Moreover, points a and d are

directly on top of each other. From the perspective of the graph, they are indistinguishable. Indeed,
the eigenstructure does not separate them until u7.

a
b

c
d

e

f

g

h

v3 = 1

v3 = �1

v2 = �1 v2 = 1

This k-dimensional representation hints at how to perform the cut into two subsets. In fact, the typical
strategy is to only use a single eigenvector, u2. This provides a 1-dimensional representation of the vertices,
a sorted order. There are then two common approaches to find the cut.

The first approach is to just select vertices with values less than 0 in S, and those greater or equal to 0
in S̄. For large complex graphs, this does not always work as well as the next approach; in particular, there
may be two vertices which have values both very close to 0, but one is negative and one is positive. Often,
we would like to place these into the same cluster.

The second approach is to consider the cut defined by any threshold in this sorted order. For instance we
can define Sτ = {vi ∈ V | u2,i ≤ τ} for some threshold τ . In particular, it is easy to find the choice of Sτ
which minimizes ncut(Sτ , S̄τ ) by updating this score as τ is increased by incrementally adding points to Sτ
(and removing from S̄τ ).

Normalized Laplacian. However, to optimize the cut found using this family of approaches to minimizes
the normalized cut, it is better to use a different form of the Laplacian known as the normalized Laplacian
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L of a graph. For a graph G, an identity matrix I , and the graph’s diagonal matrix D and adjacency matrix
A, its normalized Laplacian is defined as L = I −D−1/2AD−1/2.

We can also convert L0 to the normalized Laplacian L using the D−1/2 matrix as

L = I −D−1/2AD−1/2 = D−1/2L0D
−1/2.

The left- and right-multiplication by D−1/2 can be thought of as normalizing by the degrees. That is each
entry Pi,j of P = D−1/2AD−1/2 (and edge (vi, vj)) is normalized by the amount of flow in and out of the
nodes vi and vj of its corresponding edge (vi, vj).

Example: Normalized Laplacian

The normalized Laplacian matrix of our example graph is L = I −D−1/2AD−1/2 =




1 −0.408 −0.333 −0.333 0 0 0 0
−0.408 1 0 −0.408 0 0 0 0
−0.333 0 1 −0.333 −0.333 0 0 0
−0.333 −0.408 −0.333 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 −0.333 0 1 −0.333 −0.408 0
0 0 0 0 −0.333 1 −0.408 −0.577
0 0 0 0 −0.408 −0.408 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −0.577 0 1




.

Using that the normalized Laplacian is mechanically the same as using the (unnormalized) Laplacian.
The second eigenvector provides a sorted order of the vertices, and the best normalized cut can be found
among the subsets according to this sorted order. Then to complete the spectral clustering, this procedure is
recursively repeated on each subset until some designed resolution has been reached.
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Example: Normalized Laplacian-based Embedding

The following table shows the eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λ8 and eigenvectors u1, . . . , u8 of the normalized
Laplacian L for our example graph.

λ 0 0.125 0.724 1.00 1.33 1.42 1.66 1.73

V −.39 0.38 −.09 0.00 0.71 0.26 −.32 0.16
−.32 0.36 −.27 0.50 0.00 −.51 0.38 −.18
−.39 0.18 0.36 −.61 0.00 0.03 0.47 −.29
−.39 0.38 −.09 0.00 −.71 0.26 −.32 0.16
−.39 −.28 0.48 0.00 0.00 −.57 0.31 0.33
−.39 −.48 −.29 0.00 0.00 0.05 −.31 −.65
−.31 −.36 0.27 0.50 0.00 0.51 0.38 −.18
−.22 −.32 −.61 −.35 0.00 −.07 0.27 0.51

Again we can plot the vertices using the implied 2-dimensional representation from (u2/
√
λ2) and

(u3/
√
λ3). Again the drawing keeps edge-connected vertices nearby and does not distinguish points

a and d.

a
b

c

d

e

f

g

h

v3 = 1

v3 = �1

v2 = �1 v2 = 1

Compared to the plot based on L0, this one is even more dramatically stretched out along u2. Also,
note that while the suggested cut along u2 is still at τ = 0, the direction of the orientation is flipped.
The vertices {a, b, c, d} are now all positive, while the others are negative. The is because the eigen-
decomposition is not unique in the choice of signs of the eigenvectors, even if eigenvalues are distinct.
Its also worth observing that in the second coordinate defined by u3, vertex f now has different sign
that vertices g and e, because the normalized Laplacian values larger cardinality cuts more than the
unnormalized Laplacian.

10.4 Communities in Graphs
Finding relationships and communities from a social network has been a holy grail for the internet data
explosion since the late 90s; before Facebook, and even before MySpace. This information is important
for targeted advertising, for identifying influential people, and for predicting trends before they happen, or
spurring them to make them happen.

At the most general, a social network is a large directed graph G = (V,E). For decades, psychologists
and others studied small scale networks (100 friends, seniors in a high school). Anything larger was too
hard to collect and work with.

Also mathematicians studied large graphs, famously as properties of random graphs. For instance, the
Erdös-Rényi model assumed that each pair of vertices had an edge with probability p ∈ (0, 1). As p
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increased as a function |V |, they could study properties of the connectedness of the graph: one large con-
nected component forms, then the entire graph is connected, then cycles and more complex structures appear
at greater rates.

Ethical Questions with collecting large social network graphs

There are many large active and influential social networks (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram). These
are influential because they are an important source of information and news for their users. But in
many cases the full versions of these networks are closely guarded secrets by the companies. These
networks are expensive to host and maintain, and most of these hosting companies derive value and
profit by applying targeted advertising to the users.

Various example networks are available through inventive and either sanctioned or unsanctioned
information retrieval and scraping techniques. Is it ethical to try to scrape public or semi-private
posts of users for either academic or entrepreneurial reasons?

Some social media companies attempted to quantify the happiness derived by users based on how
they interacted with the social network. This included some approaches by which the study poten-
tially decreased the happiness of the users (e.g., showing only negative posts). Was it useful to test
these experiments, and how what could go wrong with this ability?

Example: Why do people join groups?

Before large social networks on the internet it was a painstaking and noisy process to collect net-
works. And tracking them over time was even more difficult. Now it is possible to study the forma-
tion of these structures, and collect this data at large scale on the fly. This allows for more quantitative
studies of many questions. As an example anthropological question: Why do people join groups?

Consider a group of people C that have tight connections (say in a social network). Consider two
people X (Xavier) and Y (Yolonda). Who is more likely to join group C?

• X has three friends in C, all connected.
• Y has three friends in C, none connected.

Before witnessing large social networks, both sides had viable theories with reasonable arguments.
Arguments forX were that there was safety and trust in friends who know each other. Arguments for
Y were that there was independent support for joining the group; hearing about it from completely
different reasons might be more convincing than from a single group of the same size. For static
network data, it is probability impossible to distinguish empirically between these cases. But this can
be verified by just seeing which scenario is more common as networks form, and users decided to
add pre-defined labels indicating a group.

It turns out the answer is: X Vertices tend to form tightly connected subsets of graphs.

10.4.1 Preferential Attachment
How do edges form in an evolving graph? An important concept is called preferential attachment: If edge
(a, b) and (a, c) exist in a graph, then it is more likely than random for (b, c) to exist. Reasons include

• b and c somehow already trust each other (through a).
• a may have incentive to bring b and c together.
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• All edges may result from common phenomenon (e.g. church group).

This has been widely observed in large networks in many settings. Although the exact model which real-
izes this, and how the probability is adjusted is debated, the general property is accepted as a key principle.
Notably, this is not compatible with the famous mathematical model of Erdös-Rényi graphs which assumes
all edges are equally likely. And so the rich mathematics associated with that model needs to be avoided or
re-worked to apply to most typical large networks.

A key consequence of this is that the number of triangles in the graph becomes an important parameter in
judging the health of the network as a whole or its components.

10.4.2 Betweenness
One way of defining communities of a graph, is a procedure through an importance labeling on the graphs
vertices or edges. For instance, it could be the PageRank importance assigned to vertices. Once an impor-
tance has been assigned, these objects may hold a universal quality or connection, and the parts which are
connected despite these objects make up communities. Thus, we can remove all nodes or edges weighted
above a threshold, and the remaining connected components may defined the true communities of the graph.

A powerful definition of importance on edges which is especially effective in this paradigm is the be-
tweenness score. Specifically, the betweenness of an edge (a, b) is defined as

betw(a, b) = fraction of shortest paths that use edge (a, b).

A large score may indicate an edge does not represent a central part of a community. If to get between two
communities you need to take this edge, its betweenness score will be high. A “facilitator edge”, but not a
community edge.

Similarly, the betweenness of a vertex is the number of shortest paths that go through this vertex.
Calculating betw(a, b) for all edges can be time consuming. It typically requires for each vertex, comput-

ing shortest paths to all other vertices (the all pairs shortest path problem). Then for each vertex, its effect
on every edges can be calculated bt running a careful dynamic programming on the DAG (directed acyclic
graph) defined by its shortest path.

10.4.3 Modularity
Communities can be defined and formed without providing an entire partition of the vertices, as in a cluster-
ing. The common alternative approach is to define a score on each potential community C ⊂ V , and then
search for subsets with large score. The most common score for this approach is called modularity and, at a
high level it is

Q(C) = (fraction of edges in group)− (expected fraction of edges in group).

So the higher the more tightly packed the community is.
More precisely, we use the adjacency matrix A to denote existing edges, where Ai,j as 1 if edge (i, j)

exists, and 0 otherwise. The expected value of an edge for two nodes i and j with degree di and dj ,
respectively, is Ei,j = didj/2|E|. Note this allows self edges. Now formally,

Q(C) =
1

4|E|


∑

C∈C

∑

i,j∈C
(Ai,j − Ei,j)


 .

This score can obtain values Q(C) ∈ [−1/2, 1]. If the number of edges exceeds the expectation defined this
way, then it is positive. Typically when Q ∈ [0.3, 0.7] this is would be deemed a significant group.
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Finding high modularity subsets can be a challenging search problem. Spectral clustering can efficiently
provide good initial guesses – although the goal of this approach was to not rely on such methods. Once an
initial guess is formed, or starting from a single vertex communityC, then they can be incrementally updated
to look for high modularity communities. Either, one can add the one vertex at a time that most increases
the score, or all vertices which individually increase the score. Alternatively, a random walk, similar to the
metropolis algorithm can be used to explore the space of communities.
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Exercises

Q10.1: Consider the following probability transition matrix

M =




.2 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

.8 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0
0 0.3 0 0.3 0.2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.5 0.3 0 0.5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.4 0.4 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.2 0 0 0.5 0.4 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 0 0 0.3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0 0 0.7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 0.6 0




We will consider four ways to find q∗ = M tq0 as t→∞.

• (Matrix Power:) Choose some large enough value t, and create M t. Then apply q∗ = (M t)q0.
There are two ways to create M t, first we can just let M i+1 = M i ∗M , repeating this process
t − 1 times. Alternatively, (for simplicity assume t is a power of 2), then in log2 t steps create
M2i = M i ∗M i.
• (State Propagation:) Iterate qi+1 = M ∗ qi for some large enough number t iterations.
• (Random Walk:) Starting with a fixed state q0 = [0, 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0, 0]T where there is only a

1 at the ith entry, and then transition to a new state with only a 1 in the jth entry by choosing a
new location proportional to the values in the ith column of M . Iterate this some large number
t0 of steps to get state q′0. (This is the burn in period.)
Now make t new step starting at q′0 and record the location after each step. Keep track of how
many times you have recorded each location and estimate q∗ as the normalized version (recall
‖q∗‖1 = 1) of the vector of these counts.
• (Eigen-Analysis:) Compute eig(M) and take the first eigenvector after it has been normalized.

1. Run each method (with t = 1024, q0 = [1, 0, 0, . . ., 0]T and t0 = 100 when needed) and report
the answers.

2. Rerun the Matrix Power and State Propagation techniques with q0 = [0.1, 0.1, . . . , 0.1]T . For
what value of t is required to get as close to the true answer as the older initial state?

3. Explain at least one Pro and one Con of each approach. The Pro should explain a situation
when it is the best option to use. The Con should explain why another approach may be better
for some situation.

4. Is the Markov chain ergodic? Explain why or why not.

5. Each matrix M row and column represents a node of the graph, label these from 1 to 10 starting
from the top and from the left. What nodes can be reached from node 4 in one step, and with
what probabilities?
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11 Big Data and Sketching

The term big data refers to the easy collection and storage of large amounts of data, that by virtue of its
scale causes rethinking linearly CPU-bound computational approaches, and analysis methodologies. These
challenges, and the development of approaches to handle them, were in many ways a necessary precursor to
the data science revolution. For complex phenomenon, with small data, the central limit theorem does not
start to dominate, and there may not be enough data points to successfully hold out data to faithfully cross-
validate. With small data, abstract analysis models are less relevant: low-dimensional data does not need its
dimension reduced, and data can be clustered or classified by hand (perhaps with the help of plotting).

Most of the data science analysis methods discussed work fine for moderate to large data sets. But when
data is humongous, one may need to limit the times that a single data set is read end-to-end. Without
specialized strategies to deal with this scale, humongous data may strangely limit analysis to very simplistic
approaches. However, there are three main simple and effective strategies to deal with this scale.

1. The first approach is parallelization. Instead of using one processor to examine all of the data, this
task can be divided among many processors, potentially cutting runtime by that factor. However, in
large data settings, it turns out that the dominating cost is data movement (from hard drive or cloud to
the processor, and back). This led to the development of MapReduce-type systems which emphasize
the design of algorithms around data movement – and also emphasize the very easy interface to hide
many other issues in parallel algorithms.

2. The second approach is sampling. If data is enormous, then the central limit theorem, and thus other
modeling phenomenon may provably occur at data sizes smaller than what is available. Moreover,
most models assume that the data X ∼ µ, is drawn iid from an even larger (infinitely defined) un-
known distribution µ. Hence, a random sample S ∼ X (more or less) satisfies S ∼ µ, and hence
should retain many of the desired properties necessary for analysis. We covered many sampling prop-
erties and mechanisms in Chapter 2.

3. The third approach is sketching. This can be thought of as a refined and more flexible version of
sampling. Like sampling, this approach also reduces the size footprint of the data, but stores it in
some form of data structure S(X). These structures are not lossless, you typically cannot recover
the original data, but one can ask queries of the sketch data structure about the data. Moreover, the
data structure size typically does not depend on the size of the data, but rather on the accuracy of the
answers returned. A random sample is a type of sketch (e.g., retaining an (ε, δ)-PAC style bound with
size roughly (1/ε2) log(1/δ)), but as we will see, they can take many other forms.

Sketching is typically associated with the so-called streaming setting, where one can make a single pass
over the data. This means these sketch data structures can be built in roughly as much time as it takes to read
the data once, or can be maintained as data is continually arriving. However, sketches can be considered
in other scenarios; for instance, in the distributed data, parallel setting, if we sketch each subset of data,
then the algorithms which minimize data movement (e.g., MapReduce) may only need to send the sketches
between the parallel processors. These are much smaller and hence become more scalable in this setting as
well.
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11.1 The Streaming Model
Streaming is a model of computation that emphasizes space over all else. The goal is to compute something
using as little storage space as possible. So much so that we cannot even store the input. Typically, you get
to read the data once, you can then store something about the data, and then let it go forever! Or sometimes,
less dramatically, you can make 2 or more passes on the data.

Formally, there is a stream A = 〈a1, a2, . . . , am〉 of m items. We will mainly consider settings where
either each ai ∈ [n] (is an element from a large domain of size m) or each ai ∈ Rd is a d-dimensional
vector (in some cases d = 1, so it is a scalar). This means, the size of each ai is about log n (to represent
which element) or d (in the vector setting), and just to count exactly how many items you have seen requires
space logm. Unless otherwise specified, log is used to represent log2 that is the base-2 logarithm. In the
setting with items from a domain, the goal is usually to compute a summary SA using space that is only
poly(log n, logm).

Hashing. Many streaming algorithms use random hashing functions to compress data. This is not to be
confused with a locality sensitive hash functions discussed in Chapter 4.

A random hash function h ∈ H maps from one set A to another B (usually B = [m]) so that conditioned
on the random choice h ∈ H, the location h(x) ∈ B for any x ∈ A is equally likely. And for any two (or
more strongly, but harder to achieve, all) x 6= x′ ∈ A the h(x) and h(x′) are independent (conditioned on
the random choice of h ∈ H). For a fixed h ∈ H, the map h(x) is deterministic, so no matter how many
times we call h on argument x, it always returns the same result. The full independence requirement is often
hard to achieve in theory, but in practice this can often be relaxed.

In general we want to construct a hash function h : Σk → [m] where m is a power of two (so we
can represent it as log2m bits) and Σk is a string of k of characters (lets say a string of numbers Σ =
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}). So x ∈ Σk can also be interpreted as a k-digit number. This domain Σk often
represents the sort of elements ai in the stream A.

1. SHA-1: See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SHA-1
This secure hash function takes in a string of bits so Σ = {0, 1} and k is the number of bits (but many
front ends exists that can let Σ be all ASCII characters), and deterministically outputs a set of 160
bits, so m = 2160.

If one desired a smaller value of m, one can simply use any consistent subset of the bits. To create a
family of hash functions H parameterized by some seed a (the salt), one can simply concatenate a to
all inputs, to obtain a hash ha ∈ H. So ha(x) = SHA-1(concat(a, x)).

Functionality for this (or other similar hash functions) should be built in or available as standard
packages for many programming languages. These built in functions often can take in strings and
other various inputs which are then internally converted to bits.

2. Multiplicative Hashing: ha(x) = bm · frac(x ∗ a)c
a is a real number (it should be large with binary representation a good mix of 0s and 1s), frac(·)
takes the fractional part of a number, e.g. frac(15.234) = 0.234, and b·c takes the integer part of
a number, rounding down so b15.234c = 15. Can sometimes be more efficiently implemented as
(xa/2q) mod m where q is essentially replacing the frac(·) operation and determining the number
of bits precision.

If a user wants something simple, concrete, and fast to implement theirselves, this is a fine choice. In
this case the randomness is the choice of a. Once that is chosen (randomly), then the function ha(·)
is deterministic.
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3. Modular Hashing: h(x) = x mod m
(This is not recommended, but is a common first approach. It is listed here to advise against it. )

This roughly evenly distributes a number x to [m], but numbers that are both the same mod m
always hash to the same location. One can alleviate this problem by using a random large prime
m′ < m. This will leave bin {m′ + 1,m′ + 1, . . . ,m− 1,m} always empty, but has less regularity.

Random hash functions basically randomly map data items into a fixed (and often reduced) domain, and
some will fall on top of each other. These collisions leads to some error, but if one is careful, the large
important items show through. The unimportant items get distributed randomly, and essentially add a layer
of noise. Because it is random, this noise can be bounded.

An added benefit of the use of hash functions is the obliviousness. The algorithm is completely indepen-
dent of the order or content of the data. This means it is easy to change items later if there was a mistake, or
sketch different parts of data separately, and then combine them together later. Or if data is reordered due to
race conditions, it has no effect on the output.

11.1.1 Mean and Variance
As a first warm up task, consider a stream A = 〈a1, a2, . . . , am〉 where each element ai ∈ R is a real value.
A common tasks is to compute the sample mean and sample variance over A.

In the case of mean(A), the mean of A, we cannot simply maintain that one value through s elements
as mean(As) = 1

s

∑
i=1 ai. Since when a new element as+1 arrives, averaging it with mean(As) as

mean(As+1) = 1
2(mean(As) + as+1) gives the wrong answer. Instead we maintain two values: the sum

Ms =
∑

i=1 ai and the total count s. Then we can construct the mean on demand as

mean(As) = Ms/s.

The sample variance over A = var(A), is defined 1
m

∑m
i=1(mean(A) − ai)2. This again appears tricky

since we do not know mean(A) until we have witnessed the entire stream. However, we can maintain three
values, the sum of squared values Ss =

∑s
i=1 a

2
i , and the running sum Ms and count s as before. Then the

sample variance can be recovered as

var(As) = Ss/s+ (Ms/s)
2.

11.1.2 Reservoir Sampling
Another important task is to draw (or maintain) a random sample from a stream. For uniform random
samples (i.e., each element is equally likely) the standard approach is called reservoir sampling. It maintains
a single sample x ∈ As = 〈a1, a2, . . . , as〉. At the start of the stream (for s = 1) it always sets x = a1.
Otherwise, on each step it performs the following simple update rule. For the (s+ 1)th step

x =

{
as+1 with probability 1/(s+1)
x otherwise.

Observe that at this point, element as+1 has been selected as x with probability 1/(s + 1) as desired. And
by an inductive argument, this holds for every previously witnessed element.

If one desired to maintain k samples x1, x2, . . . , xk, this approach can be extended. If these should be
chosen with replacement (for iid sampling, so some points might be selected more than once) then one can
simply maintain k of these samplers in parallel (each with their own randomness).

If these should be chosen without replacement, then one can maintain the full set X = {x1, x2, . . . , xk},
the reservoir. Then the first k elements in the stream {a1, a2, . . . , ak} are selected as this sample. After-
wards, the update step is similar for element as+1. With probability k/(s + 1), this item as+1 is put in
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the sample; and if this is the case, one of the current reservoir items is randomly selected to be discarded.
Otherwise, the reservoir set X stays the same.

Weighted sampling. If one desires to maintain a weighted sample (e.g., the elements ai are selected
proportional to assigned weights wi), then in the single element and with replacement setting, the approach
is similar. Instead of maintaining a total count s, we maintain a total weight Ws =

∑s
i=1wi, and for a

single item, it is selected with probability ws+1/(Ws + ws+1) = ws+1/Ws+1. Or, as before, otherwise the
selected item stays the same.

For the weighted without replacement setting, then one can use priority sampling, described in Chapter
2.4. Recall, in this approach, each item ai is independently assigned a (random) priority ρi, and the top k
of these are then the selected sample. In the stream, we can also assign each element ai its priority ρi, so
then maintaining the largest k of these can be done by comparing each newly observed item’s priority ρs+1

to the maintained set. If it is not smaller than all of these, then it pushes out the smallest one. In most cases,
one only needs to compare to the smallest kept priority value, and so on a discard, this comparison takes
constant time.

11.2 Frequent Items
A core data mining problem is to find items that occur more than one would expect. These may be called
outliers, anomalies, or other terms. Statistical models can be layered on top of or underneath these notions.
In the streaming setting, we consider a very simple version of this problem. There are m elements and they
come from a domain [n] (but both m and n might be very large, and we do not want to use on the order of
m or n space). Some items in the domain occur more than once, and we want to find the items which occur
the most frequently.

If we can keep a counter for each item in the domain, this is easy. But we will assume n is huge (like all
possible IP addresses), and m is also huge, the number of packets passing through a router in a day. So we
cannot maintain a counter for each possible item, and we cannot keep track of each individual element that
passes through. We must somehow maintain some (approximate) aggregate.

It will be useful to discusses this problem in terms of the frequency fj = |{ai ∈ A | ai = j}|. It
represents the fraction of elements in the stream that have value j. This notation leads to several useful
aggregate values: the frequency moments. Let F1 =

∑
j fj = m be the total number of elements seen. Let

F2 =
√∑

j f
2
j be the root of the sum of squares of elements counts. Let F0 =

∑
j f

0
j be the number of

distinct elements. Note that typically both F2 and F0 are much less than F1.
Our goal, in a streaming setting, will be to maintain approximate frequency counts f̂j for all items j ∈ [n].

Note, even storing these numbers explicitly will require too much space, so we will build a sketch data
structure S which implicitly induces values for most values j (especially the items with small frequency).
Specifically, we desire an ε-approximate frequency data structure S so that for any j ∈ [n] provides an
estimate S(j) = f̂j which satisfies

fj − εm ≤ f̂j ≤ fj + εm.

That is, the returned values f̂j is always with εm (that is ε percent) of the true frequency count.
From another view, a φ-heavy hitter is an element j ∈ [n] such that fj > φm. We want to build a data

structure for ε-approximate φ-heavy hitters so that it returns

• all fj such that fj > φm

• no fj such that fj < φm− εm
• (any fj such that φm− εm ≤ fj < φm can be returned, but might not be).
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An ε-approximate frequency data structure can be used to solve the associated heavy hitter problem, which
identifies all of the anomalously large elements. For instance, in the case of a router monitoring IP address
destinations, such sketch data structures are used to monitor for denial of service attacks.

11.2.1 Warm Up: Majority

As a warm up towards ε-approximate frequency estimation, we will start with a simple and bare-bones
version of that problem. The majority problem outputs an item j ∈ [n]. If there is some fj > m/2, it must
output that j. Otherwise it can output anything.

We will accomplish this with log n+ logm space: one counter c, and one label `. At the first item of the
stream a1, we set the counter as c = 1 and the label ` = a1. Then inductively it adheres to the following
simple rules. If it sees a new item ai with same label `, it increments the counter. If the label is different,
it decrement the counter. If the counter reaches zero, and a new item is observed at ai (that is ai 6= `), then
replace the label ` = ai, and set the counter to 1. The pseudocode is in Algorithm 11.2.1.

Algorithm 11.2.1 Majority(A)
Set c = 0 and ` = ∅
for i = 1 to m do

if (ai = `) then c = c+ 1
else c = c− 1
if (c < 0) then c = 1, ` = ai

return `

We next analyze why this algorithm solve the streaming majority problem. We only need to consider the
case where some j ∈ [n] has fj > m/2 otherwise, anything can be validly returned. In this case, it is useful
to think of the counter c as signed: it is negative if the label is not j, and positive otherwise. A j item always
increments this signed counter, while a non-j item could decrement (if the label matches) or increment (if
the label does not match). Since there are more than m/2 items j, then the counter must terminate while
positive, and hence the returned label will be j.

11.2.2 Misra-Gries Algorithm

We will next extend the majority algorithm to solve the ε-approximate frequency estimation problem. Ba-
sically, it simply uses k − 1 counters and labels, instead of one of each, and set k = 1/ε. Thus the total
space will be proportional to (k − 1)(logm+ log n) ≈ (1/ε)(logm+ log n). Let C be an array of (k − 1)
counters C[1], C[2], . . . , C[k − 1]. Let L be an array of (k − 1) locations L[1], L[2], . . . , L[k − 1]. There
are now three simple rules, with psuedocode in Algorithm 11.2.2:

• If we see a stream element that matches a label, we increment the associated counter.

• If not, and a counter is 0, we can reassign the associated label, and increment the counter.

• Finally, if all counters are non-zero, and no labels match, then we decrement all counters.

On a query q ∈ [n]: if q ∈ L (specifically L[j] = q), then return f̂q = C[j]. Otherwise return f̂q = 0.
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Algorithm 11.2.2 Misra-Gries(A)
Set all C[i] = 0 and all L[i] = ∅
for i = 1 to m do

if (ai = L[j]) then
C[j] = C[j] + 1

else
if (some C[j] = 0) then

Set L[j] = ai & C[j] = 1
else

for j ∈ [k − 1] do C[j] = C[j]− 1
return C, L

Geometry of Bounding the Error in the Misra-Gries Sketch

We can show that this algorithm provides an ε-approximate frequency estimation; and in fact a
slightly stronger guarantee for any query q ∈ [n] so that

fq − εm ≤ f̂q ≤ fq.

The upper bound f̂q ≤ fq follows since a counter C[j] representing L[j] = q is only incremented if
ai = q. So the estimate f̂q cannot be an overcount.
The lower bound fq−εm ≤ f̂q or equivalently fq−m/k ≤ f̂q can be argued as follows. If a counter
C[j] representing L[j] = q is decremented, then k − 2 other counters are also decremented, and the
current item’s count is not recorded. This happens at mostm/k times: since each decrement destroys
the record of k objects (k− 1 stored in counters, and the mismatched current one ai), and since there
are m objects total. Thus a counter C[j] representing L[j] = q is decremented at most m/k times.
Thus as desired fq −m/k ≤ f̂q.

11.2.3 Count-Min Sketch
In contrast to the Misra-Gries algorithm, we describe a completely different way to solve the ε-approximate
frequency estimation problem, called the Count-Min Sketch.

Start with t independent (separating) hash functions {h1, . . . , ht} where each hh : [n] → [k]. Now we
store a two-dimensional array of counters for t = log(1/δ) and k = 2/ε:

h1 C1,1 C1,2 . . . C1,k

h2 C2,1 C2,2 . . . C2,k
...

...
...

. . .
...

ht Ct,1 Ct,2 . . . Ct,k

Algorithm 11.2.3 Count-Min(A)
Set all Ci,j = 0
for i = 1 to m do

for j = 1 to t do
Cj,hj(ai) = Cj,hj(ai) + 1
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After running Algorithm 11.2.3 on a streamA, the count-min sketch earns its name, and on a query q ∈ [n]
returns

f̂q = min
j∈[t]

Cj,hj(q).

That is, for each jth hash function (row in the table), it looks up the appropriate counter Ci,hj(q), and returns
the one with minimum value.

Geometry of Bounding Error in Count Min Sketch

Now for a query q ∈ [n], the value f̂q is an under estimate each estimate (fq ≤ f̂q), since each counter
Cj,hj(q) associated with query q has been incremented for each instance of q, and never decremented.
Although it may have been incremented for other items, so we claim that f̂q ≤ fq + W for some
bounded over count value W .
Considering just one hash function hi. The over count is increased by fj if hi(q) = hi(q). For
each j ∈ [n], this happens with probability 1/k. We can now bound the over count using a Markov
inequality.
Define a random variable Yi,j that represents the overcount caused on hi for q because of element
j ∈ [n]. That is, for each instance of j, it increments W by 1 with probability 1/k, and 0 otherwise.
Each instance of j has the same value hi(j), so we need to sum up all these counts, so

Yi,j =

{
fj with probability 1/k

0 otherwise.

Hence E[Yi,j ] = fj/k. We can then define a random variable Xi =
∑

j∈[n];j 6=q Yi,j , which bounds
the expected total over count. By linearity of expectation and m =

∑n
j=1 fj = F1 we have

E[Xi] = E[
∑

j 6=q
Yi,j ] =

∑

j 6=q
fj/k ≤ F1/k = εF1/2.

Now we recall the Markov Inequality. For a random variable X and a value α > 0, then Pr[|X| ≥
α] ≤ E[|X|]/α. Since Xi > 0, then |Xi| = Xi, and set α = εF1. Noting that E[|X|]/α =
(εF1/2)/(εF1) = 1/2, we have

Pr[Xi ≥ εF1] ≤ 1/2.

But this was for just one hash function hi. Now we extend this to t = log(1/δ) independent hash
functions,

Pr[f̂q − fq ≥ εF1] = Pr[min
i
Xi ≥ εF1] = Pr[∀i∈[t](Xi ≥ εF1)] =

∏

i∈[t]

Pr[Xi ≥ εF1] ≤ 1/2t = δ.

Putting this all together, we have the PAC bound for Count-Min Sketch for any query q ∈ [n] that

fq ≤ f̂q ≤ fq + εF1

where the first inequality always holds, and the second holds with probability at least 1− δ.

Since there are kt counters, and each require logm space, then the total counter space is kt logm. But
we also need to store t hash functions, these can be made to take (roughly) log n space each. Then since
t = log(1/δ) and k = 2/ε it follows the overall total space is roughly t(k logm+ log n) = ((2/ε) logm+
log n) log(1/δ).
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While the space for the Count-Min Sketch is larger than the Misra-Gries Sketch, it has an advantage that
its guarantees hold under the so-called turnstyle streaming model. Under this model, each element ai ∈ A
can either add one or subtract one from corpus (like a turnstile at the entrance of a football game), but each
count fj must remain non-negative. Thus Count-Min has the same guarantees in the turnstile model, but
Misra-Gries does not.

11.2.4 Count Sketch
A predecessor of the Count-Min Sketch is the Count Sketch. Its structure is very similar to the Count-Min
Sketch; it again maintains a two-dimensional array of counters, but now with t = log(2/δ) and k = 4/ε2:

h1 s1 C1,1 C1,2 . . . C1,k

h2 s2 C2,1 C2,2 . . . C2,k

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ht st Ct,1 Ct,2 . . . Ct,k

In addition to the t hash functions hj : [n] → [k] it maintains t sign hash functions sj : [n] → {−1,+1}.
Then each hashed-to counter is incremented by sj(ai). So it might add 1 or subtract 1.

Algorithm 11.2.4 Count-Min Sketch(A)
Set all Ci,j = 0
for i = 1 to m do

for j = 1 to t do
Cj,hj(ai) = Cj,hj(ai) + sj(ai)

To query this sketch, it takes the median of all values, instead of the minimum.

f̂q = medianj∈[t]{Cj,hj (q) · sj(q)}.
Unlike the biased Count-Min Sketch, the other items hashed to the same counter as the query are unbiased.
Half the time the values are added, and half the time they are subtracted. So then the median of all rows
provides a better estimate. This insures the following bound with probability at least 1− δ for all q ∈ [n]:

|fq − f̂q| ≤ εF2.

Note this required k about 1/ε2 instead of 1/ε, but usually the bound based on F2 =
√∑

j f
2
j is much

smaller than F1 =
∑

j fj , especially for skewed (heavy-tailed) distributions.

Bloom filters. There are many variants of these hashing based sketches, including techniques for locality
sensitive hashing (see Chapter 4.6) and the extensions for matrices discussed next. Another well-known
and related idea is a Bloom filter, which approximately maintains a set but not the frequencies of the items.
These does not allow false negatives (if an item is in the set, the data structure always reports that it is), but
can allow false positives (it sometimes reports an item in the set when it is not).

A Bloom filter processes a stream A = 〈a1, a2, . . . , am〉 where each ai ∈ [n] is an element of domain of
size n. The structure only maintains an array B of m bits. Each is initialized to 0. It uses k hash functions
{h1, h2, . . . , hk} ∈ H with each hj : [n] → [k]. It then runs streaming Algorithm 11.2.5 on S, where each
ai uses the k hash functions to force k bits as 1.

Then on a query to see if q ∈ A, it returns YES only if for all j ∈ [k] that B[hj(q)] = 1. Otherwise it
returns NO. Since any item which was put in B has all associated hashed-to bits as 1, so on a query it will
always return YES (no false negatives). However, it may return YES for an item even if it does not appear
in the stream. It does not even need to have the exact same hash values from another item in the set, each
hash collision could occur because a different item.
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Algorithm 11.2.5 Bloom-Filter(A)
for ai ∈ A do

for j = 1 to k do
Set B[hj(ai)] = 1

11.3 Matrix Sketching
The singular value decomposition (SVD) can be interpreted as finding the most dominant directions in an
n× d matrix A (or n points in Rd), with n > d. Recall that the SVD results in

[U, S, V ] = svd(A)

where U = [u1, . . . , un], S = diag(σ1, . . . , σd), and V = [v1, . . . , vd], so that A = USV T and in particular
A =

∑d
j=1 σjujv

T
j . To approximate A we just use the first k components to find Ak =

∑k
j=1 σjujv

T
j =

UkSkV
T
k where Uk = [u1, . . . , uk], Sk = diag(σ1, . . . , σk), and Vk = [v1, . . . , vk]

T . Then the vectors vj
(starting with smaller indexes) provide the best subspace representation of A.

But, although SVD has been heavily optimized on data sets that fit in memory, it can sometimes be im-
proved for very large data sets. The traditional SVD takes proportional to min{nd2, n2d} time to compute,
which can be prohibitive for large n and/or d.

We next consider computing approximate versions of the SVD in the streaming model. In the setting we
focus on, A arrives in the stream, one row as at step s. So our input is 〈a1, a2, . . . , as, . . . , an〉, and at any
points as in the stream, we would like to maintain a sketch of the matrix B which somehow approximates
all rows up to that point.

11.3.1 Covariance Matrix Summation
The first regime we focus on is when n is extremely large, but d is moderate. For instance n = 100 million,
and d = 100. The a simple approach in a stream is to make one pass using d2 space, and just maintain the
sum of outer products Cs =

∑s
i=1 aia

T
i , the d× d covariance matrix of A exactly.

Algorithm 11.3.1 Summed Covariance
Set C all zeros (d× d) matrix.
for rows (i.e. points) ai ∈ A do
C = C + aia

T
i

return C

We have that any point s, where As = [a1; a2; . . . , as] in the stream the maintained matrix C is precisely
C = AsA

T
s . Thus the eigenvectors of C are the right singular vectors of A, and the eigenvalues of C are the

squared singular values of C. This only requires d2 space, and nd2 total time, and incurs no error.
We can choose the top k eigenvectors of C as Vk, and on a second pass of the data, project all vectors on

ai onto Vk to obtain the best k-dimensional embedding of the dataset.

11.3.2 Frequent Directions
The next regime assumes that n is extremely large (say n = 100 million), but that d is also uncomfortably
large (say d = 100 thousand), and our goal is something like a best rank k-approximation with k ≈ 10. So
k � d� n. In this regime perhaps d is so large that d2 space is too much, but something close to dk space
and ndk time is reasonable. We will not be able to solve things exactly in the streaming setting under these
constraints, but we can provide a provable approximation with slightly more space and time.
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This approach, called Frequent Directions, can be viewed as an extension of the Misra-Gries sketch. We
will consider a matrix A one row (one point ai ∈ Rd) at a time. We will maintain a matrix B that is 2`× d,
that is it only has 2` rows (directions). We maintain that one row is always empty (has all 0s) at the end of
each round (this will always be the last row B`).

We initialize with the first 2` − 1 rows ai of A as B, noting the last row B` left as all zeros. Then on
each new row, we put ai in the empty row of B. If there are no remaining empty rows, then we need to
create one with the following steps. We set [U, S, V ] = svd(B). Now examine S = diag(σ1, . . . , σ2`),
which is a length 2` diagonal matrix. Then subtract δ = σ2

` from each (squared) entry in S, that is σ′j =√
max{0, σ2

j − δ} and in general S′ = diag(
√
σ2

1 − δ,
√
σ2

2 − δ, . . . ,
√
σ2
`−1 − δ, 0, . . . , 0).

Now we set B = S′V T . Notice, that since S′ only has non-zero elements in the first `− 1 entries on the
diagonal, then B is at most rank `− 1 and we can then treat V and B as if the `th row does not exist.

Algorithm 11.3.2 Frequent Directions
Set B all zeros (2`× d) matrix.
for rows (i.e. points) ai ∈ A do

Insert ai into a zero-valued row of B
if (B has no zero-valued rows) then

[U, S, V ] = svd(B)

Set S′ = diag
(√

σ2
1 − σ2

` ,
√
σ2

2 − σ2
` , . . . ,

√
σ2
`−1 − σ2

` , 0, . . . , 0
)

.

Set B = S′V T # the last rows of B will again be all zeros
return B

The result of Algorithm 11.3.2 is a matrix B such that for any (direction) unit vector x ∈ Rd

0 ≤ ‖Ax‖2 − ‖Bx‖2 ≤ ‖A−Ak‖2F /(`− k)

and

‖A−AΠBk‖2F ≤
`

`− k‖A−Ak‖
2
F ,

for any k < `, including when k = 0, and ΠBk projects onto the span of Bk. So setting ` = 1/ε, then
in any direction in Rd, the squared norm in that direction is preserved up to ε‖A‖2F (that is, ε times the
total squared norm) using the first bound. And in the second bound if we set ` = dk/ε + ke then we have
‖A−AΠBk‖2F ≤ (1 + ε)‖A−Ak‖2F . Recall that ‖A‖F =

√∑
ai∈A ‖ai‖2.
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Geometry of Frequent Directions

Just like with Misra-Greis, when some mass is deleted from one counter it is deleted from all ` coun-
ters, and none can be negative. So here when one direction has its mass (squared norm) decreased, at
least ` directions (with non-zero mass) are decreased by the same amount. So no direction can have
more than 1/` fraction of the total squared norm ‖A‖2F decreased from it.
Finally, since squared norm can be summed independently along any set of orthogonal directions
(by the Pythagorian theorem), we can subtract each of them without affecting others. Setting ` = 1/ε
implies that no direction x (e.g., assume ‖x‖ = 1, and measure ‖Ax‖2) decreases its squared norm
(as ‖Bx‖2) by more than ε‖A‖2F . By a more careful analysis showing that we only shrink the total
norm proportional to the “tail” ‖A−Ak‖2F , then we can obtain the bound described above.
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Why do we use the svd? The SVD defines the true axis of the ellipse associated with the norm of
B (its aggregate shape) at each step. If we shrink along any other basis (or a set of non-orthogonal
vectors) we will warp the ellipse, and we will not be able to ensure that each direction x of B shrinks
in squared norm by at most δ`.

11.3.3 Row Sampling
We next move to a regime where n and d are again both large, and so might be k. But a runtime of ndk
may be too large – that is we can read the data, but maybe a factor of k times reading the data is also
large. The next algorithms have runtime slightly more than nd, they are almost as fast as reading the data. In
particular, if there are nnz(A) non-zero entries in a very space matrix, then the runtime is almost proportional
to nnz(A).

The goal is to approximateA up to the accuracy ofAk. But inAk the directions vi are linear combinations
of features. As a model, this may not make sense; e.g., What is a linear combination of genes? What is a
linear combination of typical grocery purchases? Instead our goal is to choose V so that the rows of V are
also rows of A.

For each row of ai ∈ A, set wi = ‖ai‖2. Then select ` = (k/ε)2 · log(1/δ) rows of A, each proportional
to wi. Then “stack” these rows x1, x2, . . . , x` to derive a matrix

R =




x1

x2
...
x`


 .
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These ` rows will jointly act in place of V T
k . However since V was orthogonal, then the columns vi, vj ∈

Vk were orthogonal. However, the rows ofR are not orthogonal, so we need to consider an orthogonalization
of them. Let ΠR = RT (RRT )−1R be the projection matrix for R, so that AR = AΠR describes the
projection of A onto the subspace of the directions spanned by R. Now

‖A−AΠR‖F ≤ ‖A−Ak‖F + ε‖A‖F

with probability at least 1 − δ. The analysis roughly follows from importance sampling and concentration
of measure bounds. This sketch can be computed in a stream using weighted reservoir sampling.

Leverage scores. A slightly better bound, near the bound from Frequent Directions, if a different sam-
pling probability on the rows is used: the leverage scores. To define these, first consider the SVD: [U, S, V ] =
svd(A). Now let Uk be the top k left singular vectors, and let Uk(i) be the ith row of Uk. The leverage
score of data point ai is si = ‖Uk(i)‖2. Using the leverage scores as sampling weight wi = si achieves

‖A−AΠR‖F ≤ (1 + ε)‖A−Ak‖F .

However, computing the full SVD to derive these weights prevents a streaming algorithm, and part of the
motivation for sketching. Yet, there exist ways to approximate these scores, and sample roughly proportional
to them in a stream, and moreover, the approximation via selected rows still provides better interpretability.

A significant downside of these row sampling approaches is that the (1/ε2) coefficient can be quite large
for a small error tolerance. If ε = 0.01, meaning 1% error, then this part of the coefficient alone is 10,000.
In practice, these approaches are typically not useful until ` > 100 or even larger.

11.3.4 Random Projections and Count Sketch Hashing for Sparse Matrices
Stronger guarantees can be obtained through random projection-based sketches (see Section 7.10). The
starting point is a random projection matrix S ∈ R`×n that maps A to a ` × d matrix B = SA. As
with the random projections approach, for each element Si,j of S is drawn iid Si,j ∼ N ·

√
n/` from a

normal distribution. That is, each row si of S is a n-dimensional Gaussian random variable ∼ Gn, properly
normalized.

Using ` ≈ k/ε columns in S yields the rank-k approximation result, with a few linear algebra steps. First
let V ∈ Rd×d be the orthogonal basis defined by the right singular vectors of B = SA. Then let [AV ]k be
the best rank-k approximation of AV , found using the SVD. Ultimately, we have

‖A− [AV ]kV
T ‖F ≤ (1 + ε)‖A−Ak‖F .

A factorized form (like the output of the SVD) can be computed for the product [AV ]kV
T in time which

scales linearly in the matrix size nd, and polynomially in ` = k/ε.
Moreover, this preserves a stronger bound, called an oblivious subspace embedding, using ` ≈ d/ε2 so,

for all x ∈ Rd

(1− ε) ≤ ‖Ax‖‖Bx‖ ≤ (1 + ε).

This is a very strong bound that also ensures that given a matrix A of d-dimensional explanatory variables,
and a vector b of dependent variables, then the result of linear regression on SA and Sb provides a (1 ± ε)
approximation to the result on the full A and b.
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Count sketch hashing. By increasing the size of the sketch to ` ≈ k2 + k/ε for the rank-k approxima-
tion result, or to ` ≈ d2/ε2 for the oblivious subspace embedding result, then a faster count-sketch based
approach can be used. In this approach S has each column Sj as all 0s, except for one randomly chosen
entry (this can be viewed as a hash to a row of B) that is either −1 or +1 at random. This works just like a
count sketch but for matrices.

The runtime of these count-sketch approaches becomes proportional to nnz(A), the number of non-zeros
in A. For very sparse data, such as those generated from bag-of-word approaches, this is as fast as only
reading the few relevant entries of the data. Each row is now randomly accumulated onto one row of the
output sketch B instead of onto all rows as when using the Gaussian random variables approach. However,
this sketch B is not as interpretable as the row selection methods, and in practice for the same space ofter
works a bit worse (due to extra factors necessary for the concentration of measure bounds to kick in) than
the Frequent Directions approach.
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